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preface

Pakistan is not an unknown foreign country to us, even though most of us
have never been there. We know it from newscasts. We know about the
ethnic and religious conflicts that have been upsetting the country ever
since its establishment. We hear news on attacks and lslamistic terrorism.
~hesereports are not dismissed easily. Even the preparations for this exhibition had been latently jeopardised by the unstable situation in Pakistan. The headlinesand T V images, though, only show a part of reality, as
Pakistan offers far more than that! The country has an extremely fascinating cultural heritage that is worth discovering.
With our project, we focus on one of the most interesting chapters i n
the history of today's Pakistan: the civilisation of Gandhara.
Gandhara both designates a geographical region as well as a particular
style in art. The core region of Gandhara was located around today's city
of Peshawar in Pakistan's North-West. Concerning art, though, ,.Gandhara" encompasses a far larger area. It stretches from Kabul to Islamabad
and also includes the Swat Valley, to the north of Peshawar.
As recent research history has shown, the civilisation of Gandhara was
shaped by many influences. However, two factors stood out especially.
One of them i s the Greek culture, which had firmly established itself in the
region following the conquest by Alexander the Great in the middle of the
dth century; the other one i s Buddhism, which reached the region only a
short time later, having grown into a decisive constant by the beginning
of the Common Era. The art created here does not look immediately alien
to us, since we can discern its relation to Greco-Roman Antiquity.
Gandhara plays an important role in the history of Buddhism, for it was
here. not in its country of origin India, that the first personified Buddha
depictions came into being. In addition, Gandhara had a significant part
in the advancement of Buddhism into the direction of the Mahayina, or
Great Vehicle, one of the principal schools of Buddhism. And finally, i t was
because of the trade routes leading through Gandhara that Buddhism was
able to spread across East Asia. The best known and most astonishing testimonials of the Gandharan civilisation were the colossal rock-hewn statues of Bamiyan, which were destroyed in 2001 by the Taliban, in full view
of the world public: one of the most impressive creations in the history of
mankind, many centuries old, obliterated in a single moment. - could
there be a more drastic image of the destructive power of ideology?
The heyday of the Gandharan civilisation lasted from the 1" to the 51h
century, chronologically more or less overlapping with the rule of the

Kushans. The Kushans themselves were no adherers to Buddhism, but
they tolerated i t and, apparently, supported the development of Buddhist
art. Almost all the Gandharan works of art known to us today are products
of Buddhism, even though there were other contemporaneous religions.
This exhibition traces the development of the Gandharan civilisation, incorporating i t into its historical context. It has been arranged around a
schematic, typical monastery courtyard complete with a stupa, the symbol
of the Buddha and his teachings. The tour follows a clockwise path, just as
Buddhists would circumambulate the stupa. To briefly outline the scope of
the exhibition: The tour begins with the conquests of Alexander the Great,
then depicts the cultural as well as the political backgrounds of the region;
the establishingof Buddhism and its varieties; the other religious traditions
found in the region; as well as the influences of these religions on Buddhism. All in all, some 270 unique objects could be assembled for this exhibition. To illustrate the origin of all the pieces, we, working in cooperation
with the departments of information technology/telecommunications and
architecture of the RWTH Aachen, implemented computer-based reconstructions of all the locations, seen here for the first time. Computer technology also allows us to recreate the destroyed Buddha statues of Bamiyan.
I t i s only due to the dedication and the support of many people and institutions that we were able to realise this ambitious project. We are very
grateful to all of them. First of all, we would like to mention all the people
who loanedtheir precious treasures to us. The foremost of these i s the Department of Archaeology and Museums (DOAM).Islamabad, the DirectorGeneral of which. Dr. Fazal Dad Kakar, was our most important point of
contact; he also coordinatedall efforts in Pakistan. The DOAM i s subordinate to Pakistan's Ministry of Culture, which has been thoroughly supportive of our endeavour. Our thanks for many items on loan also go to
the Lahore Museum, the Peshawar Museum, and the SSAQMuseum of Archaeology and Ethnology of the University of Peshawar. Besides Pakistan,
source of the vast majority of the exhibits, we were also able to secure
some pieces from Afghanistan. For this, we would like to thank the Kabul
Museum, the Ministry of Information and Culture, and the Governess of
Bamiyan. Finally, our thanks go to the various European donators that
have provided us with important supplementary pieces.
We are greatly pleased that UNESCO has taken up patronage for this
exhibition. We are much obliged to KoYchiro Matsuura, the Director-Genera1 of UNESCO, for this honourable commendation.

-

-

The embassies of all countries involved provided invaluable support
during the entire project. Heartfelt thanks go to Dr. Gunter Mulack.
Germany's former ambassador in Islamabad, as well as the current ambassador, Dr. Michael Koch. In Kabul, Dr. Dr. h. c. Hans-Ulrich Seidt was
always a valuable mediator. We offer sincere thanks to him as well as to
his successor as ambassador, Werner Hans Lauk. We extend similar
thanks to the ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan at Berlin,
Shahid Ahmad Kamal.
The exhibition was designed by Prof. Dr. Michael Jansen, RWTH
Aachen, who also had the idea for the project in the first place, and Dr.
Christian Luczanits, last standing in for the chair for the art history of
South-East Asia at FU Berlin, who was instrumental in determining the
contextual structure of the exhibition.To both of them also go our heartfelt thanks. Project coordinator Susanne Annen took care of the actual
implementation of the concept. I would like to give my sincerest thanks
to her, too, for her dedicated commitment to this challenging task, an assignment she has passed with flying colours.
The exhibition's architecture was designed under the guidance of Prof.
Dr. Michael Jansen of the Center for Documentation and Conservation of
R W H Aachen, which was also responsible for the above-mentioned CAD
reconstructions of the locations.
We received invaluable support from the German-Pakistani Forum.
~ e r l i nfor
, which we are greatly indebted to its president, Paul Lehrieder,
MdB.
w e would also like to extend sincere thanks to the Gerda Henkel Foundation, Dusseldorf, which has very obligingly agreed to sponsor muchneeded restoration work on the donations from Kabul.

The Foreign Office deserves our gratitude not only for its support in
the form of the local embassies, but also for the funding of a restorer who
trained local museum staff in the countries of the donators and helped
them in preparing reports on the conditions of the objects.
The Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development has
agreed to sponsor a CIM position (Centre for International Migration und
Development) for the training of young restorers in Pakistan.
Finally, I would like to thank ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments and Sites) for their support, notably their President. Prof. Dr.
Michael Petzet, Prof. Erwin Emmerling of TU Munchen, as well as Sekander Ozod-Seradj. All of them are working on restoring the Buddhas of
Bamiyan and have assisted us in the loan negotiations.
It is our hope that this exhibition will help to see Pakistan in a new
light, enabling us to discover its rich cultural heritage.

Christoph Vitali
Director
Art and Exhibition Hall of the Federal Republic of Germany

Albert Lutz
Director
Museum Rietberg Ziirich

preface by the Curators

The cultural landscape of Gandhara in the North-West of today's Pakistan
has been fascinating Western researchers ever since its discovery in the
19th century. The region has been known to the Western world from texts
of the literature of Ancient Greece and especially since ~lexander'sconquest of Persia and his ~ n d u sCampaign (327-324 B.c.E.). he battle
against legendary king Poros and his elephants had left a lasting impression at the time. In the year 305 B.C.E.. Seleucus Nikator, one of Alexander's successors, exchanged the region of Gandhara for 500 elephants
from Chandragupta, the ruler of the Indian Maurya kingdom. In 301
B.C.E., he managed to employ these successfully in Syria in the battle of
lpsos against Antigonos Monophthalmos.
Officers of the British military, who were based in the region after its
capture in 1845, conducted the first excavations and discovered the rich
cultural legacy of the Gandharan civilisation. In the following, the BritishIndian Antiquities Service began its systematic research of the traces left
by Alexander. What they found. instead, were Buddhist monasteries with
depictions in the .,Greco-Buddhist" style, which introduced a civilisation
in which Eastern and predominantly Buddhist elements had merged with
Western-Mediterranean ones at the beginning of the Common Era, thus
creating a new culture.
These discoveries only fuelled people's interest in Gandharan Buddhist
art even more and led to those numerous early excavations, but also to
that particularly Fragmentary state of research that we still find today
concerning Gandharan art and the societies that were its carriers. After
the separation of Pakistan from India, especially Italian, French, and
Japanese archaeologists worked, besides local researchers, in the region.
Today, the area of Gandhara, the plain around the city of Peshawar and
the valleys to the north are being threatened by lslamist fundamentalism.
From a cultural-historical viewpoint, the destruction of the colossal Buddha sculptures at Bamiyan - possibly dated to the 6th century - in 2001
was the sad culmination of this trend. Especially due to this, it is our concern and that of the government of Pakistan, to make the Gandharan
civilisation, today located in a conflict-ridden region, and its perfect
merging of Eastern and Western elements accessible to a larger audience
in the Western world. Michael Jansen, researcher of Pakistan's civilisations, and the former Pakistani ambassador in Berlin. His Eminency Azif
t z d ~developed
,
the idea for this exhibition in 2005 and it was kindly taken
on by the then director of the Art and Exhibition Hall of the Federal Re-

public of Germany in Bonn, Wenzel Jacob. A first orientation journey by
Michael Jansen with the Art Hall's management to the museums at Lahore, Taxila, Peshawar, Chakdara and Saidu Sharif, the latter located in
the Swat Valley, opened up the great cultural wealth of this region to the
exhibition organisers. The generous support by the Pakistani Antiquities
Service, and here especially by its Director-General, Dr Fazal Dad Kakar,
right from the start, helped immensely with the preparations, especially
in the state museums and collections. The collaboration with the management of the non-governmental museums in Lahore and Peshawar has also
been ruled by the greatest willingness to cooperate. Through mediation
by Christoph Ciippers, director of the Lumbini International Research Institute in Nepal. Christian Luczanits, art historian specialised in the Buddhist art of South Asia and Tibet, joined the project. As a scholarship
holder at Lumbini. he was working on a study about the depictions of the
Bodhisathra Maitreya in Gandhara, a piece of research of which a large
part was integrated into this project. The concept this exhibition is based
on was developed together with Martina Stoye. The selection of the objects from Pakistan was then effected during a journey in March 2007,
when the chosen exhibits were also, at the same time, photographed. As
the core area of Gandhara originally reached into the east of today's
Afghanistan and the monumental Buddhas in the Bamiyan Valley represented offshoots of Gandharan culture, we decided to integrate objects
from Afghan excavations as well. Here, a definite highlight is the discovery of the consecration relic of the smaller (38 m high) eastern Buddha.
This container was found in 2007 by the stonemason Edmund Melz.1 in the
course of cleanup efforts led by Professor Petzet, ICOMOS. This consecration relic is being presented to the public for the first time with this exhibition. The National Museum in Kabul also has, despite most difficult circumstances, generously provided objects from different archaeological
sites in Afghanistan. Here, we would like to extend our thanks to the museum management and the Ministry ofculture for their friendly collaboration. Besides the reliquary, a rock fragment from Bamiyan displayed in
the exhibition will remind us of the pointless iconoclasm in 2001 and thus
connects the art of Gandhara with the present time. The early fasc~nation
people experienced with the Gandharan civilisation has resulted in,
among other things, the fact that important questions still have not been
adequately solved. The chronological assignation of a large part of the objects is, e.g., extremely problematic. Not only is there no vcrified strati-

graphy for most of the finds, in many cases we do not even know their
provenance; even the attribution of the objects dated by inscriptions is often in dispute. In addition, we cannot state with any certainty whether
the individual regions of Gandhara, or the individual places of discovery,
underwent parallel artistic development, or whether they remained selfcontained. As regards settlement, research into the spatio-temporal extension and the socio-political background of the area has been lacking.
Next to nothing is known about the relation between monasteries, cities,
and rulers in the course of the political changes from the Mauryan era.
the 3'* century B.C.E., to the Kushans and finally the Hephthalites of the
6Ih century C.E. Here, we can only hope that future research will fill the
gaps; the studies done under Professor Swati of Peshawar University may
be regarded as a start.
This catalogue can, of course, only touch upon some of the relevant
topics. However, it is our special concern to also publish findings of recent
excavations, both by international teams and researchers From Pakistan.
The studies of the lslAO (Italian Archaeological Mission in Pakistan), established now for quite some time but still hardly noticed, are represented in several articles, as befits their importance: Yoshihide Koizumi as
well as Mohammad Ashraf Khan and Mahmood-ul-Hasan each present
one recent excavation. It needs to be said. though, that the importance of
Afghanistan, as well as the French endeavours there. have not been
treated adequately here, and that contributions on the important legacy
of Gandhara's art could no be integrated. However, we would like to thank
the many authors who, often after receiving fairly specific requests, have
graciously agreed to summarise their knowledge of one particular aspect
of Gandhara's art for this catalogue. Those authors that substituted on
short notice to fill unexpected gaps shall be given exemplary citation: Joe
Cribb and Elizabeth Rosen Stone. Author Joachim Bautze readily placed
both his own and historical photographs at our disposal. We are very
pleased that the publishing company Philipp von Zabern and the Art and
Exhibition Hall are also offering an English version of this catalogue, making the knowledge collected within accessible to the people in the countries of origin of the objects.
Our exhibition project was met with great enthusiasm by all Pakistani
museums; they supported all our visits in the best possible way and they

provided many of the most outstanding objects of art despite them being
at the centre of the permanent local exhibitions. We owe thanks to the
virtually smooth organisation on Pakistan's part to Fazal Dad Kakar, Director General of the Department of Archaeology and Museums, and the
government of Pakistan, which we want to thank as representing all the
involved directors and curators of all cooperating museums in Pakistan.
As regards European museums, we are especially grateful to the Museum
fiir Asiatische Kunst in Berlin, which provided us not only with some outstanding objects but has also supported our work in numerous ways.
Thanks also go to the National Research Institute Tokyo for making available to us the survey pictures (Archaeological Mission of Kyoto University
to Bamiyan 1970-78)of the Great Buddha of Bamiyan, which is presented
in the exhibition along with the 3-D model of the cliffs at Bamiyan created
by the Japanese company PASCO. Furthermore, we extend our thanks to
ICOMOS Germany, Prof Dr. Michael Petzet, for cooperating in the Bamiyan
project, and, last but not least, to ACDC, R W Aachen for designing the
exhibition (coordinated by Dip\.-lng. Karsten Ley), creating the exhibition
film (coordinated by Dip1.-lng. Georgios Toubekis), and the generation of
the exhibition's 3-D model of Bamiyan (Georgios Toubekis), as well as
to Professor Jarke. RWTH Aachen, for co-financing the interactive 3-D
projects.
w e are especially pleased that a renowned house such as the Art and
Exhibition Hall of the Federal Republic of Germany in Bonn has taken up
a project of the historical art of south Asia, an art that has unjustifiably
been forced more and more into the background of academia. The Art and
Exhibition Hall will also present the exhibition in the Martin Gropius Bau
at Berlin, before handing it over to the Museum Rietberg at Zurich as the
third well-known place of exhibition. Representative of the administration as well as all staff of the Art and Exhibition Hall who have worked on
this project, we would like to heartily thank project leader Susanne Annen, who, as the central interface of this huge project. has been constantly challenged to the very limits of her ability.

Michael Jansen
Christian Luczanits

Christian Luczanits

~ a n d h a r aand Its Art
Gandhara's art seems immediately familiar (fig. 1). Its style as well as its
apparent depiction of contents and themes of Classical Greek and Roman
art of the Mediterranean seem to reveal their cultural foundations immediately. Thus, Alfred Foucher, in his in many ways still trend-setting standard work from 1905, speaks of "grPco-bouddhique" art. On the one hand,
this term is derived from the assumption that the art of Gandhara ultimately has its roots in the Hellenistic cultural tradition that was established by the conquests of Alexander the Great in the North-West of
South Asia; on the other hand, it stems from the fact that the art of Gandhara was found almost exclusively within the context of Buddhist monuments. Then again, some authors have also postulated a Roman origin for
Gandhara's art, as many details of it could not be explained without such
a Roman component. Although, generally speaking, we will certainly not
deny a coalescence of Western and Eastern (or rather, in this case, SouthAsian) cultural traditions, we cannot boil down Gandhara's art to these
two components only. As the contributions in this publication clearly
show, more recent research has assumed a much more multi-faceted cultural background for the art of Gandhara, including a definition of the
original contribution of the bearers of the Gandharan civilisation.
Gandhara is the name for the historical region in what is today NorthWest Pakistan, centred around the city of Peshawar. Referring to art,
however, the term is also used beyond this core area for the wider region
from Kabul to Islamabad, including the Swat valley just north of Peshawar
(Greater Gandhara; cf. Jansen, p. 27ff.). Chronologically, Gandhara's period of independent art production is nowadays usually dated from the
beginning of the Common Era until the sthcentury.' The monumental
Buddhas of Bamiyan, the destruction of which in March 2001 by the
Taliban attracted world-wide media attention, were late offshoots of this
school of art in Afghanistan.

Gandhara and the Kusllans
The heyday of Gandharan art to a large extent coincides with the rule of
the Kushan dynasty, a people that, coming from the East Asian steppes.
first invaded Bactria and subsequently conquered the North-West of
India. In its largest extension, their realm encompassed all the regions
from Bactria north of the Hindu Kush to central North India (map 1,

p. 39). As their coins show, the Kushans themselves worshipped a
biva-like deity named Oesho and were Zoroastrian~.~
The latter can also
concluded from the so-called Rabatak inscription, the inscription of
Kanishka I as discovered in the 1990s (Sims-Williams/Cribb 1995). where
the Zoroastrian deities are identified with those of the world of the Brahmans as well. In addition, this inscription documents both the expansion
of the empire deep into North India, where the Ganges and Yamuna
Rivers run, and some kind of ancestor cult of the Kushan rulers, who had
themselves, as well as their ancestors, depicted next to their deities.
This also explains the creation of the larger-than-life ruler sculptures of
Surkh Kotal (cat. no. 60), in present-day Afghanistan, and Mat (Andreae,
p. 53 fig. 5), in North-Indian Mathura.'
Kanishka's coins, those of his successor Huvishka, and the Rabatak inscription all bear testimony to the tolerance of the Kushan rulers towards
all regionally established religions. The equation of Zoroastrian deities
with those of the brahmanic and popular pantheon shows that the population ruled by the Kushans consisted of followers of Brahmanism or an
early Form of Hinduism. Indeed, we need to assume that the population of
Gandhara was culturally Indian, not only because the region became a
part of the central Indian Mauryan Empire in the 3rdcentury B.C.E. (map,
p. 3.21, but also because, during the 2"* millennium B.C.E.. the bearers of
the Vedic civilisation entered into the especially via this very region. Yet,
it is especially the Kushan rulers that have not only made possible the
flourishing of Buddhist art, but obviously also actively encouraged it.
Of course, Kanishka I cannot be described as a Buddhist without
criticism, as is usually done in Buddhist literature. He is, however. the
only one of the Kushan rulers who had coins minted that showed the
most important Buddhist cult figures of his time, Buddha hkyamuni and
Bodhisattva Maitreya (cat. nos. 99. 100; cf. Cribb, pp. 122ff.). The beginning of the reign of Kanishka I, and thus an independent era, can now, for
the first time, be dated rather safely to the year 127 C.E. due to two discoveries made by Harry Falk (Falk 2001, 2004b; cf. Falk, pp. 70ff.). This
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dating now puts the first heyday of Gandharan art entirely into the znd
century (see below). Thus, the conquests of Alexander the Great in the
late 4"' century B.C.E. and Gandhara's "Mature Hellenism", as Maurizio
Taddei has characterised the region's art, are separated by five centuries.

The Internationalify of Gandharan Art
And yet. Gandhara's art betrays detailed knowledge of western -Greek as
well as Roman - mythology and visual culture. The and ha ran region
indeed came into contact with the Mediterranean by means of the
sweeping conquests of Alexander the Great (356-323 B.C.E.) -contact that
was kept up subsequently via the rule of his local successors, the Seleucids and the Bactrians. As evidenced predominantly by coins (cf. Cribb,
pp. 64ff.). this Greek culture had become established in such a way that
the city of Taxila was still ruled by so-called Indo-Greeks in the 1" century. As late as around the beginning of the Common Era. a general from
the local Apraca kingdom called himself a "stratega", while coins minted
by the early Kushan rulers occasionally still used Greek script (cf. cat. nos.
49-51). Even more decisive, though, must have been the fact that the long
presence of Greek rulers in Bactria, as well as their contacts home, in the
long run opened up trade routes that would finally lead to the establishment of the famous Silk Route. Rome, first and foremost, had traded
excessively via this route, as well as via an alternative sea route.
Thus, it comes as no surprise that in Begram, north of Kabul, not only
plaster casts with strictly Western motives (cat. nos. 17, 18, 19) and
bronzes of Western deities were found, but also, among other things, the
largest hoard of lndian ivory carvings (cat. nos. 261-264). what is astonishing, though, is how familiar Gandhara's social elite, as well as its
artists, were with Western art, and how this knowledge was applied
within a new context. Most articles found in the first three chapters of
this volume, as well as some of the later ones, offer a whole range of differing, but partially supplementary approaches towards this fascinating
subject by means of highly varied examples.
Neither the relations to the West nor the dominance of Buddhism
should be allowed to hide the fact that Gandhara's art is an artistic style
of the South-Asian cultural area, and that Buddhism here has taken root
in a region that had formerly been Brahman and had then increasingly
promoted the newly-established Hinduism. Both the Kushan coins and
small-scale sculptures show that under Kushan rule, too, a substantial
part of the population worshipped early forms of Hinduism, with the
a
especially prominent (cat. nos. 108,109,110).
veneration of ~ i v being
Even more popular, though, was the war god, Skanda, easily recognisable in Gandhara by way of his chain shirt and the bow carried across his
chest (cat. no. 112, Srinivasan, p. 133, fig. 5). The exhibition also displays
Skanda in the unique depiction as killer of the buffalo-headed demi-god
Mahisa (cat. no. 111). Mahisa is depicted here in anthropomorphic form
with a buffalo's head, a form that otherwise appears only in much later
representations from South India. This link points to an aspect of Gandharan art that has not yet received proper attention, i.e., the interrelation of ~ a n d h a r aand its art and the artistic development of South India.

Furthermore, the successive Persian empires, beginning with the
Achaemenids vanquished by Alexander the Great, had a tremendous in.
fluence on the North-West of South Asia. For instance, the rigid depiction
of bodies on some of the objects of early Gandharan art found at Taxila
can be traced back to the influence of Parthian aesthetics (cat. nos. 62.63,
64), probably most prominent immediately prior to the Kushan era in the
1" century C.E. under ~ o n d o p h a r e sand his nephew (cat. nos. 16, 49).
From the middle of the 3rdcentury C.E. onwards, the political and cultural
links to the Sasanid Empire can also be observed in certain details of
Gandharan art.
The political and cultural counter motions as summarised here are
thus responsible for the complex cultural background of Gandharan art
and need to be taken into account in its interpretation. The art of Candhara mirrors, albeit in a slightly distorted way, the diversity of the
society producing it, a society whose cultural foundation ranged from
Rome deep into the lndian subcontinent. and who knew how to mine that
source for inspiration. We will leave open the question whether this cosmopolitanism did indeed manifest with Buddhism and its art because its
tolerance best suited it, as has been implicitly or explicitly assumed by
early research into ~ a n d h a r a . 'It is obvious, though, that from its very
beginnings. Buddhism in Gandhara was subject to a change that was to
prove decisive, even if only fragmentarily documented in situ.

The Changing Faces ofBuddhism
The same trade routes that were used by the various conquerors on their
way to India also sewed, in reverse direction, to disseminate Buddhism
hailing from India into the North-Western regions and on into East Asia.
while the first attempts at establishing Buddhism within the region are
credited to Aioka and had manifested in the area, even in the archaeological sense, by 200 B.C.E. latest (Taxila und Butkara I). Buddhism does not
become a culturally formative mass movement until the beginning of the
Common Era. The reliquary inscriptions of the Apraca (cat. no. 44) and
OdiSas well as the Italian excavations at Swat - especially Barikot (Birkot-ghwandai), Butkara I, Panr, and Saidu ShariP - for the first time allow
detailed insights into the beginning of the flourishingofBuddhism within
the region and in its art (cf. Luczanits, pp. 72ff.). It is notable that the earliest Buddhist art at Swat (cf. cat. nos. 42, 182 as well as Filigenzi, p. 198.
fig. 3), roughly dated to the middle of the 1" century C.E., is closer to
lndian art than is the subsequent, more Hellenised variety, although
Western concepts had been used before the Common Era for purposes of
structuring stupa architecture.'
Once established, Gandharan Buddhism seemed to have been in a constant state of change right from the beginningn The introduction of the
figural depiction of the Buddha (fig. 2; also cf. cat. nos. 130 and 131) and
the worshipping of Maitreya are still in accord with developments in the
Mathura region, but many of the themes only take centre stage in Gandhara. In early Gandharan art, the veneration of the Buddha by Brahmi
und lndra holds a special place within this hierarchy (cat. nos. 45. 183).
From early on, the life of the B ~ ~ d d hscems
a
to have been depicted in
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chronological sequence on the body of the stupa9. The ritual use of the
stupa, too. changes, as can be observed from the alterations in its architecture (cf. Kuwayama, pp. 170ff.). Depending on the chronological approach employed (see below). other themes come to the fore more or less
rapidly: the Buddha is more and more empllasised visually (fig. 3) and a
new Bodhisattva, holding a wreath (Rhi. p. 245, fig. 5), acquires similar
prominence as Maitreya. It is even possible that Maitreya's future as the
Buddha was depicted at Gandhara (cf. Luczanits, pp. 249ff.).
An aspect that has increasingly come to the fore in researching Gandhara's Buddhism is the systematic study of Buddhist manuscripts written in the Kharosthi script, which was used in the region until the 3rd
or 4th century, as well as in the local dialect. GHndhBri. while the first
published studies were still unable to document texts datable to early
MahHyHna Buddhism (Salomon 1999),recently some texts did surface that
now, for the first time, prove that the Gandharan region had indeed
played a substantial part in this innovative advancement of Buddhism
(cf. Strauch, pp. 263ff.). Until now, this could only be assumed on the
basis of Chinese translations and certain types of depictions. such as the
complex stele from Mohammed Nari (cat. no. 204).
The question of whether such types of depictions as well as other artistic themes of Gandharan art presuppose Mahiyina Buddhism has been
controversial first and foremost because the ideas and concepts that
characterise MahHyHna Buddhism were developed and canonised only
slowly. Even if some of the texts usually ascribed to Mahiyina Buddhism
can be traced back to the 2"* century already,1° important concepts, such
as the bodies of a Buddha and the miraculous qualities of a Bodhisattva.
are still in a very rudimentary form." In addition, the 'Great Vehicle' was
only the movement of a small minority in the early days. Both in India
and in China, this form of Buddhism does not seem to have really turned
into a larger-scale movement before the 4th century.12 The same holds
true for the teaching Bodhisattva Maitreya in literary sources (cf. Luczanits, pp. 249ff.l. A miracle-working Bodhisattva on an equal footing with
the Buddha, who has only postponed his last life for the benefit of all
other beings, cannot be clearly and unambiguously discerned until the
latest stone sculptures of Gandharan art (fig. 4 and Quagliotti, p. 127, fig. 1).
Moreover, it is nowadays without controversy that Mahiyina Buddhism has largely developed within the old schools. This also shows that
old concepts, as well as their visual expressions, were not simply replaced, but instead re-interpreted. Slow visual re-adaptation took place
much later. The rather small number of locations with stone sculptures
a
(cf. Rhi, pp. 242ff.) might also suggest
showing possible ~ a h i y i n themes
that the new movement could only really establish itself in a few monasteries.

The Chronology of Gandharan Art

Like in many areas of South Asia, research into the art of Gandhara suffers from the circumstances of discovery in the second half of the 19"'
century as well as from an insufficient corrective in the form of recent
excavations using modern scientific methodology. After the first monu-

ments had been unearthed by officers of the British colonial administration in their spare time - the famous Bimaran Reliquary. for instance,
now in the British Museum, is the result of such an excavation at the
Khyber Pass (Bautze-Picron, p. 166, fig. 2 and Rhi, p. 243, fig. 2) -, the
British archaeologists following after them concentrated on 'the essential', on the recovery of the best-preserved stone sculptures and reliefs,
without, however, adequately documenting the context of discovery
(fig. 5).
Most of the objects were thus turned into 'context-free uniques8.
Hence, not a single one of the larger cycles of the life of the Buddha - a
theme that could be found on practically every stupa of Gandhara that
was adorned with relief-sculptures - has been preserved in its entirety or
at least reconstructed beyond any doubt.13 Furthermore, about half of the
objects currently in museums are of insecure provenance and their origins may, at best, be reconstructed through most painstaking detail work
with historical pictures of groups of sculptures scattered later. ~ o s oft
these will have to be taken from the British Library."
Of course, the modern excavation work of the 20th century done predominantly by British. French. Italian, andJapanese teams provides much
better foundations for the art historian's work, with Domenico Faccenna's most recent work in the Swat deserving particular mention.15
However, Swat is an area on the periphery of Gandhara, having its own,
rather self-contained variety ofGandharan art. It is as yet unclear how far
developments at Swat might actually mirror those in the heartland of
Gandhara, around Peshawar.
As opposed to the co-existing Mathura art, inscriptions play only a minor part in the development of a chronology of Gandharan art (see below), while older points of reference for the early art of Gandhara, such as
the Bimaran Reliquary and the ~ a n i s h k aReliquary (cf. p. 190), have
nowadays been moved to a later timeframe.I6 If we base our studies on
the reasonably secure dating of the Kushan era as beginning with
Kanishka I at 127 C.E. and if we put the beginning of the other era mentioned in the inscriptions, the Greek or Yona era, at 1861185 B.C.E.
(cf. Falk, pp. 70f."), the following data present themselves regarding the
few dated and historically relevant sculptures of Gandharal"(largely following Zwalf 1996):
Standing Hiritifrom Skarah Dheri in the Chandigarh Museum, inv. no.
1625: The year reads 291, probably Yona era, 1861185 B.C.E. = 106 C.E..
which stylistically is the most likely option (fig. 6).19
Standing Buddha without head from Loriyan Tangai, Indian Museum,
Calcutta, inv. no. 49011A23217: year 318, probably Yona era, 1861185
B.C.E. = 133 C.E.
The Hashtnagar pedestal of a standing Buddha with Maitreya and the
accompanying Buddha sculpture without head: year 384, probably Yona
era, 1861185 B.C.E.. = 199 C.E."
Stele from Mamane Dheri. Peshawar Museum (cf. cat. no. 177; = 'Peshawar 1944'): year 89, probably Kushan era = 216 C.E. or - assuming that
the date refers to the second century of the Kushan era" - 316 C.E.
Triad from year 5, probably Kushan era = 232 C.E. or - in the third
century of the Kushan era - 332 C.E. (Fig. 7; it is iconographically similar
to cat. no. 203)."

Fig.4
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Ofcourse, the interpretation of the datings is much more debated than
presented in this introduction." In the form listed here, they may, however, be used as guidelines for an absolute dating of the exhibition pieces.
And yet, the dates of the Kushan era pose problems insofar that it is
currently impossible to determine without major contradictions which
century of the Kushan era those two sculptures should be assigned to,
respectively. To somewhat simplify: the interpretations of art history and
Buddhist studies on the one hand and those of archaeology, history, and
epigraphy on the other hand have been drifting apart, without the possibility of reconciliation. The final two dated objects may well have either
date. Hence, we present both scenarios that might develop from using
these two sets of datings.
From the historical point of view, a short chronology, i.e., a dating of
the two later sculptures into the 3'" century, seems obvious. Doing so

makes Gandharan art the sole product of Kushan rule. It also means that
after their loss of power, art production for the most part started using
less cost-intensive materials - at first, predominantly stucco, and later
also clay. Such a scenario is also supported by the excavation in Barikot.
where in BGK 4-5 two Bodhisattva figures were unearthed (one of these is
cat. no. 254) that, stylistically and iconogaphically, clearly need to be
assigned to the late phase of Gandharan art.Z4They are placed in a late
phase of period Vl, which, based on coins found, in turn has been assigned
to the 3rd century.zs Epigraphers usually assume that the Kharosthi
script, which is also used on the later steles, was replaced with the Brihmi
script in Gandhara in the 3rd century (cf. Falk, pp. 260ff.)J6
Since both the Mamane Dheri stele (cat. no. 117) and the Buddha triad
from the year 5 represent a major break from the themes usually assumed
for the zndcentury as regarb theme, composition. and iconography. this
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scenario requires at around the year 200, meaning during the reign of
Visudeva, a significant and innovative turning point in religious practice
and in Gandhara's Buddhism - a break that, at this time, could only be
observed in art." The triad from year 5, the one with the Bodhisatha
holding a wreath, anda turbaned Buddha, complex steles (cf. Rhi, p. 254ff.).
and teaching Bodhisattvas, however, are, as mentioned before, the results
of concepts close to Fully developed MahHyHna Buddhism.
From the point of view of art history, too, the diversity of Gandharan
art can only be understood if we assume a longer period of development,
all the more if we try to compare the development in Gandhara with that
of the Indian subcontinent. While being part of the later period of Gan-

dharan art, the depiction of the teaching (dhormocakromudroi) Buddha
with its increasingly idealised as well as stereotypical reproduction of
garments. face, and hair (figs. 3 and 7) already points towards the Gupta
depiction of the B~ddha.'~Anotherparticular feature is the prominent lotus seat, a symbol for the miraculous power of the Buddha. which cannot
be documented in the Mathura depictions of the Buddha from the Kushan
period, and is rare even in Gupta depiction^.^^ However, Juhyung Rhi was
able to show that, according to a series of Mahayina texts translated into
the Chinese by Dharmaraksa in the late 3'%entury, the donation of a
Buddha sitting on a lotus blossom is listed as a Bodhisattva practice, presumably reflecting contemporary practice.'O Triads such as the one from

lnscrlbed ~ a r ~~ kl a~r a, h~herl.106 C E . grey schlsl. 132 x 54 cm. Government
Museum and A r t Gallery. Chandlgarh.lnv. n o 1625, phorogrdph Museum fur Asiatlsche Kunst Berlin. SMPK.
F I 6~

year 5 (fig.7 )and the Mohammed Nari stele (cat. no. 204) would then have
to be seen as the more advanced variants of this concept.
From the point of view of art history and Buddhist studies, it would
thus be obvious to ascribe the objects dated to the Kushan era to a period
100 years later, i.e.. the early 41h century. This creates a gap of over 100
years between the inscriptions of the two eras, forcing us to assume that
the Kushan era lasted for one century longer in Gandhara, long beyond
the period of sole Kushan predominance. Such an additional century has
already been used in interpreting the datings in Kushan-era inscriptions
found on sculptures of Mathura art;ll however, it is more decisive that as
late as the sthcentury some Gupta inscriptions still contained references
to the Kushan era?= Which society, then. would have been the bearer of
the highly advanced late art of Gandhara, as expressed in the triad from
year 5 and the Mohammed Nari stele?
Both scenarios have their evident advantages and disadvantages.
While working on this catalogue, we found it impossible to commit to either of them. Since a catalogue of artwork has to focus on considerations
of art history, the pieces from the later period of Gandharan art are used
within the framework of the second scenario, though. In addition to the
usual comparisons of styles and motifs. the following works and assumptions, often only applying to certain groups of objects. were used:
Wladimir Zwalfs summary periodisation and characterisation of the
stylistic development of Gandharan art; it should be noted that his absolute dates are adjusted by 50 years due to the Kanishka dating (Zwalf
1996, pp. 67-76).
Elizabeth Errington's re-evaluation of the numismatic findings concerning the various locations of Gandhara (Errington 1999).
The dating of glasses and the assumed originals of the plaster casts of
Begram follows the detailed study by Michael Menninger 1996.
The chronology and stylistic sequence of Butkara I and adjacent
monuments at Swat, as worked out by Faccenna (cf. Faccenna 1980 und
2007), where the assignation has to be seen as more inclusive, and an art
historical development towards more deeply cut reliefs has to be taken
into account?l
The chronology and iconographic development as gathered for Taxila
from the report by Marshall 1951, incorporating more recent corrections
(Kuwayama 2007 and, in parts, Behrendt 2004), and for the Mathura region from the excavation of Sonkh (Hartel 1993).
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Notes

Fig 7
Teach~ngBuddha flanked by two Bodh~sattvas,from Sahrl-Bahlol(,),dated to
the year 5 I=232 or 332 C E ,grey schlst.62 x 60 cm.Claude de Marteau Collect~on.Brussels. after Kur~ta2003 143. P3.Vlll

Most of the datlngs would b e much more aptly described as conjectures
based o n factual knowledge, o r as "educated guesses". The emerging final
picture, then. 1s nothing but a meta-thesi~.)~
The adaptlve and innovative power of Gandhara can b e traced across
entlre centuries, both in parts of the region itself, but also in t h e adjacent
reglons. In A g h a n ~ s t a nand beyond, offshoots of Gandharan art l ~ n g e for
r
several centuries, finally culminating In the above-mentioned giant Buddha depictions a t Bamiyan, datable to the late 6th century." m Central
Asla, many toplcs ofcandharan art are taken over and developed further,
while o n the Indian subcontinent, In t h e eminently important art school
o f Mathura and beyond, themes and elements of Gandharan a r t are asstmllated. The greater Gandharan reglon as such, namely the Swat Valley,
c
finally plays a n Important part In the development of e s o t e r ~ Buddhism,
a t least as long as we may belleve the respective legends as traded ~ n T ~ b e t .

Of course, there are also dlffer~ngoplnlons, an extreme example of which Is
Swati 1997, who puts the art of the Swat valley prlor to that of Gandhara,
having ~tstart In the zndcentury B.C.E.
In t h ~ context,
s
Oesho h~mselFprobablyhas to be regarded as a Zoroastrian
delty, equated with Siva.
No depictions of d e ~ t ~are
e s known from elther slte On Surkh Kotal cf. ~i~~~
1963; Schlumberger et a1 1983; Fussrnan/Gu~llaume1990.
"he
excavation at Barlkot, as mentioned in the next section, even yielded
archaeolog~calev~denceof the paclficatlon of the Swat reglon under Kurhan
rule (cf. Ollv~erl,pp. 294ff.l
Salomon 2007, for ~nstance,offersa relatively recent survey.
0 ~ s ~ e c i a l lFaccenna
y
1964 and 1980; Calllerl 1989; Faccenna et al. 1993;
Calllerl and Flllgenzl 2002; Faccenna 2007.
' Neither the Tax~laValley nor the Peshawar Valley show a s ~ m ~ ldevelopar
ment.
Cf. also Fussman 1994.
Unfortunately, this cannot wlth any certainty be documented for the stupa
at Saldu Sharlf 1
lo In addttlon to the texts now ava~lable
In GandhHri, the corpus translated by
Lokaksema Into the Chinese IS especially Important (cf., for Instance. Harrlson 1993. 1998).
More recent Important publ~cat~ons
on the early MahHyina are. e g.. Harrlson 1995;Ruegg 2004, and Schopen 2005
l 2 It is probably not posslble to take recourse to the most curlous sllence on
the MahHyina In Gandhara in Faxian (336-341 through 418-23) since the
movement was, even In h ~ account,
s
already well d~ssemlnatedIn the early
5Ih century.
" The arrangement of the largest fully preserved cycle of the l~feof Buddha,
the one from the stupa of Slkrl. is almost certainly the result of reconstruc.
tlon; cf. Foucher 1903; Alam 1994, Oar 1999.The cycle of s a ~ d uShar~f,unfortunately. is far too fragmentary to prov~derelief In thls matter (cf CalI~eri/Fillgenzi2002).
'"he
studles of Elizabeth Errlngton (Errington 1987a. b, 1990) are glven as
just one example
'I Cf.. for Instance, the excavation reports of the most Important sltes
Faccenna 1964,1900; Calllerl 1989, Faccenna et a1 1993, as well as numerous
detalled studles
Ib
he Kanlshka Reliquary 1s nowadays dated to the relgn of Huvrshka and.
thus, the second half of the zndcentury Errlngton 2002. 2005 In a conference paper. Joe Cr~bbwas pondering a re-datlng of the Blmaran Reliquary,
but most authors In thls volume assume an early ~ u s h a ndatlng
In h ~ chronolog~cal
s
survey,Joe Cribb (Crlbb, pp. 64ff.) dates both the Greek
era and the era ofAzes by 12 years earher. This, however, has next to no Influence on the evaluation of the development of art h~story
Of course, t h ~ survey
s
only takes Into account sculptures that are useable for
analys~sIn the field of art history The dated lnscriptlon from Ranigat from
the year 85 (Odanl 2000) bears no dlrect relation to art
" After further enqulry. Ilarry ralk (personal communlcatlon, 10 September
2008) also opted for the reading of 291. The usual reading would be 399 =
214 C E (~nclud~ng
the one In CKI), but there have also beenreadlngs of 1796 B.C E., whlch 1s hlghly unlikely.
Cf. Zwalf 1996, no. 172, lncludlng an extens~vebibliography The Afo-raya
Buddha, whlch also has an Inscription but is not dated, has been linked with
the Apraca k~ngdomand its capital (Salomon 2007), but it is perfectly safe to
rule out the 1" century C.E dallng for this Buddha

The first meditation
under the rose apple tree,Sahri
Bahlol,Mound C (1911-12 excagrey
vation), 3d-4'"entury,
schist,70 x 36 x 16 cm;Peshawar
Museum, inv. no. PM-2750 (old.
1739).

From the point of view of history, epigraphy, and art history, a second
Kushan century is simply a matter of fact, regardless of whether it is supposed to be a century exactly or whether we need to add or subtract a few
years.
'?
Cf. also CKI 2008 no. 232. Brussels Buddha.
" The same guidelines were recently used. e.g.. by Kurt Behrendt 2004,
p. 281-287. with totally different results. Although Kurt Behrendt's extensive study of the architectural developme~ltof Gandhara contains much material of interest as well as a chronology based partially on the same criteria
as those used here, the theses put forward especially in relation to the
statue cult cannot be maintained. They ignore, among other things, both
the development in Mathura and t.he fact that Kanishka I already had a Buddha coin minted whose Buddha image, according to Joe Cribb, is in all likelihood based on a contemporary depiction of the Buddha (cf. also Raven
2006). These assumptions, however, form the foundations of all of his interpretations of the dating of the inscriptions, and also his assigning of the artwork from Gandhara in the ~ e t r o p o l i t a nMuseum of Art (Behrendt 2007).
" Both types, the teaching Bodhisattva with turban and the meditating Bodhisattva with a lotus flower hanging from between his fingers, only appear
on later Gandharan pieces and are typical of depictions of Buddha fields
such as those in cat. no. 204.
'' Callieri e t a ] . 1992;Callieri 2006; Olivieri 2007.
" It is not clear to me whether, and how far, this assumption is also based on
the dating of the dated inscriptions (for instance, cf. the compilation in
Glass 2007).
:' Behrendt 2004 indeed assumes such a break, but he does so from the point
of view of looking at cult figures and their links to architecture.
'' The attempt to regard stylistic development as parallel to the development
on the Indian subcontinent even went so far that art historians placed the
Brussels triad and the Mohammed Nari stele into the Gupta period (for instance. cf. von Mitterwallner 1987).
I" Devnimori (early 5th c.) and some Sarnath Buddhas from the 5th century.
(e.g., Williams 1983 figs. 57. 90. 92).
'O
Rhi 2003, pp. 166-171.
"
Primarily. l have Czuma 1985 in mind. However, Czuma assumed a Kanishka
date of 78 C.E.; his sequence of sculptures will surely need to be reworked.
given the new data.
I'

"
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~ a l k2004. ~ h e s are
e also sculptures from the Mathura School.
These slight adaptations seem justified especially with reference to the
rather multifaceted first group of the 'drawing style'. Generally, we use the
chronological dating of objects based on a numismatically determined pe.
riod rather as a terminus post que~nguideline for the historical analysis,
rather than as a hard fact.
The work I have put to use here is based primarily on my studies done dur.
ing a one-year stipend at the Lumbini International Research Institute,
Nepal.
This assumption overlaps insofar with the periodisation found in Behrendt
2004 in that it is also accompanied by the architectural changes as described
by ~ e h r e n d t .
~ h u swhenever
,
there are no fixed aids for dating, we always give a range of
100 years, where I"-znd century rather, but not always, refers to the period
of 50-150 and not to the entire span of 1-200.
This dating of the Bamiyan sculptures is derived from Klimburg-Salter 1989.
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Michael Jansen

he cultural Geography of Gandhara
Preliminary Remark
Between March 20 and 23,2001, the Taliban demolished the two colossal
Buddha statues from the 6"' century C.E. There was a cry of outrage
throughout the world following this act of cultural sacrilege. On September 11. 2001, the Twin Towers of the world Trade Center in New York
were destroyed by civil aircraft hijacked by terrorists. Several thousand
people lost their lives. During the same winter. Afghanistan - save for
some parts of the country - was liberated from the Taliban by United Nations troops. The Taliban were, among other things, a product of the
Western effort of liberating Afghanistan from the Soviet regime, which
had occupied the country in 1979. After the Soviet retreat in 1989. the Taliban became politically independent and turned against the West. The
global terror network of Al Qaeda, still led by Osama bin Laden, is closely
connected to them. Currently, the Taliban have managed to garner more
support in Afghanistan again. The mission of the UN troops, among them
German soldiers, is thus highly topical.
Peshawar. 2,000 years ago the centre of the peaceful Buddhist civilisation of Gandhara, has been the hub of political events surrounding the
Taliban and Al Qaeda since the 1980s, and still remains very important in
that respect. With the demolition of the Bamiyan Buddhas, an outrageous
iconoclasm has taken place, the destruction of the images of a culture
that once flourished in the North-West of today's Pakistan and parts of
Afghanistan.

Introduction
The Gandharan civilisation' was founded at the beginning of the Common
Era by a merger of the results of two important events in the geographical area of transition between the north-western plains of the Indian
subcontinent, in today's Pakistan, and the mountainous regions of
Afghanistan. The first event, during the middle of the first millennium B.C.E., was the founding and spread of the Buddhist religion in India; the second was, during the late 411' century B.C.E., the conquest of the
Persian Empire by the Macedonian Alexander the Great, who had reached
the eastern frontier of the Mediterranean world at the lndus River.
For several hundred years, this culture in the North-West of the Indian

subcontinent flourished along the important trade routes leading from
Rijagrha, Nilandi, Pitaliputra, Mathura. Indraprastha, and Taksaiili in
northern India via the so-called Khyber Pass to Afghanistan, to trade and
exchange messages via the Silk Routes especially with Central and South
Asia. The spread of Buddhism to China and Japan attests to the special dynamic that was innate to this particular region.
Gandhara's main period of prosperity was under the Mauryans and the
Kushans. Only with the invasion of the Hephthalites (Mihirakula.
515 C.E.), the monasteries in the tributary valleys of the Kabul River became hard-pushed. But under their reign, the colossal Buddha statues in
the Bamiyan Valley were erected during the sthcentury C.E. Monasteries
such as Adjuna Tobe or Krasnaja Rechka, along the Silk Routes, were even
built as late as the athand gthcenturies, before. in the 11'~century, Buddhism was finally pushed to the East by Islam.

The Geography
The geographical 'Gandaria' of the Greeks comprised the lower valley of
the Kabul River with the area o i today's Peshawar. Mohmand, Swat, Bajaur, Baner, and parts of the Kohat, to the east bordered by the lndus
River and to the west by the mountains of Afghanistan; in the south by
the Safedh Koh and the Kohat mountains up to the northern borders of
the Swat Valley, thus measuring about 250 km from east to west. and
180 km from north to south.
Gandhara' does not only refer to the geographical region around the
historical city of Peshawar in today's Pakistan, but is also the name of a
civilisation that had spread beyond the geographical borders since the I*
century B.C.E. Outside the cultural core area, we find the Taxila Valley to
the east of the Indus; and to the west of the core region, we have the
Bamiyan Valley with the famous colossal Buddha statues that were
erected later in the mountain regions of Afghanistan.
The largest Indian epic, the Rdmdyana, already mentions "Gandharva
visaya" on both banks of the lndus River in the ethcentury B.C.E. It is also
described there (~11.101.11)how the younger brother of Rima, Bharata,
in "Gandharva deia" founds the city of Taksaiila (Taxila) for his son
Taksa, and in "Gandhira visaya" the city of PuskalHvati (~harsadda)for
his second son Puskala.'

~ u sas
t on the other northern tnbutar~esof the Kabul Rlver, we find nu.
merous monasteries upstream a t the Alingar and the Kunar Rivers, which
have their sources In the chitral, up to the most remote tributary valleys.
The Swat River has ~ t source
s
In the mountains to the north of Buner,
Afterjolning the Panjkora, it flows south to the Peshawar Valley, where it
joins the Kabul Rlver a t Nisatta. In the Gandharanera, the Swat Valley was
the maln trans~troute In north-southerly direct~on,connecting the most
Important monastic settlements in the northern valleys and mountains
w ~ t hthe large east-western trade route In the Kabul Valley. Today, ~tIs
st111 the maln road over the Malakand Pass along the Swat River to the
North. Alexander the Great had already used t h ~ route
s
w ~ t ha n e l ~ t etroop
ofhrs army to subdue the almost impassable reglons.
Outs~deof the northern water catchment area of the Kabul Rlver, anThe
other rlver network was Important for the Gandharan c~vll~satron:
~ u n d a River
r
to the east of the Indus, whlch has ~ t source
s
In the h-,dusKohistan area, whrch is the only river that does notjoln the Kabul R~ver
but d~rectlyflows Into the Jhelum from the Kagan Valley.
Fig 1

The Kabul Rlver w~thkst~velydecorated boats

Settlement History
In east-westerly direction, the area of Gandhara is divided into the region to the east of the lndus River, with Hazara to the north, the arboreous Kagan Valley as well as the old trade route over the Karakoram to
Central Asia, where German and Pakistani researchers are still finding numerous petroglyphs today (cf. Hauptmann, pp. 352ff.1, and secondly.
the lowland between the lndus River and the western mountains, which
is divided into several natural subgroups of which the northernmost is
the alluvial Peshawar Valley. To the south of Peshawar, we find Kohat, a
fissured tableland, separated from the Peshawar Valley by the Jowaki
Mountains. To the south of Kohat lies Bannu, a barren plain between the
Sulaiman Mountains and the lndus River. The settlement area of the
Gandharan civilisation, though, was concentrated mostly around the area
on the Kabul River and the mountainous regions bordering it in the
north, as well as the river valleys in today's districts of Dir Swat and Chitral. The areas between these districts and Afghanistan are similarly varied, but wilder and craggier.
The former area of Gandhara is mostly drained via the Kabul River,
which has its source c. 6 0 km to the west of the city of Kabul in the Unai
Pass (34'17', 68" 14'). at a height of c. 2.400 meters. and then flows down
to the east into the lndus plain, where itjoins the lndus at Attock. Its main
tributaries come from the north and drain the large mountains of the
Hindu Kush, whose foothills are oriented here in a north-southerly line.
The Alingar is the westernmost of the northern tributaries that touches
Gandhara. It has its source in the Hindu Kush and joins the Kabul River at
Jalalabad. During the heyday of the Gandharan civilisation, we find a large
concentration of Buddhist monasteries here, near the mouth of the Alingar River, where itjoins the Kabul River at Hadda'. According to the travel
reports of the Chinese monk Fa-Hsien (Faxian), Hadda (Xiluo) was the
place where a bone from the skull of the Buddha was kept, making it an
espec~allysacred location for Buddhists.

The settlement history of the Gandharan civilisation was mainly determined by the landscape of the region. River valleys, which drained the
mountainous areas, were used to develop traffic routes, and in their flood
plains, irrigation agriculture was possible.
By pre-historic times, the Kabul River had already been used as the
main traffic route in west-eastern direction, and it has gained fame
through the Khyber Pass, where, in the lsthcentury, British troops with
their baggage, fleeing from Kabul (January 6, 1842), were almost completely annihilated by the Afghans (cf. Bautze, pp. 44ff.). Even today, the
pass, which is situated in the tribal area of the Pashtuns, is not accessible
to everyone.
This pass forms one of the few passages between the mountainous regions of Afghanistan and the Indian lowlands, and was used by many invaders from the west and north as a point of entry to India. It was used by
Alexander the Great in 327 B.C.E. in this way, providing access to the Indus Valley. In the 161h century, Babur, the founder o f t h e Mughal dynasty
in India, went from Kabul to the Ganges Plain to create the mighty
Mughal Empire in the north of India.
If we follow the settlement traces at Gandhara, we will see that this
traffic route was the most important way that allowed Buddhism to
spread to the West. Coming from the core area of Buddhism in the Ganges
Plain in the east, the way led via the ancient city ofTaxila near today's Attack, crossing the lndus River, towards the region that the Greeks already
knew as "Gandaria".
After the Buddha's death in the 4'" century B.C.E.. Buddhism's urge to
expand had already reached the remote valleys of the mountainous regions north of the Kabul River by the 3rd century. Butkara I , at Saidu
Sharif, e.g., features monastic buildings from this period. IF we follow the
chronology of the Italian excavator Domenico Faccenna (Faccenna 19801,
we can find the first stupas with round bases only in the 1" century C.L.
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their disposal in the sLh
century C.E.. we can only guess. It is possible that
during those times, intensive irrigation agriculture was being used and
that the monasteries were also centres of science and research. An
overview of the economico-geographical situation of the Swat Valley was
provided by the thesis of ~ u h a m m a dFarooq Swati (1996).
At the end of the 1" century C.E.. Buddhism started using the great in.
ternational trade routes connectingchina with the ~ e d i t e r r a n e a nThese
trade routes, which have been known as the Silk Routes since the lgth
century (von Richthofen), served as mediators between the different cultures and civilisations until the discovery of the sea routes to South-East
Asia in early Modern times (Vasco da Gama 1497-98). Via these connections, extant cultural influences from the Mediterranean probably
reached the Gandharan civilisation. These are not only reflected in art.
but also in architecture. Decorative pilasters with pseudo-Corinthian capitals at stupas as well as, e.g.. the drapery of garments in Buddha depictions clearly show Roman influences. In the literary tradition of the
Alexander romance. Roman authors also mention Gandhara. Chinese silk,
which reached the Mediterranean via the Silk Routes, played an important role in the provision of luxury goods for the Roman Empire. In the
Periplus Maris Enthraeyi, an anonymous work of the znd century C.E.. the
sea route via the Red Sea. along the Arabian south coast, i.e. Arabia Felix,
and the west coast of lndia to the shores of Malabar is being described.
Near Pondicherry, the English archaeologist Sir Mortimer Wheeler discovered the Roman settlement of Arikamedu in 1947. Such definite evidence of Roman presence, though, is missing on the northern overland
trade route for the region of Gandhara.6
Since the znd century C.E., Buddhist influence has been attested in
China. From the sthcentury, we have the first travel reports of Chinese
monks about lndia and also Gandhara, where they were searching for the
origin of the Buddhist belief and teachings.
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Besides the main route over the Khyber Pass, there were other eastwesterly connections. The numerous ruins in the Konar Valley in Chitral,
e.g., even today attest to another route between Gandhara and Bactria to
the north-east.
Extensive petroglyphs along the old ~ a r a k o r a mroad, which has only
recently been made accessible by the construction of the Karakoram
Highway, point at an old trade route that connected the North of today's
Pakistan with Central Asia.

Notes on the Hutory

Gandhara, the transitional region between the North-Western Indian
Punjab Plain and the high plateau of Afghanistan, has had a long history.
Possibly by the time of the lndus Civilisation, routes connecting their lowland settlements of the 3'* millennium B.C.E. with another lndus Civilisation settlement at today's Badakshan. Shortugai (Afghanistan), which
were used to trade lapis lazuli, already existed.
The area became historically concrete during the Persian Empire,
when Gandhara was its 2othsatrapy. Ktesias, a Greek at Artaxerxes'court,
was one of the first people reporting on the eastern reaches of the
Mediterranean world. Herodotus' records also come from the early 5th
century.
In the year 516 B.C.E., the Achaemenid Darius, son of Hystaspes, sent
the Greek Skylax of Karyanda to this region to research the course of the
lndus River (Rose 1898, no. 13).

The Creeks
Herodotus had already mentioned the Gandarioi together with other
tribes as one of the Persian Empire's satrapies. lndia had been known to
the Greeks before the Alexander campaign by the rather fantastical reports of Ktesias (Plin. Nat.37,39; Pauly, p. 690).
The descriptions by Megasthenes (McCrindle 1877), ambassador of the
Greek satrap Seleucus Nikator at the court of Chandragupta Maurya in
PPtaliputra (Patna) in c. 305 B.C.E.. seem more realistic. At that time,
Gandhara had already been incorporated into the Empire of Chandragupta.
For Alexander (von Thiel 1974). the conquest of this easternmost part
of the Persian Empire had been one of his last actions in a campaign that
had already been going on for too long.
In 327 B.C.E., he crossed the Hindu Kush and went to Nikaia, where he
confronted Omphis, king of Taxila. From there, he despatched his troops
(Rose 1898, Nr. 13). A part of his army went along the Kabul River, and
Alexander himself was accompanied by light troops to Bajaur and the
Swat Valley. Krateras resettled the city of Arigaion in Bajaur, which had
been deserted by its inhabitants and was razed. After his victory over the
Aspasioi, Alexander crossed the Gouraios (Panjkora River) and entered
the land of the Assakenoi, where he laid siege to the city of Massaga and
then stormed it. Ora and Bazira both fell soon after. 'rhe inhabitants of
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Conquests of Alexander the Great In Asla and the heartland of Buddhrsm

Bazira fled onto the rock Aornos, which Alexander then besieged and
managed to conquer after massive resistance. In the meantime, the city
of Peukelaotis had surrendered, and Nikanor, a Macedonian, was made
governor of the areas to the west of the lndus River. Subsequently.
Alexander crossed the lndus River near Ohind, or, following other
sources, near Attock.
In the spring of 326. Poros, a powerful king of a region between the Hydaspes and Akesines Rivers in today's Punjab, confronted Alexander in
the Battle of the Hydaspes and was defeated. Alexander was able to reach
reconciliation with Poros with the help of Meroes (probably Chandragupta Maurya) and reinstated him as king.
Afer Alexander's death in Babylon in 323 B.C.E., Poros received the
Lower lndus Valley, but fell victim to a perfidious attack by the satrap Eudamos in 317 B.C.E. Eudamos left ~ndia,~acedonianpower waned and

Chandragupta Maurya (Sandrakottos 321-297 B.C.E.) took over the reign
of the province. His grandson Aioka was a great sponsor of Buddhism.
Alexander the Great knew of the Ganges River (Arrian, Anabis 5.4).
which had already been charted in Early Hellenistic times (Strabo 15.689);
Chandragupta (Sandrakottos) allowed the Greeks Megasthenes and Patrokolos to conduct extensive research in his spt~ereof control.

The Romans

Many of the textual sources on Alexander and thus also on Gandhara
were penned by Roman authors at a later time, who had never actually
visited India. The collections of sources. legends. and stories conhibuted
to the ~lexanderromance during Late Antiquity in the 3d century C.E.
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(von Thiel 1974), a book that turned out to be a favourite of the Middle
Ages. By the Roman era, the name Alexander had already been connected
with mythological aspects. The Roman Emperors Caracalla and Alexander
Severus, e.g., pursued a rather fantastical Alexander cult. They insisted
that they were Alexander reincarnated (von Thiel 1974, XII). The Alexander romance, a rather entertaining piece of work, more often than not diverges from historical reality.
Here, other authors will usually be taken into account, such as Pliny
and Arrian.
Today, we know next to nothing about the trade relations between the
Roman Empire and the Far East. One of the most famous Finds in Italy is a
small ivory statue excavated at Pompeii, which comes from India and
probably depicts the goddess Laksmi. Apart from that, influences from India or even Gandhara are almost unattested in the Roman Empire.

The Mauryan Dynasty (321-185 B.C.L.)
Under ASoka (268-240 B.c.E.), whose seat of power was Pitaliputra (today's Patna), Buddhism was sponsored to a large degree. ASoka enacted
many edicts on rocks to propagate Buddhist teachings, some of them as
admonitions to follow the new laws. In Gandhara, such a decree can be
found at Shahbaz Ghari, a village c. 10 km to the east of the town of Mardan, not far from the huge ruined monastery of Takht-i-Bahi, which is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. This decree, e.g., definitely proves the existence of Buddhism in the middle of the 3rdcentury B.C.E. at Gandhara. Another rock inscription from the 3'* century was found at Mansera. The inscriptions were written in Kharosthi, a script derived from Aramaic, to be
read from right to left. Another script used during this era was BrHhmi
(cf. Falk2, pp, 260ff.).

The Kuhans

The nomadic tribe of the Kushans came from the Central Asian steppes
and moved towards the South-West during the 2"* century B.C.E.. as so
many other steppe tribes had done before and after, being displaced by
the Hsiung-nu (Xiongnu), driving the 5akas in front of them in turn. Under their leader Kujula Kadphises. the Kabul Valley was conquered, and
his son Vima Kadphises then went on to conquer North-West India as
well. His immediate successors were Kanishka 1, Huvishka, and vasudeva.
Under Kanishka 1 (127-150). the Empire had its largest extent, in the east
reaching to today's Benares. Under vasishka (249-257). it began to decrease again to a size encompassing the rndus Valley and Afghanistan.
From this era comes the famous Kanishka VihZra in Peshawar, the
place where the Buddha's begging bowl is kept. The stupa of this
monastery was described by the Chinese pilgrim Faxian.
The Kushan Empire was succeeded by Ki-to-lo, tribal chieftains of the
Yuezhi, who had settled in Bactria. They, again, were followed by the
Hephthalites, who managed to build a large empire, including the Kabul
Valley, from Turkestan to Persia. Know to the Byzantines as the white
Huns, those Yuezhi fought the Persian Sasanids. Under Toramana and Mi-

hirakula, they ruled the Punjab From the city of Sagala (Sialkot?). In the
year 528, they were defeated by a confederation of lndian princes under
the command of Yasodhara, being pushed back to the North-West of the
lndian subcontinent. In 870, Kabul was captured by Yakub Lais, and the
capital of the Turki Shahi was transferred to Ohind on the lndus River. In
c. 880, the Turki Shahi were dispossessed by the Hindu Shahi under Spalapatideva, who then resided in Ohind until they, as well, were eventually
displaced, by the advance of Islam.

lslam

The religion of lslam was founded in the 7thcentury in the Arabian Peninsula, in whose western parts the founder. Muhammad, was born in 570,
and where he taught until his death in 632. The Muslim reckoning of time
begins with the year 622, the Hijra, Muhammad's flight from the city of
Mecca to Medina. After his death. lslam quickly spread. By 711 C.E.. Muslim troops had crossed the Strait of Gibraltar and were only stopped in
732 near Tour/Poitiers in northern France by the troops of Charles Martel, the grandfather of Charlemagne. In the same year, c. 8.000 km to the
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east, the Lower ~ n d u sValley was occup~edby ~ r a btroops who had
crossed the l n d ~ a nOcean by s h ~ p .
In the north of the subcontinent, lslam had arrlved even earher. After
n , conthe qulck conversion to lslam of Iran and parts of ~ f g h a n ~ s t a the
quest of Khorasan took place In c. 655 C.E., and even though Kabul was
also attacked and turned Into a vassal state In 683, it was Independent
agaln by 700 The lslam~cconquest comlng from the West, then, moved
on towards Multan and slndh The c ~ t yof Ghazn~In southern Afghan~stan
became Musllrn In 870, and In 977, Sabuktagln founded the Ghaznav~dDys Mahmud of Ghazn~,Innasty. After Sabuktagln's death In 999, h ~ son,
vaded the lnd~anlowlands In 1001 and In 1008 defeated Anandapal from

dynasty In the North-West of the lndlan subcontinent, there were no ob.
stacles left preventing lslam from advancing into the lnd~anlowlands In
the 1lthand 1zthcenturies.
In 1179, ~ u h a m m a dof Ghor captured Peshawar, and two years later,
Lahore as well. After h ~ assasslnatlon
s
in 1206, hls general Taj-ud-din yal.
duz took over the government, rullng from Ghazni.
In 12-21, the Kharlzm~swere defeated by the lnvadlng Mongols under
Gengh~sKhan and were ~ u s h e dback to the l n d ~ a np l a n
In 1398, Tlmur began to conquer the North-West of lnd~a,comlnghom
samarkand
After the fall of the T ~ m u r ~ dthe
s , Afghans' power Increased, and In
1451, Bahlol Lod~,an Afghan, came to the throne of Delh~.Babur's uncle
Mlrza Ulugh Beg drove the Khash~,who were Afghans, from h ~ kingdom,
s
who then retreated t o Peshawar and the Swat Valley From there, they
kept offering resistance to Babur, who, In 1504, had gamed power over
~ a b uand
l Ghazn~.In 1505, Babur led h ~ first
s large r a ~ dIn the lnd~anplain
from Kabul vla Peshawar and Bannu. In 1530. the founder of the Mughal
dynasty d ~ e dIn Agra. HIStomb 1s In Kabul.
Durlng the long reign ofthe Mughal Emperors rn Ind~a,the Gandharan
reglon was a changeful part of t h ~ Emplre,
s
always entangled In confl~cts
wlth the western t r ~ b e of
s Afghan~stan,espec~allythe Pashtuns, who had
settled there slnce the 1lthcentury under Mahmud of Ghazn~.In 1540,
Babur's son. Humayun, fled to Slndh and left the northern terr~toryto the
Afghans under Sher Shah. Only after he had returned to Peshawar In 1553
s
he once agaln crossed the mand had defeated and bllnded h ~ brother,
dus Rlver to return to Delh~.In Peshawar, the fortress, whlch had been destroyed several tunes, was reconstructed and Further fort~fied.In 1585,
Akbar's Rajputgeneral, Kunwar Man Slngh, occup~edPeshawar and Kabul
and became governor of the provlnce Kabul By 1586, an uprlslng agalnst
Kunwar Man Slngh had started among the Mohmands, who closed the
Khyber Pass w ~ t hthe h e r e t ~ cRaushan~yyasect and thus cut off Slngh's
way back to the l n d ~ a nplaln One year later, the Pashtun tr~besof the
Yusufza~and the Mandaur ~ f g h a njolned
s
the revolt
sect
The death of Jahanglr In 1627 led to a large revolt of a rel~g~ous
among the Pashtuns, the Roshin~as(Plr Tarlq) In 1630, they l a ~ dslege to
a l was reinPeshawar, but then retreated to Tlrah Finally, ~ m p e r ~order
stated, but ~t d ~ dnot pers~stfor long, as In 1668, the Pashtuns revolted
agaln. Muhammad Amln Khln, the lmper~al governor In Kabul,
s
He 1s s a ~ dto
despatched troops to keep the Khyber Pass under h ~ control.
s
~ncludlngequ~pmentIn thls effort, a loss
have lost 40,000 men of h ~ army
that the B r ~ t ~ army
s h s ~ m ~ l a r had
l y LO experience In 1842 at the ~ h y b e r
Pass. W ~ t hthese attacks, the Pashtuns more and more forced thelr ~ndependence With the ueakenlng of the ~ u g h a Emplre
l
under ~urangzeb
came the loss of Influence over the tr~balareas of the pashtuns, whose
t e r r ~ t o r ~ ekept
s changlng ownersh~p
In the 18Ihcentury, leaders such as Nadlr Shah, who overran ~ a b uInl
1738, o r Shah Shuja, the son of Talmur Shah, who took possession of the
t ~ t l e"klng" In 1793 In Peshawar, entered the stage of hlstory W ~ t hthe
t
conquest of the fortress o f ~ t t o c kIn 1814, the Important p o ~ n ofcrosslng

of the imperial army road over the lndus River to the West, the Sikhs under Ranjit Singh, who defeated an army of Pashtuns in 1818, captured Peshawar.
During the course of extending their power to north-western India,
the British annexed the regions bordering Afghanistan on March 20,1849,
and thus also ruled over Peshawar. In 1857, it was the Sikhs who. as the
new friends of the British, assisted them during the Mutiny, the great uprising of parts of the native army, and helped the British colonial army.
Today, the "mutiny" of the Indian troop members is known as a war of
liberation among Indian historians. Only in 1947, the area of the ' ~ o r t h West Frontier' was liberated from foreign rule as one of the provinces of
the newly founded Pakistan with its capital of Peshawar.
w i t h the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, the currently last
chapter of the rather changeful history of the country began. In the same
year, the Shiite cleric Khomeini returned from his exile in Paris to
Teheran, where the Persian Shah's regime fell only a few weeks later.
~ o t hevents introduced a great change in current world history and
would be of utmost importance for the fundamentalisation of Islam.
w i t h international help especially from the U.S.A. and Saudi Arabia in
the 1980s, Peshawar became t h e centre of organised resistance against
the Russian occupation of Afghanistan. Under the Pakistani president and
general Zia ul Haq, many Qur'an schools were founded along the Pakistani-Afghan border, financed with Saudi money, teaching Wahhabism.
which propagates a strict form of Islam. From these schools, the Taliban
later emerged (talib. Arabic for student).
With the final retreat of the Russian troops from Afghanistan in 1989.
the decline that ended with the fall of the Soviet Union had started. The
Afghan power vacuum was almost seamlessly filled by the new Taliban
regime, which had been well educated and trained in the resistance
camps of Pakistan. The following Islamic fundamentalisation of Al Qaeda
and its fight against the Western world until today was the logical consequence.

Notes

'

The term "Gandhara civilisation" originated in the terminology of the 19"'
century and is used here in that sense. ~ u h a m m a dFarooq Swati calls it the
"lndus-Oxus School of Buddhist Art" (Swati 1997).

'
'
'

Franz 1980, p. 39.
Verma 2004. p. 34.
Hadda (Knobloch 2002. pp. 85-88) lies to the east of Kabul and is the modern
name of a group of Buddhist monasteries, stupas, and caravanserais at the
edge of the ancient city of Nagarahara (today'sJalalabad), 8 km to the south
of the once large caravan road Punjab - Kabul. Hadda has to be dated to the
late 1" to 7th centuries C.E.. a time when Nagarahara was one of the most sa.
cred sites of Buddhism. There are seven large groups of ruins, the most important of which are Tepe Kalan. Tepe-i Kafariha, Bagh Gai. Chakhil-i
Ghundi (1.3 km to the north-east of Hadda, Prates (on the other bank of the
Chaprir River). Gar Nao, and Deh Ghundai.
In excavations at Tepe Kalan, numerous figures in limestone, schist, and
stucco were found, which showed close similarities to the figural depictions
of Gandhara and Taxila, albeit in a more provinicial fashion. In 1923. French
excavations revealed 23,000 Buddha heads. Bodhisattvas. demons. donator
figures, soldiers, monks, scenes from the Buddha's life, etc. (Hadda 2 period.
~""3'~centuries C.E.; Knobloch 2002, p. 86).
"I think, therefore, that the hill fort of Aornos most probably derives its
name from Raja Vara, and that the ruined fortress of Rlni-gat has a better
claim to be identified with the Aornos of Alexander than the Mahiban hill
of General Abott ...." (Cunningham 1871, p. 52)
On the history of the Silk Route, cf.. e.g.. the UNESCO publication on Central Asia (Litvinsky 1996,vol. 3).
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Panoramic view with the Buddhas of Bamiyan, probably erected c. 600 C.E., and
details of the 55 and 38 m high Buddha
statues. From the latter originates reliquary Cat.No. 285, Reg.No. 1977.

Fazal Dad Ka kar

Archaeological Research in the ~ a n d h a r aRegion
during the Pre- and post-~ndependenceperiod

Gandhara was the ancient name of the tract of country on the west bank
of the lndus River which comprises the Peshawar valley and the modern
districts of Swat, Buner and Bajaur. he region remained a stronghold of
Buddhism from the 3'* century B.C.E. to 5thcentury C.E. "It was a country
with rich, well-watered valleys, clear-cut hills and a pleasant climate"',
which attracted many Buddhist monks, and thousands of Buddhist
monasteries and stupas were built here during the heyday of Buddhism.
A magnificent type of sculptural art known to the world as the "Buddhist
Art of Gandhara" developed. The purpose of this art was to consolidate
the Buddha and his teachings. ~ h o u s a n d sof sculptures were produced by
the artists of Gandhara to adorn the stupas dotting the whole Gar~dharan
region during the period of the Kushans, who were patrons of Buddhism.
Due to the decline of the Kushan Empire and constant invasions from
Persia and the so-called White Huns. Buddhism and Buddhist art lost
their royal patronage and eventually disappeared, leaving behind ruined
stupas and monasteries littered with sculptures and other specimens of
art.
Besides sculptures, the architecture of Gandhara also has marked characteristics of its own with its composition and details borrowing from the
Ionic and Doric orders of classical Greek architecture. The city plan of
Sirkap in Taxila Oansen. p. 286, fig. 2), the remains of religious establishments such as stupas and monasteries at Dharmarijikl Clansen, p. 291,
fig. 6 ) .Jaulian. Jinan Wali Dheri (cf. Ashraf Khan, pp. 302ff.), Badalpur,
Mohra Moradu in the Taxila Valley, and those at Takht-i-Bahi, Jamalgarhi, in the Mardan district, are all remarkable ensembles and proof to
the dissemination and blending of foreign and local traditions in the art
of building. Besides, Butkara (Filigenzi, p. 299, fig. 2). Panr, Udegram, Nirnogram. Chatpat, Andan Dheri, the Saidu Sharif Stupa, the Shingardar
Stupa Clansen, p. 30, fig. 3), and the Thokardara Stupa, to name only a few,
are some of the famous sites in the Swat and Dir areas which provide ample evidence of the extent of this religious cultural phenomenon.
The history of the discovery of Ancient Gandhara goes hand in hand
with the conquest of the Indian subcontinent by the British2'The interest
in antiquity was primarily a phenomenon of Western Europe, and in the
19~"century,it was part of the European national competitiveness, while
this contest at the time was mostly played out in the larger European area

and especially Mesopotamia, British explorers had long since started
looking at the regions of the lndian colonies conquered by Britain. Among
these explorers was William Finch (1608-111, who first described the
Aioka pillars in Delhi and Allahabad and recorded detailed observations
about the architecture of Delhi, Agras, Lahore, and other cities. Before the
lgth century, there were many adventurers and archaeologists who
travelled all over India and left reports of their travels. Among these
were, from Portuguese colonial times, Duarte Barbosa. Tavernier from
French colonial times, Thevenot, Niebur, Hamilton, Tieffenthaler, and
many others. Hanxleden (1699-1732) published the first Sanskrit grammar, in Latin, in 1731, and Calmette rnade the first writings of the Rgveda
available to a Western audience.
In 1784, Sir WilliamJones, one of the most accomplished among these
scholars, founded the "Asiatic Society" in Calcutta, where he was judge at
the High Court. In 1786, he was the first to discover the close linguisticrelationship between Sanskrit and the Germanic and Celtic languages and
thus founded the basis for researching the Indo-European language
family. Already in 1788, he founded a journal, called The Asiatic Researcher,
and in 1814, a museum was opened, almost at the same time as the large
national museums of the new European national states after the Congress
of Vienna in 1815. This movement in the Indian subcontinent apparently
developed parallel to the Central European movement introducing a new
bourgeoisie, albeit far from the ancestral home.
It was William Jones, who, for the first time, explained the connections
between Chandragupta Maurya (Sandrakottos of the Greeks) and Alexander the Great, an insight that would influence lndian archaeology, as far
as it already existed in these terms, until the early 20'~' century.
For Buddhist research, the works of Mountstuart Elphinstone about
the Manikyala stupa (Kuwayama, p. 172, Fig. 2), the almost dramatic discovery of the stupa of Sanchi (Luczanits, p. 72, fig. I), and the detailed documentation and research of Colin Mackenzic (1753-1821) at the famous
stupa of Amaravati, are of utmost importance. This was the time when
British draughtsrnan and watercolourist Thomas Daniell, together with
his nephew, creatcd those unsurpassed depictions of lndian architecture
in the Romantic style of the early 19'~'century.
Francis Buchanan (later Ruchanan Hamilton) was the first who,
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under orders from the government, systematically started to record
monuments, among these Bodhgaya, the place ofthe Buddha's Enlightenment.
Another important personality for the history of the Indian subcontinent in the first half of the lsthcentury was James Prinsep, who soon became secretary of the "Asiatic Society". Between 1834 and 1837, he deciphered the writing systems of Kharosthiand BrHhmi, both scripts used at
the time of the Gandharan civilisation. He was also the first to identify the
names of the Hellenistic kings Antiochus 11.. Ptolemaios (Philadelphos).
and Magas of Cyrene in the Ghirnar rock inscription of Emperor Aioka
(srdcentury B.C.E.) and thus create a historical framework.
Soon after, he also realised the importance ofthe excavation results of

the generals Ventura and Court at the Manikyala stupa in 1830. and Further research in the Indus-Jhelum region in 1833-34 brought to light a
large number of Buddhist works, sculptures, coins, and inscriptions that,
for the first time, referenced a new ruling dynasty, the Kushans.
At the same time, W. Masson was working in Afghanistan, partly as a
British spy, conducting research in the Buddhist ruins of Begram, among
other endeavours, and brought to light a respectable number of Graece
Bactrian and Indo-Scythian dynasties that had hitherto been unknown to
historical research.
With Alexander Cunningham, in the 1830s. yet another new luminary
entered the scholarly world, who would, in 1871, move on to become the
first director general of the Archaeological Survey of India and who
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would keep working until the end of the lsthcentury. From1834-36, he
examined the Dhamek stupa in Sarnath with its environment, and in
1851, he concentrated on the Buddhist monuments in Central India. His
results were collected in the publication The Bhilsa Topes, or Buddhist
Monuments of Central India (London 1857). Besides his Ancient Geography
(1871). he also published a book on the inscriptions of Adoka (1877) as well
as books on Indian coins of Alexander the Great's successors (1884). and
Coins ofAncient India from the earliest times down to the T hcentury AD.
The actual heyday of Gandharan research came with the integration of
the "North-West-Province" after la47 by the British, who took over the
territory from the Sikhs. Additionally, new information was gained from

the translation of the Chinese texts of Faxian and Xuanzang, which eventually inspired Cunningham to write his Ancient Geography, possibly the
most extensive work of its time.
When he retired in 1885, he had created a large organisation that was
dedicated to the research of historical architecture, art, coins, and inscriptions. Later, under Burgess, three departments were founded: exploration, conservation, and epigraphy.
In Europe, research on the history of humanity had been furthered by
the works of Thomson, Worsaae, Fiorelli. Curtius, Dorpfeld, Schliemann,
et al. Archaeology as a historical discipline on the lndian subcontinent,
though, only became part of general research in the early 20"' century. It
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is intrinsically tied to the name ofJohn Marshall, who later, in the 1920s,
also conducted the excavations at Moenjodaro and Harappa.
His first large-scale excavation was conducted together with J. P. Vogel in Puskalivati (Charsadda), one of the great centres of Indo-Hellenic
civilisation. Further excavations at places relevant for the Buddhist civilisation such as Sirnith, Kasia. Rajagrha, and VaiSali followed. These times
also saw the first expedition of Aurel Stein into the Taklamakan Desert.
later followed by the German Albert von Le Coq.
It was also Marshall who expanded our knowledge of Gandharan culture to a large degree by his research. Among his achievements are the
important excavations of Shah-ji-ki Dheri near Peshawar, the famous

stupa of Kanishka, in which the gilded reliquary was found. the Dharmarsjiks and the Jaulian monastic complexes in the Taxila valley, and
many more.
In Taxila, he also had his summer residence. Even today, visitors can
tour his study: in the nearby archaeological guest house, his former
home, his Furniture and his crockery are still being kept.
In the Taxila valley. he uncovered three large cities. the oldest one
the pre-Hellenic Bhir Mound, the Hellenistic settlement of Sirkap,
hypodermic in its layout, and later Sirsukh, founded during the Kushan
era.
After Marshall's retirement in 1934, his successors changed rapidly,

and all came From his house: Herald Hargreaves (1928-31). Daya Ram
Sahni (1931-35). J. F. Blakiston (1935-371, and K. N. Dikshit (1937-44).
In 1944, the Archaeological Survey of India had its last glamorous
apogee with the appointment of Mortimer Wheeler before the "British
Raj", the British Crown Colony of India. ended in 1947. Two new nations
emerged out ofthe bloody secession: the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and
the Union of ~ndia,later Republic of India.
The research history of Gandharan culture in the young state of
Pakistan then started in 1956 with Italian activities in Swat under Professor Tucci. Due to his personal connections to the ruler of Swat. His
Majesty General Myangul Jahazeb, he had received a special permit to
excavate in the area that was then still independent from Pakistan. The
excavations, mostly led by Domenico Faccenna, include Butkara I, 11. the
Saidu stupa (Callieri 1989), as well as Panr and the settlement of Barikot
(probably ancient Bazira). Among the great Italian researchers of Gandhara are Maurizio Taddei, Giorgio Stacul. Giovanni Verardi, Anna Maria
Quagliotti, and Anna Filigenzi.
Also in the 1950%the first Japanese researchers (Kyoto Scientific Mission to Gandhara) under the aegis of Prof. Seichi Mizuno came to Gandhara, but concentrated their work on the area around Mardan, with
excavations in Chanaka Dheri. Mekha Sanda, and Thareli. Later, Prof.
T Higuchi and Prof. Koji Nishikawa continued the work there; the latter
has been conducting restoration work for the UNESCO-JapanTrust Fund
programme in Ranigat. At Zar Dheri. prominently located at the beginning of the Karakoram Highway, the National Museum of Tokyo has been
conducting important excavation work (cf. Koizumi, pp. 308K).
German research has concentrated, most of all through Prof. Jettmar,
and later Prof. Hauptmann, Heidelberg, on petroglyph research along the
Karakoram Highway, which was created in the 1960s to connect Northern
Pakistan to China. While Prof. Hartel, Berlin, has excavated for many
years in Sonkh in India, Prof. Klaus Fischer undertook research in
Afghanistan and also visited Gandhara.
British research after the abandonment of the British Raj was continued for some time by Mortimer Wheeler, who led an archaeological
training camp in Bala Hissar, the ancient Puskalivati. More research was
undertaken by Raymond and Bridget Allchin. Cambridge, as well as by the
British Museum through Robert Knox.
The archaeological mission of the Buddhist Dunggok University, Seoul,
South Korea, headed by Prof. Moon, conducted excavations at the
Jaulian-Il site in the Taxila Valley (2004-05) and exposed remains of a
Buddhist stupa and monastery belonging to the zndcentury C.E.
Apart from the activities of the above-mentioned foreign archaeological missions in Gandhara. the Federal Department of Archaeology and
Museums and other sister organisations, i.e. the Department of Archaeology, University of Peshawar and the Provincial Department of Archaeology NWFP, carried out extensive exploratory work and excavations in
the Gandhara region.
In the region of Swat, the Federal Department ofArchaeology and Museums conducted excavations at the Buddhist sanctuaries of Dadhara,
Gumbatuna'. ~ a n d a r oShaheed, Nawagi, Abu Tangai. Nimogram, and surveys in [he districts of Bunir and Bajor, as well as in the Peshawar Valley.

at the Buddhist monastery of Chargul Dheri (2002-031, the ~ u d d h i re.
~t
mains of Takht-i-Bahi, Mardan (2005-061, and the Bisak Band site in the
district of Swabi4 Extensive archaeological exploration and salvage
operations were undertaken in Swat, Buner. Nowshera. and the 0jaU,
Agency, and some 380 new sites were r e ~ o r d e d . ~
In the Taxila Valley, excavations took place at Serai Kholab, &ir
Mound (1969)', Hathialn,again Bhir Mound (1998-2002)9, in an Wali ~ h
(2002-06)]~,and Badalpur (2005-08)". A further excavation took place at
Haji Shah Moor in the district of AttockI2, along with a survey and the
documentation of archaeological sites and monuments in the district
(2001-02)'~.
The Department of Archaeology, University of Peshawar, undertook
excavations at the Buddhist sites of Butkara-Ill and Marjanai in swat,
Chatpat in the district of Dir, Gor Khattree, in Peshawar, Shaikhan Dheri
in Charsadda, and the Sangao Cave as well as Kashmir Smast in Mardan,
The Provincial Department of Archaeology. NWFP, excavated Hund
Fort and Azi Dheri in the district of Swabi, the Safe Abad site in Marda",
and the Shalkandai site in the district of Dir.
post-independence research work in the Gandhara region has brought
new chapters of the history of the region to light. The excavation at the
Sangao Cave, in the district of Mardan, has pushed backed the history of
the region from the 6'h century B.C.E. to the fabulously remote past of
25.000 B.C.E.I4 Excavations at the Serai Khola site yielded a cultural sequence from late Neolithic to the Iron Age and filled the major gap in the
prehistory and Proto-Historic Period of the Gandharan region.15 Another
important site in the ~ a x i l aValley excavated by the Federal Department
of Archaeology is Hathial. lying hardly half a kilometre east of the Taxila
Museum. The site revealed three occupational levels corresponding to
Serai Khola-I, 11 and the early Historic period of the 8th-7'h centuries
B.C.E.16
The discovery of highly developed Buddhist murals at Jinan Wali
Dheri, Taxila, belonging to the 3rdcentury C.E.. indicate that this delicate
art to deify Lord Buddha and his doctrine was, for the first time, employed
by the artists of Gandhara and spread from Gandhara to Afghanistan,
China, and the remainder of the Buddhist world with the passage of time.
~ r c h a e o l o ~ i c asurveys
l
and excavations carried out in the Gandhara region in the post-independent period have ~ r o v i d e dample data to reconstruct the history of this area with new dimensions and in a broader spectrum of time.
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Marshall 1973, p. I.
swati 1998, p. 28 has defined three stages of this development: I. an
antiquarian stage, 2. a systematical, archaeological stage, and 3. a stage of
development and reconstruction of the archeological environment in archaeology. Swati as a scientist is himself counted among the third category.
~ s h r a Khan
f
1996, pp. 96-106.
~ a h a d u Khan
r
and Abdul Azeem1992. pp. 225-230.
~rchaeologicalReconnaissance in Gandhara 1996.
Halim 1972. pp. 1-112.
Sharif 1969. pp. 6-99.
Khan 1983. pp. 35-44.
Bahadur Khan e t a!. 2002.
~ s h r a Khan
f
and Mahmood-ul-Hasan 2004.
Three seasons of excavations at the site of Badalpur exposed remains of a
monastery, and a large number of copper coins, gold coins, clay sealings.
~ a t h u r a - s t y l ered sand stone sculptures of the Buddha, metal objects and
pottery have been recovered.

"
"
"

Sharif 1986, pp. 36-56.
Ashraf Khan and Mahmood-ul-Hasan 2002.
Excavations at the Sangao Cave, in the district of Mardan, conducted by the
Department of Archaeology. University of Peshawar under supervision of
prof. Ahmed Hasan Dani have revealed stone tools belonging to the Upper
Palaeolithic Period.
Halim 1972, pp. 1-112.
Khan 1983.
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Joachim K. Bautze

he Discovery of ~ a n d h a r a
I. Searching for Alexander the Great's Sites

The reasons why Alexander the Great (356-323 B.c.E.) had started to conquer the north-western Land of the Five Rivers (i.e. the punjab) in India
in 326 B.C.E. have not been reserved in historical tradition. What we do
know, though, are the reasons why the German-speaking traveller Karl
Alexander Anselm, Baron vorl Hugel (1795-1870) visited the same regions
2.162 years after the campaign of the inordinately more famous other
Alexander, and why he reported about his voyages in detail. On January
14, 1836. in Lahore. the former was asked by the probably most wellknown ruler of the Punjab. Maharaja Ranjit Singh (1780-1839). why he,
Von Hugel. "was travell~ngso far". Von Hiigel then told the interpreter in
charge after some amount of explanation: "It will be well to give the Miha
Raja this answer that my chief object was to observe the most remarkable

customs of different lands, and where such was possible, to make these
observations subservient to the interests of my own country."' This was
the official answer of the Baron, who did not want to tell the almost
almighty ruler that it had actually been his lovesickness that had led him
to travel: Five years previously, his fiancee, a countess from Hungary, had
married the statesman Prince Klemens Wenzel Lothar von Metternich
(1773-1859) instead.
Von Hugel travelled in the company of Godfrey Thomas Vigne
(1801-1863), a painter and draughtsman who himself had, in books illustrated by his own hand, reported from his journeys through the Punjab,
Kashmir, and Afghanistan. But,just as Von Hugel, he had not depicted any
Buddhist monuments from the Gandharan area. although both of them
had visited the Stupa of Manikyala in the Rawalpindi district in the punjab in Pakistan in 1836 together ("a grand monument of ancient times,

Fig 1
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called by the natives Minikyhla Top"), which von Hugel describes in
detail. ~ c c o r d i n gto this, the stupa had already been "opened in 1830 by
Jean Baptiste Ventura (b. 17921, an Italian general employed by Ranjit
~ i n g hand
, 500 workmen, in an effort lasting a full month; besides the reliquary, they also found coins that had already been presented to the public in1834 by James Prinsep (1799-1840). complete with illustrations. We
are possibly dealing here with the first scientific publication of Buddhist
finds from Gandhara, which was followed by two more essays by Prinsep!
General Ventura, who had retreated from Lahore in 1843, seized the city
of Peshawar from the Afghans in 1834 together with Jean-Fran~oisAllard
(1785-1839). a French mercenary also employed by Ranjit Singh.
The Stupa of Manikyala (cf. Kuwayama, p. 172, fig. 2) belongs to the
first Buddhist monuments in Gandhara that have become known in
Europe through illustrations. It already appeared on plate 1 ('Tope of
~aunikyaula")of Mountstuart Elphinstone's (1779-1859) work on the
respective region, which was published in 1815 and can thus be counted
as the earliest printed and illustrated volume on Gandhara. Elphinstone
had been the British emissary to Kabul in 1808, when theBritish were still
interested in gaining allies against Napoleon.
Von Hugel and Vigne belong to those travellers that, armed with Greek
sources of Alexander's lndian conquest either in the shape of books or
kept in their memories, had thought to identify all those places that were
connected with the Macedonian general. One of the precursors of the
search for Alexander's sites of activity was Alexander Burnes (1805-1841),
whose three volumes Travels into Bokharal, e.g.. contain an illustration of
the two large standing Buddha figures of Bamiyan as plate 2 in the first
volume ("The Colossal Idols in Bameean"; shown in a spatially rather
cramped fashion).
The belief in having indentified the eastern reaches of Alexander's
Empire was mainly fuelled by coin finds. On the "discovery of the Bactrian
coins" with their Greek inscriptions, Von Hugel reported in detail on
December 30, 1835.4 It is noteworthy here that he concluded that the
location of the finds of these coins would suggest the size of the Bactrian
kingdom or kingdoms.

11.

"The Great Game"

"The Great Game" is a term that is usually ascribed to the agent Arthur
Conolly (1807-1842). working for the British intelligence service. This
term achieved literary fame through Kim, a spy novel first published in
1901 and written by Rudyard Kipling(1865-1936), who was awarded the
Nobel Prize for literature in 1907. Although the beginning of the "Great
Game" is already marked by the Russo-Persian Treaty of 1813 ("Treaty of
Gulistan"), military conflicts in the respective geographical area only
started with the so-called first Anglo-Afghan War.
The official background of the Great Game, which was called the
"Shadow Tournament" by the Russians, was that the British felt threatened by the expanding Tsarist Russia, as the contract signed on October
24. 1813 (following the Gregorian calendar) extended the Russian sphere
of control to Persia. Between British India and the immediate Russian

sphere of influence lay Afghanistan, with the result that both the British
and the Russians were trying to have the rulers of that country on their
side.
Dost Muhammad Khan (1793-1863), founder of the Pashtun Barakzay,
the ruling dynasty of Afghanistan unti11973. ruled from 1826 on over the
regions of Ghazni and Kabul and thus was opposed by the dethroned
Shuja Shah Durrani (Shuja al-Mulk. 1785-1842). who was. in the following
years, supported by Ranjit Singh. In 1809. Shuja al-Mulk's father. Mahmud
Shah Durrani, managed to regain the rule over Afghanistan through the
older brother of Dost Muhammad. Fatteh Khan. Mahmud Shah, then, disregarding Fatteh Khan's help in regaining the throne, had the latter killed
in 1818. Trying to reconquer his father's realm, Shuja al-Mulk was defeated near Kandahar in 1834 by Dost Muhammad. who. in turn. was thus
kept away From Peshawar, a place that belonged to his sphere of influence, and thus he subsequently lost city and fortress to Ranjit Singh and
his European mercenaries. In all these conflicts, the Russians as well as
the British still only played a subordinate role. This would change in 1837.
when Dost Muhammad received Alexander Burnes with the express aim
of winning him over for the recapture of Peshawar. Burnes, though, could
not make a decision without the approval of the Governor-General,
George Eden. 1" Earl of Auckland (1784-1849). Lord Auckland was not
open to reason, though, and only granted protection from Ranjit Singh,
which was not enough for Dost Muhammad, so that the latter then announced he would contact the Russians. Indeed, in April 1838. Dost
Muhammad received a Russian delegation, and in June, a Persian attack
on Herat that was led by some Russian officers was repelled under the
command of Eldred Pottinger (1811-1843). In the same month. Britain
madea secret agreement with Ranjit Singh and Shuja al-Mulk with the official aim of making the latter the Amir of Afghanistan again. In the spring
of the following year. 1839, the first Anglo-Afghan War (as seen by the
British) began with the British invasion of the Province Sindh.
In April, Kandahar was taken, in July Ghazni fell, and in August, the
British could take Kabul without a fight, as Dost ~ u h a m m a dhad abandoned the city. On November 4.1840, then, he surrendered himself to the
British troops, to be sent to lndian exile afterwards. On August 7. 1839.
Shuja al-Mulk was reinstated as Amir on the throne of Afghanistan. When
it became clear that Shuja al-Mulk would not be able to maintain his rule
without British support, the local commander ("political agent"). Sir
William Hay Macnaghten (1793-1841), allowed the troops to bring in their
families. This signalled to the followers of Dost Mohammad that the
British were preparing for a lengthy period of occupation.
From October 1841, dissatisfied members of the Afghan troops gathered around Mohammad Akbar Khan (1813-1845), the son of Dost MOhammad Khan, in Bamiyan. On November znd,Sir Alexander Burnes and
his aides were killed by a lynch mob in Kabul, but there was no reaction
from the British army encamped before the city gates. Several weeks
later, in a secret meeting, Macnaghten offered Mohammad Akbar Khan to
make him Vizier if this guaranteed protection of the British troops, but
Akbar had Macnaghten thrown into prison. On the way there. Macnaghten was killed by the enraged mob on December 23, and his body was
dismembered.

Teach~ng Buddha surrounded by Bodhisattvas, unknown photographer,
Fig.2
c. 1865-1880. albumen print. 19.0x 10.8 cm,Collect~onP.& G.Bautze

On January 1"' 1842, Major-General William George Keith Elphinstone
(1782-1842) entered into an agreement for the safe retreat of the British
troops and their allies from Afghanistan. The retreat started five days
later and saw not only about 5,000 members of the military, but also their
families that had originally been brought in, as well as their staff, accounting for another 10,000 people, move out. The 4qt" East Sussex Regiment was ordered to cover the retreat. On the way to Jalalabad, the
British, who constantly had t o walk through knee-deep snow, were being

decimated by enemy fire, and in the hills near Gandamak, they were fi.
nally directly attacked by the Ghilzai (or Khilji), a tribal group of the pashtuns, and were all killed save one man, the doctor William ~~~d~~
(1811-1873). On April 5,1842, Shuja a]-Mulk, who had remained in ~ ~ b ~ l ,
was also killed. Only in the autumn of that same year, a British punitive
expedition reached Kabul to free some of the prisoners that had remained
there. and to destroy the fortress and the famous covered market
(bazaar). In January, 1843, Dost Muhammad was sitting on the throne in
~ a b uagain,
l
after the British had let him go free with the promise not to
change the borders of his empire.
Between 1841 and 1844, seven large-format works with elaborately
reproduced images were published, whose originals had been created
between 1838 und 1841. They mainly show the steep passes. the cities
conquered, fortresses, ethnic groups, and the victorious British Army
a d v a n ~ i n g .With
~
one exception ("View of a portion of the Caves of
B i m i h , and OF the Second Idol") in a publication by Charles Masson
(1800-1853)~,who had excavated the "Bimaran Reliquary" (cf. BautzePicron, p. 166. fig. 2) from a stupa nearJalalabadV7the ancient art of Candhara that was in situ was apparently not the subject of illustrations.
After the catastrophic end of the first Anglo-Afghan war for the
British, it did not come as a surprise that larger illustrated publications
about the Gandharan area failed to appear for a while. The folio by James
Rattray (1790-1862) published in 1848 already showed toned lithographs
of places where the martyrdom of the British regiments on the retreat
from Kabul was recorded: but views of pre-Islamic monuments are still
missing.
Although Herat was conquered on May 26, 1863 by Dost Muhammad,
the British did not act, as they were still preoccupied with the repercussions of the Mutiny, the first large-scale liberation war against their colonial dominance, lasting from 1857 until 1858. Dost Muhammad did not
have long to enjoy his victory, though - he suddenly died on June 9'". His
third son, sher Ali Khan (1825-i879), was announced as his successor.
In the meantime, the technology of photography was patented in Euhs,
calotypes or talbotypes,
rope (1839), and the first ~ h o t o ~ r a ~so-called
of today's Pakistan were taken in March 1848 in Lahore? The photographer was John McCosh (1805-1885), and the occasion was the second Sikh
War from 1848 to 1849. During the First Sikh War (1845-18461, Prince
Friedrich Wilhelm Waldemar of Prussia (1817-1849) was invited as observer.
But before the first professional photographs were taken in this region
that we today associate with the term "Gandhara", one of the most important Scottish painters of British India, William Simpson (1823-18991,
came to visit Peshawar in official function in February 1860. From Peshawar, "amrud, a t the mouth of the Khyber Pass" was visited in the
company of the hero of the Mutiny, Field Marshal Sir ~ o l i ncampbell, 1"
Baron Clyde (1792-1863), and the Governor-General, Charles John Canning. lStEarl Canning (1812-1862). "With this was given an order for a
cavalry escort. Robbery or murder by some of the wild men of t h e ~ h y b e r
had to be guarded against."I0The sketch drawn in situ is dated arch I'',
1860 by Simpson."
Before this, Simpson used the opporbunity to visit the ~ a n i k y a l aStupa

further to the east, on his own: "The march of this day brought me to the
~ a n i k y a l aStupa, known at that time as the Tomb of Bucephalus, the
horse of ~lexander,which died and was buried near Jhelum. I sketched
the monument and made notes of its detailsIz. I had been such a short
time in India that Ihad acquired almost no knowledge of Hindu or Buddhist architecture, and I was unconscious of any question as to Greek architecture having reached the Punjab. In my diary, however, written at
that time Imention that the mouldings 'seemed almost pure Greek."'"
p hat Gandharan sculpture did not have a high monetary value in 1860
and was not esteemed highly neither by the British nor the native population, if it was known at all, explains why the Governor-General did not
receive a single such object as present, although the local rulers were
practically showering him in cashmere shawls, which were, at the time.
in high demand and very expensive. The four-day long auction of the collection of the Governor-General of India, then, fulfilled expectations in
providing many people with the aforementioned cashmere shawls, but
failed to include any pre-Islamic antiquities in its catalogue.lWnly a close
friend of William Simpson, Gottlieb Wilhelm Leitner (1840-1899),15would
bring Gandharan sculptures and other antiquities to today's Victoria &
Albert Museum in London a few years later.lb A large number of these are
kept in the Museum of Asian Art in Berlin today.17
Charles Shepherd was probably one of the first professional photogra-

phers who took a series of photographs of the fortress Jammd and the
Khyber Pass in 1862. As Jammd is situated at the beginning, or end. of a
road that winds through the Khyber Pass for around 48 kms, it seems logical that the strategically important fortress ofJammd was probably built
on the foundations of a Buddhist installation. Possibly the most telling
photograph of Shepherd's series of images can be seen in fig. 1: "Fort of
Jumrood, with the Khyber Pass in the distance".IR Even more widely
known than this photograph is no. 1387 in the catalogue published by the
distributor "Bourne & Shepherd: "Group of ~ f r e d e e sfrom the Khyber
Pass". This photograph of the "wild men of the Khyber", possibly the
most famous of its kind, was published as a woodcut in numerous publicationsIq,as it fulfilled Western expectations about the inhabitants of the
Khyber Pass. Even when it was published again officially by Britain in
1982, the description still said: "Of all the tribes in the North West Frontier Region, the Afridis and the Waziris were considered the most difficult
to pacify. The Afridis were tall, agile mountain men who seemed to be
constantly engaged in blood feuds. British troops ... never really subdued
them. They were deadly marksmen with the long-barrelled musket or
je~ail."'~

Despite the deadly danger lurking everywhere in ambushes that this
photograph from the Gandharan region suggests, archaeologists such as
Alexander Cunningham (1814-1893) were not dismayed. On the "track of

~lexander",Cunningham went to the Gandharan region, excavated at the
Manikyala Stupa in 1864, and ~ublishedthe first archaeological surveys
about Peshawar. Taxila. the Stupa of Badarpur near Shah-dheri, and other
places in Gandhara, illustrated with lithographs." Contrary to his predecessors, who rather consulted the sources of the historians of the Macedonian Alexander. Alexander Cunningham concentrated on Chinese pilgrim reports.
BY 1866. Gandharan sculptures from Jamalgarhi had been exhibited in
London's Crystal Palace, but they were destroyed in the fire in the same
year that ruined the northern transept.z2 In the same year. Guillaume
Lejean (1828-1871) visited the museum which was supposedly opened by
officers of the "Cantonments" of Peshawar and reproduced five of the
sculptures there as woodcuts after photographs. The sculptures hail from
"the ruins of an ancient Buddhist monastery of 'Taht-i-Bahi' near 'Hotti'.
a place that was excavated a few years ago".21 One illustration, e.g.. was
published almost half a century later as belonging to the Lahore Museum,
and the respective illustration is possibly based on the same photograph
as the woodcut in Lejeam2' The sculptures of two further woodcuts are today kept in the Governn~entMuseum and Art Gallery, Chandigarh, where
they were brought from the Central Museum, Lahore, after the independence of Pakistan and India?5 It has not been recorded who took these photographs that Lejean used as models for his illustrations, but one possible
candidate would be John Burke (1843-1900), who would achieve fame in
the second Anglo-Afghan War. The photographs taken of Gandharan
sculptures from c. 1865 onwards were mostly albumen prints taken from
wet plates, which display a higher tone range than modern reproductions
of black and white photographs printed on paper, or using the widespread gelatin-silver process. An example of such a print is shown in fig.
2, an image of a stele that is kept at the museum of Chandigarh today and
was photographed in the aforementioned period. It supposedly comes
from "Mohammed Nari" and was taken by an unknown photographer?"
A first Fundamental documentation of the landscape and the monuments of Gandhara, in painting as well as photography, was completed
following the so-called Second ~nglo-AfghanWar, which was the result of
the following events: on July 22. 1878. a Russian diplomatic mission
reached Kabul, where, in the meantime, Sher Ali Khan had asserted himself against his older brother as Amir of Afghanistan. On August 14, the
British demanded a British mission be received as well, which Sher Ali
was vehemently opposed to. Despite this, the viceroy, Edward Robert Lytton Bulwer-Lytton, 1" Earl of Lytton (1831-1891). ordered the departure
of the emissaries, but they were kept from advancing in September, only
a short distance from Jamrud, which then finally caused the second military conflict with Britain.
when the first wave of attack started on November 21 from Jamrud in
the direction of Kabul, a painter who had already achieved fame accompanled the troops. In his autobiography, he reports in detail about this
phase of the war: This was William Simpson, who had travelled there especially for that particular event. Another artist would only achieve fame
afterwards, especially through his extensive documentation of this war the photographerJohn Burke, who accompanied the military expedition
as well, although without express official orders."

Simpson was there when, a day later, on November 22, a strategically
important position was taken in the Khyber Pass under Genera] sir
Samuel Browne (1824-19011, with 48 cannons, and 16,000 soldiers. hi^
position had already been known from earlier artistic renditions: the
fortress of Ali ~ a s j i d . "And as Burke neither kept a diary nor left an
tobiography, we will listen to Simpson here again:
"I climbed up and entered the fort [of Ali Masjid] with Sir Samuel, ~ f .
terwards, when 1 learned the peculiar character of Buddhist masonry, 1
realised how old some parts of the wall must have been. My impression
now is that the fort was an old Buddhist monastery. Mr. Beglar, of the
Arch~ologicalSurvey Departmentz9 made some explorations, and found
remains of stupas, which fact supports this suppositi~n.'~
[...I Next day we
advanced through the [ ~ h y b e r Pass,
]
and I stopped to make sketches of
the lshpola Tope."" In Simpson's diary, we additionally read:"The square
base is a point in design different from the Manikiala Tope. The corn.
pressed Corinthian Capitals are if anything more Corinthian."l2
Together with the fortified installations of the "Sultan Kheyl villages",
the so-called lshpola Stupa, known mostly from Burke's photographs,]]
became a symbol for the Khyber Pass in general. Here, in the middle of
the Khyber Pass, the sentry is standing next to the Buddhist religious
building as a symbol for the outpost of the Northwestern Provinces of
British India (fig. 3).
At Jalalabad, Simpson then noticed several stupas that he not only
drew,'4 but where he also started excavating with the permission of the
viceroy. To support the excavations. Sir Pierre Louis Napoleon Cavagnari
(1841-1879). the deputy commissioner of Peshawar. even sent him a
troop of Afghan workers under a commander of the "Queen's Own Corps
ofGuides, Punjab Frontier Force". In a stupa, Simpson found the reliquary
as well as a large number of gold coins: "These were of the reigns ofTrajan, Domitian and Hadrian. Hadrian died AD 137,15so the tope could not
be earlier than that date, but it might be a century or two later."16 Simpson, whose report on this excavation reads like an adventure novel in the
vein of Indiana Jones", apparently wanted to copy the excavator of Troy,
Heinrich Schliemann (1822-1890), especially as he knew the latter in person.
Cavagnari, since July 1879 "resident" in Kabul, was killed on September 3rdtogether with his "guides" (or rather, bodyguards). The ~ r i t i s hoccupation of Afghanistan ended in 1881, after several battles costing many
a life. since then, numerous excavations both official as well as unofficial,
and thus undocumented, have started, working on the Buddhist installations in the Gandharan area. Exhibitions were also initiated, and in 1881,
the "Bimaran Reliquary" was presented in Berlin.Is

Notes

'

'

Von Hiigel 1841, vol. 3, p.225
The titles of the two follow-up articles on the finds In ~anikyalacan be
found in the bibliography in ~ w a l f1996, Vol. I, p. 399. In the same year
(1834), an artlcle on the Manik~alaStupa was ~ublishedin the same journal
by M. A. Court, cf. Zwalf 1996, ~ o lI ,. p. 180.
Not in Abbey 1956!

Von Hiigel 1841, pp. 104-108.
For a detailed description of these works and the list of plates therein, cf.
Abbey 1956. nos. 506-512.
* For detailed information, cf. Abbey 1956, no. 512; but the woodcuts in the
text are not listed. "Masson was not an artist, and he knew but little about
Indian architecture", Simpson 1903, p. 280.
' Charles Masson's real name was actually James Lewis. On his report about
the reliquary, which is kept at the British Museum today (OA 1900.2-9.1). cf.
Wilson 1841.
* Rattray 1848. pl. 21: "Jugdelluk./The Last Stand made by General Elphinstone's Army in the calamitous Retreat."
9 ~ o a z u d d i n1991, p. 66, no. 26 and p. 87f, no. 41.
l o Simpson 1903, p. 109.
On the illustration. cf. Archer/Theroux 1986, p. 36.
12 On the illustration, cf. Aijazuddin 1992, p. 121, no. 179.
1'
Simpson 1903. p. 108. 19 years later. Simpson publishes several articles on
Gandharan art and architecture in scientific journals, cf. zwalf 1996, p. 403f.
'"atalogue
of the Indian Collection ... 1863.
'I Simpson 1903, p. 321.
I b Cole 1874, p. 91.
I'
Errington 1997.
I n This is the official title from c. 1870 onwards. It is the first in a series of
seven photographs under "peshawur", cf. Photographic Views in India, p. 30.
no. 1386.
l9 Schlagintweit 1881. full-page plate opposite p. 220: "Afghanen in Hinterhake auf englische Truppen" ("Afghans ambushing English [sic] troops").
Desmond 1982, p. 70f., pl. 55. Cf. Fabb 1986, pl. 48 ("They lived a life of constant warfare on the north-west frontier of India and were only happy with
a gun in their hands").
" Cunningham 1871, pp. 87-186. On further archaeological surveys of Gandhara by Cunningham in 1872-1873, cf. Cunningham 1875.
" Cf. Errington 1997. p. 139. for further information. Errington's extensive
thesis The Western Discovery ofthe Art ofGandhara and the Finds ofjamalgarhi of
1987 has, unfortunately, never been published adequately and could not be
consulted by me, as it is only kept in two British libraries.
2'
Lejean 1868, p. 198 and pp. 202-204.
j4 Hargreaves 1918, p. 27, no. XX corresponds to Lejean 1868, p. 203. righthand side.
2 5 Lejean 1868, p. 203. left-hand side, corresponds to Bhattacharya 2002. inv.
no. 19, p. no. 6, shown on p. 141, right-hand side, "Provenance unknown",
respectively Paul 2002. p. 207, where the origin is given as "Ranigat". Lejean
1868, p. 204 corresponds to Bhattacharya 2002, inv. no. 4, p. no. 3, "Provenance unknown"; not in Paul 2002.
l b Paul 2002, no. 572, p. 171; Bhattacharya 2002, p. 96f, p. no. 153, full-page illustration p. 191.
2'
Khan 2002. pp. 100-133.
4

5

''

On the published photographs Burke took of this place in the Khyber Pass.
cf. especially Desmond 1982, p. 70, pl. 54 (= Khan 2002, p. 100, no. 62) and
Duckers 2000. the six illustrations on pp. 18-21.
2P This refers toJoseph David Beglar (1845-1907, actually Joseph Daviditch Melik Reglaroff), possibly the most important early photographer for the
preservation of Indian archaeological monuments.
'O
Simpson 1903, p. 278. ~t least 22 of the photographs of the site taken by J. D.
Beglar are kept at the British Library. Asia. Pacific and Africa Collections:
photograph 1002/19(959-969) and photograph 1003/(959-969). On photograph 1003/(960). "Court with stupa. after excavation. Ali Masjid". cf.
Dahlmann 1908, Vol. 2, pl. 16, fig. 89 or Burgess 1897, Plates 103-107.
" This stupa was also photographed by Beglar: British Library, photograph
1002/19(971-972) and photograph 1003/(971-972).
Glynn 1995. p. 148.
For a survey, cf. Duckers 2000. p. 22, top (= Khan 2002, p. 113, no. 70); on the
stupa itself, cf. Reclus 1883, full-page woodcut, p. 263, where the photograph
used as a basis is, though, erroneously attributed to "MM. Bourne et Shepherd", who never visited the place. The woodcut on p. 241 is also wrongly
attributed to this studio; a comparison shows that this illustration is also
based on an original photograph by Burke; cf. Duckers 2000, p. 28 (= Worswick/Embree 1976. p. 138).
" Cf Glynn 1995. p. 145.
' 5 Publius Aelius Traianus Hadrianus actually died o n July lo. 138 C. E.
l6 Simpson 1903. pp. 280-282.
I' Dr. Henry "lndiana" Jones, born in 1899 in Princeton. New Jersey. U.S.A.. is
a fictitious archaeologist and adventurer who was portrayed by Harrison
Ford in several films.
In Birdwood 1881, p. 36, fig. 3. "~uddhistisches~eliquienkastchen"("Buddhist
reliquary").

"
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Bernard Andreae

~lexanderthe Great and His Asian Legacy
The legacy of Alexander the Great (b. 356, r. 336-323 B.c.E.) ' was only
Fully realised in the decorative art of Gandhara three centuries after his
death, at a time when the influence of a Mediterranean world now dominated by the Romans became more and more apparent. Since the last
quarter of the 1" century B.C.E., the Kushan dynasty (cf. Cribb, pp. 64ff.)
had also promoted Buddhist art in a new way under Hellenistic-Roman
influences. Many Roman decorative elements can be seen in the sculptures created by Indian artisans: moulded bases with wave-shaped profiles and convex and concave, i.e. torus and scotia, moulding, the socalled Attic bases; round ones for engaged columns and square ones for
pilasters; Corinthian composite capitals, figurative capitals, dentils, architraves. cyma mouldings, foliage scrolls, rosettes, corbelled entablatures.
and even rhythmically spaced cross beams showing alternating horizontal and arched entablature. We find pictorial stories told in a continual
fashionz,chimaeras (cf. cat. nos. 22,24,75), and garlands carried by cupids
(cat. nos. 72,73,174); and even mythical figures such as Athena (cat. no.
65) and Hercules (Luczanits, p. 319, fig. 3) that appear as companions to
the Buddha. The most prominent feature, though, is the depiction of the
Buddha in sculptures, reliefs, and paintings in a style remindingus of Hellenistic-Roman draped figures.
The reasons for this late development can be found in the political and
economic history of the region. Macedonian king Alexander I11 the Great
had conquered Gandhara in 325 B.C.E. because it was a satrapy, i.e. a
colony of the empire ruled by the Persian emperor. Following his father
Philippus 11 (359-336), who had united Greece in the Corinthian alliance
under Macedonian rule. Alexander saw his political task in leading the
Greeks in a punitive expedition against the current ruling great king Darius. Ill Kodomannos (r. 336-330) in order to avenge the attack of the Persians at the beginning of the 5th century. After defeating him and conquering Iran, Mesopotamia, and Egypt, Alexander did not stop at the borders of Persia. In fact, from 327 to 324. he advanced in yet another spectacular campaign through the eastern satrapies of the Persian Empire to
the Indus, where his troops forced him to turn back.
Thus, Alexander never had the time to Hellenise the inhabitants of the
country between Kabul and Lahore. Instead, he left behind a more lasting
legacy that would change their lives in a far more fundamental way: He
left them mints that were able to supply generally accepted currency.'
This money, which war, a new concept for the population, allowed them

to take part in the Ancient world economy - and they also took advantage
of the newly accessible sea route from the lndus delta to the Persian Gulf,
which was an achievement of ~lexander'sgeneral Nearchus, discovered
on the return journey. The Hellenistic idea that Alexander had brought
with him to Gandhara was now able to flourish in a period of silent
growth.
The type of Buddhist art that became synonymous with Gandharan
art, which did not appear until 300 years later, was instigated properly by
the sponsorship of a dynasty of the Yuezhi tribe, who had entered the region from the north from Scythian territory. There, a clan of this tribe,
the Kushans, had come into power at the end of the 1st century B.C.E.,following a series of Bactrian. Parthian. Sasanian, i.e. neo-lranic, and lndian
realm formations in this region between the areas of Hellenistic rule and
the following Roman Empire in the West and India in the East.4
At the same time when Gandharan art started showing that Alexander's legacy had not been forgotten, Emperor Augustus in Rome had already been using the great Macedonian's image as a seal from 30 B.C.E.
300 years after his death, the memory of Alexander's power and lasting
effort with which he had conquered the Persian Empire and subjected it
to Greek authority was still present. His visions ruled the imperial policy
of the Romans. Thus, the contacts between the Romans and Gandhara had
a lasting effect.
Three monuments exhibited in the entrance hall bear testimony to the
lively interest that the Romans took in the era of Alexander. These are
also of great importance to Gandhara: the two images of Alexander the
Great (cat. no. 2) and his successful general Seleucus (cat. no. 31, which
have only come unto us as Roman copies, as well as the Alexander mosaic
(fig. 1; cat. no. I), the most impressive monument to Alexander's will to
. ~ it
conquer; an exceptionally large mosaic from Pompeii near N a p l e ~As
is not transportable and thus not available, it is shown in the exhibition
as a true-to-scale photograph.
Research has shown that the ~ l e x a n d e rmosaic is a largely accurate
copy of a similarly scaled Early Hellenistic painting from c. 300 B.C.E.,
which was created around the end of the znd century B.C.E. with uncommonly small, many-coloured pieces.' This depiction summarises the
three decisive battles between Greeks and Persians, which had happened
in the course of one or two years, and presents them in one large imagethe battles at the Granikos in May 334, in November 333 at Issos, and on

Fig.1

Central part of the Alexander mosaic,detailof cat. no.1

October Is', 331 at Gaugamela. The weaponry of the opponents and especially the magnificent Persian trouser styles are a prominent feature, and
the mosaic illustrates - apparently in a realistic way- especially critical
scenes from the different battlefields in depictions of mass battles and
melees! The battle culminatesin the artisticcomposition of the intended
duel between the kings Alexander and Darius9. We only see the two
rulers' heads above the turmoil of battle, freely visible a&
the sky.
The of this riotous battling thus turnsinto a personal decisivemoment of
victory or defeat. This is no mere duel man against man, as is usually emphasised, but the fight involves a third person, who plays a decisive role
by coming to Alexander's aid. Without him,eveFythingwould have been
in vain. This third person, thus, is of extreme importance not only for
Alexander himself, but also for his Asian legacy, as has to be detailed using the description of the battle and the history of this man. At first, we
need to look at how the battlefield presents itself in the image: In the
background, we can see how the five-metre-long thrusting pikes of the

Greeks, pointing into the air, are being tilted, arriving at a v-shaped angle, at the signal of the phoinikis, the small purple £lag. This indicates that
the riders who are carrying those pikes and of whom we can only see the
flash of a helmet here and there, will attack the Persians' flank, Pointing
into the air,the five-metre-long pikes ofthe Greekstilt before the sddien
attack the Persians' M s . These weapons are the so-called smirsa, the
type of weaponry the Macedonians were famous for in their Vktorksand
whose usage needed special training, In front of this *we
see the
g e n d , whose gazes comprehend the sudden culminationof% situation. The annoured but helmetless victor, d e p i d
large eyes, has
advancedintothe centre of the enemy army on hisw~phomIhmqhalus
(fig. 2)1°. ~ uPersians
t
willing ta sacrificethemselvap~wthair~ia
the way of the attacker and stop him.One of them,whcae mount wat
stabbed to death from under him'l, tries to &mount, He t%n&dtc+pwb
down Alexander's pike that was aimedat Dartus. but it insteadimpaleshis
body.

F J 2~
Alexander the Great,deIa~lfrom the Alexander
mosalc.cat no 1

Profile of Seleucus Nlkator I a5 a foot soldlei,
Fig.3
deta~lfrom the Alexander rnosac, cat no 1

The noble defeated one is torn away in flight on his quadriga against
his will. He towers over everyone. The king is characterised by his mitra,
a tall headdress made of bear skin. He appears both regal as well as lonely.
In vain, a Persian holds his saddled horse to save him. The animal is barely
restrained and is presented in dramatic vertical foreshortening, like a
barrier interposed between the direction of attack and the direction of
flight. The charioteer, running over his own soldiers, has turned the
quadriga with whip held aloft into the direction of flight. But the
monarch turns around into the original direction of the attack, leaning
over the chariot body above the two large wheels. He witnesses the death
of his abiders with wide-open eyes full of horror. His left hand vainly
holds his bow. The quiver at his chariot's side is empty. The beholder
knows how this will end: Darius manages to escape but will be killed by
his satraps. Alexander arranges a royal funeral for him.
The case with the slightly upwards pointing silver pike point in front
of Alexander's strong mount is as follows: It is supposed to push that particular Persian off his horse, which is positioned further to the right. who
wanted to attack the king with sword drawn and now stares at the long,
deadly weapon of his opponent right in front of him after yanking his
horse around.
The soldier wielding this sarissa is, strangely, on foot. In a strip of mosaic only 13 cm wide, his profile is visible (fig. 3). During an earthquake in
Pompeii in the year 62 C.E. the two beams of the roof above the mosaic
were pulled out of the shaking walls and fell down together with the
rafters. They tore large holes into the left third of the floor mosaic. But
the characteristic facial features of the warrior are still clearly distin-

Fig 4
Profile of the bronze portraft bust otSeleurUrI
Fdtkdtorwlth royal d~adern,s~devlew
of Cat no 3

guishable above his right hand swinging the pike. Even though the man
is on foot, he attacks on a level with the riders dashing forward and points
his weapon at the Persian on the rearing horse in the middle of the image.
As a comparison with the bronze bust (fig. 4) exhibited next to the mosaic shows, that pike fighter next to Alexander is none other than the Diadochus Seleucus I Nikator (356-281).12In the battle at Gaugamela on October Is', 331, he commanded the elite troop of the Pezhetairoi. The term
derives from the Greek for "foot". he piza, and describes the select infantry cohort, while the mounted noble bodyguards were only called Hetairoi, i.e. companions. In the real battle, the general of the infantry cohort
could not, of course, keep pace with the forward-dashing riders and
Alexander. We are thus dealing with artistic licence here, which would
only have been possible with the explicit agreement of the person depicted. The world was to know that. during the decisive battle, he had
hurried to the side of his king, risking his own life to help him.
In an exhibition about Gandharan art, Seleucus carries a special importance. Under the so-called Diadochi. the immediate successors of Alexander the Great, he achieved supremacy over Syria and Mesopotamia, i.e.
the eastern regions of Alexander's empire, and thus also over North-West
India. By 303, he had seceded this area to King Chandragupta (317-297)"
in exchange for the delivery of 500 Indian war elephants. with the thusly
acquired military superiority. Seleucus defeated the Diadochi Antigonus
and Lysimachus in the battle at the Phrygian city lpsos in 301 R.C. Now,
he was able to expand his rule over large parts of Asia Minor and the middle Euphrates area, thus turning his empire into the most important of

sion of the commission of the painting of the Alexander Battle that the
mosaic is based on. With the victor- of Alexander depicted therein, a generation ago everything had begun.
Due to the decisive role Seleucus I had played in the restoration of
~ a n d h a r ato the ~ndiansand because he was the one who commissioned
the painting then copied in the Alexander mosaic, it is extremely enlightening to show the portrait bust that he had had made in c. 305 B.c.E.,
when he took the title of king, in its only surviving copy" (cat. no. 3) next
to the marble copy of a depiction of Alexander, after a Lysippian original
from c. 330 (cat. no. 2) and next to the image of the Alexander battle
(cat. no. 1). During the generation between the creation of these two images, artistic style changed from the Late Classicera to Hellenism with its
realism that was to inspire the art ofGandhara.
Contemplating the depiction of Seleucus, we can still see the influence
of an idealising style, and yet we already feel a new vitality pulsing
through the image. A comparison between the two portraits clearly
shows this: In the depiction of the older Seleucus, who is in his fifties, the
brow line above his coloured inlaid eyes is not represented in a sharplycut line such as in Lysippus' portrait of a young Alexander, but appears
rounded in a more naturalist style. The facial muscles are realised in an
entirely new style by using delicate recesses and shallow bulges, creating
tension and elongation. The forehead muscles create a strong bulge in the
lower part, and in the upper part, separated by a distinct, slight curve; it
proceeds in a straight line under the sickle-shaped locks falling onto the
forehead. The realisation of the hairstyle is entirely new and turned out
to be dominating the Hellenistic style: the hair is arranged in layers of
locks defined by grooves; curved, and tapering to a point, accounting for
the vivacity of the depiction. Roman art would keep this manner of depicting hair styles, and via Roman art, albeit in modified terms, it would
also make its way into Gandharan sculpture.
Two Further statements are worth discussing here. Firstly, such images
testify to the interest in Hellenistic and Roman culture in immortalising
personalities of great historical importance in portraits. Depictions of
deities had already existed in Greece since early archaic times without Indian art having felt the need to show bodily representations of the Buddha at an earlier time.
Thus, it was probably the cultivation of portraits in Roman art that created the preliminaries for the depiction of the Buddha in Gandharan art.lb
In any case, this has first been attested to in the art of Gandhara and
MathuraI7 since the IqL
century C.E. The development leading towards
this, though, has to be divided into several stages and did not happen in a
single act of adoption. The Kushans first had their ancestors and themselves depicted in an oversized manner (cat. no. 601, as the sculptures of
Mathura (fig. 5) and the inscription of Rabatak '' show. They shared this
predilection with the Romans, who also erected colossal statues of their
Emperors." In India, Hindu deities and even Jinas, i.e. enlightened people
of the Jaina religion, were already shown in this manner, representational
and possibly even for cult purposes.Thus it was not too far-fetched to demand the same for the Buddha. With the new dating of the beginning of
the reign of Kanishka I in the year 1261127, the assumed chronology is

Fig. 5

Kanishka ILfrorn Mat.Marhura Reg~on,middleof the 2"Qentury C E ,red sandstone. h. 170 cm; Mathura Museum

shifted as well,and it is now commonly assumed that the first Buddha figures were only created during thecommon Era. At this point, we have to
keep in mind, though, that this new dating is not easily brought into accordance with tidings from the Roman world.
We know from historical tradition how much the Roman fashion world
loved precious silk, which was brought via the so-called Silk Route'" From
China via Gandhara to the whole Roman Empire. This was definitely culturally relevant and decisive. The Romans. in a sense, already returned
this favour at around the beginning of the Common Era with the formal
stimulation of ideas that were decisive for the art of Gandhara.z'
To see the difference between this particular style that was influenced
by Hellenistic and Roman art, and the traditional Indian style, we have to
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nature. In Gandhara, there were n o governmental buildings, n o triumphal arches, sepulchres, o r sarcophaguses such as those in the Roman
Empire. but only such monuments as served Buddhist monasticism, most
of all the stupa. A large part of Gandharan a r t comes from such buildings.
The fact that only Buddhist remains have survived is indeed curious. We
have t o assume that those Buddhist buildings were the only ones that
have come unto us, but t h a t sculptures of the Kushan rulers did exist, as
those from Mat, Mathura (fig. 5) and Sur Kothal (cat, no. 60) in
Afghanistan as well as the aforementioned Rabatak inscription show.
~ h u s there
,
must have existed buildings that were dedicated t o these
rulers a n d their Zoroastrian gods. Even in India. Hindu monuments from
this time are unknown, where w e have t o deduce that these had once existed but were small and made of perishable material such as wood.
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he ~rchaeologicalBasis
When Alfred Foucher wrote his scholarly masterwork on the ~ u d d h i sart
t
of Gandhara, he was only able to draw upon limited archaeological evidence, and the reconstruction of the cultural environment which gave
birth to these works of art is largely based on his extensive knowledge of
the historical sources.
The archaeological activities carried out in the sanctuaries located
in the plain of Gandhara and the piedmont surroundings - SahriBahlol. Takht-i-Bahi, Jamalgarhi, etc. - had indeed produced ample architectural and sculptural evidence, but did not offer scholars firm data on
their historical and cultural frame (cf., e.g., Errington 1987a, 1987b. and
1990).
In fact, the most important basis for our knowledge of the history of the
region came mainly from excavations in inhabited civil sites, which
showed the existence of a dense settlement in the area, probably resulting from the economic development since the Iron Age: The position of
Gandhara at the crossroads of Asia is also likely to have contributed to
new wealth resulting from the long-range trade which developed
particularly after the creation of the Roman Empire.
The social implications of these discoveries are fundamental for explaining the diffusion of Buddhism in a region which several sources
suggest had long been predominantly Brahmanical: They prove that in
Gandhara, the Buddhists could rely on the urban environment, more
favourable to the merchant classes and the diffusion of new beliefs. Even
though none of these sites has produced key information regarding
Buddhist art and architecture, for the purpose of setting the stage for our
subject, it will be useful to illustrate the settlement frame in which the
Buddhist sanctuaries grew.
The surface surveys that have been carried out since the 1980s by the
University of Peshawar and the Department of Archaeology, Government
of Pakistan, centred on the districts ofcharsadda, Mardan, Peshawar and
Swabi (Ihsan Ali 1994, 2003; Shah Nazar Khan 1995; Saeed-ur-Rehman
1996; Taj Ali 2001; Bahadur Khan et al. 2003), paint a comprehensive picture of the human settlement in the area, characterised by excellent
conditions for a flourishirrg agriculture. Between the 1" century B.C.E.
and the 1" century C.E. - the period that interests us here - Gandhara was
densely populated: The settlement hierarchy saw a large numbers of
small sites, likely to correspond to villages, and a series of settlements of
proportionally increasing size and decreasing number (Ihsan Ali 1994: pp.

93-97), up to the towns, known to us also through the historical sources,
in which trade activities were able to develop.
Of the two most important towns of the area, one is located at the siLe
of Charsadda, rising next to the confluence of the rivers Kabul and Swat
in the plain at about 30 km NE of present-day Peshawar, and has, since
1863, been identified as PuskalHvati, the capital of ancient Gandhara
conquered by Alexander the Great; the other, on the site of modern
Peshawar, has been identified as the ancient Purusapura, until recently
considered a Kushan foundation.
The remains at Charsadda had been the subject of investigations since
1902 (Marshall and Vogel 1904). The main results, however. came only
with the excavations conducted by Sir Mortimer Wheeler at the site 01
Bala Hissar in 1958 (Wheeler 1962) and those of the University of
Peshawar directed by A. H. Dani at Shaikhan Dheri in 1963 and 1964 (Dani
1965-66), followed by more recent explorations by a joint Anglo-Pakistani
team in the 1990s (Taj Ali et al. 1997-98; Coningham and lhsan Ali 2007).
The latter explorations have modified several of the earlier views, among
which are Wheeler's interpretation of the traces of a wooden palisade
as one of the few examples of archaeological evidence of Alexander's
expedition to Asia, as well as the idea that the various archaeological sites
followed a sharp chronological succession.
We have some good data on the development of this important
town, which has been identified in a few archaeological sites belonging to
different phases of its life. However, no specific connection with the Buddhist sanctuaries located in the surrounding region has been evidenced.
The attribution of a house of the Shaikhan Dheri settlement to a Buddhist
monk (Dani 1965: 28-29) is not based on sound data, and its possible transformation into a sort of sanctuary cannot have been earlier than the reign
of Huvishka. Moreover, we are still awaiting closer definition of the
chronological and, indeed, religious attribution of a monumental stupfl
which aerial photographs show amidst the houses of the same settlement
(fig. 1; Dani 1964-65: 27, pl. V); such definition can only be achieved with
excavations.
The other town of Purusapura, located under present-day ~eshawar,
was considered a Kushan foundation until the end of the 1990%and the
Buddhist site of Shah-ji-ki Dheri was linked to royal patronage
(Kuwayama 1997). However, some limited excavations which the University of Peshawar guided by F.A. Durrani carried out in the fort of Gar

Khuttree, in thecentreof the city, have shown thatoccupatlon of thearea
dates back to the 4t" century B.C.E., and that the Kushans did not found
the clty anew (Durranl et a]. 1997). However. the monumental stupa at
shah-ji-ki Dherl has unfortunately disappeared completely, no proper
archaeological Investigation having been conducted on ~ twhile
.
the city,
too, remains largely unexplored.
A third Important city of Gandhara, Udabhandapura, at present-day
~ u n don
, the western banks of the Indus Rlver, is famous for havlngbeen
the capital of the klngdom of the Hindu shahls, even though the excavatlons directed by I. Ali of the University of Peshawar have shown that the
site has a far more anclent history, going back to the Indo-creek period
(Young and Conlngham 1997-98: 103). Here again, however. no specrfic
lnformatlon on Buddhlst art was forthcoming, w ~ t hthe exception of an
interesting group of late dhGroniseallngs and miniature clay stupas (Ihsan
All and Naslm Khan 1997-98).
The most important archaeological urban slte of the whole ~ o r t h west, ldentlfied wlth the town calledTaksaCllaby lndlan sources and Taxila by Greek writers, does not Ile in Gandhara proper, but in the Western
Punjab, c. 30 kms to the east of the Indus River, whlch represented the
eastern boundary of Gandhara. However, as the materlal culture shows,
Taxlla IS indeed part of Gandhara, ~fwe grant the term a broader,cultural
sense.
The archaeological actlv~tlescarrled out here by S1r John Marshall
between 1913 and 1934 (Marshall 1951),by Slr Mortimer Wheeler In 1944
(Ghosh 1947-48) and subsequently by the Department of Archaeology,
Government of Pakistan from the 1970s to the 1990s (Bernhard 1969:
Hallm 1970-71,1972; Gulzar 1983,1987-88; Sharif 1969; Bahadur Khan et
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al. 2002). clearly add to the maln source of lnformatlon for the archaeology of the North-West ofthe Indo-Pakistan subcontinent (see also Dan1
1987; Allchin 1993; Fussman 1993; Dar 1993,1998).
Owing to these activities, we can follow the human settlement in different areas of the site From the znd millenn~umB.C.E. (the site of Sara1
Khola) to the Iron Age (the slte of Hathlal), to the early historic penod
(the sltes of Hathial, Bhir Mound, Sirkap), unhl the later h~storicperlod

(site of Sirsukh). We also see the construction of one ofthe main ~ u d d h i s t
complexes of the North-West, the 'Dharmarajika' Stupa (fig. p. 56f.;
As regards the art of Gandhara, however. ~ a x i l ailluminates
only sorne particular phases of the artistic expression in the region some early examples of stone sculpture of yet uncertain cultural attribution and a late zenith in the many Buddhist monastic complexes surrounding the town. The specimens of Gandharan art proper recovered in
these excavations were largely imported items, and. while showing the
importance that this school of art had reached in the neighbouring areas.
lacked the main quality of providing information on local production
centres. Even the presence of Buddhist sanctuaries within the inhabited
areas, particularly Sirkap, proves less strong than commonly thought
(Coningham and Edwards 1997-98). particularly when we take into acl
(fig. 2; Colliva
count the still uncertain attribution of the ~ b s i d a Temple
2007: see also Rapin 1995).
On the whole. these sites have yielded an appreciable amount of information for the reconstruction of the social and cultural history of Gandhara: None, however, have provided key elements for an understanding
of the new form of visual propaganda that the Buddhists created at the
beginning of our era.
If this picture of the Gandharan plain is rather disappointing, one
region of Greater Gandhara has fortunately provided scholars with the
much-awaited discovery of at least one major artistic centre where the
sculptures of that school were produced, and archaeology has finally
entered the stage of studies on Gandharan art.
Today the stage can be set with considerable detail owing to Giuseppe
Tucci and the activities of the IslAO (formerly IsMEO) Italian Archaeological Mission in Pakistan, which Domenico Faccenna masterly directed
for four decades. starting in 1956 (Faccenna et al. 2003).
The area where these activities were carried out is the upper valley of
one of the two main rivers which, along with the Kabul river. cross the
fertile plain ofcandhara, namely the Swat, which gives its name to one of
the mountain areas surrounding the plain on its northern boundaries.
Before crossing into Gandhara proper, the Swat river flows for a long
stretch across a fertile valley at an altitude of about 1,000 m above sea
level, in the mountain belt between the Hindu Kush and the Karakoram,
to the north of the plain (fig. 3).
The excavations which the Italian archaeologists have carried out and
indeed are still carrying out in the Swat valley have yielded not only the
first secure chronological indications for the art of Gandhara, but in
particular, have unearthed well-defined evidence of an art centre in its
cultural setting, brought to light at Butkara I (fig. 4).
The characteristics of this art centre are being described by Anna Fijigenzi (pp. 197ff. and 298ff.) Here we will concentrate on a description of
this cultural setting on the basis of the archaeological evidence. thus
supplementing the chapter dedicated to the more specifically historical
approach.
As the excavations in the inhabited settlements at Barikot, Udegram,
Butkara and Barama show, at the beginning of the 1" millennium C.E.
- where archaeological evidence suggesls placing the beginning of the
Swat school of Buddhist art -, the central stretch of the valley was not

only densely populated, but indeed rich in veritable urban centres, The
short distance which separates them from each other, less than z0 k
m,
distinguishes Swat from the other areas of the North-west studied as
regards their settlement patterns.
The origin of these centres can be traced back to the 3rd and 2nd
turies B.C.E. and is linked to the important phenomenon of economic
growth throughout the whole of the North-West which, in the i,,lauryan
period, overlaps with an already flourishing protohistoric culture,
The presence of Alexander the Great in 327-326 B.C.E. had un.
doubtedly presented an important cultural shock for the area, but left no
permanent traces: we lose track of the Macedonian satrap left by ,qexan.
der in the Kabul valley by 321 B.C.E. (Bosworth 1983: 38-39), and the
hypothesis that the Macedonian presence in Swat lasted long enough to
produce effects on the material culture (Callieri 1993) has been refuted by
subsequent archaeological work.
One fragment of a Greek inscription on a ceramic shard, brought to
light in the excavations at the urban settlement of Udegram, was attri.
buted to the 4"' century B.C.E. on the basis of the dating to that period of
stratum V of the settlement (Gullini 1962: p. 325; Pugliese Carratelli 1966:
p. 35-36, fig. 11). However, on the basis of the coin evidence from the site
(Gullini 1962: p. 335). as well as of the more recent archaeological investigations at Barikot, carried out with the proper stratigraphic methodology
unfortunately lacking at Udegram, it seems wiser to date this find to the
znd century B.C.E., when a more substantial Greek presence is also evidenced at Barikot (see below).
The earliest historical settlements of the urban type in Swat are in fact
likely to go back to the 3rd century B.C.E.: The lowermost stratum at the
inhabited settlement brought to light a short distance from the Buddhist
sanctuary of Butkara I has been dated to the 3'' century B.C.E. on the
basis of stratigraphic correlation with the erection of the main Buddhist
Stupa (Faccenna 1981: pp. 727-738), itself dated on the basis of a whole
stratigraphic sequence. The town settlement to which the small excavated part belongs, partly located owing to an aerial photograph of the
southern and eastern ends of the modern town of Mingora taken in the
1950s, when the area was free of modern buildings, has been identified by
G. Tucci (1958: p. 280) as Mengjie li, the capital of ancient UddiyHna - the
name the Swat valley bore in the ancient Indian sources. The location of
what represents the first Buddhist establishment ever found in the whole
of the North-West thus finds its explanation in the nearby town and its
wealthy merchants.
century B.C.C. sees the advent of Buddhism in Swat, the zNd
If the
century B.C.C. represents the beginning of the contact of this region with
the other fundamental aspect of the art of Gandhara, namely the ellenistic influence. As anticipated above, the mark left by the reek
presence in the region does not go back to the short period of ace donian influence, but to the longer domination of the ~ndo- reek kings,who
left some of their few surviving archaeological traces here (Callieri 1995).
The construction of a fortified city at Barikot (fig. 5 ) on the site of all
earlier settlement dating back to the 2"" millennium B.C.L. (~tacul1980;
Olivieri 2003) has been ddted to he 2"" century D.C.E. on the basis of the
archaeological evidence ~ i e l d e dby the excavations which the IslAO

Italian Archaeological Mission has being carrying out since 1984. This
work has confirmed the importance of the historical city, which Sir Aurel
Stein (1930: p. 28) and Giuseppe Tucci (1958: pp. 296 and 327, fn. 28) had
identified with the ancient city of Bazira. conquered by Alexander in
327 B.C.E. and mentioned in the Classical sources.
The Hellenistic origin of this Early Historical town is evidenced not
only by the two short fragments of Greek inscriptions on potsherds,
engraved with six and one letter on the dry surface of the two shards,
respectively (Callieri 1984a. 1984b: p. 499. fig. 14; Canali de Rossi, 20041,
but also by the main architectural structure brought to light here - the
fortification wall (fig. 6). By virtue of its topographic, planimetric and
constructive characteristics. this wall may rightfully be attributed to the
architecture of Oriental Hellenism. The fortification wall, excavated only
in its south-western corner and in short stretches of the western and
southern sides, has a thickness of 2.70 m and is built in stones, pebbles and
clay between two facings of thick slabs and pebbles. Rectangular bastions
or towers project from the wall at regular intervals of c. 29 m, while at the
south-western corner, the bastion is pentagonal in plan. A steep slope

running parallel to the southern side of the wall at a distance of c. 5 m
from it cutting the outer stratification is likely to represent the northern
side of a defensive ditch. On the whole, these features connect the wall at
Barikot to similar defensive structures of the Hellenised East rather than
of the Indian subcontinent, among which the massive earthen rampart
represents the most common type despite the minor importance attached to it in the theoretical treatises (Callieri et al. 1992: pp. 6-8). It is an
architectural type similar to that of the fortifications of Sirkap, at Taxila,
which are, however. one century younger (Ghosh 1947-48: p. 84; contra.
Allchin 1993: pp. 75-77). These architectural features find a distinct counterpart in the topographical features ofthe site, at the foot of an imposing
hill which represented the citadel and which recalls the topography of
many settlements of the Hellenistic world.
On the basis of the numismatic and ceramic evidence yielded by the
layers connected with the construction and first phase of use of the fortification wall, the structures can be dated to the latter part of the 2nd century B.C.E.AS regards the coinage, of the five coins recovered for this
phase, four belong to the Indo-Greeks, from Antimachos 11 Nikephoros to

zoilos I, while the fifth belong to the class of silver multiple Punch
marked coins of the 3d-2d century B.C.E. As for the ceramics, in the ht
phase of life of the wall we see a new craft tradition, departing
the
precedingtraditionof protohistoric heritage. The earlier grey/black
is now accompanied by a new red ware, of en slipped, appearing in
great variety of fabrics depending on the shape and dimensrons ofth
pots. dongwith &apes typical of the Gangetic plarn, such the thitdishes
and the pear-shaped pots, which were diffused in khe North-West in the
3d century B,CE., we see the introduction of new shapes such as dishes
with everted straight sides and triangular thickened rim, similar to the
so-called 'fish-plates' of Greek Bactna, small bowls with incurving sides
and triangular everted rims, and jars of many different shapes and rims
This new assemblage finds its counterpart In the sites of Greek Backna
(Lyonnet 1997: pp. 121-155) and suggests that. contrary to the genera(
assumption before these excavations were made, a penetrauoq of a.
lenistic crafts had already started in Swat in the Indo-Greek period. This
picture of the situationat Barikot is supported by the evidence at the fiud.
dhist sanctuary at Butkara I, where the zndcentury B.C.E. sees the lnbodudion of stone moulded elements in the architecture of the main $tupa,
besides, it must be integrated into the broader context of the artefactsof
Hellenistic inspiration datable to the Indo-Greek period, the coins a d
toilet trays, but also the seals, as well as the Hellenistic architectonic
elements, mouldings of the bases and capitals present in other sftes of&
region such as Jandid and Mohra Maliaran near Taxila (~accenna2003).
As for the terracotta figurines, so useful for the study of stylistic development, they all belong to the traditional local type of the so.called
'Baroque Ladies' in the Indo-Greek period, but during the centuy
B.C.E. to the''1 century C.E., in the period of ~aka-Parthianpolitical rule,
we see the Hellenistic naturalisticapproach winn~ngoutalso in the most
traditional, religious environment which this class of artefacts belongs to
(cf. fig. 7; Callieri 2007).
The extraordinaryflourishing of Gandharan art represents an impressive explosion of creativity which can be accounted For only with the
availability of highly-skilled craftsmen, able to draw on a tradition rooted
in the naturalisticexpression characterrsing Hollenlstic art as the courtly
language of the ruling classes of ~ellenisedAsia. As the excavations at
Bar~kothave proved, Swat was ~ndeedone of the areas in which this
Hellenlsfic tradition wps present and was ready to meet the c m p b
demands of Buddhist ~deology(Taddei 1993).
However, the Is180 excavations in Swat not only highlight the orlmn
of the arr of Gandhara,They also offer ev~dencefor the history of the dtffusion of Buddhism inthe region. One chapter of this catalogue casts light
on the relationships between Barikot and the several Buddhist settle
ments surrounding it (6.Olrvierr, pp. ~94ff.),wh~chmust be dated to the
period when Buddhism had undoubtedly become the maln belief of the
region, while stillmeeting some resistance In rural areas,asshown by the
rock art (Olivieri and Vidale 2006). AS the skratigraph~cevrdence From the
excavations in the ancient city also shows, this phase should start in the
latter part of the 2nd century C.E, 1.e. about one century later than the
beginning of Gandharan art (~allierret al 1992: pp, 29-30'35) In thrs Pe
riod a Buddhist sanctuary, composed of a small sruya at the centre ofa
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courtyard bounded on one side by a row of three chapels, finds its place
within the perimeter of the urban settlement, even though in a periph. .
era1 area (fig. 8) - representing one of the few urban sanctuaries of Buddhism in the North-West.
When we examine the archaeological evidence of Buddhism at Barikot,
as well as in other urban settlements of Swat, in layers earlier than the
zndcentury C.E., we must acknowledge that no positive evidence suggesting its d i h s i o n has been recovered to date (Callieri 2006). At the same
time, as the archaeological excavations of the Buddhist sanctuaries of
Butkara I, Saidu Sharif 1 and Panr have shown, with the 1" century C.E..
we have the simultaneous construction of three monumental sacred
areas embellished with architectural and figural sculptural decoration:
Butkara I as a continuation of the site founded in the 3'* century B.C.E.,
and the latter two as new constructions. This flourishing should thus date
to a period in which Brahmanism was still the main belieE(see also Fussman 1994).The art of Gandhara would then be. rather than the fruit of a
vast devotion, the intelligent use of figural imagery in an effort to
triumph over the traditional belief, which successfully transformed Swat
into a Buddhist Holy Land: In the following centuries, Swat saw the construction of many a monastery and was visited by. .pilgrims
from faraway
countries in search of the newly created settings of many miracles of the
Buddha himself. The sanctuary at Saidu Sharif Icovers the site of a local
graveyard which, unlike other similar cemeteries in Swat occupied by
Buddhist sanctuaries (Schopen 1995), was still in use at the time of the
construction (Faccenna 1997):This shows the extent of the powerful support which the new belief was able to draw from the local ruling classes
of the Saka-Parthian period: the local dynasties of Apraca first, and of Odi
later, whose active role in the diffusion of Buddhism is also shown in
abundant epigraphic evidence (Salomon 1999: 10; Abdur Rahman 1999).
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Coins and the chronology of Gandhara

Ancient Gandhara was a meeting place for the many different cultures
and nations which surrounded it. At different times it came under the direct rule and influence of its neighbours, or was conquered by invaders
with more distant origins. As a result. ~ a n d h a r a ' spolitical chronology,
specifically the identib, succession and dates of its kings, is very complex.
Reconstrucling that chronology depends on piecing together the brief
fragmentary accounts of its history preserved in ancient literature
.
(Greek, Roman, Chinese, Tibetan. Indian, Iranian, and ~ r m e n i a n ) The
chronology also draws on information gathered from surviving inscriptions (on stone, metal, leather and bark) and archaeological remains
(artistic, religious, and architectural), but most importantly from the
coins which were used in the region'.
when western scholars first became interested in the region in the
1820sZthey were presented with a bewildering assemblage of coins collected by these explorers and adventurers. Many of these coins had Greek
inscriptions, showed Greek-style portraits and depicted the images and
the symbols of Greek gods. Some had the names of Greek kings, but others had non-Greek names, and many had Greek inscribed on one side and
inscriptions in unknown scripts on the other side. Another group of coins
was also found which had inscriptions written in Greek letters, but in an
unknown language. Some of the coins were uninscribed and had lndian
designs and resembled those being found by collectors in northern India.
Coins of the Sasanian kings of lran and local coins which resembled them
were also found. Many of these were inscribed in Pahlavi, the script of
Sasanian Iran, but some had inscriptions in the unknown local language
using Greek letters and others had lndian ins~riptions.~
The large number of coins being found in Gandhara and the surrounding areas enabled scholars to create a framework for understanding the
history of the region. These coins were issued by state authority, so their
designs could be interpreted as evidence of the rulers who issued them.
Most of the rulers issuing coins in the region, however, are only known
from their coins, so the correlation of the issuers with chronology posed
a particularly difficult problem. Aspects of the coinage other than the
names of the rulers were therefore used to build the framework. The
coins with Greek inscriptions could be arranged by their gradual departure from the issues of the Greek kings who first ruled the area. The denomination systems represented by the coins also suggested distinct periods of issue. For example, the silver coins with just Greek inscriptions

were all issued on the Greek Attic standard of about 17 grams, while the
coins with both Greek and unknown scripts were all struck on a local
standard of about 9 grams. The departure of the bilingual coins fromthe
standard Greek design suggested that they were later than the Attic standard coins. Following similar analyses, all the coins were placed in a se.
quence to create an overall structure for the progression of the coinage,
By the 1840s, this broad framework had been established, and since then,
the detail of the progression has been further refined. The following ac.
count, linking the framework with the information drawn from the Fragmentary historical sources, forms an overall picture of the region's political chronology.
Classically trained scholars already had a thread to follow in recon.
structing Gandhara's history. References in ancient Greek and Roman
texts showed that the region had been continuously subjected to foreign
rule since it was first mentioned. Following its conquest by the
Achaemenid kings of lran in the sixth century B.C.E., its most famous conqueror was Alexander the Great, who overthrew the last Achaemenid
king in 331 B.C.E. He took control of Gandhara in 327 B.C.E. during his
eastern campaigns. The region was then captured from Alexander's successor Seleucus by Chandragupta Maurya, king of India, in 305 B.C.E. Explorers did not find any coins of Alexander or Seleucus, but the uninscribed lndian coins appeared to relate to the period of lndian rule after
the loss of the territory by Seleucus and allowed these coins to be placed
at the start of the sequence of locally used coins (cat. no. 8).
More clues were gleaned from Classical texts which made reference to
Greek kings ruling in Bactria (northern Afghanistan), as conquerors of In.
dia, suggesting that Gandhara again came under Greek rule during the
second century B.C.E. Among the many coins with Greek inscriptions
found in the region, some bore the names of kings mentioned in the
Greek and Roman texts: Diodotus, the king of Bactria. who gained independence from Seleucid rule in the mid-third century B.C.E. (cat. no. 51,
his son with the same name and their successor ~uthydemus,his son
Demetrius, who was the first Greek king identified in the texts as 'kingof
India', and other 'kings of ~ n d i a(cat.
'
no. 6), the usurper ~ucratides,dated
by the texts to the mid-second century B.C.E. (cat. no. 7), and ~enander
(cat. no. 9) and pol lo dot us (cat. no. lo), named b u ~not given a chronological context4.
Coins of five Bactrian kings Euthydemus I , Demetrius I, ~ ~ a t h o c l e s

(fig. 1; cat. no. 4), Pantaleon and Eucratides I (cat. no. 7), found south of
the ~ i n d uKush and as far east as Taxila, confirm the conquest of the
region by Greeks in the early second century B.C.E. Coins of eight other
Bactrian kings have been recorded, but only found north of the Hindu
~ u s h(Diodotus I and 11, Euthydemus 11. Antimachus I, Demetrius 11,
~ ~ c r a t i d11.
e sPlato and Heliocles I).
of these kings, Agathocles. Pantaleon and Eucratides I all had issues
specially made for their territories south of the Hindu Kush; these were
the coins with Greek legend on one side and previously unknown scripts
on the reverse. James Prinsep, a British collector-scholar, based in Calcutta, recognised one of these as BrHhmi script which he had already deciphered; he also deciphered the other, with the help of Charles Masson,
a British collector-explorer, based in Kabul. They used the coins as miniature Rosetta Stones. This script, Kharosthi, had been invented locally to
write the Indian language, Prakrit. The decipherment of Kharosthi was a
vital development notjust for understanding the coins, but also for translating the growing body of inscriptions it made accessible (cf. Falk.
pp. 260ff.)'.
Greek kings who no longer ruled north of the Hindu Kush extended
Greek rule from southern Afghanistan to the Punjab, with important centres at ~ a n d a h a r Begram,
.
Peshawar and Taxila. The coin finds from Begram6 and Taxila7 provide the clearest evidence of these southern Greek
kings, with seven kings named on coins from Begram (Apollodotus I.
~ntimachus11, Menander I (cat. no. 9). Diomedes. Antialcidas, Lysias. and
~ e r m a e u s and
) seventeen from Taxila (as Begram, except Antimachus I1
and Hermaeus, with the following additions: Strato I, Heliocles 11, Philoxenus. Theophilus. Epander. Archebius, Telephus, Apollodotus I 1 [cat. no.
101, Hippostratus, Dionysius. Zoilus 11, and Strato I1 [cat. no. 111). Another
ten kings are known from their coins, but not from these excavations:
Zoilus I, Demetrius 111, Menander 11, Peucolas. Polyxenus. Amyntas, Apollophanes, Artemidorus, Thrason, and queen Agathocleia. The coin evidence therefore shows 37 known Greek rulers in the region (including the
three Bactrian kings who issued coins specifically for their territories
south of the Hindu Kush). These are not to be seen as a sequence, as it
seems likely that some of them ruled simultaneously in neighbouring
kingdoms, and there is also evidence that the Greeks progressively lost
control of the region to other invaders. The Greek kingdom of Bactria was
invaded by Central Asian nomads during the second half of the second
century B.C.E., but there is some evidence of a residual Bactrian Greek
kingdom in Bactria into the early first century B.C.E? Begram and Kandahar seem to have fallen out of Greek control from about 70 B.C.E. and
Gandhara and Taxila soon after, but the eastern Punjab stayed under
Greek kings until the early decades ofthe first century C.E.
The coins of these Indo-Greek kings were accompanied by others,
similar in design but issued by kings with distinctly non-creek names.
The presence of the same dual language on these coins. Greek on the
obverse, Kharosthi on the reverse, placed them alongside the later Greek
kings and after the Bactrian Greek kings who had inscribed their coins
solely in Greek. For this reason these kings, collectively termed Scythians
by early scholars, were associated with the Scythian invaders that ancient
writers said had taken Bactria from the Greeksq.Three different groups

are discernable among the coins with Greek inscriptions issued by kings
with non-creek names: The earliest group are commonly known as IndoScythians and succeeded the Greek kings in Kandahar, Gandhara. Taxila
and the eastern Punjab. It is not clear whether their rule extended to the
Begram area, as the post-Greek coinage there retained the Greek designs
of its last king Hermaeus for over a centurf" gradually changing them.
The second group of kings, known as ~ndo-Parthians,followed the IndoScythians in these territories. The third are the early Kushans, whose
coins first appear in the Begram area and then in Gandhara and Taxila.
but not Kandahar.
The beginning of Indo-Scythian rule can be positioned as a gradual
transition From Greek rule, and a recently discovered coin suggests that
the first Indo-Scythian king Maues, ruling from about 70 B.C.E. (cat. no.
12), was followed by his son who had a Greek name. Atemidorus". It is
therefore possible that the last kings with Greek names in Gandhara were
in part Scythians. Maues abandoned the use of a portrait bust on his coins
and introduced some non-Greek gods into his coin designs. He also
adopted the title 'king of kings', as used by the Parthian kings of Iran since
the late second century B.C.E. Except for Telephus, the kings with Greek
names retained Greek-style portraits and religious designs.

Fig. 1

The Bactrian king Demetrius I,c. 190 B.C.E.

The next rulers in Gandhara with nonGreek names and using nonGreek designs are the Indo-Scythian kings called Azes (fig. 2; cat. no. 13)
and Azilises. Their sequence is not yet clearIz,but they both date from the
second half ofthe first century B.C.E. They seem to be contemporary with
another group of Scythian kings. Vonones, Spalirises and ~ ~ a l a g a d a m a ,
who ruled to the south-west of Gandhara. The name Vonones is of Iranian origin, but the relationship of the Scythians with their Parthian contemporaries in Iran is not clear. The Vonones and Azes groups both used
a mounted warrior design in place of the Greek portrait design.
i
as part
The names of Maues and Azes appear in ~ h a r o s t hinscriptions
of the dating formulas in the recording of Buddhist donations. The era of
Maues is only known from one inscription1,but that of Azes, beginning
had wider use, and is best documented from dedication
about 46 B.c.E.,~~
inscriptions relating to the Apracaraja kingsI5, a local dynasty ruling to
the north of Gandhara using lndian and Greek personal names, but
issuing coins in the name of Azes (cat. no. 14). ~ o w a r d sthe end of IndoScythian rule in Gandhara and its surrounding territories, centralised
rule appears to have weakened and local rulers, such as the Apracarajas
and the satraps, Jihonika. Kharaosta and Rajavula began to issue their
own coins. Inscriptions referring to them seem to imply that they maintained alliances across the region. Rajavula was responsible for the overthrow of the last stronghold of Greek rule in the eastern Punjab and from
there extended Scythian rule as far into India as Mathura.
The chronology for this period is much confused by the continued
issue of coins in the name of Azes long after the end of his reignlb. Some
of this may be accounted for by the reign of a second king Azes, but the
continuance of'AzesVcoins for about a hundred years suggests that many
of the issues in his name were not issued under Indo-Scythian authority.
As Indo-Scythian power diminished during the early decades of the
first century C.E.. a new kingdom arose. founded by an lranian called Gondophares (cat. no. 15). He controlled territory in southern Afghanistan
and gradually gained control of all the regions previously ruled by Azes,
and extended into the Begram area and Eastern Punjab. His successors,
known as the Indo-Parthians, held this territory for a few decades, even
pushing south into Sind, but then lost it to another invading group, the
Kushans. Although most of the coins issued by Gondophares and his
successors (Abdagases [cat. no. 161, Sarpedanes. Gadanes. Orthagnes,
Ubouzanes. Satavastres, Sases, Orthagnes and Pakores) bore the name of
the issuer, coins with the name 'Azes' continued to be issued. Most IndoParthian coins used lranian designs, reintroducing royal portraits.
showing the king wearing lranian dress, but some issues retained IndoScythian designs. The legends of the coins continued to be written in
Greek but the names and titles they inscribed now belonged to an Iranian
tradition.
Another group of coins was also found which had inscriptions written
in Greek letters, but in an unknown language. These were also attributed
by most to the Scythians, but in 1833. Prinsep recognised on one example
the name of a king he had seen in Indian and Tibetan texts. The name
he recognised was Kanishka, identified in the Kashmir chronicle,
Rcijatararigini, as an early Buddhist ruler of Kashmir, and named in the
~ i b e t a nBuddhist texts as a patron of Buddhism. In 1845, Alexander Cun-

ningham, another British collector-scholar working in India, showed tllat
the Kanishka recognised on the coins by Prinsep was a Kushan king, He
was able to link him with references in the Chinese chronicles to the
Kushans as Central Asian conquerors of GandharaI7.
The first Kushan king, Kujula Kadphises (cat. no. 49), from his base in
Bactria, as leader of the Yuezhi people, drove the Indo-Parthian king
Abdagases out of Begram, and then pushed on to take Gandhara, ~ ~ ~ i l ~ ,
Kashmir and Sind from the Indo-Parthians. His son Vima Takto (cat, no,
50) continued the campaign of conquest and extended the Kushan king.
dom into India, as far as Mathura. The only Indo-Parthian territory to
vive was in ~ a n d a h a rand south-eastern Afghanistan. Kushan coin d?.
signs under Kujula Kadphises and Vima Takto show clearly how these ho
kings captured territory from Indo-Scythian and Indo-Parthian rulers, ln
Begram, Kujula issued coins with the modified design of its last Greek king
Hermaeus. in Gandhara and in Sind his coins used Indo-Parthian design,
and in Kashmir he copied Indo-Scythian designs. In Bactria, he revived
regular coinage by issuing new versions of Bactrian Greek coins. ln
Taxila, he introduced a new coin design, showing the impact of a new
foreign influence in the region. His issues copied imported Roman coins,
His son's coinage shows a gradual attempt to create a national coinageby
mixing Bactrian Greek. Indo-Parthian and Indo-Scythian designs.
The recent discovery of a Kushan king list in a Kushan religious
inscription, found at Rabatak in northern Afghanistan in 1993 and
published in 1996IR,consolidated an understanding of the chronology of
the early Kushans. It named Kujula Kadphises as the founder of the
Kushan state, and lists his son Vima Takto, grandson Vima Kadphises and
great-grandson Kanishka as his successors. The territory it claims for
them reached far into northern India. The circulation of their coins
confirms the gradual extension of Kushan rule into India.
Like his grandfather, Vima ~ a d p h i s e sused imported Roman coins as a
model for his coinage, by issuing gold coins with a similar weight
(c. 8 grammes) to the standard Roman gold coin (aureus denarius, cat. no.
51). He was the last king to retain the Greek and Kharosthi inscriptions
introduced when the Greeks first took control south of the ~ i n d uKush.
In the place of the Greek and lranian portrait busts and the lndo-Scythian
armed horseman, he introduced a full-figure royal portrait and replaced
the Greek and lranian gods with a representation of the Kushan god
Oesho, in the guise of the ~ i n d god
u jiva. His son Kanishka continued to
issue a gold coin of the same weight, but abandoned the Greek and
Kharosthi inscriptions, replacing them with inscriptions in the Bactrian
language, written using Greek letters. As on imported Roman coins, heintroduced a label for the reverse design, naming the various divine figures
depicted on them (cat. no. 52).
The chronology of the Kushans has been a long-running ~roblernfor
the history of the region. The ~ a b a t a kinscription, which solved the problem of the sequence of the early ~ u s h a nkings, was followed in 2001 by
another discovery which resolved another aspect of the problem, the
dates of their reigns in relation to the Common Era. By rereading a Sanskrit astrological text, Harry ralk was able to suggest that the first ~ e a r o f
Kanishka's reign was 127 C.E.'". A third discovery, ~ i c h a r d~alomon's
identification of a Greek era being used in Gandhara, from his reading of

a reliquary inscription, has added Further clarity to Kushan chronology'".
The inscription gave a date in the Greek era, year 201 and another in the
Azes era, year 73, giving a gap of 128years between the two eras. Salomon
has argued that this Greek era began in 186 B.C.E. on the basis of dating
the Azes era to 57 B.C.E. The use of this Greek era by two Kushan kings,
Vima ~ a k t oin year 279 and Vima Kadphises in year 287, suggests a later
date for both eras, with the Greek era beginning in 174 B.C.E. and the Azes
era in 46 B.C.E. This new evidence therefore suggests the following
recorded dates for the early Kushans: Kujula Kadphises 76 and 90 C.E.
( ~ z e era
s years 122 and 1361, Vima Takto 105 C.E. (Greek era year 279),
Vima Kadphises 113 C.E. (Greek era year 287) and Kanishka 1 127 C.E.
(~alk'ssuggestion)".
The successors of Kanishka used the reign dates of Kanishka as an era,
so establishing the starting point for the Kanishka Era has placed the
chronology of the rest of the dynasty on a more secure footing. Inscriptions show that Kanishka's reign lasted at least 23 years (c. 127-151 C.E.)
and that his successor Huvishka ruled during Kanishka Era years 25 to 60
(c. 155-187 C.E.; cat. no. 53) and his successor Vasudeva I years 64 to 98
(c. 191-225 C.E.; cat. no. 54). After Vasudeva I, the coins show a further sequence of Kushan kings, Kanishka ll, Vasishka, Kanishka 111. Vasudeva 11,
jaka and Kipunadha. The inscriptions of Vasishka and Kanishka I I I (identified as son of Vasishka in the only inscription which refers to him) use
numerals below one hundred. Vasishka (cat. no. 55) years 20 to 30 and
Kanishka Ill year 41. This suggests that a second century of the Kanishka
Era was commenced after the Kanishka Era reached 100, but it was expressed without the hundredz2.Any inscriptions of Kanishka 11 would
have dates in the same range as those of Kanishka 1, so it is a matter of discussion whether any of Kanishka 11's inscriptions can be recognised. Vasishka's known dates (c. 247-257 C.E.) set a limit to Kanishka 11's reign;
~ a n i s h k aIll's inscription can be dated c. 268 C.E. There are as yet no
known inscriptions of Vasudeva I I (cat, no. 56) and his successors, but
Saka is mentioned as a subject of the Gupta king Samudragupta in his Allahabad pillar inscription (cat. no. 59), suggesting that he was still ruling
in the mid-fourth century2'.
Locally found Iranian style coins belong to the time of the decline of
the Kushan Empire. They can be separated into five groups. Firstly there
are occasional finds of Sasanian coins. An inscription of the Sasanian emperor Shapur l(240-270 C.E.) claimed that his empire reached Gandharg4,
so it is not a surprise to see Sasanian coins in the region (cat. no. 57). However, only coins dating from the reign of Shapur 11 (309-379 C.E.) down to
the end of the Sasanian Empire in the seventh century are found locally.
The second group of coins seem to represent the Sasanian presence in the
region before Shapur 11. They were issued by local princes adopting the
title Kushan king. They issued gold and copper coins, using the Kushan
weight standards and mixed elements of Sasanian and Kushan coin design. They are known to scholars as the Kushano-Sasanians, and from
over-struck coins seem to be contemporary with the Kushan kings from
Kanishka I I onwards.
In Gandhara, the Kushano-~asanianswere followed by the third group
of kings issuing Iranian style coins, the Kidarites (cat. no. 58). Like the
Kushano-Sasanians, they called themselves Kushan kings and used a mix-

ture of Sasanian and Kushan coin designs. Recent discoveries by Nasim
Khan at Kashmir S m a ~ ta. ~aivite
~ ~ cave shrine site to the north of Gandhara, have revealed many new Kidarite coins and confirmed the rule of
the Kidarites in Gandhara from the 370s until the 470s. The only references to the Kidarites in Classical texts identify them as Huns, whereas
the Chinese texts refer to them as part of the Yuezhi, the group from
which the Kushans arose.
Kashmir Smast finds also include the fourth group of Sasanian-style
coins, the issues of the Alchon Huns, extending their rule eastwards from
Begram. During the fifth century, they gradually took over control
of Gandhara from the Kidarites. Their most famous king Toramana
(c. 485-515) and his son Mihiragula (c. 515-540) Further extended Hun territory into northern India. In the late sixth century, another group of
Central Asian nomads, the Turks, established control over Gandhara, issuing the fifth group of Iranian-style coins.
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Zeus, reverse of the coin by king Azes, c. 30 B.C.E
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Harry Falk

Gandharan Eras
Gandharan art offers many points of comparison with the art of Hellenism in the Mediterranean. Each and every one of these points of reference, though, needs to be inspected to find out if parallels arose similtaneously or with a certain delay in time. A number of dated objects are
suitable for providing an absolute chronology, although the dates are
using local eras for reference. The assigning of these pieces to one era or
another as well as the starting point of these periods have long been a
point of contention in research. and hardly any conceivable solution has
been left unpublished here.
During the last decade, new sources were discovered with whose help
it was possible to define the local eras more precisely. Following these developments, art history and numismatics have calmed down a little so
that today, the question rather centres on the relative chronology of undated objects within the series of dated ones.
1. The Era of 186/185 B.C.E.
From our point of view, it would have seemed obvious to see the time of
Alexander's conquests in the year 326 B.C.E. as the starting point of an
cclndiana era, but this thought seemed to have crossed the minds of neither the conquerors nor the native population. The use of periods or eras
as such had been known in Bactria and Gandhara since the Arsacids had
introduced their reckoning of time in c. 247 B.C.E. According to our current knowledge. though, this era was never used in Gandhara. Instead, we
find the first local method of reckoning with a starting point probably in
the spring of 186 B.C.E., so that the first year of this era reached into the
year 185 B.C.E.
The existence of this era had long been deduced from dates found on
monuments that were dated by stylistic and palaeographical features to
c. 100-200 C.E. and were marked with year numbers/ oder /cyphers ranging from 270 to 384. The last approximations had been fairly precise
(Cribb 1999, p. 202 a193 BC or soon after));Falk 2002, p. 91 a190 v. Chr.))),
but did not receive extensive support. This changed when R. Salomon
(2005) was able to present a reliquary whose date formula contained
three different formats: the era of Greek reckoning Cyavana), the era of
King Azes, and the current year of reign of a local prince. For a precise
chronology, the difference between Yavana and Azes was important, but
also the definition of the Azes era itself. As the latter was identified in the
1980s with the vikrama-somvotera,orjust Vikrama era, which is still in use

today and had a starting date of 57/56 B.C.E.. the Greek era could be as.
signed a starting point in 186/185 B.C.E.
After this definite starting point had been determined, numerous
questions remained: Which political event had defined this point, and
why does this era only appear more than 200 years later in inscriptions?
The second question can be relativised with the discovery of F. Widemann
(2004, who stated that on coins of the Indo-Greek ruler Plato, the Greek
alphabetic numbers MH (40 8) and MZ (40 9) can be found. These,seen
as years and counted from the Yavana era onwards, precisely fit the as.
sumed rule of Plato from145 to 140 B.C.E. (Bopearachchi in Bopearachchi
et al. 2003, p. 97). Here. we would finally have evidence for the fact that
the Yavana era had already been in active use long before the Kushan
kings. Similar numbers, such as NZ (50 7 = 129 B.C.E.) and PC (80 + 3 = 103
B.c.E.) on some coins of Heliocles I would make the latter's reign far more
recent than had been assumed before.
The question for the reason for this particular era has been answered
by R. Salomon (2005, p. 366): In the year 1861185 B.C.E.. no Indo-Greek
king was enthroned, but the son of the ruling Euthydemos, called
Demetrios, had invaded India during this time and thus asserted his
claims to this area of influence. The occasion had been chosen well, as
shortly before, the Maurya dynasty was dispossessed by the $ungas.
Demetrios was not able to maintain his rule over the whole extent ofthe
area, but consequently depicted himself on his coinage with a headdress
made of elephant head's skin, the animal symbolic of India (cat. no. 6).
The realisation that an era in south Asia was not necessarily linked to
the coming into power of a person, but could also be connected with a
conquest that either settles existing rivalries or that defines new borders
is of utmost importance.
+

+

+

2. The Era of Maues

We only have a single document, a donation charter written on a thin
sheet of silver, which is dated to the year 78 of the era of Maues. We know
that Maues (cat. no. 12) was the first so-called Scythian that was able to
take over power in the area of the Indo-~reeks,more precisely, in ~axila.
Before, this change would have been explained by an invasion; but in the
meantime, several coins of his son ~rtemidoroshave been found in
Barikot, Swat (Senior 2006, p. 151f.).This Greek name of his son taken in
combination with another rare coin of his, mentioning Maues as well ass

Greek queen, Machene (Bopearachchi in Bopearachchi et al. 2003, p. 140,
no. 115), provides evidence that Maues - apparently as an influential
leader of mercenary armies - had married into an existing ~ndo-creek
dynasty. His rule probably spans the years from c. 90 to 70 B.C.E.; he
currently cannot be assigned a date any more precisely and thus, the
definition of the beginning of his period remains unclear as well.
3. The Era of Azes from 57/56 B.C.E.
AS has been hinted at in the above. the vikrama era from 57/56 B.c.E.,
which is still in use today, is usually equated in research with the reckoning of Azes (cat. no. 131, which we frequently encounter (with or without mentioning his name) on Buddhist reliquaries from Bajaur, to the
north-west of Peshawar. near the borders to Afghanistan (cat. no. 44).
Of course, his coming into power was explained with warlike operations, but a donation text from the ninth year of his period (Falk 2006,
p. 395) shows us that a larger number of ((ruling))families were active in
his area. Of special importance, though, are his coin editions, which attest
to his start in Peshawar to succeeding Maues in Taxila, apparently under
peaceful conditions and by honourably continuing some of his predecessor's coin types. He also took over the succession of a group of ruling
ccscythiansn who refer to a ruler called Vonones.
He, on the other hand, had made a peaceful agreement with pollodotos I I (c. 80-68 B.C.E.; cat. no. 10) earlier on, as we can see on a shared
coin that shows the Greek king on the obverse, whereas the reverse
shows a rider with a whip with the inscription vanonasa underneath (not
ayasa, as in Widemann 2000, p. 228).
The succession from the rulership of the representatives of Vonones to
Azes can be seen in several steps in the shared coinage and does not show
any signs of abrupt repression. A third co-regent called Azilizes, who
ruled east of the lndus River and above Taxila in Hazara. was also obligated by Azes through shared coinage. At the end of this process. Azes
ruled over the whole area from eastern Afghanistan to the Punjab. In
2006, 1 have stated my suspicion that the conclusion of this unification
process, and not his enthronement, marks the start of the Azes era. As the
beginning of a ((Pax Azianaa. this point in time would surely have deserved and earned more respect than a simple enthronement would have.
The equation of the Azes era with the Vikrama era is convenient, but
it is not supported - nor made impossible - b y literary evidence. Starting
from the - in my opinion arbitrary - assumption that the Yavana era must
have begun with the enthronement of a king, E. Errington (2007. p. 55a;
cf, also Cribb in this volume) has proposed to have the year 301 of this period coincide with year 1 of the Kanishka era (127 C.E.), as to achieve. in
terms of figures, a continuity in ones and tens, dropping the hundreds.
Counting back, the beginning of the Yavana era would thus fall in the year
174 B.C.E., three years from the date that had previously been assigned to
Mithridates and Eucratides, and the beginning of the Azes era would have
to be placed at 46 B.C.E.
The consequences of this shift would be extensive. It implies that the
usurper Eucralides would have been able to create an era that then would

have been continued by everyone, including the expelled kings from the
honourable house of Euthydemos. The opinion of Salomon (cf. also MacDowall 2007), supposing that the Indian campaign of Demetrios had initiated the era of l86/185 B.C.E., offers the important advantage that it can
explain why, 100 years later. Maues copies exactly that particular coin of
Demetrios that shows him commemorating the victory over India withan
elephant's head decorated with a bell: Demetrios, be it reigning or not.
had achieved what others must have seen as the *Indian break-throughn.
4. The Era ofKanishka Jrorn127/128 C.E.

The era that was used for many donation inscriptions on monuments
from Mathura and that was apparently introduced by King Kanishka I
(cat. no. 52) -starting with his enthronement or at some other occasion has long remained the most controversial period. This era is special as it
does not exceed the number 100, but is started anew each time (cat. no.
177). This circumstance has, in the past, often caused much confusion, as
the first two centuries of this period each start with a king called Kanishka and the works created under Kanishka I and Kanishka II had long
been assumed as being contemporaneous.
In the time of the early Kushan kings, before Kanishka I, we find dates
on sculptures counting in the Azes era as well as some that use the Yavana
era calculations of Gandhara. In the year 78 C.E.. the Kshatrapas in Ujjain.
who apparently had a good working relationship with the Kushans, introduced their own reckoning of time according to a precisely definable
astronomical basis. This might have been, among other considerations, a
signal to Kanishka to use an equally distinctive reckoning for the rule of
his own dynasty.
Today, it has largely been explained when this took place: An astronomical text from the lirdcentury (Falk 2001) conhins a formula that allows the conversion of Kushan dates into the Saka era of the Kshatrapas
of Ujjain. This shows that it is impossible that the Saka era of 78 C.E. is
identical with the Kushan era, but the formula also provides us with irrevocable proof that a Kushan century had started in 227 C.E. Combining this
with the observation that no Kushan date exceeds 100 and that the system operates with ((dropped hundreds)) (van Lohuizen.de Leeuw 1986)
and tying in with the new insight that even the Guptas still calculated
with the dropped hundreds of the Kushans ( ~ a l k2 0 0 4 , a back calculation
leading to the beginning of the first Kushan century in the year 127/128
C.E. was easy. Indeed. this date corresponds with the chronology that especially British archaeologists had assumed for years.
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Christian Luczanits

~ a r l ~uddhisrn
y
and Gandhara
Buddha jikyamuni, who probably died, or entered parininkina, at around
B.c.E.,was born in the border region between ~ndiaand Nepal where
he also grew up. He lived and taught in a relatively small area in central
North India.' This primary area of influence is defined by the main events
in his life: Lumhini, the place of his birth, in the north, Bodhgaya, the
place of his Awakening, in the south, SHrnHth, the place of his first sermon, in the west, and Kuiinagara, the place of his death, in the east
380

Sanch~,whose core dates back to the rlme af Asoka

(cf map 1, p. 31). These are all places in the central Ganges valley in
Northern India, a region that would play an important role in the history
of South Asia again and again.
Apparently, Buddhism had spread relatively far in a short amount of
time, and about 100 years after the Buddha's death, the Maurya king
Aioka wasan especially effectivecatalyst for its propagation. Inlater~ud.
dhist legends, this is honoured and exalted accordingly. Thus,
had

been respons~blefor opening most of the nlne stupas or~glnallyerected
after the ~uddha'sdeath In the core reglons of Buddh~smand spread~ng
their rellcs even further (cf Kuwayama, pp 170ff) Early Buddhlsm then
or~glnallyman~festsItself materially In the stupa, whlch first of all stands
for a speclfic Buddha - or another Buddh~stsalnt - whose rellcs were depos~tedIn ~ t Interlor
s
The spread of the or~glnalrelics by ASoka not only ascertains the authent~cltyof the monastery of Sanch~(fig 11,located further south In the
regon of V ~ d ~ ibut
a , also tr~ggersthe erect~onof the first ~ u d d h l s mont
the core
uments In the cultural reglon of Gandhara Archaeolog~call~,
structures of the stupas of Taxlla and Butkara also date back to the 3rd
century B C E , ~fnot spec~f~cally
to the perlod of Aioka (cf Kuwayama,
pp 170ff) Beyond the remalns ofthe orlglnal monuments that had been
do not find further materepeatedly excavated and enlarged, we ln~t~ally
r ~ aev~dence
l
about Buddh~stactlvltles In the reglon (cf Call~er~,
pp 58ff.)
~ccordlngto more recent datlng of Buddhlst monuments In the South
Aslan regon, thls IS not at all surprlslng.
Indeed, Buddhlsm In ~ t arch~tectural
s
and art hlstorlcal extent only becomes tang~bleat around the end of the zndcentury, and at that polnt,
more or less simultaneously through the stupas of Bharhut and Sanch~
and some cave complexes to the east of Mumba~,of whlch BhaJa
(Kuwayama, p. 171, fig 1) and P~thalkoraoffers the most lnterestlng
group Earher Buddhlst monuments had been erected In perishable mater~alsand have, as the early South AsIan clt~esdocumented In I~terature,
left only scarce archaeolog~caltraces.
In Sanchl, the smaller, more remote Stupa 2 today represents the earhest stage, and ~tIS notable that In the decorat~onof ~ t ralllng
s
(ved~ka),we
at all Instead, the maln subdo not find much Buddh~sm-spec~ficcontent
ject of the decorat~onare symbols generally connected w ~ t hfertll~ty.
good luck, and prosperity (fig 2) The ralllng posts of Stupa 2, whlch were
created sllghtly later, and the ralllng of Bharhut. then. not only show spec~ficsymbols related to Buddhism, but also Buddh~stlegends, where storles from the d~fferentprevlous llves of the Buddha (the so-called]dtaka)
were more popula~than those from the Buddha's l ~ f eproper. It 1s also
notable that the Buddha In the d e p ~ c t ~ o nofs h ~ slast l~fe1s not shown
figurally, but only through objects syrnbol~s~ng
hls presence, where ~t IS
often not clear whether these refer to the present or past presence ofthe
Buddha
As an example, the dep~ctlonof the Awakenlng on a ralllng post of the
Stupa of Bharhut will be detalled (fig 3). The Image spread over three
panels cornblnes two essent~allevels of meanlng and demonstrates the
complexity of t h ~ stype of d e p ~ c t ~ oActually,
n
what we see IS a Tree of
Awakenlng around whlch a temple has been erected, worsh~ppedby flyInggenles and humans, The place of Awakenlng IS represented by the altar covered In flowers wlth people kneellng In front of ~t The ralllng below marks the sacred place but IS also used as a scene dlv~derand, as such,
1s belng repeated. The dlvls~onbetween the two frames above IS disrupted
by the elephant plllar whlch was probably placed In the lrnmed~ateVIcln~tyof the temple, but outs~dethe sanctuary proper. At ~ t base,
s
a nas
ture genie (yaksa) 1s stand~ng,carrylng a bowl of offerings on ~ t head,
placed In front of the ralllng of t h ~ type
s
of sanctusuch as was In

Fig 2
Part of a r a ~ l ~ nsurround~ng
g
stupa 2 of Sanch~phorograph C Luczanlts 1998
31.20 IWHAV)

aryLInthe oppos~tecorner of the Image, a figure IS crouching. scratching
the earth w ~ t ha stlck. Apart from that, the m~ddlekame IS filled w ~ t htwo
rows of men worshlpplng the sanctuary. whlle the bottom frame shows a
group of women danclng and maklng music We do not hnd any of the
character~st~cs
of the Awakenlng known from later deplct~ons(cf. cat no.
162). Here, the place of Awakenlng IS shown In the manner known to the
sculptors of Bharhut In the late znd century We can only conclude that
thls IS also a deplct~onof the Awakenlng Itself by studylng the Inscnpt ~ o n and
s the Image oFa lamenting MBra In the m~ddlepanel. The rows of
worshlpplng men surrounding the sanctuary are seen as four d~fferent
groups of gods. and the dancing women are Interpreted as heavenly a p
sarm While the Images themselves thus refer to the worsh~pplngof the
place at the tlme of Bharhut, relate the lnscr~ptlonsto the tlme of the
Buddha's Awakening.
The first lnd~anstupas also show how early Buddh~smadapted to the
popular bel~efIn ambivalent nature genies (cf. cat. nos. 250, 251). It 1s
probably no colncldence that the d e p ~ c t ~ oofnthe worsh~pplngof the tree
worsh~punder whlch a past Buddha awakened resembles the trad~t~onal
plng of a y a h (fig. 4.1 and on the posts at Bharhut, nature genles (yaksa
and naga) and other myth~calcreatures are shown worsh~pplngthe stupa.
marklng them as bel~eversof Buddh~sm(cf Quagl~ott~,
pp. 126ff.)
The most important toplc of early Buddh~stmonuments, though, are
the seven ~ u d d h a sof the past who are dep~ctedIn the shape of thew
Trees of Awakenlng - as every Buddha awakened under a d~fferenttree
or as stupas. T h ~ sgroup that, bes~des51kyamun~.also Includes hls SIX
predecessors can be seen as the maln toplc of the famous gates (torann) of
Sanch~1, whlch were ~ r o b a bcreated
l~
at around the beginnlng of the
Common Era (fig. 5)
In the narratlve scenes of Sanch~1, the symbolic character of the objects representing the Buddha IS even more pronounced. It IS t h ~ type
s of
o nhas been attested at ~ a n d h a r aIn lsolated
early narratlve d e ~ ~ c t ~that

-.

cases as well. Cat. no. 45 shows the Buddha accompanied by the traditional ~rahmanicalgods Brahma und Indra, descending from the H~~~~~
of the 33 ~ o d sThe
. ~uddha'spresence here is illustrated by the foot print
on the lowest step and the tree on the middle stairway.
On the gates of sanchi 1,we also find, for the first time, the depiction
of an emblematic ~ u d d h abody, i.e. a body of the Buddha assembled kom
symbols (fig. 6): On a post of the North Gate, this body consists of the so.
called Omega symbol, whose lower circle also symbolises the Wheel of
Buddhist teachings; a post with floral decoration whose fruit consistsof
jewellery, and the foot prints. This idea of depicting the Buddha was con.
tinued in south-Indian Buddhist art for several centuries. In the kingdom

Worshipping the tree under which the Buddha Kaiyapa Awakened; ~ h ~ , h ~ , ,
Fig.4
Indian Museurn,Calcutta 295; photograph C. Luczanits 1995 (WHAV)
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Ralllng post wlrh
the Awaken~ngof the
Buddha.Stupa of Bhafhut,
aher Coomaraswamy, 1956
plate Vlll

of the ~ u s h a nkings. ~nstead,the anthropomorph~cImage of the Buddha
was developed.
BY the beginn~ngof the Common Era. Buddh~smin Gandhara had
turned into a mass movement. Dateable evidence for t h ~ sare the Inscribed rel~quariesof the Apraca and 0d1 rulers, which not only attest to
the erect~onof new stupas In the region but also reveal much about the
rel~g~ous
background. The vase-shaped rel~quaryin Berlin, donated In the
year 77 Azes (1.e. 2 1 C.E.) by the Kshatrapa iatruleka under the Apraca
klng Vgayam~tra,documents the erectlon of a new stupa (cf. cat. no. 44)
Another rather extenswe lnscrlptlon of the odi King Senavarma. a contemporary of Kujula Kadphises, not only prov~dessome lns~ghtInto the
rel~g~ous
pract~ceof noble lay bel~evers,but also Into the k~ndof ~ u d dhlsm they represented. Following a comprehens~veglorification of the
Buddha Gkyamun~,he also praises, besides the pratyekabuddha. Arhats
and Listeners, Brahma. Indra, the four Great Kings. 28yaksa generals, and
HPriti wlth retamers2 Thls fasc~natlngdocument puts the Stupa of
Senavarma, and thus the early offic~al
Buddhlsm In 1st century Gandhara,
In dlrect contlnulty to Bharhut and Sanch~.On the other hand, an Inscrlptlon of the female lay follower UttarB, again attr~butedto the Apraca kingdom, already polnts Into a new direction by honouring "all Buddhas of
. ~ when the Kushans took over power in t h ~ res
the Past and F u t ~ r e "Thus,
glon, they d~scoveredan already flourishing Buddh~sm.Indeed, under the
Kushan Klngs, fundamental changes In the conception of Buddhahood
man~festthemselves. whose roots can be traced to the two centuries
around the beglnnlng of the Common Era. Traditionally, the newly cres
ated cult Image of the Buddha IS espec~allyrevered, but ~ t development
must be seen In a larger context? Now, a cons~derablylarger number of
past Buddhas was assumed, where the Buddha Dipamkara. the first Buds
Buddhahood, occudha, who prophesled (vycikarot~)SBkyamun~h ~ future
pies a specla1 posit~on.~Th~s
direct connect~onofBuddha 5Pkyamun~wlth
h ~ far-away
s
predecessor, whlch prov~desthe bas~sfor, e.g , the Buddha
b~ographyIn the N~dhanakathi,puts the prevlous llves of the Buddha Into
a series and postulates a systemat~csplr~tualdevelopment of the Bodh~sattvatowards Buddhahood, through whlch the Bodh~satbaconcept
of the Buddha's blogragains In ~mportance.In Gandhara, the dep~ct~on
phy often starts w ~ t hthls orlglnal oath before Dipamkara (fig. 7 and cat.
no I&), w ~ t hwh~chthe splr~tualdevelopment that had preceded the last
l ~ f ebecomes an Integral part of the b~ography?The serles of the seven
past Buddhas retained a certain relevance In Gandhara, as it was connected w ~ t hthe Bodh~satbaand future Buddha Maitreya (cat. no. 188).
The Mahavastu takes a step further in arranging past and future Buddhas In an endless cham of oath and prophecy and turning the prophecy
of a future Buddha Into a Buddha's duty. Thus, the serles of Buddhas 1s
also endlessly cont~nuedInto the future, a concept that was then ~mplemented In the Bhadrakalp~kasiitra,
the "Sutra of the Fortunate Aeon" The
Mahiivastu also attests to the contlnulng exaltat~onor delhcation of the
Buddha, whlch has already to be assumed of the first Buddha Images. A
good example would be the so-called "Bala Bodhitattva" from the Kushan
year 4 (1.e 131 c L.), who also has cosmolog~calrelevance due to the zod ~ a csymbols dep~ctedon h ~ honour
s
umbrella (fig. 8).1°The larger-thanl~fesue of the sculpture can be seen as anothers~gnfor his de~fication,but

WestgateofStupa I,Sanch~,w~th
the seven Buddhasofthe past In theshape
Rg 5
of trees and stupas on the top cross beam: photographC Luuanlts 1998 28-43 (WHAV)

Buddhas were assigned different body heights in the different periods as
well, which art might also allude to.
Kanishka I already ruled over large areas of the Ganges valley at the beginning of his reign in 127 C.E., and thus also over the core area of Buddhism. The VidiSa region with Sanchi was probably also already part of
the Kushan ~ingdom,as especially the early sculpturesfromthe~ath~~a
school found in Sanchi show. Among these depictions, there is an inscribed sculpture of the Bodhisattva %kyamuni commemorating his first

Fig 6

Ernblernat~cbody

of the Buddha. North Gate,

Stupa l,Sanch~,photograph
All5 (ar-040168)

meditation under the rose-apple tree," a topic also found in candharan
art (cf. p. 25,fig. 8). Thus, ~ a t h u r possessed
a
a prospering art schoolthal
played an important role for the development of iconic cult figures
sculpted in stone and, accordingly, the image of the Buddha.
Mathura was also a centre of Brahmanism and the early visudeva.
KySQa-(viyy-) cult. Indeed, the development of the Buddhist cult image
in the Mathura school is the result of profound changes in the Indianidea
ofdeities, which is expressed. e.g.. in the creation and use of
cult images of high gods. The iconographic parallels of the Mathura~,,d.
dhas in relation to other sculptures ofgods as well as the right hand that
is held aloft with the palm turned inwards that is found in all early
Mathura icons (cat. nos. 130 and 113) point to shared foundations.rhe
~ a t h u r aBuddha type (cat. no. 130) has rightly been called a ruler figure,
with his rigid posture. the fist of the right hand placed on the leg, and his
lion throne.I2 On the basis of numerous dated inscriptions, the develop.
ment of the Mathura type is comparatively easy to trace."
While the basic idea ofa Buddhist cult image is probably based on the
same idea in Gandhara and Mathura, the finally realised cult images,then,
are surprisingly different. The early Gandharan Buddha, as far as can be
ascertained due to the scarcity of chronological points of reference,
seems closer to the Mathura type. Usually, a disproportionally high hair
knot held by a distinct band, wide-open eyes, and the moustacheareseen
as characteristics of early Buddha depictions (cat. nos. 46, 481, especially
as some of these characteristics are typical for objects from the Parthian
rule (cat. nos. 47,63). Early cult images ofthe Buddha are mostly assigned
to hkyarnuni, but it cannot be ruled out that other past ~uddhasmight
have been depicted as well."
In the early reliefs, the Buddha is sitting under a tree, meditating, and
is worshipped by Brahmi Sahimpati and Sakra, the Lord of the Gods(~at.
nos. 45 and 183).15Brahmi occupies the more prominent position to the
~uddha'sright, i.e. to the left of the observer. The common depictionol
these Brahmanical gods points to a conservative Brahmanic society in
Gandhara at the time of the emergence of ~uddhism,especially if compared to Mathura. For Swat, research has been able, in the meantime,to
work out a detailed chronology of the early art and a regional succession
of styles (cf. Filigenzi, pp. 197ff.l.
The development of the cult image of the Bodhisattva is almost contemporaneous to that of the Buddha.16Here, depictions ofthe future~uddha Maitreya are assigned a special role in early andh ha ran art (ck
Luczanits, pp. 249ff.). The Bodhisattva depictions in the two schoolsofad
in the Kushan Kingdom, i.e. Mathura and ~ a n d h a r aare
, quite different as
well, where the Gandhara Bodhisattvas show such dominant regional
characteristics that they are often assumed to be portraits of local
princes.
Neither these essential innovations in ~uddhism,which are, at first,
only relevant in the Kushan ~ i n g d o m nor
, the fragments of andh had
texts that have been identified in the last few years (and whose textsare
attributed to Mahlyina ~uddhism)allow us to assign these changesto
Mahiiyina Buddhism. They pave the way, though, for the development
that is also being visually interpretcd in late and ha ran art (cf. Rhi, PP,
242ff.).

Notes
The date given follows the "shorter chronology" favoured In current research, which puts the death 01the Buddha at c. 100 years before ASoka (cf.
especially Bechert 1991 and Bechert 1997).
z A sculpture ofsuch a y a k y is attested for Pithalkoraand IS today kept at the
National MusOum, New Delhi.
1 cf, especially Luders 1941. pp 21-31.
4
his des~gnatronhas been adopted after Dehelia 199:.
5 salomon 1986.
b salomon 1988. newly d~scussed
in Salomon 2003. pp. 54-57, fig.20-30
We cannot address the Issue of an, ultintately unsuccessful, attempt of a
~ u d d h adepict~onhere that was put on a commemorative coin dated to the
m~ddleof the 1st century B.C E. and foundamong the treasures of the tombs
1

f

o f ~ l l l y ~a e p (cf..
e e.g.,Taddel1995. p.43 andcambon 2007, cat. no. 119).
In the career o f a Bodhisattva, this prophecy marks the threshold from the
e~ghthto the nlnth stage (bhlirn~);Jones1949, p. 1,Z.
~ a d d 2003.
e~
l o Verardi 1985.
'1 T h ~ s
has been dated to the Kushan year 28. Wlllis 1999 (- AIIS73.90; Sanchi
Museum Inv. No. ~ 8 2 ) a; pedestal from the year 22 found at Sanch~shows a
~ u d d h aflanked by Kushan donors (= AllS 228.58; Sanch~Museum Inv.
No 2785/83)
l2
arte el 1985.
I* E.g. Czuma 1985 and Hartel 1995.
l 4 ~conograph~cally,
the d~fferentBuddhas are not yet distinguishable at that
tlme, In~aulian,two of the Buddha figures of Stupa Dl were ~dent~fied
as representatlons of ~ u d d h aKaiyapa ( K O ~ O 1929.
W
p. 96-97: Marshall 1951,
p. 374-75).
" Cf, the inscript~onof the Senavarma Reliquary in Salomon 1986, p. 271
Ib We can see In the Mathura lnscr~ptlonsjusthow close these parallels were,
In which the earliest Buddha images are designated Bodhlsaftva
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Gandharan Trays

while Gandharan Buddhist art has aroused the
passion of scholars and aesthetes since the late
1 9 ' ~century. "toilet trays", another emblematic
artistic product of this region, have received little
attention. Nonetheless, they prove to be fascinating objects: They are the missing link between the
Hellenistic arl of Bactria and the Greco-Buddhist
art of Gandhara.
The Gandharan tray is a concave disc made of
either soft stone such as steatite or serpentine or
hard stone such as schist, or they are made from
gypsum. Figurative, floral or geometric motifs are
carved within the circular space and generally
framed by an ornate edge. The image is often enclosed within compartments (cat. no. 23), but can
also cover the entire surface (cat. no. 20). Although their dating remains problematic since
only few of these objects belong to known archaeological contexts such as those of Taxila. Udegram, Butkara and Charsaddal, it is commonly accepted that they were produced between the znd
century B.C.E. and the znd century C.E.

F1g.1
Small reliquary with compartments of the
KI-Khanoumtype, from Stupa 2 in Passani. Afghanistan,
grey steatite, h. 17.3 cm. 0 16.6 cm; British Museum,
London, Oa 1880-98; aher Zwalf 1996.no. 651

Vanishing from sight after four hundred years,
the trays appear to represent a fleeting phenomenon of Gandharan art. Their existence, therefore,
has naturally aroused interest. where these imported or locally made objects? compared to
Egyptian and Palmyran traysz, the Gandharan examples seem to predate these Mediterranean
artefacts. The Gandharan trays probably derive
from a variety of prototypes. While the circular
shape decorated with various motifs recalls Greek
bronze mirrors and emblemata from Hellenised
Bactria, the compartments are comparable to caskets and pyxeis from A'i Khanoum (fig. 1)'. The
Hellenised formal repertoire imported from Bactria to Gandhara along with the Greco-Bactrian
population crossing the Hindu Kush with
Demetrius I (cf. cat. no. 6) around 185 B.C.E. was
then transformed by local artists. These sets of objects were assimilated by Gandharan artists, who
produced a new and unique object, using techniques suited to the materials available, i.e. hard
and soft stone.
Their shape determined by their function.
Gandharan trays have been associated with various uses, although the traditional term "toilet
tray", going back toJ. Marshall's interpretation of
these objects as cosmetic containers', seemingly
excludes other possible uses: liturgical vessels (as
advocated by 5. R. Dar5) or votive objects (as considered by HH.-P. Francfortb). Different types of
trays designed for various functions would explain the variety of shapes, compartments and
scenes. Indeed, trays carved with innocent images
such as "Aphrodite and Eros" (fig. 2) would fit perfectly into the feminine realm, and compartmenls
like the ones in this tray or the one kept in the
Taxila Museum (cat. no. 22) could have contained
cosmetic powders. However, drinking scenes such
as the one found on an example from the Peshawar Museum (cat. no. 23) would be more appropriate for liturgical vessels linked to Bacchana-

lian rites7,and trays showing religious ritualssuch
as sacrificial scenes (fig. 3)'would point to a votive
function. Some trays, notably those with amorour
scenes such as "Apollo and Daphne" (cat. no. 201,
which cover the entire surface. would hardly have
been able to function as containers, and could
therefore have been purely decorative.
The numerous scenes carved into the
ran trays derive from the Greek, Roman,
Iranian and Scythian iconographic repertoirei,
thus reflecting the influence of Gandhara's sue.
cessive waves of invaders and trade. A tray from
the British Museum (fig. 2) portraying Aphrodito,
identifiable by her nudity, the goose in the foreground, and the figure of Eros, plunges us deep
into Greek mythology, which is the most common
topic represented on these trays. Here, the Goddess of Love, whose generous hips recall Indian
sculptures of female figures, chastises one of the
Erotes with her sandal. The motifof an Erosstand.
ing next to a column, as seen on the left-handside
of this tray, finds its parallels in jewellery (cat.no.
28). The Karachi tray probably depicts the legend
of Apollo and Daphne. Daphne, grasping a rock,
thus recalling that she is a mountain nymph, has
been caught by Apollo, identified by the curled
locks on his shoulders. She has fallen to the
ground and is about to change into a bay-tree.
Castor and Pollux, the Dioscuri, symbols of viriliy
and protectors of seamen, appear on another tray
from Karachi (cat. no 21). These two figures derived from the classical repertoire are riding their
mount, ready for battle. Dionysian themessuchar
Dionysus and Ariane's wedding, scenes of drunkenness or couples drinking as on a tray from the
Peshawar Museum (cat. no. 23), not only appearas
recurring motifs on this type of object but alsoin
the Buddhist art of Gandhara. he motif ofa man
and a woman sharing a drink as seen on reliefs
from Lahore (cat. no. 35) and chakdara (cat. no,
39) seems to have been copied from this tray Or

Elizabeth Rosen Stone

he ~daptationof western ~ o t i f in
s the Art of Gandhara

and ha ran Art, more than any other art of the
South Asian subcontinent, was the first to be appreciated in the West. Collected, admired, and researched by scholars oken trained in Classical
western art, it was readily familiar: the appearance of essentially naturalistic human forms,
musculature displayed on the human body (cat.
no. 70), Western contrapposto (cat. no. 66). and facial expressions showing emotion (cat. no. 68).
Western architectural features, including the use
of the Corinthian capital (cat. no. 37), abound in
Gandharan narrative reliefs, and the garland Erotes motif (cat. no. 72) known in the West appears throughout the art of Gandhara. While in
Classical art, these motifs are the norm, they are
in stark contrast to the art of the lndian subcontinent, where human bodies are defined by the
term prana) or fullness of breath, negating specific
musculature and facial expression (cat. no. 130).
Similarly, the rigid frontality of Parthian art also

Fig. 1

appears in Gandhara (cat. no. 63). These non-lndian characteristics are somewhat surprising, as
Gandhara was a part of ancient India, and it was
from the lndian subcontinent that the vast majority of Gandharan Buddhist iconography originated. Nevertheless. Gandhara was a border state
connected to the overland trade routes to the
west, while the remainder of the subcontinent
appeared to retain a greater homogeneity. Gandhara was subjected to a complex layering of political incursions from the time of the Achaemenid
dynasty onwards. Thus, the artisans of Gandhara
were able to draw upon both works which were
newly imported as well as works which evolved
through their complex heritage.
The magnificent jewellery and other finds
from Sirkap, the Saka-Parthian city of Taxila, represent the earliest phase of integration of Eastern
and Western styles. Much of it closely parallels
works of art found at the Bactrian site of Tillya

Dolphins and Erotes,gold,turquoise.TillyaTepe, tomb 3, National Museum Kabul, Inv. no. MK 04.40.110

Tepe near the modern town of Shihbarganin
Afghanistan,' and at the same time, has
the West. A two-part gold pendant,z
part of an earring (cat. no. 32), is striking due toik
extraordinary beauty. The upper portiorl isacom.
plex multi-layered element of fine granulation
work (a technique with a long history in the west.
ern Mediterranean), filigree, and turquoise inlay
containing floral designs and a small figureofcu.
pid in the centre. The lower portion, the aesthetically dominant section, evolves from a type
known in the Classical world and spread to the
Black Sea area and Bactria. It consists of a pairof
addorsed Erotes on ketoi separated by an orna.
ment in the shape of an amphora, with a loop
above parallel to the plane of the composition.
This feature is a constant in many comparative
pieces. Four small loops attached to each sea kew,
with each of the chains ending in a pearl and a
small gold leaf device beneath. Gold work olfiligree and granulation decorate the amphora,'
while both the amphora and the Erotes-sea monster pair are magnificently inlaid with turquoise.
Turquoise-inlaid gold figures of an Eros on a do].
phin from Tillya Tepe compare well to the Tax~la
pendant (fig. 1)" In fact, the bottom portionofthis
paired pendant immediately calls to mind a bifa.
cia1 pendant excavated at Tillya Tepe showinga
"Dragon Master" flanked by two dragons which
displays a similar connecting piece on top atlda
similar technique of turquoise inlay.'~histypo!
ornament with a mythical figure with loops for
hanging pendants below ultimately harks back to
a Classical type of the fourth or third centu?
B.C.E." While the Classical elements are everpresent in this piece, it is specifically the inlay work
which tclls us that it was made in the Cast.
Other works in the exhibition show similar illlay work and also relate to rillyarepe. A complex
pair of earrings (cat. no. 267),' as well as an exq'li
site ring from Taxila (cal. no. 33): display asin'l-
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Pendant wlth extensive granulation deta~lof

Fig 3

Clasp w ~ t hfemale upper body d e t a ~ lof

cat no 267

cat no 267

lar type of inlay work, but each also bears individual characteristics. The earrings, which are
known as the "leech and pendant type." are hollow gold worked around a solid core in the Greek
fashion? They feature elaborate granulationwork pendants (fig. 21, while the double leech
clasp is ornamented with a female bust (fig. 3)
reminiscent in placement of the Cupid on the first
ear pendant, with Tillya Tepe-style inlay work
surrounding the bust.lOThering has a similar type
inlay work on the top. The inlaid heart-shaped
motif is practically a signature of the jewellers at
Tillya Tepe. This type ofjewellery gradually develops into the types of inlaidjewellery seen on Bodhisattva images of Gandhara, for example in cat.
no. 194.'' Around the band of the ring is an elaborate grape vine scroll, of a type which is used on
architectural rel~efsboth in Gandhara and in the
West."
While the aforementioned jewellery is distinguished by its inlay work, three small works in
gold, meant to be worn as ornaments, are significant. l'he Eros and Psyche (cat. no. 29) is shown

without wings in contrast to the typical Classical
version. While Classical in appearance, its general
heaviness betrays its Eastern manufacture and
shows the early lndianisation of Classical forms."
A circular medallion brooch with Eros at the
centre (cat. no. 30), and a winged figure of
"Aphrodite" leaning on a pillar (cat. no. 28), are
also significant. The "Aphrodite" is one of two
similar examples from Taxila" with her left arm
leaning on a pillar and her right hand on her hip.
Her hair is gathered in a top knot and falling over
her ears, a hairdo which seems to form the prototype for that on early Bodhisattva figures. for example on one from the Lahore Museum (cat. no.
159). These plaques had a flat plate on the back
with attachments, and two related examples are
found at Tillya Tepe.15The jewellery from Taxila
was found in an urban context and that of Tillya
Tepe in nomadic graves, but it is apparent that
they all belonged to one culture and, in certain
cases, perhaps one workshop. As a group, they reflected Gandhara's position along the overland
trade routes from Rome to China, showing a com-

Fig 4

Elaboratev~nedeta~lof cat no 33

plex array of motifs and themes derived from the
Classical world and then modified. The hybrid nature of this art was a constant in the region, and as
new styles developed, the multicultural nature of
its styles continued on.
while most of the important jewellery from
the Indian subcontinent was excavated at Taxila.
one category of jewellery, the engraved gem
stone, had a wider circulation and was spread into
south India and even into Sri Lanka.lb A very interesting engraved carnelian representing a loving couple with an Eros excavated at Taxila (cat.
no. 31)17is set in a heavy gold frame, and has four
rings on the back. Similar intaglios must have
been well known in south India as an adaptation
of it, showing a mithuna in Indian style, was discovered in Karur in the bed of the Amaravati
Ri~er.'~
The jewellery of Taxila is well known for its
splendour, but a modest-looking incense burner
in the exhibition (cat. no. 259) is also based on
classical prototypes, evolved into a standardized
and ha ran ritual object and was further exported

modate this new type ot incense, a burner
adapted from a form which had had a long history
in the West." The Taxila burner with a Squlp
base supported by four birds with splayedwingsii
a well-known Hellenistic type. The top the
burner consists of a round bowl to carry thegloi,,.
ing embers upon which the incense was spread,
while a disk below was used to catch any scattered
sparks. A tapered stem separates the bowl andtho
base so that the burner can be held in the hand
during a ritual." A very similar three- legged
burner is placed on a tripod and appears on awall
painting in a tomb in Marissa.zz the be~t-~r*
served town of Hellenistic Palestine (present-day
Tel Maresha in Israel) while many near prototyp
are well-known. The type evolved into a more Indianised version with the winged birds tranrformed into winged Gandharan-style deities,but
retaining the Classical proportions of the bm
(fig. 5). Subsequently, the proportions became
more lndianised as seen on the base of asculpture
in the Central Museum, Lahore (cat. no. 260).
Of a very different nature are objects found in
a hoard in Begram. ~fghanistan,the summer cap
ital of the ~ u s h a nDynasty. The hoard contained
metal objects and plasterwork i m p o ~ e dfrornthe
West, lacquer work from China, and a largegroup
of ivories produced in Indian style. These imported works are a sampling ofthe types available
to Gandharan artists, who could adapt or rejefl
styles, motifs, and techniques, but they them.
selves have few direct comparisons in Gandhara.:'
While the jewellery types were related toBactria.
and represented a hybrid East-West style, the
ported objects found at Begram were ofa late Hel.
lenistic or Roman type, and represent a phase

Censer, bronze, h. 82.6 cm;The Met~o~o'~'~
Museum of Art. New York, Lent by 5helbyWhiteand Leon
Levy (L.1990.74.2a-c)
Fig. 5

when the replicas were made, the or~glnalsseem
to have been made somewhere between the second century B.C.E. and the first century C.E."
~ h u rthe
, casts, which were probably imported dlrectly from the ~editerraneanreglon, brought
with them a long t ~ m espan of styles whtch became well known In the Gandharan world.z5As In
Hellen~sticmetalwork, many of them contamed
representations of Dlonysus and h ~ cortiges
s
of
satyrs and maenads (cat. nos. 17, 19). a subject
whose ~magerywas transferred to Gandhara. A
powerhl figure of a satyr (cat. no. 68)attests to
this.
While D~onys~ac
Imagery was known tn Gandhara, and may have prov~dedImagery for some of
the art,a parallel related cult whlch is represented
as performing acts of revelry and IS assoc~ated
w ~ t hthe drlnklng of wlne appears in Buddhist
narrative rel~efs.This IS accompanied by the appearance of w ~ n eparaphernal~a,as a sllver wlne
vessel (cat. no. 40) from Slrkap is of a type commonly seen In drlnk~ngscenes in Gandhara (fig
6)?b The type 1s probably a varlant of the Greek
kantham, whlch has been associated w ~ t hD~onysus since the s~xthcentury B.C.E., although the
base of the stem 1s always wider In the Greek version. Wine cups are commonly represented on the
tollet trays of the type found at Taxlla (cat. no. 23)
Grape vlne leaves, also assoaated w ~ t hwine rituals, have already been seen In a gold mng from
Taxlla (cat no. 33), whlle independent grape
leaves were also found both at Tax~la(cat. no. 41)
and at Begram2' Similar vlne leaves are suspended from the disk of a Gandharan Incense
burner (fig, 51, while the disk itself IS decorated
wlth a vlne scroll In short, wine and the paraphernal~aassoc~atedw ~ t h~t are ever present In
Gandhara, and the rel~efsIn whlch one finds the
dnnk~ngofwlne betray a very Western style.
A rel~effrom the base of a statue In the Lahore
Museum represents two amorous couples (cat. no.
35), one w ~ t ha young man, and the otherwith an
older bearded man offerlng wlne. In a style heav11yInfluenced by Hellentstlc art. The scene n often
referred to as D~onys~ac,
but what filnctlon would
a Dlonyslac scene have a t the base of a statue
whlch may, in fact, have been Buddhist? Both of
the female hgures are seen with thelr heads In
profile, while them naked buttocks are encircled
with drapery. We have seen these ladles before,
for they ultimately come from Hellenlstlc repre-
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Dr~nklngcauples,deta~l
of cat

no 36

sentahons of female figures wrapped by sea monsters. While the earllest representat~onswere in
stone, they were transferred to Gandhara through
the mlnor decoratwe arts and appear on the to~let
traysw~ththeaddltlon ofa male figureanda w ~ n e
cup (fig. J)?' A t that point, the buttocks lose thew
gracehl profile and are seen head on. In the Gandharan stone reltef, drapery replaces the sea monster. How should we understand these figures
when they are derived from Classical sources, but
placed In a new context? Martha Carter has convlncingly suggested that "D~onys~ac
Festivals" or
rituals associated w ~ t hwlne have an independent
or~ginin India whlch was mlstaken for D~onysiac
ntes.'O She polnts out that the trad~tionof wine
making and related festivals had exlsted amongst
people In the remote valleys of the Hlndu Kush

From anc~enttlmes and these trad~tlonsfound
thetr way Into the so-called D~onyaacart ofGandhara.The~rrituals were assoc~atedwlth theHlndu
god Indra. To just~fythese or s~milarrituals associated with ~ n d r aappearing In the context of
Gandharan Buddh~start. Carter refers to the fact
that Indra's Heaven was an important part of Budd h ~ s cosmology?'
t
Confirming thrs IS an important chapter in the Saundaranunda [Conversion of
Nanda) whtch takes place in Indra's Heaven?>The
story appeared In Gandharan artu and was expanded upon m the later art of Nagajunakonda."
The poem narrates the tale of the Conversion of
the Buddha's half-brother Nanda, who isattached
to the pleasures of the senses. The Buddha takes
Nanda to Indra's Heaven and shows hlm the beautiful celest~almaidens. In hopes of attaming sen-

sual pleasure. Nanda converts to Buddhism and in
an ironic twist, loses his desire. The message here,
conveyed through explicit verbal and visual imagery, is that the pleasures of the flesh, whether
that of Nanda or that of the wine cult, both associated with the paradise of Indra, are a stage to be
overcome. ~t is part of the realm of desire to ultimately be replaced by thegoal of nirvana. Many of
the so-called Dionysiac reliefs are on stair-risers.
for example cat. no. 3615 - for the steps are just
that: stages to go beyond. The amorous couple
with the wine cup continues its appearance in the
mithuna coupleslb of the Buddhist art of Nagajunakonda, but now the wine cup is just one of the
many accessories in the scenes of the sensuous
life. These mithuna couples are juxtaposed
against the narratives of the life of the Buddha constant reminders of the world of the flesh and
the need to go beyond it."
To one familiar with the art of the ancient
world, one is constantly impressed by the high
number of western motifs which are integrated
into compositions. But one must always remem-

ber that the bulk of Gandharan art is largely devoted to the proselytising of Buddhism. By using
imagery on hand in this great intermediate region, one must always be careful in interpreting
Western meaning into the Western imagery
which is used to tell a new and different story.
That motifs took on a new meaning is attested to
by the fact that they spread with Buddhism
throughout central Asia. Nepal, Tibet. and the Far
East, leaving us only with an echo of their remote
origins.
Notes
I

Cf. Sarianidi 1985. Tillya Tepe consisted mostly
of grave sites which contained an exquisite hoard of gold jewellery and other objects displaying Hellenistic, Chinese. Indian. Parthian and
Scythian elements, many of which are quite similar to works from Gandhara. For an important study showing the relationship between
Gandharan and Bactrian jewellery, see Schmidt
c. 1995, pp. 15-36.

Fig. 7
Relief tray w~th
drinking couple and sea
monster,grey schist,
0 11.4 cm.The Metropolitan Museum of Art. New
York,Samuel Eilenberg Collection. Gih of Samuel Eilenberg, 1987 (1087.142.41)

Cf. ~ a r s h a l l1929-30, p.64. ~ I . X V I 2I ,I ,while
two-part pieces ofjewellery are rare, a similar
pair of pendants was found on the market
~awalpindiin the early part of the twentieth
century. ( ~ f ~. a r s h a l l1902-1903, p, 186~,
XXVlll (a)). For a good colour photograph,PI.6
~ h a 1969.
n
p. 138. upper left photograph.
I A similar ornament dated to the first tentuv
c.E. from an earring in the shape of an amphob
was excavated in the Ukraine, see Mordvinten
and Treister 2007, Val. 2, p. 72, no. A225.2.,V,I.
3 p. 41, pl. 37, A. A225.2.
Sarianidi 1985, p. 84f., cat. nos. 2,5; p. 86f,,cal,
no. 3,2.
Sarianidi 1985, pp. 98-103, p. 231, cat, no, 7;Thp
"Dragon Master", however, has a more central
Asian appearance despite the fact that the elr.
ments are similar and rooted in the west, F~~~
similar type suspension ring, see also sarianldl
1985, p. 40f. and 242. cat, no. 50,
' Davidson and Oliver 1984, p. 65, no, 6 3 ; ~ ~ t h ~ ~ ~
et a 1 1987. no. 179.
' Marshall 1919-1920. p.59, and pl. XVIII, 1 and1;
Marshall 1951. p.625. 11 and 12 - not 10.
Marshall 1951, vol. I, p. 643, no. 12: VOI.111,
p. 197, no. 12.; Khan 1969, p. 138, upper right,
See Marshall 1951, p. 624f., no. 10.
lo For a similar flower with heart-shaped petalr,
see Sarianidi 1985, p. 83, no. 26, p. 112,no.60.
'I
For a discussion of the relationship betweenthe
Taxila and Tillya Tepe jewellery to that repre
sented on Gandharan Bodhisattvas, see Schmid~
c.1995, pp. 28-31.
' I Boardman 1994. pp. 132 and 133. In note 192on
p 334, Boardman erroneously writes that thc
ring is illustrated on pl. 17 rather than 197:Rolvland 1956, pp. 353-361.
I ' Boardman 1994, p. 118; Rowland 1977 suggerb
that such objects may have been used as a turban pin.
I q For the other example see ~arshall1951,vol.ll,
p. 632, no. 96, voL 3. pl. 191 s.
l 5 Hiebert and Cambon 2008, p. 245, no 60, p. 2811,
no. 135. ~ l four
l of these, although similarln
subject matter, show variants in style: the (Iample in Marshall, pl. 191s being the mostclarsical. The second of the two Tillya Tepe exalp
ples had an ur~la-likedot in the middle of her
head, indicating knowledge of Indian forms.
I' See for example ~opearachchi and Withremesinghc 1999, pp. 123-125.
" Marshall 1951, vol. I I , p.681, no. 30: vol.'I1,
pl. 207, 1 la.
' V u r e s h 2004. p. 143.
I " Casson 1989.
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discussion of the evolution of the incense
burner form see Stone 2004. pp. 69-99.
21 A similar type in precious metal is i n a private
collection i n New York. Stone 2004. fig. 23.
~acobsen2007. p. 23f., fig. 1 0 and frontispiece
showing niche and doorway of Tomb I.
13 The circular form is rarely part of Gandharan
Buddhist art, the placement of figures within
the circle, with the use of a ground line, is certainly reflected i n the toilet trays(British~1973
6 18 I ) , which probably come from a similar Hellenistic source. The use of the round form
within a lotus at Amaravati and its relation to
classical works is certainly a matter for consideration.
2'
Menninger 1996. p. 219.
Ir owla and suggests that many of these were
taken from the central disks of silver salvers.
They were probably intended to provide models
for wealthy Roman patrons who commissioned
replicas of Hellenistic metal works. For a discussion of their use as models for silver work, cf.
owl and 1964, pp. 211-213.
26 A similar vessel is held in the hand of a male figure on the Buddhist stupa excavated at Kanganhalli in Karnataka.

"

''

Hackin 1939, vol. 2, pl. 20, fig. 46.
Stone. 2004. figs. 7 and 8.
Stone, 2004 p. asf.. and figs. 29-30. Cf. I.erner
and Kossak 1991. p. 63, fig. 22. for the tray; De
Juliis 1985, frontispiece and pp. 58-61 for a Hellenistic silver prototype from Tarentum. This is
the type of work which must have been imported into India via the sea route.
lo Carter 1992. pp. 51-59.
I' Carter 1992. p. 57. and note 23. This reminds us
that Buddhism, as a proselytising religion, incorporated the local deities into its pantheon.
but always with the message that they were in a
secondary position to the Buddha.
" This is a Sanskrit poem written by Aivaghosa i n
Gandhara in the first century C.E. The episode is
in Canto X. Cf.Johnston 1975.
" Lyons and lngholt 1957, p. 75, no. 94 and fig. 94.
The figures of Nanda and the Buddha in the upper panel of the Gandharan example are i n the
same configuration as i n the Andhra representations of them flying up to Indra's Heaven (cf.
note 34).
I'
Stone 1994, pp. 67-69, pls. 176 and 185.
'I Lyons and lngholt 1957, p. 160. no. 41 1 question
whether or not this is a Dionysiac relief. The im-
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'"
"

age of a wine cup here indicates the presenceof
wine and is therefore "Dionysiac." See also
Carter 1992. p. 56. figs. 7 and 8.
Stone.1994. fig. 215.
Stone ,1994, pp. 40-43.
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Cat. No. 1

Photograph of the A l e x a n d e r
Mosaic
Original: Casa del Fauno, Pompeii VI, 12,
2 Exedra X, late zndcentury B.C.E.
Mosaic. 313 x 582 cm, Image without the framing
dentils 210 x 512 cm
Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples
Inv. No. 10020

Cat.

No. 2

Image of Alexander the G r e a t
Roman marble copy of the 1'' century C.E. of the
head of the bronze statue OF Alexander w ~ t hthe
p~ke,by Lyslppos, c. 330 B.C.C
Marble, h. 35.5 cm
Glyptathek, Mun~ch,Schwar~enbergCollechon
Inv No 1997

Cat. No. 3
Portrait head of Seleucus I Nikator
Bronze, h. 56 cm
Roman bronze cast of a Hellen~sticoriginal, from
the Villa of the P~sonesnear Herculaneum, original c. 305 B.C.E.
Museo Archeologico Naz~onale.Naples
lnv. No. 5590

Bactrian Greeks
Cat. No. 5
Four drachm of ~ t t i standard.
c
issued by Diodotus I , king of
Bactria, c. 240 B.C.E.
Oh\ crhc: I3us1 (I! lodo dot us. Iac~ngr ~ g h I wc,lrllig
,
dl,~dclri.
Itc\er\c: 1 I ~ L I I -of~ sod Zc~is.strlding to left. ,legl\
dr,lticd over IcR Jrm, lh,~nd polnll~ig,r1gl11llrrll
Ill1rI111g
11~~111dcrhol1.
\ i l t l ~C ~ I ~ 'it
I C feel. GrecL 111
zcrlpllori: 'of king I)~odot~r\'.
i ,~llrel\crc,~lhl o lcll
,IIIC~
c3rceLInonogl-.llni l o right.
51I\cr.Ib.76 g, 0 27 mm,
lirlll\il Mu\curn 188H.lZ.X.66

Alexander the Great
Cat. No. 4
1 . 0 ~ 1drachm
~
of Attic standard,
issued by Agathocles, king of
Bactria, c. 170 R.C.I.., commemoraling Alexander the Great.

C,II. No. 6

Cat. No. 7

Indo-Greeks

Four drachm of Attic standard,
issued by E~rcratidesI ,
king of Bactria, c. 150 13.C.P.

Cat. No. 9
Four drachm of Indian standard,
issued by king ~ e n a n d e 1r in
Gandhara, c. 150 B.C.E.

C'lt.

No. 8

Kurshapana, i s s ~ ~ cbyd Mduryan
emperors of India. c.200 R.C.L.

Cat. No. I I

llrnchm of Indian standard, issued
by king Strato 11 in [:astern Punjab,
c. 20 R.C.L.

1\11 1 1 \ l ii111-.1,11111

C a l . No. I0

1885 I.' X '5-

Cat. NO. 1'3

Indo-Parthians

[-our drachm o f ~ n d i a nstandard, issLledby king Azes in Gandhara,

Cat. No. 15
Four drachm o f Indian standard, issued by king ~ o n d o p h a r e sat
, Begram, c. 40 C.E.

c. 30 13.C.L.
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Cat. No. 17

~'lastcrcast of a nymph with the
child 1)ionysus

CJI. No. I h

I our- dracllm of Indian slandar-d, is
>(ledby king ~ b d a g a s e sin Gatldll,lra, c. 70 C.I..

Cat. No. 19
Plaster cast with Dionysian
procession
Begram, after an original from ca. 0-20 C.E.
Plaster. 0 13.7 cm, d. 1.7 cm
National Museum, Kabul
Inv. No. KM 57-1-80 (Excav. no. 1)

Cat. No. 18
Plaster Cast with a Naked Man at an
Altar
Begram. after an original from 30-10 B.C.E.
Plaster. 0 13.2 cm, d. 1.4 cm
National Museum. Kabul
Inv. No. K.p.Beg. 754494 (Excav. no. 101)

Cat, No. $0

Stpne tray with ~poI10and IZaphe
Sirkrp, Block 0' isq. 3S.a5. stratum I V ~ ,Tadla,
ld cenhny @.CS.
Creenish$teatitn0 11an,d. 1.5 em
Natiqnal Mpqgm of Pakigan, Karachi
Mv.No, 1&9f1932-39( ~ l d$552 w &/~c129-1@4

Cat. No. 21
Stone tray with pair of riding
Dioscuri
Tor Dheri, peshawat, is'
centwy B.C-E.lSt
century C.E,
Dark grey steatite, la 11 fm
National Museum of paki?tafi, KarKh~(brmerly
peshawar)
~nv.NO. 988 M

Cat. Na; 23

Stane tray with drinking lavers'
couple
Provenance unknown, 1"-2"~century C.E,

schi9t. 0 14.4 em, d. 2 cm
Peshawar Museum
1W. No, PM-9173 (old llQ5 M)

Cat. No. 22

Stone tray with Triton and sea
monster
Dharmarijiki Stupa complex (TZ),Taxila.
1" century t3.C.E.-1" century C.E.
Grey schist, 0 11.2 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 180/1932-33 (old Dh/15-613)
.
. ..

.

Cat. No. 25

Roman hippocampi frieze
Bought In 1866 In Rome, I" half of the
zndcentury C.E.
Marble, 19 x 98 x 6 crn
Antikenmuseurn, Staatl~cheMuseen zU ~erlfi
PreuRischer Kulturbes~tz
Inv No SK 906

Cat. No. 26

owl with ram-headed handle,
from Taxila
~irkap.Block A' (sq. 27.84', stratum II),Taxila,
1" century C.E.
Copper, 8 x 36.5 x 21.5 cm
Taxila Museum
[nv. No. Sk/20-168

Cat. No. 27

Bowl with ram-headed handle,
from Boscoreale
Boscotrecase, Boscoreale-Scafat~,Italy,
1" century C E
Bronze, 7.2 x 35.3 cm. bowl: 0 22.1 cm
Ant~kenmuseum, Staatllche Museen zu Berl~n,
PreuBlscher Kulturbes~tz
Inv No Mlsc. 8872

Cat. No. 28

Winged "Aphrodite" leaning on
a pillar

Cat. No. 29
Amorous couple, possibly Amor an
Psyche

Sirkap, Block E (sq. 77.65'. stratum II).Taxila,
1'' century C.E.
Gold, repoussb. h. 6.3 cm
National Museum of Pakistan, Karachi
Inv. No. Sk 29-ISO~/Z

Sirkap. nlock D' (sq. 62.113'. stratum lll),~axila,
1" century I3.C.E.-1" century C.E.
Gold, repousse, thl-ce rings on the back for&(
ing. h. 4.52 crn
National Museum of Pakistan, ~ a r a c h i
Inv. No. Sk/29-1241/1

Cat. No. 30

Cat. No. 32

Sleeping Eros on a calyx

Bipartite pendant with Erotes on
sea creatures

Sirkap. Block E (sq. 77.65', strata 1-11), Taxila,
151-2nd
century C.E.
old, 0 2.8 cm
~ a t i o n aMuseum
l
of Pakistan, Karachi
Inv. No. Sk. 13-194

Sirkap, Block D' (sq. 64.92'. stratum 11). Taxila.
1" century C.E.
Gold. h. 10.92 cm
National Museum of Pakistan, Karachi
Inv. No. Sk. 1507-1

Cat. No. 33
Ring with granules in vine scroll
Sirkap. Block D' (sq. 63.85'. stratum I) Taxila.
zndcentury C.E.
Gold. 0 2.2 cm, h. 4.3 cm
Taxda Museum
Inv. No. Sk/33-667

Cat. No. 31
Gem with a lovers' couple and
an Eros
Sirkap, Block I3 (sq. 31.47'. stratum 11). Taxila.
1" century C.L.
Oval carnelian seal in a massive gold frame with
four rings on the back, h. 3.42 cm
National Museum of I'akistan. Karachi
lnv. No. sk/24-683/5

Cat. No. 34
Frieze with several Dionysian
scenes
Provenance unknown, zndcentury C.E.
Grey schist. 17 x 74.5 x 4.4 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-247 [old 14931

Cat. No. 35
Lion plinth with two couples
Provenance unknown. l"-znd century C.E
Grey schist. 24 x 52 x 10 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-167 [old 19141

Cat. No. 36

Figure frieze with drinking
couples
Provenance unknown, I ~ ' - Z " century
~
C.E
Grey sch~st,14 5 x 44.5 x 5 5 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv No. PM-2986 [old No. Il (orJJ)]

Cat. No. 37

Figure frieze with couples offering
flowers
Provenance unknown. Znd century C.E.
Grey schtst, 18 x 49 x 7.5 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2979[old 24L]

Cat. No. 38
Figure frieze after Several Western
prototypes, including a supporting
figure
Zar Dher~,1"-znd century C.E.
Green~shschist, 27.1 x 46.2 x 10.5 cm
Peshawar, Department of Archaeology &
Museums (DOAM)
Inv No. S 15

I

Cat. NO. 39
Figure frieze with drinking
couples, from Swat

i

Andan Dhen, Dir (1966 excavatton),
1.'-2"" century C.l .
I ~ g grey
h ~ s c h ~ s t28.5
, x 54.5 x 7 cm
Ihr Museum. Chakdara
Inv. No. Cffi'l 552 (ADN 534)

Cat. No.41

Vine leaf
S~rkap,Block A' (sq. 22.81).Taxda,
1" century C E.
Copper cast. 10 x 9 x 0.1 cm
~ a x l l aMuseum
Inv. No. Sk.120-499

at.Maa4$

Wine,rqrp

Cat. No. 42
Wineskin bearer with jug
Chatpat, Dir (1964 excavation)
Light grey schist. 11 x 18.5 x 6 cm
Dir Museum, chakdara
Inv. No. CHPT-72 (old 47)

Cat. No. 43
Goddess or lady with a flower
bouquet
Butkara 1, znd quarter of the lS'century C.E
Greenish grey schist, 133 x 49 x 20 cm
Swat Museum, Saidu Sharif
lnv. No. B 6000

Cat. No. 44
Inscribed reliquary with contents
I'rovenance unknown, dated to the year 21 C.E.
due to inscription
Grey schlst,@ 15.1 cm, h. 18 cm
Museum fur Asiatische Kunst. Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin, PreuRischer Kulturbesitz
lnv. NO.MIK 1 5892

hutika-putrrnu aprararaja-bhag~neyer~a
(21 dllatuve
protithovita apratithovita-purvan~n~ipradeian~mi
athayi-gralnarnn~ikaiaviyana bhadarntana parigrahanlrn~sawn budha pujayita sarva praceymabrtdharahan~tasnvakupujayita sawe 13) pujoraha puyayita
ima dhatuvi pratithaviti sadha bharyayi daviliye
putrehi ca ir~ldrasenenamenamdrena ca mata-pita
p~ljayitabhrada lmdasene iiparo (4) vijayamitro
avacaraiu {4A) <im>dravarn~ostra (5) teqo
- qamdharaipamipujayidu rukhunaka jiputra sarva pujaraham pujayitra inlidhatu pratitavati patrolaiijaka

Kharosthi Inscription
<Srivatsa-sign,defining the right
margin of the lines.
111 suvatsuruyc satosus:~totirnuycmultarajosn ayasa

vurtukalaho iovuna~attlnsusa divasflye c.utui~isbyc20 4
bltuguvrtto ic~korr~utlc
i~ttrulrkcr~a
ksutmverta sub-

Translation:
In the year 77 of the Great King Azes of bygone
times on the 24th day of the month Sravaqa the
Ksatrapa Satruleka, son of SubhMika (and) sisterson of the Apraca King established the relics of the
Lord, the Sikyamuni, in an area which before was
without established (relics), in the village Athayi. in

the domain of the honourable biyapiyas. All the
Buddhas are shown reverence; all the PratyekaSambuddhas, Arhatsand iravakas are shown reverence; all who deserve reverence are shown reverence. These relics he establishes. together with his
wife Daviliand with his sons lndrasena and Menander. (His) mother and father are shown reverence.
(likewise)brother Indrasena; the Ruler Vijayanitra
the Apraca king; Indravarman, the general, the
(spiritual) Lord of Gandhara, is shown reverence;
Rukhyaka with her son alive. After showing reverence to all who deserve reverence he establishes
these relics (topped by?) a silken turban.
Ed.: Bailey 1982; Sdornon 1984; Fuwman 1984: pp.
33-38; Mukhejee 1988.1997; Falk 1998.
Harry Falk

Cat, No. 45

The Buddha's Descent from the
Heaven of the 33 Gods
outkara I, early 1" century C.E.
Greenish schist, 36 x 33 x 6.5 cm
Swat Museum, Saidu Sharif
Inu. Ma. 2524

Cat. No. 46
The Buddha visits an ascetic
Provenance unknown (from Guides' Mess,
Mardan), c. 100 C.E.
Schist. 4 1 x 50 x 7 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM 2793 (old 2066)

Cat. No. 48
Head of a Buddha
Butkard I (CNP 4). c. 100
Greenish schist, 14.5 x 9 x 6.5 cm
Swat M u s e u ~ nSaid11
.
sharif

lnv. No. I3 2540

Cat. No. 50

Two drachm, issued by Vima Takto,
second Kushan emperor, c. 100 C.E.

c ~ tNo.
. u16
Dinar, issued by Vini,l KCldphises.
third ~ i l s h a nemperor, c. 120 C.E

Cdt.

Cat. No. x19

No. 52

I)inar, issued by Vasudeva I , sixkh
~ u s h a nemperor, c. 188-230 C.E,

Quarter dinar-, i s s ~ ~ eby
d
~ a n i s l k aI , fourth Kushan
enlper-or, c. 127-150 C.E.

C'lt. No. 5' 3

I)iti‘~r,I S S L I L Yb!~, I ILI\,ISIIL'I,1 ~ i I ~ l I i
l < ~ ~ s h cwlpc,l-or,
,~ti
c. I.,@-187 ('.I .

I

Cat. No. 56
Dinar, issued by Vasudeva 11, tenth
Kushan emperor, in Gandhara, c.
280 C.F.
~ L ~ i , e ~ -I \igure
r:
or Vasudev.1 11. f'lclng frontally
I I ~ . Itllrrlcd
~
to I d t , wedrtng po~ntcdcrown, dl,]
.lnd trourcrs, rlglit h ~ n tn,~k
d
1111: oIfcr111gover [Ire '~lt.~r,
Icft li'lnd holdltlg tt-I

I~~III,decor~tedc o d

~ l e l i l ti'llo
,
hurroundlng head. Ir~dent'lbovc ,llt,lr.
IirZllrni lnonugr,lm 'V'lru' to rlglit. Cornlpl ILIC
Irl.iri I n r ~ r l p t l o n
around cdgc.
I<c\cr\c: I ~gul-e or goddc\\ Ardox\ho, rcalcd
l r o n ~ . ~ i>n
l l j tllronc, i\c,lt-lnggoivn, h o l d l n g d ~ ~ ~ d e t ~ l
111 r ~ f i l i lIiLlnd,cornucop~.~
it1 lefi hand, Ii.~lo\ i l r ~
I-oulid~ngIle.ld, pllc ot coin, Irenc.~thfeet. I.1mgt1.1
( d i n , ~ \ t ~~jmibol)
c
l o Icft. I I \ u r m ~ ~ ~ ?b)
d cdotted
d

bordcr I\.liIr~,rn ln\crlpllon: '!\rdo\,ho'

C'lt.

No. 55

[)inill-,issucd by V'lsishka, eighth
KushClnemperor, c. 247-207 C.I~..

1)inar. issued by I1iruz I , Sasanian
king of Bactria, c. 270 C.E.

L,cic,l-r

L.,III. we,lrlllg

Cat. No. 59

C ~ O W I I .inti

dlloti. Ilolding di,ljclll
ll, rlgl1t 11.11l~l
d11d ~ I - I ~ C ' I I ~ 111 left. \ ~ l t l ll'l10
l
.lr\,llllj
(ledd. RIIII N J I ~ i~
~ Ist'11ldi11pfil~111g10 left.
~ ~ ~ sIlrl-olllld~j
~ ~ - t 1
~)' dotted
~ ~ )hol.del-.
l ~ I3actrlan

Dinar of Indian king Samudragupka
issued in Gandhara,
mid 4t11century C.E.

]n.\il.lplloll I-e~dlng
' 1 1 1eu.llted
~
god'.
c.old, 7 . w g, O 28 mnl.
H1.1t1511
MU>CLIII 18QO.l1.6.5

~ b v c r s e :I lgtlre of k ~ n g .htandlng frontall) lli
turned l o left. 13ea1-ded,wedlnng horned lip,:
dress. ~irmour,and sc,lbbcu-d, nit\k!nl: offerlng
i ~ r ,llt,~r
e
u ~ t right
h
h m d , lert h ~ n hd o l d ~ l l ~ ~ ~ - ,
I1,llo rur1-oundlnp he'id. I.inlsh,~ ( d y ~j,,~ ~ t ~ ~
bol) over altar. Rrjhrni letter ' p l i bottomier
lir'ihrni monogrdms Lo r ~ g h l'5~1niudr,l,
:
Cadallar
Kcverhe: l i g ~ l r cof goddcs\ Ardoxjho. 5eatc,
h-ot11,illy o n thronc, we.lrlng robe, holdlnRdla&,.
ill 1-1gh1Il,~nd. ~ n dcornu<opl.t In l e l ~hand.
[;old. 7.52 g. 0 18 mm.
I \ I - I I I ~Museuln
I~
I X L l 1.OSOh.lR
(Sir A. Cunnlngh,rln Collerllon)

Cat. No. 58
l~ebaseddinar, issued by
Kidarite I luns in Gandhara,
late 4"' c c n t ~ ~ C.1..
ry

L
.

I

Cat. No. 60
Legs of a Kushan statue
~raditionallyidentifiedwith a statue of
Kanishka 1
~urkhKotal, lSthalf of the zndcentury C.E.
Limestone, 133 x 98.5 x 0.43 cm
National Museum, Kabul
Inv. No. K.M. 08.13.3

Cat. No. 61
Benefactor'sstatue in Kushan dress
Sahri Bahlol, Mound D (1911-13 excavation),
~ " ~century
- 3 ~ C.E.
Grey schist, 27 x 13 x 7 an
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No, PM 2951 [old 17691

Gods

Doris Meth Srinivasan

Many Cultures, Many ~ o d s
Multiculturalism and andh ha ran art are usually mentioned in the same
breath. The diverse nature of and ha ran art needs to be placed into a
context that describes the many cultures gathered together, like spokes
around a hub. Sometimes, however, a picture can substitute for a thousand words, especially if - as in this context - the picture or rather the image exemplifies Gandhara's multicultural layers in a single representation. such an image is can be found on an engraved gem in fig. 1. A concise synopsis of the many cultures entering Gandhara can effectively be

Fig 1
Gandharan depiction olTyche,impress~onof a gem acquired in Kabul. 1" century C.E.;phorograph. F.W~demann

introduced by describing this extraordinary gem discovered in the ~~h~
bazaar in 1973.
The chalcedony intaglio features a female seated in the centreon,
wooden throne (pl. I). She wears a long robe, draped over her body,
is positioned in three-quarter view. A polos, symbolic of Tyche, theGre\
Goddess of Fortune, rests on her head. The cornucopia in her rightam
can be the attribute ofboth Tyche and Ardoxsho, the Bactrian-Iranian&
ity of bund dance and Prosperity (cf. cat. nos. 55.56, 58,59,83),She hold,
a palm branch in her left hand. The combination of cornucopia and
palm branch identifies Ardoxsho o n the Parthian coins of kingi
phaaertes/Phraates IV (c. 38-2 B.C.E.) and Artabanos/Artabanu~111
(79/80-80/81C.~.). he female is surrounded on either side bv,a nudr
child lifting its arms towards her, recalling the way the Buddhist ~ o t h ~ ,
Goddess, often referred to as HHriti, is surrounded by children in Gandha.
ran sculpture (cf. cat. no. 105). The weight of the goddess and her throrlr
seem to pin down a male figure. This figure is possibly derived from thr
Greek River God Orontes, who lies beneath Tyche in, for example,tliefamous depiction of the Hellenistic Tyche of Antioch, a sculpture that bocame the standard representation for the type. Lastly, the goddesi~i
framed above by two elephants, one on each side, standing on risinglt
tuses and placing their entwined trunks over her head. This configuratioa
evokes the way elephants are positioned on Indian images of theHindu
Goddess h i , represented as Gajalak~mi(fig.2). A Kharosthiinscriptionap
pears on the gem. Taking into consideration the script and the earlier1
possible melding of the various motifs into a single image, the intaglio
could date to the pre-Kushan or early Kushan Period.
Here is a cultural palimpsest worthy of careful unravelling. ~ eUSt thu
strip away the layers that account for the multicultural componentsin
the goddess's imagery and discover the turbulent history of Greater
Gandhara embedded within each layer. A story of influences will unfold
that also helps to situate and understand many other objects.
The most ancient layer is the Greek one accounting for the recognirable aspects of Tyche, called Fortuna by the Romans. We are remindd
that Alexander the Great conquered not only the ~chaernenid~rnpireill
Persia (ancient Iran), but also its possessions farther east in Bactriaafld
Sogdiana (roughly corresponding to northern ~ f ~ h a n i s t and
a n modem
Tadjikistan and Uzbekistan), above the Hindu ~ u s Mountains.
h
~lexandel
marched into the land below the Hindu ~ u s has well. After ~lexandet~

.,

death in 323 B.C.E.. two historical developments occurred that have
their traces on our gem: Alexander's conquests south of the Hindu ~ u s h ,
in what is now southern Afghanistan and Pakistan, could not be sustained
by his successors (cf. map 1 p. 31). An aggressive Indian dynasty under
chandragupta Maurya (c. 311-287 B.C.E.) was emerging and filled the
power vacuum. The Mauryas entered these parts, taking over the regions
in c. 303 B.C.E. and ruling in Gandhara for more than a century (cf. map 2
p. 31). TO this enlargement of their empire, we owe the introduction of
Buddhism and some aspects of Pan-lndic culture into the Northwest.
~lexander'sconquest below the Hindu Kush was thus short-lived, but to
the north, his successors, the Seleucids, retained Bactria, Sogdiana and
some western parts of the former Achaemenid Empire (Parthia and Aria,
namely northwestern Afghanistan).
By around 250 B.C.E.. a break-away local Seleucid governor established
an independent Graeco-Bactrian kingdom in which Greek art and architecture, religion. language, theatre, philosophy and education flourished
for more than another century. Then the kingdom toppled under the onslaught of nomadic invaders, the Scythians (referred to as Sakas in the
subcontinent), and the Yuezhi, whose nomadic dress consisting of a tailored tunic, trousers, and boots as seen in fig. 3 and cat. no. 61. By c. 130
B.C.E., the Greeks had lost control of Bactria, and by 70 B.C.E., they had
abandoned the Kabul region to the Yuezhi, predecessors of the Kushans.
These events affected Gandharan art. Inferior coinage from the Bactrian region and eastern Afghanistan south of the Hindu Kush, dating between the end of the second century B.C. E. to the beginning of the first
century B.C.E., tells us that when the Greeks abandoned these regions for
Greater Gandhara, they took with them their best engravers. Their excellent engraving tradition, as seen in the minting and jewellery workshops
inTaxila (see seal and brooch in cat. nos. 31 and 29, respectively. with the
figures of Eros and Psyche) continued until c. 55 B.C.E. In addition. Greek
craftsmanship was alive at the Gandharan urban centre of Barikot in Swat
(cf. Callieri, pp. 58ff.). Thus, it is not at all strange to find a gem engraved
in the Northwest - as the Kharosthi inscription shows - that depicts
transformations of the Greek goddess Tyche seated above the Greek River
God in a manner reminiscent of the Hellenistic model from Antioch. The
events described thus far also provide a context for the Taxila incense
burner with its handle in the shape of a winged lion recalling the popular
Achaemenid griffin motif (cat. no. 258).
Whereas the Mauryas were probably the first to bring Brahmanic,
Hindu and Pan-lndic folk beliefs into the Northwest, it is not until the second half of the '1 century B.C.E. that we can say with certainty that Gajalaksmi is known in the North. She appears with lotus-borne, lustrating
elephants on the coins of the Indo-Scythian ruler Azilises (c. 40-30 B.C.E.).
Within the Pan-~ndiccontext, Laksmi's elephants are symbolic of water.
especially lustrating water (fig. 2). In the north, this motif perhaps continues to denote some sort of investiture, or validation, and could symbolise
enthronement and authority on the gem.
)
into India from several direcThe Indo-Scythians (or ~ a k a s advanced
tions, one of which took them through Gandhara and into Taxila and the
Punjab. Pushed from behind by the Yuezhi, the Sakas, sometime during
the second-first century B.C.E.,migrated from Bactria, crossed the Hindu

Fig. 2
Laksmi. Goddess of Fortune, wlth two lustrating elephants. Mathura School.
2"'century C E.. red sandstone; Slate Museum Lucknow: photograph:C. Luuan~ts

Kush in Afghanistan and settled in parts of Gandhara where they displaced the Indo-Greeks. However. between c. 90-55 B.C.E.. the IndoGreeks and the Sakas were engaged in taking and retaking parts of the
Punjab, including the city of Taxila and. in Gandhara, the city of Puskalivati. By the middle of the 1" century B.C.E.. a second wave of Sakas came
from the south-east into Gandhara and ((despoiled the remaining Greeks
of their best workshops, which continued to turn out the same high quality of production for the new masters(( (Callieri 2006b. p. 12). Skilled engravers now worked for the Sakas and kept alive not only stylistic techniques but also Classical iconography.
BY the middle of the first century C.E., the Indo-Parthians, a branch of
the Parthian kingdom to the west, took over parts of Gandhara from the
Sakas, and also ruled as far as Taxila. Coming from the west, the Indo-

parthians were the conduit not only for some Iranian and N~~~ E~~~~~
artistic motifs, but they also sustained the Classical traditions alreadj
present in ~ a n d h a r aThe
. ~ a r t h i a n had.
s
likewise, lived under theGI@,
seleucids, and, after 64 B.C.E., had become neighbours, traders, andrival.
of Rome. ~n effect, Parthian contact with Gandhara, through tradead
conquest, considerably widened Gandhara's artistic horizon. rhe attriC
Utes of the goddess on our gem are associated with the Iranian ~ ~ d d ~ ~ ,
Ardoxsho, and they identily her on Parthian coins. A small stone scul
P
Lure from ~ i r k a p~. a x i l a(cat. no. 64) depicting a draped, seated goddei,
wearing a poles and holding a cornucopia could reflect Parthian penelra,
tion, as does the elegant wine goblet from ~ a x i l a(cat. no. 40). Tile reatd
goddess from Sirkap, a p r e - ~ u s h a nstratum of Taxila, dates in the fiRl
half of the first century C.E.. the time of Indo-Parthian penetration there
The goddess reflects the Parthian hieratic style in the facial treahenl,
the way her right hand is cradled in the heavy drapery fold is a Parthim
...." ,
adaptation from Roman sculpture. The convention continues and tank
seen occasionally in Kushan Buddhist art, as demonstrated by the small
~ u d d h afrom the Lahore Museum (cat. no. 132).
These successive invasions into Gandhara expanded the repertclirenl
its art and infused it with enormous variety and vitality. The Classicaltra.
dition, introduced by the Indo-Greeks and sustained by both the saLi
and Parthians, influenced numerous Gandharan art forms:
In architecture, pre-Kushan pseudo-Corinthian capitals with burl!
arising from acanthus leaves show an awareness of the Greek
no. 186). Sculptural forms such as the robust representation of an Atla
also borrow from Roman sculpture (e.g. cat. no. 69). The impressive Itmale wearing a helmet and holding a spear may represent Athenaorlhr
personified city of Rome (cat. no. 65).
Themes from Classical mythology are evident on stone toilet trays,
which are often carved in a naturalistic, lively style. Such themes intludt
~ ~ o lbyl othe side of Daphne at the moment of her metamorphosis(cal.
no. 20); Aphrodite chastising Eros with her sandal, a purely Classicalme
tif given a few Indian touches, such as bangles for the goddess and ankle[>
for Eros (cf. Pons, p. 79, fig. 2); horsemen executing a half-turn ridingmanoeuvre, a motif associated with the mounted Dioscuri on lndo-Greekand
aka coins (cat. no. 21); the Classical figure of a triton shown with theonental sea monster, the makara, together with Eastern decorations S U C ~ J ~
lotus petals and a central rosette (cat, no. 22); and a drinking scenecornposed of Greek and local elements (cat. no. 23). s he drinking~ou~leint~~t
upper section is dressed in a Greek manner and encircled by a reconfig-

b
F1g.3

The yakso general Paticika with children and sponsors in Kushan

Tahkali. 2"'l or 3Id century C.E.,dark grey sch~st.100.5 x 61 x 19.5 cm;Central ~ u r e u m , ~ '
hore. inv, no. G-101

ured laurel leaf garland, but the back of this toilet tray features a lotus
flower.
lending Eastern and Westem decorative elements in a drinking scene
is a
reminder that viticulture and drinking wine were native to,
and practiced in, both cultures. TheTaxila copper embossed vine leaf may
well represent a decorative pattern observed from nature and not necessarily due to Roman influence (cat. no. 41). Perhaps the acquaintance with
viticulture common to both these Eastern and Western regions allowed
for the frequent incorporation of Bacchanalian scenes and Dionysian motifs into Gandharan Buddhist art. A spirited Bacchanalian scene on the
base of a statue framed by lions' paws shows maenads drinking while
seated on the laps of sileni (cat. no. 35). In Gandhara, wine was stored precisely as shown in the relief of the corpulent drinker on the Chakdara MUscum relief (cat. no. 42). Wine was placed in the cavity of an animal skin
and poured from the neck.'
The layer of the gem pertaining to the Mother Goddess probably arises
from the Pan-Indic cultural context. Her symbols are the two children
reaching for the hands of the goddess the way children in Gandharan art
of the Kushan Period vie for the touch of the Buddhist Mother Goddess,
often considered to be HHriti (cat. nos. 104 and 105). A few Northwestern
seals dated to the Kushan Period show an infant stretching its hands towards a female personage, considered a fertility goddess (possibly Ardoxsho) but not necessarily HHritL2An image found in an early (or pre-)
Kushan stratum of the Buddhist stupa at Butkara and dated to the first
century C.E. is considered as 'HHriti by the excavator (cat. no. 43). This is
a gentle but childless female, possibly wearing a turreted crown, holding
flowers in one hand and making a gesture signifying protection with the
other hand. But the Butkara female lacks sufficient attributes associated
with Hariti to definitely identify her as this deity. Some examples - and
complexities - associated with depictions of HHritiare described in the essay by Anna Maria Quagliotti, pp. 126ff.
The goddess on the Kabul gem, who integrates into herself the myriad,
complex, and varied symbols of many different cultures, bespeaks an exceptional artistic and cultural environment. Quite possibly, the historical
impetus which accounts for such a form to be created could only have resulted from the historical events set into motion by the pre- and early
Kushans. They brought together peoples from widely separated territories replete with different gods and unified these into one political entity
within which safe travel and communication was generally possible.
The great Kushan king Kujiila Kadphises laid the foundation of the farflung Kushan Empire that Kanishka subsequently ruled. Already after Kujila had taken Bactria, he made forays into the regions south of the Hindu
Kush. During the first part of the first century C.E.. he extended Kushan
power into the Northwest, as is evidenced by 2,500 of his coins found at
Sirkap, Taxila. A Sirkap stucco head of a bearded Satyr has recently been
dated to the time of Kujda Kadphises (cat. no. 68).'Three generations after Kujda, the Kushan Empire extended from Bactria to Bengal and
included regions in modern Tadjikistan. Uzbekistan, to parts of
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and northern India up to Bengal and the Narmada
river (cf. map 1 p. 39). During the height of its power, the Kushan Empire
introduced a period of peace and it sustained the prosperity already ex-

isting under Sakas and Indo-Parthians. The Kushans ensured that trade
routes running through the Empire remained active and safe.
Already by the 1%'century C.E.. a major entrepst. Begram in Greater
Gandhara, played an important role in the international trade between
Rome and China along Central Asia's Silk Road. Finds from this site testify
to Begram's international trade connections: exquisitely carved Indian
ivories (cat. nos. 261-264). Chinese lacquers. and articles from the West
such as Roman plaster casts (cat. nos. 17-19), a bronze bust of Athena. and
a glass goblet painted with Classical mythological scenes (fig. 4). Gandhara's centres were directly linked to Begram by overland routes and
mountain passes. Thus, a series of sites From Peshawar to Taxila plus ancillary sites were connected along a major extension of the Northern
Pathway or Uttarapatha, which continued into Gangetic India and traversed into Bengal. This chain of passageways linking the Empire may
seem far-flung, but it was only one of several networks passing through
the Northwest allowing art, ideas, commerce, and people to move within
the Empire. Along these routes came not only traders and foreigners h.avelling southward, but also Buddhists, as monks and merchants, as well as
Hindus travelling northward from India. Roads and trading stations were
the backbone upholding interconnections within the Empire and facilitating Gandharan art to mirror multiculturalism.
Of the many divine images created by Gandharan artisans, none inspired a larger number than those stemming From the Buddhist faith.
They would have been incorporated into Buddhist monastic establishments erected all over the region. Gandharan Buddhist features, reflectingdistinct cultural and possibly religious orientations. merit special consideration. For example, two large Buddhas from the Peshawar Museum
(cat. no. 133;cf. Bautze-Picron, p. 165, fig. 1) illustrate how much the Buddha's northern dress differs from his light ascetic attire in Mathura art
(cat. no. 130). The treatment of the Buddha's heavy robe with its ample
folds shows acquaintance with the imagery of the Roman toga; the depiction of this type of monk's covering apparently reflects the actual dress of
Gandharan monks since the lighter wear was known in the North, as
demonstrated by the recovery of a Mathura relief from Taxila (cat. no.
253).
Equally telling are some gods or leatures of gods that are missing in
Gandharan art, although these are known in the rest of the subcontinent.
There appear to be no icons ofJain Saviours or their narratives in Gandharan art. There also seems to be a discriminatory usage of the multiplicity convention. Clearly, Gandharan artisans know when and how to apply
multiple eyes, heads or arms. with iiva, for example, the multiplicity convention is being applied - although sometimes in ways peculiar to Gandhara. Contrary to this, no early Buddha or Bodhisatha image shows the
multiplicity convention. According to the early significance of this convention, it ought not apply to the Buddha. Considering the way iiva and
, example, were rendered, the Gandharan artisan may well
the ~ u d d h alor
have been aware that only Hindu icons in this early period may show the
multiplicity convention. Perhaps that explains why the ~ u d d h i s t other
Goddess, the so-calledgHirit7,is lacking multiple arms (cf. cat. no. 104 and
107). HBriti, as well as Skanda/Karttikeya, became very popular in representations of the Northwest. But it is obvious from the well-known ~ u d -
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dhist legend of Hlriti's absorption into Buddhism that she enters the religion from another context. The legend, given below by Quagliotti
(p. 128), is aprimafacieacknowledgment that her entry into Buddhism required conversion.
But Gandharan art concretises another type of icon portraying the
dark and ambivalent side ofaMothers'.The art portrays a Mother Goddess
who is cruel to children. She has tusks, holds weapons and is sometimes
shown pulling infants off the ground by their hair.This cruel Mother goddess can have multiple arms. The sculpture from the Peshawar Museum

shows two male figures at the feet of the ogress who holds a childin
cupped hand (cat. no. 107). The identification of this problematicimo
needs further study.
w h o created this complex wealth of art - ferocious
dei,iq
Hindu warriors, saviours and sublime Powers. Buddhist divinities,,%
endary Classical figures, Iranian protectors, and more? Some of th
e ail
would have been made by foreigners. But for the most part, theserepre.
sentations were created by local artisans, some of whom would havebet
trained by foreign or Hellenised artisans. The point is that Gandharahid
craftsmen capable of absorbing the region's various and bounteousarfi!
tic traditions. Foremost are those who had their own traditions pram
tioners of specialised crafts. The intaglio described in the openingpara
graphs serves to remind us that woodcarving was a craFt masterful,,
practised in Gandhara. Sculptural details of Furniture,
utensils probably render objects in stone that would have originatedin
wood. In addition to the indigenous form carved on the gem's chair,lhr
Taxila chair supporting a divinity and child (cat. no. 106) shows ofithe
woodcarver's decorative skill on the back rest. The gateway or torooosePn
in several reliefs (cat. no. 213) was, undoubtedly. a splendid woodenar.
chitectural structure carved and raised by master carvers (cf.cat, no. 1811,
The other important local craft practised in the Northwest was tedlli
weaving. Examples of floor coverings enter into Gandhara's sculpturalarl
in precisely the way local custom valued carpets, namely as prestigior
possessions which offset a worthy person or item, thereby creatingaspcia1 space around the eminent object (cf., e.g., cat. nos. 140,178and ls?l
Other schools of art contemporary with the Gandharan school did not~ntroduce a carpet or covering into similar Buddhist themes, thus reinforiing the special value and ~ r o l o n ~ etradition
d
of this craft in the Northwest. The native carving tradition is also represented by the carved bolii
handle from Taxila (cat. no. 274).
Whereas it is common to define ~ a n d h a r as
a a melting pot of manydl:
ferent cultures, it needs to be stressed that Gandhara's own culturr,
specifically its craft traditions, should be added into the multicultud
mix. Gandharan art depends upon its native craftsmen, their world,and
their skills in addition to the impressive artistic traditions of other dtures. These craftsmen were able to introduce Pan-lndic symbols valud
throughout the continent; they were able to apply iconographic featur~r
with discernment; they remained sufficiently open-minded and creahl8r
to absorb and develop further the stone sculptor's craft in order to lashion the many different gods requested by patrons of so many differen'
cultures and religious persuasions. ~ o s importantly,
t
they were ableto
infuse some south Asian art forms with distinct originality and maLr
Gandharan art exciting to behold.
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Joe Cribb

he ~ u s h a npantheon
The Kushan king Kanishka I (c. 127-151 C.E.) was remembered in Buddhist
texts surviving in China and Tibet and in the Kashmir chronicle Rdjotarahginias an important patron of Buddhism. erecting a large Stupa at
Peshawar and convening the fourth Buddhist Council. The Chinese Buddhist pilgrims Fa Xian. Song Yu and Xuan Zang included accounts of Kanishka's pious acts in the narratives of theirjourneys to India (datable to
c. 413, 547 and 649 C.E., respectively), identifying him as king of Gandhara'. His coins depicting images of the historical Buddha and of the
future Buddha Maitreya provide clear evidence of the historical events
which lay behind these Buddhist accounts.

Fig.1

Helior, reverse of a copper coin of Kanishka I (cat. no.78)

IF'

Kanishka's coin designs, however, present a less clear picture ofhisat.
tachment to Buddhism, as his Buddha coins present a sharp contrastwith
the remainder of his issues and those of all other Kushan kingZ, K ~ .
nishka's coins depict a wide range of deities, most of whom are clearly
drawn From the Iranian religious tradition3. On his first issue, thesegd
are given Greek names. He and his successor Huvishka also includego&
of apparently Indian origin on some of their coins. This range ofdeities
has prompted some scholars to speculate that Kanishka and Huvishta
were attempting to accommodate the religious beliefs of their subjea
through their choice ofcoin design or that they created designs to enable
their coins to circulate into foreign territories where these gods were
worshipped4.
The discovery of the Rabatak inscription5 has provided a different
perspective on Kushan royal religious practice which offers a rnorecoher.
ent account of the range of gods appearing on Kanishka and Huvishka's
coins. The inscription from early in the reign of Kanishka commemoratei
the establishment of a sanctuary in honour of Kanishka and his ancestors
where images of a series of gods were to be erected and worshipped.Tl~e
gods are named as Nana (cat. no. 76), Ommo, Aoromozdo, Mozdooano,
Sroshardo, Narasao and Miiro (lines 9-10). The inscription identifies the
gods as the source of Kanishka's authority as king, "Kanishka ...who har
obtained kingship from Nana and from all the gods" (line z), who were
worshipped in order to maintain that authority. "may they keep the king
of kings, Kanishka the Kushan, forever healthy, secure and victoriour"
(lines 17-18). Following the names Sroshardo and Narasao, an interlinear
insertion states "and he is called Maaseno and he is called Bizago".
The inclusion of Aoromozdo, i.e. Ahuramazda, in the ~abatakinscrip
tion confirms the suggestion made in 1887 by Steinb that the gods represented on Kushan coins relate to Zoroastrianism. .rhe specific details ol
the Rabatak inscription show, however, that the religious beliefs ofthe
Kushan kings were not an exact match for Zoroastrianism, as ~huramazda is subordinated to the goddess Nana', who does not appear in
mainstream Zoroastrianism. The religion of the Kushans is clearly in
same tradition as Zoroastrianism, but represents a variation peculiar to
the territories to the East of Iran.
The gods named in the Rabatak inscription are not an exact match for
the gods who appear on the coins, bul the coin designs make it clear that
the gods on the coins perform the same Function as those in the inscrip

tion,

he front of Kanishka's coins show him making a sacrifice at a

allar and the gods on the back make a gesture bestowing kingship by of-

the royal diadem or benediction. The front and back can be
as
image showing the action described in the Rabatak inscription of
the king worshipping the gods who give him kingshiph.
on ~anishka'sfirst copper coins he is shown in this relationship with
two deities, the first and last in the Rabat'ik inscription, Nan,~and M~iro
(cat, no. 78). As his first issue is Inscribed in Greek, they are labelled as
Nanala and Helios (the sun; c.f, fig. 1). The king sacrifices and the gods
acknowledg him. Nana holding O L I ~her lion forepart t~ppedwand and
Miiro extending his hand in a geslure of blessing. On Kanishka's first gold
issue, Nana and Miiro and joined by four other deities: Mao (cat. no. 79),
oado (cat. no. 81). Athsho (cat. no. no), and Oesho. Like Nana and M~iro.
they are given Greek names: Selene (moon). Hephaistos (the Greek god of
~ l r e )Anemos
,
(wind), and Heracles (the Greek hero god: cat. no. 87). On
~ a n ~ s h k asecond
's
copper and gold Issues all these gods (except Oado,
wllo is not featured on the gold) appear with their Bactrian names. The
Images of these six gods represent the main designs on the back of Kan~shka'scoinage throughout his rclgn. In a few cases, Nana is referred LO
as royal Nana (Nanashao).
In h ~ study
s
of the Rabatak ~nscription.Sims-Williams suggested that
Motdooano could represent the god called Oesho on the coins, but the
others. Mao. Oddo, and Athsho, are absent from the inscriptton. Mordooano appears with his own name on a later coin of Kanishka, with a different ~conogr'lphyto the Oeslio coins. In addition, there are rare gold issues later In Kantshka's reign, which feature other gods, not known trom
the Rabatak inscript~on:Manaobago (the splrlt of Good Mind). Lrooaspo
(Druvaspa, guardian of the be~sts).Orlagno (Verethraghna, god of war;
cat. no. 84). Ardoxsho (Ashi-oaxsho, goddess of Royal Good Fortune; cat.
no. 83) and I'harro (Khvareno, god of Royal Good Fortune; cat, no. 82).
Each ol'these can be explained in terms of lran~anr e l ~ g ~ o traditions.
us
The representations of Buddhlst images on Ka~i~shka's
coindge w e restricted to the last issues of h ~ reign.
s
rhc gold coinage features the historlc,il Buddha w ~ t hthe s ~ m p l cHdctr~ant ~ t l eHoddo, but on his copper
coins. this irn'lgc IS labelled Sakamano Boudo ( ~ i k y a m u n iBuddha;
cat. no. 99). I he f~iturcI311ddha Maitreya 1s also fedtured on the copper
coindge with the Ractr~anlabel Metrago Roudo ( c ~ tno.
. 100). The Buddhds dre shown In the same way ~s the other gods on his coins, i.e, ds the
o b j ~ of
t h ~ ~s ' o r s h ~.~nd
p the source of h ~ authority.
s
The Ruddli,i coms
seem to h'ibe been lssucd alongs~deIssues w ~ t hother gods.
I he co~n~igc"
of ti~rv~shk,l's
rcign continues the prdctlcc ofreprescnting Inmy d~ffercntgod,. At tllc begirln~tlgof his relgn, the rnaln gods albut in the
ready used by Kanihhka ,ire fc,ltured on his copper co~n~lge,
mlddle of 111srcign, ~ ~ - d o u s I(C,IL.
i o no. 83). I'harro (cat. 82), and Oesho become Llic mosL tmport,inL deign\. On J few rare issues from the mlddle of
h ~ reign,
s
the (;reek gnci I ler,lclcs, labelled 1 rakile in BacLr~an.IS featured,
prcsuniably lo r c p r c s o ~ t0cs11o. In the fin,~lst,lges of his relgn. Miiro and
M ~ dre
o the rn,llri dc\lgns on the copper co~tl,lgc.111sgold colnage 'llso
llscs tile s,ltnc sod5 ,I:, K~IIISIILI,
C ' X C C ~ I for. ~(?zd"odrio,
b ~ i tintt-oduces
),
se\'el.'ll othcrb: , l ' l ~ . i c ~ ~(~A \hl ~o, l - \ ,II~I~IIL,I, jplrlt of r r ~ ~ t h1,llnsho
(roy'll Y~rtn~r,
t l ~ cgod 01 ~)c,ltIl),C I ~ I ~ ~ I(IVI ~J ~O I ' I I goddess
I ~ ~ I , of v~ctory;
fering

Oerho ~ 4 t hrlx
no 931

F1g.r
(cat

arms a n d

three heads. reverse of a copper coin

of H u v ~ r k h a

cat. 86). Oaxsho, also spelt Oxsho ( Wakhsh. the river god of the O X L I ~ ) .
Oron (another river god, not identified). Oormozdo (Ahuramazda, the
supreme deity of Zoroastrianism). Rishti, also spelt Rishto (Rashnu. goddess of Defence). Shaoreoro (Shahrevar. god of Royal Power; cat. no. 85).
and l'iero (Tir, goddess of the Hunt).
Two Huvishka gold coins show Oesho linked with a fem'lle d e ~ t yon
,
one Ndna and on the other Ommo, the goddess named alor~gsideNana in
the Kabatak inscription. Ommo is shown holding CI lotus, suggesting t h ~ t
she may be the Hindu goddess Ulna, consort of ~ i v a It. is perhaps intended on the coins and In the Rabatak inscription that Ommo is to be
e q ~ ~ a t with
e d Nand. Three other Hindu gods are represented on his coins.
Maaseno (Mahisena; cat. no. 91). Sk'lndo Kolndr0 (Sk'mda Kun~jr'i).'ind
Bizago (V~iakha).Although shown as separate gods, in Hinduis~nthesr
are ,ill names later associ'ited with the god Kirtt~kcy,~,
god of War. The)
are clearly connected by their dep~ctionon the coins. .IS they ,ire grouped
d
LIPtogether on the reverse of one coln, and Skando Kornaro ~ n Blzago
pear together oti another issue. Hoth M'laseno '~ndBizago .Ire tlarned In
the Il,~bat.~k
ir~script~on
'1s the cqu~v,~l?nts
of the Ir,lnidt? gods S~-osh.~rdo
,lnd Ndrrlsao. The presence of these Indi,ln de~tleson tlle coins h.ls th?
e v ~ d e ~~ntention
it
of representing the Ir.miCln gods.

One deity depicted on Huvishka's coins, Sarapo. appears, from his
name, to be the Graeco-Egyptian sun god. Sarapis (cat. no. 96). On one
coin he is shown enthroned with a basket on his head and holding a
sceptre, as Sarapis is often depicted in Hellenistic and Roman art. However. recent research indicates that, while the image originates from Hellenistic Egypt, the god Sarapo might in fact be Iranian, an aspect of Miiro
as the divine protector of the Kingdom1'.
The identification of most of the gods appearing on Kanishka and
Huvishka's coins is an easy process, relying on the labels inscribed next to
them. The labelling of images appears to be borrowed from the same
practice on the Roman coins being imported into Kushan territory since
the early Kushan period1'. In a few cases, it is possible to recognise some
Kushan divine images as exact copies of Roman coin designs, such as the
helmeted figure of Rishti/Rishtol', holding a spear and shield, and the
winged goddess Oanainda on the coins of Huvishka, which are based on
the images of the goddess Athena and Victory on coins of the Roman
emperor Antoninus Pius (138-161 C.E.).
The images of most of the gods on Kushan coins are loosely based on
the images
on earlier Greek, Indo-Scythian and Indo-Parthian
- appearing
.~
coins of the region, but are given attributes to indicate their role. Miiro,
Mao and Athsho all wear long robes, but are identified symbolically:
Miiro as Sun god has a rayed halo, Mao as Moon god has a crescent halo,
Athsho as Fire god has flames rising from his shoulders and holds tongs.
Nana and Ardoxsho also both wear long robes, but are distinguished by
holding a lion-forepart wand and a cornucopia respectively. Some gods.
Manaobago. Mozdooano, Orlagno. Pharro, and Shaoreoro are shown
wearing the same costume as the king, nomad dress or armour to indicate
their status. On some coins of Huvishka, Miiro is also shown as a king. It
seems that the iconographies have largely been copied from other coins
or invented to enable a deity to be depicted on the coins. There are exceptions; and the images of Maaseno. Skanda Komaro and Bizago, who wear
lndian dress, could be copied from sculptural representations1'. This is
certainly the case for the representations of the Buddha and Maitreya.
One Kushan god, Oesho", seems to be both inspired by contemporary
sculptural images. but also have invented features. To the modern eye,
Oesho is clearly depicted to represent the lndian god iiva. He is normally
shown with an erect penis and holding a water-pot and is, on some coins,
accompanied by a bull (cat. no. 88). These are the standard iconographic
features of contemporary lndian sculptures of iiva (cf. Srinivasan, pp.
130ff.). He is also shown with a trident and an animal skin. In later Hindu
iconography, these are standard elements of iiva's representation, but
they are first known from these coins. Other features, such as his representation with four arms and three heads (cat, no. 89 and go), are also well
documented on later images, but are first seen on these coins. Another
attribute, identifiable in later images as a hand-drum, but better interpreted on the coins as a thunderbolt, is also first observed on the coins
(cat. nos. 90. 92. 93). The Kushans identified Oesho with the Greek god
Heracles and also seemed to associate him with the Ijindu iiva (cat. no.
87). In most instances they represented him as iiva, but with the added
attributes referred to above. After the Kushan period, Oesho's trident and
thunderbolt (in the guise of a drum) become associated with iiva. Oesho

showed offering a diadem to the king (cat. no. 90) and this hasalro
is
become assimilated into later Hindu iconography as the noose with
which iiva catches souls.
11 has been suggested that, like iiva, Oesho is a god associated with
mountains. On post-Kushan coins issued by the Sasanian princes
adopted the title Kushan king. ~ e s h ois labelled the Exalted cod in Bat,
trian. His name seems to represent the Iranian deity Vayush, a windgod,
His association with Heracles is less clear, but both have an animal =,kina
one of their attributes and on one coin of Huvishka, Oesho is shownhol.
ding a club (cat. no. 92).
~ e s h oappears to be one of the most important gods for the ~ u ~ h ~ ~ ~ .
AS Heracles he appears on the coins of Kujula Kadphises (cat. no. 8 7 ) a n ~
~ u v i s h k aand
, from the coins of Vima Kadphises until those of v ~ ~ & ;
11,he appears as iiva. For Vima Kadphises, he is the only god represented
(cat. nos. 88 and as) and for ~ a s u d e v aI he is also the only god, exceptfor
his first issue (see below), and after that the only other deity represented
on the coinage is the goddess of Royal Good Fortune, Ardoxsho. Theiln.
portance of Oesho is also clear from the frequent appearance of his tri.
dent on the fronts of Kushan coins, often as a signifier on the smallaltar
at which the king sacrifices. Vima ~ a d p h i s e sand Huvishka are s h ~ , ~ ~
sitting on or emerging from a mountain top and holding or flanked $
Heracles' club.
There are a small number of coins of Huvishka which lack the usual
Bactrian label for the god depicted. Most of the gods on these coins canb
matched to labelled gods on the other coins of Huvishka, except hvo
images which are unique in the Kushan coin pantheon; both are only
known from two coins. One shows a male figure holding a long bow and
arrow (cat. no. 97), the other an eight-armed figure holding a conch,
wheel, club, lotuses, and various other unidentified obiects (cat. no. 981.
The identity of the second Image can be understood from later Hlndu
iconography as a representation of VisnuIs, or his incarnation Visudeva
Krsna, because of the use of conch and wheel. The bowman could be in.
terpreted in the same way as a representation of another Visnuincarna.
tion. Rama, normally depicted in later Hindu imagery as an archer.
The inclusion of Hindu images on the coinage can already be explail~ed
through the interlinear text on the Rabatak inscription. which identifies
two Kushan gods with their Hindu equivalent. The representation of
Oesho as ~ i v afollows the same pattern. It is possible that the two unit
belled images should be understood in the same way. One of the godsrepresented on Kanishka and Huvishka's coins, Manaobago, the god ofGood
Mind. is also shown with Vaishnava attributes (cat. no. 95). He has four
arms and holds a wheel (the attribute of visudeva ~ r s n a and
) a plough
(the attribute of Krsna's brother Balarima). He also holds a purse anda
diadem. The association with Visty is reinforced when account is taken
of the unique coin of the Kushan king ~ a s u d e v aI, which shows a imageoi
Visudeva, labelled in Bactrian Bazodeo.lb On this coin, ~HsudevaKl?!aij
shown four-armed, holding a conch, wheel, club, and purse.
It is clear from the name given to or adopted by vasudeva I, that the
worship of Vasudeva Krsna had found a place in ~ u s h a nreligious Qrac
tice. The Visudeva Krsna representation appeared on king ~asudeval'i
initial issue alongside a coin depicling Nana, but on all the succeedingij-
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Anna Maria Quagliotti

Deities integrated into Buddhism
known how widespread non-Buddhist deities and spirits were in
11 is
Gandharan art, which is today seen as the mature ~ r o d u c of
t ell en ism
having come into direct contact with Buddhism. These deities express the
spirit of Buddhism in its expansion and in contact with the different local
religious components in this composite world where trade was of utmost
importance, facilitated and guaranteed by the Kushan Empire. Some of
the deities and spirits have names from the Hindu pantheon, the most im,
portant being the three great gods jiva, Brahml, and ~ n d r a occurring
chiefly -but not only - in narrative panels, possibly symbolising the suba be reordination to Buddhism of the casts (cat. nos. 45 and 183). ~ i v can
presented as an emanation of the Buddha - one of the many forms in
which the Buddha can manifest himself for salvific ends (fig. 1). Skanda
represents the apotheosis of the heroic idea and holds, like the yaks Plticika and the Iranian god Pharro, a spear in his right hand. Skanda is a solar deity, son of Agni.' and the cock, his emblem, may have a solar connection, as it is well-known as the herald of the rising sun (cat. no. 256).
Serpent deities (ndga) and local water spirits testify to the recognition
of serpent cults and legends through the Buddhists. They are associated
with the Buddha on certain narrative reliefs, represented anthropomorphically with serpents with hooded necks rising behind their shoulders
and accompanied by their wives. Two of them are particularly famous.
The first is Kilika who, being illuminated by the splendour emanating
From the body of Siddhirtha, addresses a hymn to him in which he predicts the success that will crown the efforts of the future Buddha. The second is Apallla, a dragon from Swat who, with his consort and children,
ravaged the crops and was subsequently subdued by the Buddha. He is
sometimes shown in rocky landscapes, and the menacing Vajraplni
(cat. no. 173) protects the Buddha.
Very widespread are images ofyaka or nature spirits, and o f y a k i o n
stair risers, against Framing elements, sometimes replacing pilasters and
columns, some of them recalling Mlabhaijika images with their position,
tree goddesses, symbol of fertility, auspicious females bending down the
branch of a tree.
In narrative scenes, the four lords of the cardinal points (rnahirdja or
lokapdla) offer food to the Buddha after his Awakening (cat. no. 164), the
most famous of them being Vaiiravana, in one case in this episode easily
recognizable by the presence of the small wings sculpted on his head; in
cat. no. 103, he can be seen wearing a "northern" dress and is shown to-

gether with the Goddess. His representations were modelled on H ~ ~ .
meslMercury images, syncretised with those of the Iranian god pharro
during the Kushan period. Hermes is the winged god of thieves, travellers,
and merchants: his attributes are the bag together with the caduceu,
symbolising peace and prosperity, as well as the spear. Vaiirava"ais
linked with theyaka Pificika, the head of the army,andalso with thepot.
bellied Kubera, the god of wealth who, in Indian art in general, can haire
the purse and the drinking bowl as attributes (cat. no. 250). The pot.
shaped belly indicates more a womb than a stomach, as stated by
Coomaraswamy: "in the macrocosmic body of deity the atmosphere,or
space between heaven and earth, is the belly [.. I or what amounts tothe
same thing, the navel [.. I: and that in the microcosmic house the atmosphere. or interior, is called a belly or 'womb'
for treasures [.. I sho\\'i
in what sense the deity's cosmic belly is also a womb or storehouse;itii
between heaven and earth that all good things come into and have their
temporal being. In this sense, the big belly of a y a k a is productive he
big bellies ofyakas are with reference to their drinking capacities,andit
appears that the liquor of which they are so fond must originally haee
been soma".
Among the most famous isolated images ofyaksa is the seated Paticika
in the Peshawar Museum (cat. no. 102). He wears a dhoti, turban, andjewellery and originally held a spear in his left hand, of which only tlie
lower part has been preserved. A naked boy stands between his legs and
two small donor images, a man and a woman, are sculpted to the left and
to the right of the seat (cf. Srinivasan, p. 118, fig. 3). Among the otherspcretic images ofthe god, two sculptures are worth mentioning,oneinthe
Museum fiir Asiatische Kunst, Berlin ,' and the other in the Indian Museum in CalcuttaJ (fig. 2). They show a standing semi-nude male personage carrying a child on one of his shoulders in one case, and holding2
bag in the other example. The bearded gods are of the mature Herculean
type, and the antecedents can be traced back to the classical world,wller~
the hero is supporting a child, as in the case of the standing Heraclesin
the Vatican Museum, Museo ~hiaramonti,with ~ e l e p h o sin his arms
whose creation has been dated to a period between 88 and 85 B.C.E.'W~B
Heracles/~ercules? In Rome, Heracles is the Hercules ponderum and
associated with Hermes/Mercury, protector of travellers. Hercules is the
guardian of the treasures, and the presence of the bag in the Calcutta
image finds full justification here.
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Brahman deities as emana--
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A palr of protectwe delrles, from Jamal
F19.2
Garhl. 2"d-3'dcenturyCE .grey schist, h 21 7 cm.
reproduced by courtesy of the lnd~anMuseum.
Calcutta,lnv no G44/A23345/GD 108
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Goddess w ~ l h

cornucopia, from Brar,

Kashm~r,darkgreyschlst.
h 63 cm

Images of ~aticika/~ubera/~aliravana/~harro/~eracle~
can be accornpanled by more than onechrld and can be coupled with those of the
syncretic tutelary goddess ~ ~ c h e / ~ r d o x s h o / S r i / ~ P r i t i / ~ t h
Ase stated
na.
by Gnol~(1993, p. 36-37),"for the old c i t y - ~ ~ c hof
a i the elle en is tic world.
whrch had easily come rnto contact w ~ t hthe nagara devatci [aty-goddess],
there was substituted the conception of a royal Fortune, personified by
goddess Ardoxlo, who reproduced only an echo of the anthe [~ran~an]
c~entHellenic ideal of the Tyche", Ardoxsho's attr~buteIS the cornucopia,
h i , as the inscription reads on a statuette of thegodsymbol of fertrl~ty.~
dess In the Br~t~sh
Museum: leans on the cornucopia.
HHriti is mentioned as a yaksi with many children In the well-known
legend recounted by the Chinese pilgrim Yijing (671-695 c.E.);Once she
was a malevolentyaksiwho had five hundred children andused to devour
some babes dally at RPjagrha. The Buddha,~nformedby themhabitants of
the c~ty,took and concealed her last-born and most beloved chlld. "She
sought for ~tFrom place to place, and at last happened to find it near the
Buddha. 'Art thou so sorry', said the World-honoured One to her, 'for thy
lost child, thy beloved? Thou lamentest for only one lost out of f ~ v ehundred: how much more gr~evedare those who have lost their only one or
two chrldren on account of thy cruel vow? Soon converted by the Buddha,
she recelved the five precepts and became an Upis~ki[female lay worsh~pper].'Howshall my five hundred chlldren subsist hereafter? the new
convert asked the Buddha.' In every monastery', replred the Buddha

thy famlly shall partake of suficient food, offered by the,,, even
day."' For this reason, the image of HHriti 1s found either In the
in a corner of the dlning hall of all Indian monasteries depicted as holding
a babe In her arms, and surrounded by three to five children.
The goddess certainly not only appears In sculptures, but
as an
amulet - seated w ~ t ha child in her arms In some cases - on a series a,
Kushan and post-Kushan medallions (cat. no. 1061.' It matters little hero
how one may wrsh to denommate the goddess: it is in any case asyncrek
figure, also dep~ctedas Athena (the latter shown In rsolation, Inonecasp,
withoutattr~butes,but w ~ t hhelmet), with a shield In her lefthand,alante
In her right, and coupled with Heracks with his club on a relref In apn,
vale Japanese collection.
The Images of the tutelary couples are among the most interestlng
examples of Gandharan rel~gioussyncretism, showing the GO^ and the
Goddess in their varlous iconographies: the God in lnd~anor "northem's
dress (p. 17: fig. 1: cat. nos. 102,103), with or without wlngs, with or
out purse and/or spear, sometlmes wlth a kantharos-like cup or a wllw.
goblet; the Goddess, e ~ t h eIn
r Indian or septentrional fashion (p. i7;fig.l,
cat. nos. 103, 104,106). with or without cornucopia. sometrmes holdlnga
bunchofgrapes (cat. no. 105) or a pomegranate,andwrth orwithoutchll
dren. Sometimes the seated couple is shown above two vases from which
colns issue forth, symbollsing wealth (cat. no. 103). But there is more toit
than that: the God and the Goddess, isolated or In a couple, can bp
sculpted on Maitreya's collar, attesting t o the extent to whlch they were
absorbed into the Buddhist world.
~t is by no means easy to interpret some of these syncret~cimages A
particularly d~fflcultexample in the Fujii-Yurrnkan Museum of Kyotode
picts a goddess, seated on a throne, holding a bowl In her rlght hand and
a ram's head on her left knee, whlle a I~on'shead protrudes from the
de~ty'sright temple. he presence of the l ~ o nmlght be rnterpreted asa
link to Durgi, the Hlndu goddess killing the buffalo who 1s accompanred
by a Iron (cf.cat. no. 113),but we have to remember that thegoddessNani
is represented as sitting on Ilons. he bowl remlnds us of the "wine-cup"
held in one of the right hands of the stand~ngfour-armedfemale figurein
the Peshawar Museum (cat. no. 107), who resembles a Sa~vagoddessduo
to the presence of the tndent In her upper left hand and the flask in her
lower left hand. In the case of the Kyoto image, the presence of the ra~iis
head, as remarked by Tadde~,rather polnts to a goddess connected with
the kill~ngof a ram, and as such, she would be sharlng attrrbuteswith
DurgP, e.g. the presence of the lion and the bowl.
Still harder t o ~nterpretIS the Image of a seated and haloed animal.
headed goddess In the Br~tishMuseum8,who holds a tall beaker wrth
right hand whrle touchrng the mouth of a head l ~ k eher own wh1chaP
pears to grow out of her left shoulder w ~ t hher left hand. he goddeL
head has pointed ears. As stated by Zwalf, "whlle ~tIS temptrng to conlle*
this hgure with a goat-headed male deity, a protector of children sOnle
trmes seen as a form of skanda [...I, the representation IS perhaps closer
to that of a bear".
Poss~blybelonging to thls group of representations IS the (later)f e d
lmage In the Taxda Museum (cat. no, 255). The coddess has lost her head
and right arm whlle only the left side of her throne survives, UP to her

shoulder, she is seated on a lion throne and holds an object with an animal head and pointed ears in her left hand, ending in a serpentine body
above, While the presence of the lions might suggest a depiction of Nan3
on the lion. a problem presents itself with the reptile, which may be an
allusion to the goddess as the Mesopotamian Anahita, mistress of beasts,
represented numismatically in the period of Huvishka with a sceptre
topped by the forepart of an animal (deer or horse?). What we actually
have here, I believe, is an image of Laksmi, also a goddess of prosperity
and associated with lions, and a 'cornucopia' in the form of a sceptre ending in a zoomorphic head below, resting on the palm of the hand, as in the
case of a ~ a s h m i r statue
i
from Br3r which has been dated to the 5th tenbum, where the goddess holds a cornucopia as her attribute in her left
haAd, terminating at the bottom with an animal head (fig. 3). In this connection, it should be sufficient to quote Pran Gopal Paul (1986. p. 29): We
can assume "that the cornucopia has assumed a different shape - still retaining its symbolic value - where it looks more like a tender lotus stem,
too narrow to hold anything in the body. The base, however [referring to
the Kashmiri sculpture], [is] made to appear as an animal head, and, on
the top, fruits and flowers are seen often on a pot". The sculpture can,
I believe, be attributed to a post-Kushan period, but this does not keep us
from seeing in it. as in the preceding examples, the profound religious
syncretism that was manifested in Gandhara.

'

Kumira/Skanda/~irttike~acan be shown emerging from flames, as in the
case of seal BM 1892.11-3.161 in the British Museum (Callieri 1997.
p. 191-92. cat. no. V.7).
MIK Nr. 1 1214. Leitner Collection;cf. Quagliotti 2002-03, fig. 2.
' Quagliotti 2002-03, fig. 8.
Quagliotti 2002-03, fig. I I.
The nogara dcvati, a goddess with city-wall crown or polos and the protector
of the city, is often depicted with her cheek resting on her hand in a doleful
gesture In the scenes of ~iddhirtha'sGreat Departure (cat. no. 158,bottom),
an image which also appears in isolated contexts (cf. Santoro 2002).
NO.OA 1959.12-15.1; zwalf 1996, p. 137, no. 95.
' She is also depicted in this way on a golden plaque in the Victoria and Albert Museum (NO.I. 5. 10.1948).~ossiblyfrom Taxila (cf. Errington & Cribb
1992, p. 143. no. 143).
9 0 . OA 1939.1-19.19; Zwalf 1996, p. 123, no. 105.
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Doris Meth Srinivasan

Hindu Deities in and ha ran Art

Extraordinary Hindu icons come from Gandhara. This may surprise some
since the region is closely associated with Buddhist art from the many
Buddhist shrines and monuments dotting the landscape. However, Gandhara was not cut off hom the heartland of early tlinduism in the
Gangetic Valley. The two regions shared cultural and political connections and trade relations and this facilitated the adoption and exchange
of religious ideas.
It is not a coincidence, then, that the andh ha ran Hindu icons date
mainly from the Kushan Period and later. Icons of Indian deities - Hindu,
Buddhist. Jain - had already been created earlier, but it is during the
Kushan Era that a flowering of religious imagery occurred and that, importantly, early Hinduism was open to an exchange of ideas with outlying
cultures. This age, often called the Pax Kushana, profited from a growing
cosmopolitanism. Foreigners had been coming as conquerors, traders and
settlers to parts of Afghanistan as well as Gandhara, and sometimes outsiders even came as envoys to regions on the subcontinent. Some of these
embraced Hinduism and other travellers may simply have contributed
towards a readiness for Hindus to travel from India into areas, such as
Greater Gandhara, where they were far from centres of their own faith
and traditions. Hindu traditions relating to rites, rituals and codes of behaviour were encoded in Brahmanical texts used by the officiating Brahman priests.
Finds indicative of the material exchange dating to the Kushan Period
show the existence of interaction between Gandhara and the subcontinent, especially with that bastion of Brahmanic culture. the town of
Mathura. Stool-querns and athletic weights from Mathura were imported
into Gandhara. Decorated grinding stones or slab-querns from Andhra
Pradesh were also imported into the Northwest. Gandhara often introduced its own idiosyncratic expression upon the Buddhist and Hindu
imagery it had initially come in contact with.
An example which encapsulates Gandhara's readiness to both assimilate and innovate is a Buddhist relief depicting the form of the ROdhisattva, seated in the meditative pose, and emanating figures to
either side (cf. Quagliotti, p. 127. fig. 1). Several forms emanating from
the Bodhisattva are Hindu deities. One may be the god Brahmi or a
Brahman, and two specifically relate to ~aivism,or the cult devoted to
Siva. he middle form emanating from the left side of the Bodhisattva
depicts Siva. The middle form issuing from the Bodhisattva's right

side depicts SkandalKarttikeya, who was in time seen as the son or
Siva. Apparently, Saivism in Gandhara was not in conflict with ~,,d.
dhism.
It is easy to identify the emanating figure as ~ i v even
a though thegoti
head is missing; the form exhibits three unmistakeable Gandharan
characteristics of Siva. He is ithyphallic and holds the trident and
water jug (kamandalu) in his right and left hands, respectively.
To the Pan-lndic devotee of h a , the fundamental nature and powerof
the Siva Reality is expressed by a threefold typology. The first is the lillga
(liriga), which expresses Siva's creative capacity. For the devotee, the&
Reality is the sole creator of the phenomenal world and the plain lingair
the sign of this supernal, cosmic Power. The Siva Reality unfolds into the
phenomenal world by stages. The unfolding begins with the rnukhnlidgil,
god's form proceeding out of the linga. The mukhaliriga is Siva's second
typology; the mukhaliriga unfolds further to reveal the god's full [om.
This, then, is the third typology and the form which Siva usually show5
his devotees. It is called Maheia or Maheivara. Two, possibly three,Gandharan MaheSa icons can be cited as examples, each is distinct from
Gangetic portrayals of Maheia.
The third century C.E. image from the collection of the Linden Museum, now broken below the neck, is nonetheless an impressive Maheb
(fifs. 1 and 2; cat. no. 108). Were it intact, it would have been the only
known free-standing, four-headed Siva image in Gandhara from thisearlg
period. The delicately carved central, frontal face displays a vertical third
eye and the ascetic's locks. On that account, it could represent the facerevealing the Yogi nature of Siva Maheivara (cat. no. 108). Various aspects
of ~ a h e i aare represented by the extra heads so that the devotee ma)
grasp the extraordinary powers of the Creator. In Gangetic sculpturej.
MaheSa usually has contrasting human side heads which symbolize the
tranquil and terrifying aspects of the divinity. But whereas the sideheah
in the Linden Museum image are differentiated, they do not exhibit the
features usually identifying Siva's terrific and tranquil aspects, but the
right one might depict a bearded Brahman and the left one a youngascetic (figs. 1 and 2). The fourth head at the back of the in den Museumilrage may represent a semi-divine attendant or follower (yana) ofjiva(cat,
no. 108).This multi-headed sculpture is an important reminder that ha
religious symbolism attributes five heads to Siva, but since the fifthhead
is transcendental, only four heads are usually found on images ofthegod

Female head(?),leh lateral head of the $~va-Linga,Linden-Museum Stuttgart;
Fig. 1
cat. no. 108

Fig.2
Head of an ascetic, right lateral head of the Siva-L~nga.Linden-Museum
Stuttgart: cat. no. 108

conceived in the round, whereas three are usually represented on twodimensional reliefs, coins and seals.
The Akhun Dheri plaque from the Peshawar Museum (cat. no. 110)
helps us visualize what a free-standing sculpture, such as the Linden Mue created
seum fragment, may have looked like even though the ~ l a q u was
a
shows three heads and six arms
at least a century later. Here. ~ i v Maheia
(fig. 3). Standing in front of Vrga. the bull, iiva is ithyphallic as in the Peshawar relief emanation. The god's central face is imperturbable and
framed by differentiated human side heads as in the Linden Museum fragment (fig. I). His hair is piled up like that of an ascetic or yogi and he
wears a dhoti and a shawl (uttariya). This Maheia exhibits several traits
that remind us of the jiva figure emanating from the Bodhisattva. The
Akhun Dheri figure is adorned with a beaded necklace and the sacred
brahmanic thread. Some attributes held in his hands still remain: the
staff,presumably of the trident, is seen on the right and the water pot (kanlondalu) as well as the th~~nderbolt
or vajra are on the left. Vrsa. the theriomorphic form of the god, stands behind him and lowers his head to the
feet of his master. Although Vy~aand jiva are already depicted on early
Kushan coinage of Virna Kadphises, to date, no Kushan coinage prior to

Vasudeva 1 (c. 191-227 C.E.). is known that shows the bull together with a
multi-headed, multi-armed jiva. A six-armed Siva as in the plaque from
Akhun Dheri is not known from coins at all. so this must be considered a
rare type of depiction. A six-armed Siva, similar to that from the plaque.
has recently been ascribed to a copper coin of Huvishka, but the upper
arms and their attributes are hard to discern due to the bad state of
preservation of the piece (cat. no. 93). If he indeed has an additional pair
of arms, this would be an extremely rare depiction and the o d y known
example.
The small Gandharan three-headed jaiva relief. from the Museum Fur
indische Kunst, portrays the side heads as animal heads (cat. no. 109).The
image, dated to the reign of Huvishka (c. mid to end zndcentury C.E.), incorporates many characteristics of Maheia: his third eye, the erect phallus, the ascetic's hair here styled into a conical shape, the brahmanic
thread, plus the water pot and trident. The god's central face sports a
moustache while his lateral heads are probably a lion and an antelope. a
hitherto unique Gandharan combination which may express the terrifying and tranquil aspects of Maheia.'
An articlejust published (Perkins 2007) makes the exciting observation
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Three-headed
Slva of Akhun Dher~,
Peshawar Museum.
deta~lof cat no 110

that the Kushan king Vima Kadphises (first quarter of the Znd century C.E.)
already minted coinage featuring a polycephalic Siva (cat. no. 89). On
both vima's copper and gold coins, there is evidence that the god is depicted with lateral heads of a horned animal (possibly an antelope) and a
human head (seemingly bearded). he god may be ith~phallic,standing
in front of Vrsa and holding an unidentified object in the left and the trident in the right hand. A hoard of c. 4,000 Kushana gold coins fairly recently discovered may contain similar Finds. These examples, though
they are few, convey the complexities and the agglutinative process that
engaged Gandharan artists as they toiled for several centuries to introduce Saiva images to a population which might have identified the Hindu
god with one or more of their pre-existing local gods.
SkandalKBrttikeya is well represented in Gandharan art because he
melds smoothly and experientially into the world view of the ancient
Northwest. He is basically seen as an aggressive deity whose martial traits
characterise both his imagery as well as the bellicose Northwestern culture which depicts him. Gandharan artists depict him as a warrior and
dress him like a foreign, western soldier. That is how he is represented
emanating from the seated Bodhisattva mentioned above (Quagliotti,
p. 127, fig. 1). The haloed god wears a turban and a coat of mail over an
undergarment. He holds a spear in his right hand and a cock in his left
hand, poised at the waist.
Single images oc this god can be found throughout Gandhara (cat, no.
256, fig. 5), attesting to the broad appeal of his worship. In the art of the
Northwest, we find more images of him than of any other Hindu god.ZIn
these, he sometimes carries additional weapons such as the bow and arrows, and he may sometimes wear a helmet, as well as leggings or sandals.
Despite slight variations in weaponry, footwear, or headgear, it is easy to
spot an early Gandharan image of SkandalKirttikeya. No other deity has
both a spear and a cock as emblems.' Why would a warrior hold a cock?

Fig 4
Head of an
ascetlc,r~ghtlateral
head of the $lva of
Akhun Dher~,Peshawar
Museum,detall of
cat no 110

Cocksjump with agility when fighting and this habit is emblematicofthe
military prowess befitting a Warrior God. It is also a characteristic ofthe
original nature of this god who may have initially been a folk d e i t y . ~ ~ t ~ ~
Gandharan images of SkandaIKirttikeya portray him less as a warrior
and more as the youthful commander of the army of the gods. This prtrayal, under the influence of earlier depictions from Mathura, does not
occur in Gandhara until around 400 years after the Kushan images.
It is noteworthy that Gandharan representations of this god originate
in the Kushan Period and continue in the region. Post-Kushan imagesol
SkandalKirttikeya, both as Warrior God and as Youthful Commander,
show iconographic features which reflect contact between Gandhara
and India. Artistic influences went both ways. The sculpture of
SkandalKBrttikeya, the Warrior, seated assertively on his vahana, the pea.
cock (cat. no. 112), clearly combines his Gandharan dress, headgear and
weaponry with early Gupta developments. The god on the peacock,
whose feathers spread out behind him, reminds of the majestic version
developed in Gupta arP. ~ndeed,the peacock appears in andh ha ran ima.
ges of Skanda/KPrttikeya as early as in the late-to-post ~ u s h a nperiod,
but the flourish of feathers around a god seated boldly on his vnhnllo
probably owes inspiration to the beautiful coinage of the Gupta kingKu.
mara (415-454), who favoured this god and minted an exquisite coinof
SkandalKirttike~aon the p e a c ~ c kThus,
. ~ the and ha ran relief, perhaps
of the early 5Ih century c.E.,shows southerly influence while maintaining an indigenous emphasis on the might and prowess of the Warrior
God.
The mighty Warrior God swings into action in one truly remarkable
Gandharan relief (cat. no. 111). It shows ~kandal~Brttikeya
in avictoriour
pose over a demonic foe with an animal head. The foe lies vanquishedbc
neath the striding conqueror. ~ a l o e d~kandal~iirttikeya,
who displays
his standard dress and weaponry, has just subdued the buffalo demon,the
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Fig 5
Plaster torso of
a Skanda In armour
w ~ t hspear and bow,Taxlla
Museum

Fig 6
The Goddess Durga k~llsthe
Asura M a h ~ a. from Rajakhera, Agra
D~str~ct.Uttar
P r a d e ~ h . 3 ' ~ - 4century.red
'~
sandstone, 18 5 r 9 cm. Scherman Collec
tlon. Staatl~chesMuseum fur Volkerkunde
Munchen. Inv. no. Mu 199

Asura Mah~saThis feat IS well known In art and I~terature,where it IS asthe foundation upon which the iconography of Mathura's Warr~orGodcrlbed to Durgi, an aspect of the Great Goddess. Devi ~ndeed,the wells
as lnd~catedby
dess is based. She becomes a popular goddess in t h ~ town
known ep~thetof the Goddess, Mah~sisuramardini,commemorates her
the many small Kushan rel~efsfrom Mathura showing the multi-handed
kllllng the Asura Mahlsa. Less well known 1s that this feat was first perWarrior Goddess holdlng Mah~sain her deadly grip (fig. 6).
formed by the Warrior God. A passage in the Mahsbhirata attr~butesthe
Summlng up, Gandharan art IS a tapestry of choices made by artists
slay~ngof Mah~sato Skanda/Kirtt~keya?The goddess's deed, ~tseems, 1s
from the land's r ~ c hmult~culturalhentage. Why certaln comb~nations
a later interpolation In the Mahibhirata. But untll Chr~stianLuczanits'
and certain Hindu d e ~ t ~ were
e s chosen can only somehmes be deterrecent d~scoveryof thls relief In the storage of the Department of Archaemined: The reg~on'swarring ethos and exposure to the Graeco-Roman
ology In Peshawar, no visual example lllustratlng ~ k a n d a / ~ i r t t ~ k e ~ a ' s hero-cult could favour dep~ct~ons
of Skanda/Karttikeya as well as the ledeed had been known. It IS s~gn~ficant
that the depict~oncomes from
gendary heroes (firas) of Mathura. To date, the fint anthropornorph~c
Gandhara and not Mathura, wh~chwas, after all, the main seedbed for the
representations of the Viras VPsudeva-Krsna and Samkarsana/Balarima
development of Hlndu ~conographyincluding that of the Warr~orGodthat we have found orig~natefrom the northern regions. The ~nvaders'redess fightlng the buffalo demon (fig. 6).7
I~giouspreference may also come Into play. Mathura's Warnor Goddess.
Oddly enough, there 1s no femin~neGandharan precedent for
for example, may have been Influenced partly by foreign depict~onsof
Nani. the most Important de~tyin the pantheon worshipped by the
Mathura's Warrior Goddess who fights the buffalo What encouraged her
Kushan klng Kanishka and prevalent on his colnage (cat. no. 76). Dep~cdevelopment? A second century Mathura Hlndu rellef may prov~desome
lnslght (cat. no 113). A multi-armed goddess stands stra~ghtand proud
t~onsof the Hlndu Sun God, Sijrya, may be examples of vlsual retent~on.
upon her vahana, the I~on,possibly emphasising her warlike character.
Sfirya appears twice In Gandharanart r~dlnga quadr~gawh~chmay reflect
But no adversary IS In view. The menaclng weapons about her are actuthe much earher Graeco-Bactr~an representation of a solar deity (cf.
or~glnallyshe was two-armed. holdlng a spear or
ally later add~t~ons;
cat. no. 187):
sceptre In her left hand whlle the r ~ g h tis po~sedIn abhayarnudri, the
The Hlndu Goddess iri, resting on a cornucopia. can be ~ d e n t ~ h eInd
have-no-feargesture. Adorned In a typically lndlan manner, she wears a
one Gandharan sculptural fragment because her name IS ~nscnbedon the
thin dhoti held by a g~rdlearound her wa~st.A shawl drapes over her bare
base? In ascr~b~ng
the cornucopia to hi. Goddess of Wellbeing and Prostorso The short dagger and the sh~eldare rework~ngs,and so IS the
penty, the Gandharan artist may have associated the emblem of Ardhoxsho w ~ t hher because she has a sim~lardoma~nof power (cf. cat, nos.
carving on the left result~ngIn the clumsy-look~ngtrldent. In short, t h ~ s
83 and 103).The fragment may well have been part of a larger Buddh~st
Image has been s u b s t a n t ~ a l ltransformed
~
after its creation. The
Mesopotam~an-Bactr~an
Nan& the Goddess on the Lion, possibly prov~ded
scene whereln Sri gave homage or was subord~nateto some Buddhist

pieces o f ~ i n d udivinities were created, as t h e example of the brass
~Hsudeva/NPrHyana(cat. no. 287) proves. These post-Kushan images
at.
test to the continued creativity and vibrancy of workshops in the N ~
west.

~

~

~

Notes
1

2

V~$nuIn h ~ r
boar Incarnation, from
Bannu In the NWFP
of Pak1stan.4'~century,
Nat~onalMuseum of
Pak~stan.Karach~,photo
graph C Luczan~ts
Fig 7

delty - much l ~ k ethe Hlndu d e ~ t l e s ~the
n small Buddhlst r e l ~ e f m e n t ~ o n e d
at the outset (Quagllott~,p. 127, fig. 1).
Brahrnanlc gods, ~ r a h m and
i Indra. appear regularly In certain Buddhlst narratives, e.g. t h e Blrth of the Buddha (cat. no. 147).They appear In
Gandharan sculpture not because they had a cult following In the North
but rather to show that Brahrnanlc d e ~ t l e swere present a n d rejolced at
momentous Buddhist events.
V~snu'sGandharan Icons are rare In thls early perlod, and only two can
be clted here. One 1s a magnificent V ~ s n uIn h ~ boar
s
incarnation, comlng
from Bannu, NWFP. It may date between the thlrd t o fourth centuries
(fig. 7). The other 1s a rather famous glyptic In the Brlt~shMuseum (No.
1892.11.3,98) of four.armed vlsnu
worshipped by a nobleman from
lranlan central ~ s l adatlng
,
between the dlh-sth century C E.. that 1s after
the ~ u s h a n~ e n o d~. h e s Vlsnu
e
Images hint a t a broader phenomenon,
namely that Hindu deit~escontlnue t o be fashioned and worsh~ppedIn
t h e Northwest after the 31d, even the 4"', century C.E. Some true master-

'

Another Gandharan biva, dated to C. the fourth century c.E., in the Itallan
pontecorvo Collection, also has animal side heads but these have the fea,
tures of a boar and a bovine, possibly h a ' s bull (Taddei 1983, fig. 1 ) , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,
the central head is human and has a moustache but the third eye is slanted
bout a decade ago, 24 SkandalKHrttikeya images dated between the
the 7"' centuries were accounted for (Srinivasan. SRAA. 252). ~ n moreare
d
continuing to come to light, including an important sculpture described
below (cat. no. 111).
The earliest depiction of Skanda with a cock does not come fronl Mathura
(Mann, Skanda's Cult, p. 126).Throughout my SRAA analysis, precedenceis
given to the cock in Gandhara and the cock's rarity in Mathura'sdepictioni
of Skanda as Commander (see SRAA, fn. 19), though inaccurately counted
by Mann whose paper needs to be taken with caution.
~ f~ .i l l i a m s1982, p. 103.
Cf. Stoller ~ i l l e 1992,
r
fig. 10.
~ fSrinivasan
.
1997, p. 202f.
~ndeed,in ~ u s h a nimages from Mathura, the death of the demon by the
hand of the Goddess is rendered less as an actual slaying with weaponsand
more as a throttle, possibly a (ritual?) strangulation. Only in Sh centuq
Gupta art is the Goddess's throttle dispensed with and she is shownslay~n~
the demon with lethal weaponry while her foot pins him down.~his~andharan relief is therefore remarkable not only because, to date, it is the lint
example of Skanda's victory over ~ a h i s athat we know of, but also becau~
it fills the gap between Kushan and Gupta portrayals of Mahisisurarnardini.
Here we have an instance where Gupta Hindu art adopted imagery doeloped in Gandharan art in the Northwest.
Cf, ~osenfield1967. figs. 88 and 89.
Cf. Fussmann 1988.
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Cat. No. 62

~emajefigurine
with flower, her
dress slipping
Sirkap, BIG& D' (sq.
58,116; Sh;rtum II),
Tada,
l* century
schist, k 22.8 cm
National Museum of

Pakistan, Karachi
Inv. No. &/19-790

Cat. No. 63
Female figurine with arms close
to the body
Sirkap. Block A' (sq. 18,93'; Stratum Ill). Taxila,
beginning of the Common Era
schist, h. 18.7 cm
National Museum of Pakistan, Karachi
lnv. NO.Sk.129-1206

Cat. No. 64
Goddess enthroned, with
cornucopia
Sirkap. Block C' (sq. 52.85'; Stratum 11). Taxila.
Is' century
Steatite, 11.6 x 7.18 cm
National Museum of Pakistan, Karachi
lnv. No. 32; SK/22-86012

Cat. No. 65

So-called Athena
Provenance unknown. century
Grey schist, 82.5 x 33 x 13 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
lnv. No. G-162

Cat. No. 68

Head of a Satyr
Slrkap, Aps~dalTemple, Block
Stratum 11). ~ a x i l a1',' centu?
SIUCCO. 20 x 15.5 x IZ cm
~ a t l o n aMuseum
l
of Pakistan
Inv No. Sk/13-2043

Cat. No. 69

Sitting Atlas
KJII Ghund. znd-3'* century
sthlst, 56 x 53 x 20 cm
l ' e s h a ~ a rMuseum
In". No PM 2939 [old' 3221

Cat. No. 7 1

'4

Reclining River Cod
Cat. No. 70
Torso of an Atlas
S~kri,2"'-3" century
1 ight grey sch~st,23.5 x 13.5 x 10.5 cm
Ccnlral Muscum Lahore
In\.NO. 6-164 [old: 21181

Provenance unknown (present by John Marshan)
1*-2"~century
~ r e e n l s hstone, base manufactured separately,
19.7 x 35.3 cm
Natlonal Museum of Pakistan, Karachl (former\)
~ a x l l Museum)
a
Inv No. 57.86 (old 42/P)

Cat. NO. 72
Garland-bearing Erotes, standing
back-to-back
Stupa 16. Shrine C. Butkara Ill. Swat. znd century
Light green schist. 24 x 39 x 5 c m
peshawar University Museum
Inv. No. BK 111-1983-1-68(BK-Ill 99)

Cat. No. 74
Throne with Erotes watering lions
Shnaisha. Swat znd-srd
century
Greenish schist, 24.5 x 59.5 x 8.5 cm
Peshawar University Museum
Inv. NO. SSA-1990-1-185(SSA 65)

Cat. No. 75
Frieze with four Tritons making
music in separat panels
Andan Dheri (1966 excavation), Dir, zndcentury
Light grey schist, 16 x 73.5 x 5.5 cm
Dir Museum, Chakdara
lnv. No. 505 (AND 533)
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miscellaneous

Cat. No. 78

~ u s h a nGods
Cat. NO. 76
Qujrter dinar, issued by I+uvisIika,
fifth ~ ~ l s h ea mn p e r o r ,
150-187c.1:.

Dinar, issued by ~ a n i s h k aI , fourth
Kushan e m p e r o r , c. 127-150 C.E.
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Cat. No. 80

Dinar, issued by I-luvishka,fifth
Kushan emperor, c. 150-187 C.1:.

C d t . No. 79

~ ~ s t 1,i fourth
k ~
1 2 7 1 5 0 C.1 .

C J ~No.
. 82

Cat. No. 84

Dinar, issued by tluvishka, fifth
~ u s h a nemperor, c. 150-1 87 C.L.

Dinar, issued by Kanishka I , fourth
Kushan emperor, c. 127-150 C.E.
Ohvcr\c. A \ Ior 78
RCYCI\?: I Igihrc of w'lr g ~ ~ Orlci$r~o,
cl
\~,III~III~
f r o n ~ ~ ~tl l ry~. dturned to rlght, drv\\vil 111 no~n,ldli ~ l o l t i ~ nl ~
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C d t . No. 85

The Kushan God Wesho
Cat. No. 87
Four drachm, issued by Kujula
Kadphises, first Kushan Emperor,
imitating those of Greek king
Hermaeus, c. 50 C.E.
Obverse: Bust of klng, facing right wearing dla
dem, Greek Inscript~on:'of king Hermaeus the
Sav~our'.
Reverse: Figure of hero god ~eracles,standln~
frontally, holding club in right hand, lion

,

1

114

r
I

I'

I+

~ v - r ~ - t l - "In
I

I 1

frontally on couch, he.id turned to left, wearlng
pe'iked cap, dladem. nomCldlc overcoat, tl.ou,cr,
and boots, holdlng plant i n r ~ g hhand,
t
left hand
covered. flames einan,ltlng frorn shouldcrc. C l ~ l b
of Heracle, appears to left. foot->tool beneath
klng's feet. Ractl-tan inscr~ptlon:'klng V~m,i Kcid-

I

uh~ses'.
keuerse: Figure of god Werho. itaridlng frontally.
he,id turned to left, In front of bull. Lvearlnx dhoti
t
l'roplt~oussymand holding trident i n r ~ g hhand.
,
bol appears to left. Bull N m d l I, f m n g to r ~ g h tits
front hoof r,iised from ground. ['rakr~tlnscriptlon
In Kh,irosthi script: 'of the great king, klng ol'
klngs, lord o i the iuorld, the lord of the universe.
Vima ~,idpkuse\.the Sat-iour'.
Gold. 15.82 g. 0 25 mm.
Rrltlsh Muscum. IOC.268

Cat. No. 89
[.our drachm, issued by Vima
~adphises,third Kushan emperor,
c. 120 c.1:.

Cat. No. 92

Cat. No. 90

Dinar, issued by Huvishka, fifth
Kushan emperor, c. 150-187 C.E

Ilinar, issued by ~ ~ l v i s h kfifth
a,
Kushan e n ~ p e r o rc., 150-187 C.E.

C'lt.

No. o1

I)in,~r,i s \ ~ ~ c11).
d v , l s ~ ~ d cI .\ ,>~i \ ~ l i
K u s h ~ nc t ~ l p c r o rc, . I H H 225 C.1 .

Kushan Syncret~sm
Cat. No. 94
[hnar, issued by Huvishka, fifth
~ u s h a nemperor, c. 150-187 C.F..

idl.

No. 9 1

Cclt. NO. 95

I

I)in'ir, issued by t i ~ ~ ~ i s htitth
k'~,
Kush,ln emperor. c. 150-187 C.E.

Cat. No. 98
Pour drachm issued bv
J
t i ~ ~ v i s h kfifth
a , Kushan emperor,
c. 150-187 C.F..

Dinar. ~ s s u e dby Huvishka, fifth
Kushan ernpel-or, c. 150-187 C.C.
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Cat. N O . 100

r o u r d r a c h m , Issued bv

C J ~ No.
.
101
Colt1 o t Sh'lpur 11, Sclss,lt~icltiking,
issued in I . c ~ \ i i l c ~c.. 3OL1- 179 C.F.

Cat, No. 102

~ a b with
a child between legs
Provenance unknown (1942, from the 6,,dei
Mesr ~ a r d a n )Znd-Yd
,
century
Dark grey schllt, 144 x 73 x 33 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv NO. PM-2953 (old: zoes)

Cat. No. 103

~ a r i t i - ~ r d o x s hand
o PaficikaKubera (two deities of prosperity)
Sahr~Bahlol. znd-xrdcentury
Grey schist, 22 x 16 x 4 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-3014 [old: 78 M]

7r.. dI

Cat. No. 104
Goddess Hiiriti with three children
Sikri. Znd-Ydcentury
Dark grey schist, 92 x 36 x 13 c m
Central Museum. Lahore
lnv. No. G-102 [old: zioo]

Cat. No. 105
Hariti enthroned, holding grapes
she~khanDheri. Charsadda. 2nd century
Grey schist, 28.5 x 20 x 5.5 crn
Peshawar University Museum
Inv. No. SHK-1963-1-46

Cat. No. 106

~ e d a l l i a nwith Hzriti
Hoard found by accident I n the Tax~laValle)
2""-3'* century
S~lver,0 8.5 cm, d. 0.6 c m
T a x ~ l aMuseum
Inv No TX-1001

Cat. No. 107
Four-armed goddess with fangs
So-called HHriti of Skarah Dheri
Sahri Bahlol. Mound C (1911-12 excavation),
4'"-Sh century
Darkgrey schist, 122 x 53 x 15 cm
Peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-2895[old: 17731

Cat. No. 108
Quadruple head of Siva
Provenance unknown, 2nA-3rAcentury
Schist, h. 13 cm
Lindenmuseum Stuttgart
Inv. No.SA 39584

Cat. No. 109
Three-headed Siva with flaming
hair
Provenance unknown, zndcenhuy
Grey schist, 18.6 x 10.5 x 6.8 cm
Museum fir Asiatische Kunst, Staatliche Museen
m Berlin, Preugischer Kulturbesitz
Inv. No, MIK 1 5888

Cat. No. 110

Six-armed Siva with bull
Akhun Dheri (bought17/3/1915). 3'*-4Ih century
Grey schist. 17.5 x 15.5 x 5 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-3017 (0682 and M 676)

Cat. No. 111
skanda kills the buffalo-headed
Mahisa
Mohammed Zal, near peshawar. 3'd-4'" c e n W
Dark grey sch~st,19.5 x 12 x 3.5 cm
Peshawar. Department of ~rchaeologyMuseumr
(DOAM)
Inv No. SRO-623

Cat. No. 113
Mathura-~urga,standing on a lion
Mathura Region, znd century
Reddish, speckled sandstone. 25.7 x 11.5 x 6.3 cm
Museum fur Asiatische Kunst. Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin, PreuBischer Kulturbesitz
Inv. No. MIK 1 5894

Cat, Na. 112
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Buddhism in Gandhara

Claudine Bautze-Picron

he ~ u d d h aand his symbols
From the very moment of its introduction in the art historical field, i.e.
around our era, the image of the Buddha has been seen as being the physical representation of a historical character, jikyamuni (fifth-fourth
century B.c.E.), who, while he had given up his social obligations and
become an ascetic, reached the understanding of the roots of human suffering (fig. 1).This moment of deep recognition made him a Buddha, an
"Enlightened", an "Awakened One". a man who had achieved the level
of "bodhi" (enlightenment, awakening). Having thus reached this
supremely high spiritual level, his image could simply not portray a "normal" human being but had to reflect this concept. In the same way, the
"historical" reality of this man became embedded within two sets of fantastic narratives: first, the life of 5ikyamuni was framed by mythic events
and second, this life was understood as being the concluding chapter of a
long series, up to 550, of early lives or "births" (iitakas).
The image. be it material or literary, of the human character Sikyamuni thus merged with the concept of being "buddha" and it became a
model for other Buddhas said to have lived in a remote and unimaginable
past, whereas the concept of a Buddha of the Future, Maitreya, emerged
as well, also borrowing features from the image of the "historical" Buddha. The construct of the Buddha thus integrates the idea of eternity: all
Buddhas of the past and future are like pearls beaded onto a single string.
All are indeed related to each other: still being a Bodhisattva, jikyamuni
met, in his previous lives, these "Buddhas of the past", who prophesied
that he would become a Buddha and Maitreya, the "Buddha of the Future"
and thus still being a Bodhisattva, met the Buddha jikyamuni (cat. no.
188).

The two functions of the image, i.e. the image as an icon, or in a narrative context, evolved within the Indian context where one simultaneously meets the devotional image of the divinity and this image acting
within a mythic frame. Let us briefly revisit Visnu and his "descents" or
avataras, or jiva and his multiple aspects. In each case, the narrative is
justified by the necessity to reinstall the cosmic order which was threatened by a demon and concludes in showing the victory of the divinity.
thus the re-instalment of the cosmic order and the recognition of the divinity as supreme being. In the case of the jitakas, each story confronts
the hero, i.e. the Bodhisattva or Future Buddha, to a situation where he
has to prove his universal compassion for all beings -and this can lead to
the sacrifice of his own body (cat. no. 144). Whereas the Vaisnava and

Saiva myths do not reflect an evolution from one story to the nextoran.
other, thejitakas illustrate the slow but constant spiritual and moralde.
velopment guiding the hero to reach the full and supreme state ofawake.
ning or bodhi in his last existence. A distant echo of the Hindu mythr
would perhaps be the concept of the Buddhas of the past, who all led the
same ideal life as ~ i k y a m u n iand all appeared at periods when the
Dharma had fallen into oblivion, bringing it back to life.
The creation of the Buddha image belonged to a wide movement
which, during our era, swept through India and where the reaion of
Mathura, in the North, held a central position. It is there that the needfor
material images of gods and goddesses of the Brahman pantheon wai
strongly felt (Visudeva, jiva, DurgH. Skanda, etc.), it is there that deities
of a more popular or pan-Indian substratum were incorporated within
this official pantheon (e.g. yaksas and yaksis, matrikis or "mothers",
nigas or snake deities. Balarima), it is there that the image of thejina,
another saint contemporary with the Buddha, was created. There is no
doubt that the Buddha image was conceived within this cultural background, which also vouchsafed the emergence of Brahman deities.
What we call "Buddhist" art is a convenient term for qualifying the
artistic production of a particular spiritual trend which can trace itsorigin to a founder, a feature which is shared with 'yain" art, and whiclidilferentiates them from the art of the religious and social Brahmanical
mainstream. We should keep in mind that the community of monkswas
initially founded by a man, a holy man in fact, such as those whomone
can still meet on the roads o r in secluded places in India, and that it rielther traces its history back to a deity nor focuses its attention on the
image of a god or goddess, but is based on rules of life dictated by a specific way of considering existence in general. The absence of the Buddha
image in the early centuries of the history of the community has been the
object of many a speculation, but this did not altogether result in tile
absence of worship being paid to the Buddha. Attention had rather been
diverted to the stupa, a monument which hides relics and thusactssymbolically as an image of the Buddha, but which has also become the place
of asserting the universal presence of the Buddha and his thought. whet1
the image of the Buddha entered the visual field, the cult offered tothc
monument shifted to the image of the founder. The conception of tllc
Buddha's image, the worship paid to the relics, and the use and veneration of symbolic motifs constitute concepts which had slowly emergeddll

over the south Asian peninsula, where they were at the core of the religious pmctrce,~ uittis in Gandhara that they found their conclusive formulatron.

~h~s ~ p aas, detarled in the following article by Shoshin Kuwayama, has
been the very first monument erected in remembrance of the Buddha
as such, it became the object of worship which never wavered
throughthe centuries.The Mah$annirvcindh.a tells us how the ~ u d d h a
himself would have advised to have such a monument erected at four
sites which he had v~sitedand which had witnessed the major moments
,fhls life, i.e. Lumbrnr, where he was born. Bodhgaya, where he attained
~~lightenment,
Sarnath, where he delivered h ~ first
s sermon, and ush himgara, where he expjred. Furthermore, those four stiipas were to be
erected at the crossing of hvo roads as it ISusudy done for a ruler of the
world(cakravart~n:"the one who has the wheel turning", i.e. rules over
the unlverse). In these recommendations attributed to the Buddha hiself, the stiipa acts as remembrance of an event and thus of the presence
ofthe Buddha. The sacred geography of the Buddhists will emerge from
th~sselect~on:
the life is set from Lumbini in the North towards Bodhgaya
In the South-East; it then unfolds to the West at Sarnath and reaches its
end towards the North at Kushinagara {cEmap 1, p. 31). This route of pilgrlmage follows the trad~t~onal
Indian c~rcumambulationaround asacred
monument and const~tutesthe frame rnspiring
- the distributionofimages
dep~ctingmoments oFS2kyamuni's life in niches hollowed out in the baas supportrng the body oFthe stGpa.
Moreover, the stiipa being erected at the crossing of two roads occupies a central position, and hence can be identified with the centre of the
unlverse from where the Buddhist word spreads in all four diredons.The
stupa then also becomes the monument through which the concept of
un~versal~ty
IS v~suallymade present In Buddhism. It is also probably
partlyf In reldt~onto this concept of the centre of the universe that the
presence of p~llars,Images of the axls mundi, in its vicinity, can be explarned.
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Colo3salstand1ngBuddha. Sahr~Bahlol t~909-?0).2~~-3~century;grey
schist
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Being erected as a reminder of the Buddha's passage, it also hndamentally embodies the testimony of the Dharma, i.e. the Buddha's thought
and teachings, particularly at a period where the human image of the
Buddha had not yet been integrated into religious practice.

acd

The reliquaries

From the moment of its introduction. the physical representation of the
Buddha becomes the focus of the attention of the artists, not only
through its very specific physical features (cf. Bautze-Picron, pp. 179ff.1,
but also through the introduction of various iconographic motifs (scenes
of worship, Bodhisatbas, Buddhas of the past, smaller images of S ~ k y a muni) in the pedestal supporting the image, which contribute to augment
the meaning of the image, and through its central position in the narrative depiction of the Buddha's biography as seen in the article by Martina

The Elmaran Rel~quary,1sr-2"0 century, gold ~nlatdwith
Rg 2
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Stoye (cf. Stoye, pp. 184ff.l. Although it possibly but still rarely also
comes the repository ofrelics inserted in the head or the chest - theha
dition of inserting a deposit was to spread all through Asia, where it isstill
alive today - it did not become, however, the exclusive object ofworship
which also included, besides the sttpa, bodily relics. as seen below,
~ h u inheriting
s
the function held by the sttpa in previous centuries
the image can become a reliquary and even if it does not hide
relics, its consecration contributes to its total transmutation intoh.
coming the deposit of the Buddha and his Dharma. Moreover, through
the presence of relics which once belonged, even though in a different
state and form, to the body of the Buddha, the stGpa and the imago
become living testimonies to the Buddha's presence. ~ l t h they
~ ~are ~ h
the ashes left after cremation, they are also considered to impregnate
reliquary within which they are deposited with the life of the one whose
remains they are. The presence of relics, be they really of the ~ ~ d d h ~ ~ ~
not, also transforms the container into an object of antiquity, it
contemporary to the Buddha and beyond that, it brings the ilc,,,t,; ,,
contact with the Buddha, or it brings the Buddha from a rrlllolc p:,.
down to the present day. In short, it positions the reliquary (an({ti,,. (ie,?
tees) in eternity.
The tradition has it that when the Buddha died, and his bod! I I , I ~ ~ ~ , ,
cremated, eight rulers who had come to attend the funeral
over the fate of the ashes, each of them wanting to bring them b,i;h I:..,,,
own kingdom. A sage, Drona, suggested dividing the remains 1 1 1 1 ~ 7,.ls!,l
parts, a peaceful solution to which they agreed. Back home, ea~i;,,I :P,,
had a stupa erected and the reliquary with the Buddha's ashes Llc;.c,~-.:
within it. This event already illustrates how the Buddha's wolLi.'1.1~:
into the eight directions of space, an image which relates to a basicand
permanent Indian cosmographic concept of stressing the four majora~id
four minor universal directions.
Nearly one century later, the emperor ASoka applied a systemat~c
policy of having stupas erected all through his empire, a policy whicli
cannot be separated from his concept of erecting pillars all over thecountry. The importance of this action did not escape the attention of the
monks' community: literary sources praise the 84.000 stipas practically
built overnight by the monarch who wanted to open the initial eight
stiipas in order to collect the Buddha's ashes and redistribute them to the
monuments which he had asked to build. This fantastic number shows
how fundamental the stipa had become in the spread of the faith.Another fantastic event is related to this tale: ~ i o k succeeded
a
in recovering
the ashes from seven stiipas, whereas those hidden in the core of the
eighth one, built at Rimagrima, remained untouched, ~rotectedasit war
by niga who denied the emperor's envoys access to the rnonument(cat.
no. 143). As a matter of fact, the relics of the Ramagrima st~pawerethose
which would be taken t s Shrilanka where they would be ~artoftheintre
duction of the Dharma. This detail of the story proves that relics, in !Jarticular the ashes of the Buddha, are allLpowerful in testi~yin~tothelivm!
presence of the saint and in attesting the ~erennialpresence of the
Dharma, and that they are likewise synonymous with a new beginning,
Carefully deposited in reliquaries, the ashes of the
brought back from their respective countries by the eight kings.5uchcai-
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kets have been discovered in large numbers in North Pakistan, created
from various materials: stone, metals, precious or not, and including a
wide range of elements such as coins, small stones, bones (cat. no. 44). etc.
Some can be of a very elaborated shape and be sculpted as if depicting a
monument, for instance the sttipa (cat. no. 122), surrounded by pillars or
by devotees, or a monument with niches within which the Buddha stands
flanked by gods and Bodhisattvas, as is the case of the relic casket from
Bimaran, preserved in the British Museum, which is made of gold inset
with garnets (fig. 2). Another major reliquary is the "Kanishka casket",
made of copper and discovered in the sttipa of Shah-ji-ki-Dheri, which is
traditionally associated with the Kushana kings (cf. p. 190): here the Buddha sits and meditates, flanked by the two gods Sakral~akkaand Brahml,
all three images being cast in the round above the lid of the reliquary.
Some other relic caskets include various containers put into each other
and finally hiding the relics. The size of those reliquaries can vary greatly.
from some centimetres (cat. no. 126) to nearly one meter high.
Reliquaries were not taken away but offered and inserted into sttipas;
they were a sign of respect and recognisance of the lay community

towards the sarigha or community of monks; such reliquaries did not
necessarily contain remains of the Buddha or. more realistically. of
monks, but symbolised the veneration paid to the Buddhist word o r
Dharma through the donation made to the community. These reliquaries
can be inscribed, bearing the name of the person whose ashes are deposited within them or more often the name of the donator (cat. no. 44.
122). As a matter of fact, this tradition also applied to the preservation of
and respect paid to ashes of monks, and not only theoretically the ashes
of the Buddha. The sttipa as the monument within w h c h a reliquary containing relics of various kinds had been deposited did not remain the only
locus of veneration. As a matter of fact, homage was also paid to relics
which were displayed at the occasion of festivals or were worshipped
within a shrine (fig. 3). Chinese pilgrims of the sth to 7th centuries give a
vivid depiction of the religious sites which they visited and where they
paid their respect to bodily remains said to be from the Buddha, a tooth such as the tooth still venerated today at Kandy (Shrilanka), a hair, fragments of a nail, etc. Those religious practices also included the worship of
items said to have belonged to the Buddha, such as his bowl.

The symbolic language of the body

The representation of the Buddha. the "Awakened" or "Enlightened One".
could evidently not simply be the image of the male human body. From
the very moment of its creation, the body of the Buddha was loaded with
ideas which had had time to evolve in the centuries following Sikyamuni's life in the fourth century B.C.E. and even more particularly after
Aioka's reign (c. 272-231). This led to the understanding of the Buddha as
partaking of a supra-mundane essence, a concept which had to be translated with the help of visual motifs which have been likewise expressed
in literary and artistic visual iconography. Texts were written in praise of
the wonderful body of the Buddha, detailing all its particular features
which differentiate it from the "normal" human body, lists of 32 or even
80 such signs or laksanas were compiled and described in various texts.

Fig 4
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A symbolic language

Bes~desthe lmages and the relics, another category of elementswar
Introduced referr~ngt o the ~ u d d h and
a hls thought. Such "motlfsvcanbe
found carved In the round, as Independent slabs, or ~ntegratedIn an,,,,
t ~ v context,
e
thus b e ~ n gpart of an Image. Among them, the
prlnts or buddhapada hold a part~cularposlt~on(cat. no 139) Theyare
depicted form~nga palr of a larger-than-hfe sized feet, carved In lowre
llef ~nthe m~ddleofa large rectangular slab w h ~ c hwas ly~ngh o r ~ z o ~ ~ ~ l l ~
~uddhapadacan refer to the traces left by the Buddha and thus remlndu
of h ~ presence.
s
As such, they are not without slmllarltles to the rel~csnut
buddhapada can also actually refer of the presence of the unseen Buddha
he stands there, a m ~ d s ht ~ devotees,
s
a monk among other monks, taller
than them, caring for them, show~nnthem the path towards enllnhten
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Note

'

This is indeed n o t their only value: t h e pillars erected b y ASoka i n the t h i r d
century B.C.E. also had the simultaneous function o f relating t h e periphery
to the capital, w h i c h is o f establishing t h e political power everywhere
where they stood.
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Shoshin Kuwayama

he Stupa in ~andhara
1. The origins of the Buddhist stupa in India

At the cremation of the Buddha, the holy ashes were equally distributed by
Drona, a Brahman, to the eight rulers from RHjag-ha, VaidPli, ~apilavastu.
RPmagrPma, Vethadipa, PHvP, KudinagarH, and Allakappa (cf. cat. no. 1791,
and carried back to each of their lands (map 1, p. 31). As regards the worshipping of those remains, then, John Irwin convincingly argues' that the
holy ashes were buried next to a wooden post symbolising the primordial
cosmic axis, which was erected at the spot. Then, the post was retained by
an earthen mound so as to prevent it from collapsing. Such a primitive
mound with a post in the centre might have developed into the Buddhist
stupa, according to Irwin. The stupa ritual of walking around it clockwise.
which signifies the movement of the sun, is derived from the rite for the
cosmic axis. Two of such primitive stupas at VaiiHliand Piprahwa have un. ~ overall shape of the early stupa is
dergone archaeological s c ~ t i n yThe
suggested by the sculptures cawed on the posts of the railing of the
Bharhut stupa, Madhya Pradesh, from the mid-second century B.C.E.. now
housed in the Indian Museum Calcutta.
The Mauryan Adoka later dug out the holy ashes at seven of the
first eight stupas. According to the Buddhist legend, he redistributed
them to eighty-four thousand places all over India, where the same
number of stupas were then erected. This historically corresponds to his
political activities, such as the distribution of inscribed edicts on pillars
and rocks over a vast area (map 2, p. 32). In the time of Aioka. Buddhism seems to have spread all over India with visible and tangible rnonuments.'
Before the flourishing of Gandharan Buddhism, in India, the stupa traditionally consisted ofone or two superimposed drums which sat on a low
circular base (cf., e.g., the stupa in the mitya hall in fig. 1). The drums supported a hemispherical body (anda) and a square part (harmiki), on which
a pinnacle stood. The pinnacle was tapering with odd-numbered disks,
each of them supported by a short strut and diminishing in diameter towards the finial (cf. Luczanits, p. 72, fig. 1).
In Gandhara, on the other hand, the stupa design was changed in the
lower part. To be more precise, the square podium was installed at the
bottom and supported the originally circular form described above.
The new square design contradicted the traditional ritual of a clockwise
procession around a circular stupa. With this mysterious square podium

below, the Gandharan stupa continued to be essential in the templeleven
after introduction of Buddha sculptures, until the ultimate downfdlof
Buddhism.'

2.

andh ha ran stupas commemoratinghkyamunik deeds in his previous binb

The Gandharan stupas Xuanzang recorded in the Great Tang Recordo[
Western Regions (Da Tang Xiyuji) are thirty-seven in total. They sufficeto
show the characteristics of the Gandharan stupas, although perhapsmore
examples existed in Gandhara in the second quarter of the seventh [en.
tury. Intriguingly enough, nineteen of them were standing at the sites
which Gandharan Buddhists had believed to be the places where the
Bodhisattva performed good deeds in his previous lives: the sites forstu.
pas were carefully selected as if to assure their sacred nature. Despite
their need for a link with the Buddha, Gandharan Buddhists did not have
any particular spot related to Sikyamuni. They therefore took advantage
of the JHtaka stories to give their land a sacred origin. In other words.
Gandharan Buddhism rapidly disguised itself during its drastic expansion,
making it seem connected to the historical .%kyamuni.5

3. The stupo and the monks'quarters

It was once believed that the worship of Sikyamuni's ashes, or thecultol
the stupa, was exclusively for lay people, and that monks solely devoted
themselves to developing and deepening the creeds, staying out of such
veneration of corporeal relics. For evidence of this, scholars usually
looked at the stupa at Bairat datable to the Mauryan era, which wasstill
separated from the monks' quarters." However, as Gregory Schopen
found in some inscriptions dated to the third and the second centuries
B.C.E.? the monks' deep commitment to the cult of the stupa appears to
have been a fairly old tradition. Evidence for the coexistence ofstupaand
monastery in the first half of the first century B.C.E. are the rock-cut
temples on the hillsides in West India: the stupa was cawed out of rockin
the caitya-hall along with the cells for monks hewn out nearby (fig. 1).
This clearly indicates that the stupa had already become an objectofwor.
ship for monks by the late second century R.C.L.in India. ~n~andhara~tlle

Fig 1

A cartyo hall w ~ t hstupa and rnonks'cells Bhaja 2"d centruy

BC E

stupa architecture and the monastic building appeared side by side: the
Dharmarajiki stupa court had a row of cells. which were probably for
monks' abodes, before the first century C.E.

4. Relics deposited inside the stupa

A meritorious deed for both lay people and monks was to raise a stupa

with something precious inside, if not Buddha's relics, as shown in the
inscriptions found with the relics. A square chamber for a reliquary
smoothly composed of several flat stones is usually placed at a certain
level of the central axis in the stupa. The reliquary contained a stone or

metal casket of various sizes and forms, in which a memento was usually
put together with precious gems and/or coins. It is an archaeological fact
that relics were buried at a certain stage during the construction of a
stupa, not aker its completion, although Xuanzang records a mysterious
story of depositing the relics afterwards!
As to the rather small-scale stupas at Butkara I and Sirkap, each stupa
contained one relic chamber. which was usually created above ground
level in the centre of the square podium, while some of the early square
stupas in the Dharmarajiki appear to have had one relic chamber far
below the ground? In the case of large-scale stupas such as the one at
Manikyala (fig. 2), a deep shaft ran downwards from the top of the q d a
along the central axis and three small reliquary chambers were put at dif-

corridor and Gandhara to the mouth of the lndus at Barygaza(modem
~ h a r u c h and/or
)
~arbarikon.The location of the Kushans on such
enabled their chieftains (entitled yabgu) to consolidate their economiol
power for further political development toward the north-west frontier
of the subcontinent, or Gandhara.

6. The elevated circular podium of the Indian shlpa

Fig. 2

The Manikyala Stupa

ferent levels, discovered with the metallic relic caskets still inside."' Coins
found in the chambers can give clues to dating the relic chambers and the
repairs made at the stupas.
pottery vessels or urns with cremated bones inside are sometimes
found at the lowest level ofthe podium of a small stupa.ll Monks who died
in a monastery might have thus been buried in small stupas built specially
for each of them around the main large stupa. One of the monks' cells at
~ o h r ~a o r a d uwhich
,
contains a small circular stupa, is a good example
of this.I2

5. The time of the first stupas in Gandhara

There is no archaeological evidence for any Buddhist stupas in Gandhara
that were inaugurated in the time of Aioka, although Xuanzang listed
some as such." The main stupa of Butkara I does not predate the end of
the third century B.C.E. Perhaps the same is true for the first phase of the
DharmarijikH main stupa in Taxila. We are also lacking information about
Buddhist monuments dated to the Indo-Greek era. As Elisabeth Errington
rightly concludes from numismatical viewpoints, any first-century B.C.E.
signs of Buddhist foundations are extremely limited, and not until the
early half of the first century C.E. did any stupa architecture appear."
The first halfof the first century saw the rise of the Kushans, which led
to the prosperity of Gandharan Buddhism and to the construction of the
First stupas. When sea contacts developed between Alexandria, Egypt, and
the western coast of peninsular India through the Red Sea ports, they
encouraged commercial streams on land from Changan via the Wakhan

"Stupa" is often associated in people's minds with a somewhat low circu.
lar dome supported by drums on its flat base (cf. Luczanits, p. 72, fig, ,,,
However, what was new about the stupas in the rock-cut templesofwest
lndia in the first centuries B.C.E. and C.E. was the elevation ofthecircular
podium set below the main body (fig. 1). Building such a podiummay
have been possible for a smaller stupa, but a lofty podium in theopenair
would have required a great quantity of bricks and, furthermore,the
pressure from above would have caused serious cracks in the walls.~hai
prevented such inconveniences was, interestingly enough, a Romanar.
chitectural technique which was applied to the lower part of the stupa:
the circular podium was made loftier and stable with the help ofa wheel.
shaped structure that consisted of internal spoke-walls radiating froma
central hub structure to the outer thick ring wall. This highly advanced
technology was first carried out for the construction of Augustus's mau.
soleum, begun in 28 B.C.E., the biggest construction in the contemporary
world with a diameter of 84 m. he Augustus mausoleum started thesuccessive series of mausolea with this wheel-shaped structure inside, not
only in the north and the north-western provinces of Imperial Romebul
also in Andhradesha, in south-east ~ n d i abeyond the Imperial frontierr.~t
is for this reason that the stupas with this structure do not predate
28 B.C.E.

7. The introduction of the square podium with a staircase in front of
the Gandharan stupa

Soon after the wheel-shaped structure was adopted in per~insularIndia.
Gandharan stupa builders adapted this architectural novelty inside the~r
stupas. They built up spoke-like walls that converged in the centre, but
the actual hub itself was missing in their structure. The outer thick
ring wall, another important element of the original structure, was alro
missing.I5 The reason for these omissions was the stability of the Gandharan stupa, as it was made of stone, or schist, not baked bricks which were
the usual material elsewhere in the subcontinent. In Gandhara, the form
of the square podium was chosen instead to boost the height of thestupa.
The outward appearance of the square odium was not an undecorated cube, but supported by torus-and-scotia mouldings on the foundation and bordered by a cornice and brackets on the upper edge (fig.3).1a
most cases, a flight of steps on one side of the square podium led toits
terrace. In the earlier phases, the lateral walls were plain except fortlle
stucco coating, often divided into several bays by ~ilastersstanding on
the Attic base and topped with pseudo-Corinthian capitals. ~ater,theba~r

adorned with stucco sculptures which were mostly painted.10 In.
terestingly,a similar kind of structure of a circular drum on a square
diumcan be observed in the early mausolea of Imperial Rome. The imP:singenamples are the Caecilia Metella tomb on the Via Appia, the tomb
P
pozzuolinear San Vito, and the mausoleum at Marano near Naples.
Althoughthe Roman mausolea did not feature a staircase, their influence
of the stupas was quite probable when we recall the sea contacts
between ~lexandriaand peninsular India and the close relation b e b e e n
the sea trade and the import of the wheel-shaped pattern.

Fig 3
The h~ghsquare podturn (r~ght)
ofa stupa w~rha project~onto wh~chthe
Ilalrcare (left) ascends Mohra Moradu,
TaxllaPhot~graphby 5 Kuwayarna

The function of the staircase remains mysterious (fig. 3). There was not
enough space on the terrace of the podium for the circumambulatory rite.
which was deeply rooted in the ancient puja of the cosmic axis. In addition.
in many cases, columns were standing at the four corners of the podium
(e.g., stupas IG and IF in Sirkap, the main stupas of Gumbatuna and Saidu
Sharif 1; see also the relief cat. no. 114).While suggesting the original rite,
the staircase may have merely indicated the front of the stupa.
The staircase led to a projection added to the podium. Fig. 3 shows the
high square podium of the ~ o h r aMoradu main stupa with a defaced

~t is themfore passLIe C assume that the introduction
of "e pqqtion with a BSto the square podium bmught a new phaseto the
Gandharanstupa. syrnboLlmlly, the stupabecame an object of sta6Cworship, or an object reIfgious in itself, rather than merely an
of the traditional riW. It is quite likely that Gandharan Buddhish woF
shipped the stupa, assuming %kyarnuniinside his ma us ole^. ~h
thus became a sepulchrd monument, ideologicallysimilar to the R~~~
mausolea. TI& new trend of praying in front ofthe stupa can ceMdybe
linked to the birth ofthe Buddha statue, which was worshiped in front
ofi~17a d reflects the subtle change of the nature of Buddhism in^^.
dhara.
8. Stucco and stonesculpture

A small.iaupe from LorryanTangal Indim Mureum,Cakut&a(Ind~a)
Ftg 4
Photograph by 5 Kuwayama

staircase M the left-hand side and with a projection in between. The projedlbri usually creates a wider space in front of the round basement for
those who reach the top of the steps. The landing itself might have
offered en~wghspace for a ritual, evpn if the main body could not. in this
cage, the ritual could not be performed c3rcularly but on one side only,
facing the Fro~tof thestupa body.

The square podium of the ~uddhiststupa had previously been down
anywhere in hdia. It appeared with another novel technique,the coa%
with w s u m plaster. The stucco technique and the square podium
to have come from outside India as a fixed combination. Wheeler states
that 'The stucco was the most widespread medium in the 'Romano~uddhist'sculpture of which 'Gandharan art' is d y one phase or school:
and Alexandria was the great centre of stucco sculpture in the West in
ptolemaic and ~mperialtimes; on this showing,Buddhist stucco...is more
likely to reflect the known sea-contacts between Alexandria and the
Indu~"?~
In fact, stucco objects as commodities from Alexandria reached Be
gram in Kapisa at the southern foot of the Hindu Kush beyond the
western l i i t s of Gandhara (cat. nos. 17,18,19)?9
The stupa was merely covered with stucco at first, but later on, images
made of stucco were added as decoration. Stucco is a medium apprcpriate for shaping images with moulds, although not suitable for prodc
cing a whole group of images at the same time. ~twas a necessity for any
monastery and it was possible to mould it near the stupa.
There is a sixth-century Chinese reference to the Gandharan Buddha
statues carved of stone and entirely covered with thin leaves of gold?
The images must have been covered with stucco first, and then thegold
leaf was applied on top of it. Otherwise,the gold leaf would not have stuck
fast to the surface of the stone image. The grey surface of the Gandharaa
stone sculptures would not have been without some sort of coating ow
the entire surface. No stone image could have been painted unless coated
with stucco. If we recall the Khalchayan clay statues covered withatb
layer -of stucco, it is almost certain that stone sculplptures were c a v d
with stucco, too,
For stone %ulptures, eitherschist or phyllite were used. Stupas of&
rather reduced size, such as the one from ~oriyan-Tangaiin the lndran
Museum (fr& 4). were composed of blocksand panels which werejoi@d
togekher with tenons. In most case%fhe panels were carved wrkh relie15
deptcting the important episodes of the Irfe oF%kyarnudi,which l a r d
outnumber those from the stories from the
or ~vadanaor others
However, the stone ~ u d d h aand Badhisattva images and reliefshayeseldom been found at their original lar;ations in excavat~bnk.ftis hardtw

how such images were placed in the walls of an architectural stupa in the
open air, ~ a u r i z i oTaddei says that sculptures - both narrative or decorative reliefs and images - were often re-used in later monuments, even
as building materials in newly-erected stupas or other monuments.21
what we have usually found in excavations is limited to the images
and relief panels in the layers consisting mostly of dismantled building
or, at best, those re-employed in a new phase of the stupa, a
goodexample of which is shown at Stupa 70 at B ~ t k a r a . ~ ~

g, Change of the Gandharan square podium of sh~pars:a

typological arrangement

~h~main body of the Gandharan stupa is its upper half, sitting above the
square podium This part is similar in design to the entire shape of the
traditional Indian stupa with the circular podium. Generally speaking,
this traditional section has hardly changed its basic external appearance
throughout the Gandharan Buddhist activities. In other words, what
changed over time in the Gandharan stupa was only the lower half, the
square podium itself. A tentative typological sequence of the square
podiums in Gandharan stupa architecture is as follows:

1)Type 1. The most popular type, with a high square podium
subtype la is the most popular of the stupas in Gandhara, supported by a
high one-storeyed square podium with a square projection towards the
front to meet a flight of steps (cf. cat, no. 143). Examples: several subsidiary stupas at the margins of the Butkara stupa court, the main stupas
at Saidu Sharif I, Gumbatuna, Andan Dheri, Tareli, Ranigat, and Gangu
Dher, the smaller main stupa at Takht-i-Bahi between the monastic buildings, and the upper terrace for the single main stupa, and the main stupas at Jandial B, Dharmarqika nos. 1 and 4, Chir Tope A and C. Kalawan A4
and A12. The stupas in Block IG, Sirkap, and Jandial A have longer front
and back sides than the others.
Subtype I b, an early type, lacks the intervening projection between
the body and staircase, and is a rare derivative kind of type la, generally
small in size, and only represented by D2. D13. G8. J2. M13, M16, N3, TI,
andT12 in the Dharmarajiki stupa court. The pippala main stupa does not
feature a projection, but whether it originally had one is hard to say, as it
underwent reconstruction later (cf. cat. no. 116).
Subtype Ic still represents the early stupa with a single square podium.
lacking both projection and staircase and decorated plainly or simply
with pseudo-Corinthian pilasters: it was used as the most popular type
for small subsidiary stupas, wherever they were allowed to be worshipped in the stupa court: Dharmarijiki. Butkara I. Panr, Ranigat.Tareli.
Mekhasanda,Tapa Shotor, Lalma, and other Hadda sanctuaries.
Subtype ld represents a later, multi-layered square podium adorned
with a number of seated stucco Buddhas. This type is popular in the Peshawar plain - Mekhasanda, Jamalgarhi, and ~akht-i-Bahi,but seldom
found in Swat and Taxila, where Jauhan is an exception (cf. cat. no. 117).
Subtype le is a transitional type connecting type 1 to 2. ~t still has a

high square podium, but not perfectly square in plan. with the back and
Front sides slightly shorter than the lateral sides. Particular mention has
to be made of the location of the drum. which is not placed at the centre
of the square body but moved slightly to the back. Examples: Badarpur.
Jaulian, and Mohra Moradu (Fig. 5) main stupas. The Badarpur stupa is
composed of gigantic ashlars similar to Bhallar. Those gigantic ashlars
offer a Kashmiri taste in Taxila, as seen, for instance, at Parihasapura in
Kashmir where only the lowest part of a flight of steps is left on the terrace of the podium which was intended to lead to the upper surface of the
first drum-base.
Subtype If is a later type derived From type IC and shows an imposing
stupa with a sizeable diameter on the high square podium. but without a
staircase. Particular to this type is a horizontal zone of a decorative arcade which encircles the lower part of the drum. It is very popular in the
region to the west of modern Jalalabad city, in the Kabul-Kohistan areas,
and in Wardak. No example is known From the Peshawar plain or Taxila.
In Swat. examples only exist at ~hankardarand Tope Dara Haibatgram,
the decorative zone of which consists of a series of pilasters, instead of an
arcade, each topped with an elongated modillion. The same modillion is
used for the stupas at Abba Saheb China.

2) Type 2. A double plinth consisting of a square or rectangular podium
on the lower basement
Subtype 2a is represented by the gigantic Bhallar stupa with a high square
podium supported by a lower base.
Subtype 2b obviously takes a rectangular plan with a staircase at the
shorter side. Instead of a high square podium, it has a low rectangular
basement superimposed by a rectangular podium of much higher elevation. The drum is shifted slightly backwards on the latter, leaving more
room in Front of it, as in the case of type le. This type is only found
seldom, and it does not appear anywhere in Swat. Good examples in the
Peshawar plain are the main stupas at Mekhasanda and Takht-i-Bahi. In
Taxila. Kunala is the one and only example. In this stage of evolution, the
space created by the projection in Front of the drum on the terrace
evidently became more and more important. The use of the landing and
the space close to it before the drum might have served as a safe space for
those ascending the staircase in order to perform an unknown ritual for
what was enshrined within the stupa.

3) Type 3. Cross-shaped stupas
The main stupas of Bhamala (fig. 6) in Taxila and of Zar Dheri in Mansehra
represent this type (cf. Koizumi, p. 309, fig. 3). As for the former, a railing
might have been installed on both lateral sides of the staircase. The railing appears to have been built up like a wall, not supported by balusters.
Each step gradually decreases in width as we move upwards. Such a technique produces a tapering look in a stupa. More examples come From
Shah-ji-ki Dheri of the last phase, and Ahinposh of the second phase.
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Crors shaped stupa. Bhamala,Tax~laPhotograph by 5 Kuwayama

of which had repeatedly undergone later enlargements and repairs. The
"Aioka Stupas" recorded by Xuanzang in the Da Tang X~yuji are as follows: In
.lalalabad there are two; ( I ) a stupa, c. 300 Chinese feet high, at the place
where Sikyamuni, when a Bodhisattva, received predictive assurance from
Dipamkara Buddha; (2) a stupa at the place where the ~odhisattva,with his
hair, covered the mud on the ground where Dipdmkara Buddha was walking.
In the Peshawar plain, there are five: ( I ) a stupa at the place where the Four
Former Buddhas delivered the law; (2) a stupa commemorating the place
where the Bodhisattva gavc a man his eyes for alms; (3) a stupa on top of
Mount Dantaloka where the prince Sudina (= Viivantara) dwelt; (4) a stupa
commemorating the place where thc prince sudina gave his son and daughtertoa Brahman who beat them till the blood flowed on theground; (5) a stupa
at the place of Ekairriga Ksi's abodc In anclent times. In Swat, there are three:

(I) a stupa commemorating the spot where the Buddha as a ~ i practising
.
patience, endured the dismemberment of his body for the sake of king Kali in
ancient times; (2) a stupa in the Masura monastery, commemorating the place
where, in ancient times, when the Tathigata. as king Sibi. freed a dove k o m
the power of a hawk, cutting his body to pieces as an almsgiving to the Bodhisattva; (3) the Rohitaka stupa, c. 50 Chinese feet high, commemorating the
place where, in ancient times, when Tathigata. as a king called Maitribala.
pierced his body and fed five yaksa with his blood. In Taxila and environs.
there are three: (1) a stupa. c. 100 Chinese feet high, a t the spot of one of the
four great treasuries that were predicted by %kya Tathegata to arise on their
own from the earth at the time of Maitreya's appearance in the world; (2) a
stupa commemorating the spot where, in ancient times. when Tathigata, as
King ~handraprabha,practicing the life of a Bodhisattva, cut his head at the

last of a thousand successive births: (3) a stupa, c. 100 Chinese feet high, at the
place where the eyes of his son Kunala were forced to be cut out under the
unjust accusation of his step-mother.
' For the Gandharan stupa, see zwalf 1997. pp. 36-38. Fitzsimmons 2001 gives a
clear prospect of a chronological development of ~ u d d h i s tstupas at Taxila,
while Behrendt 2004 has extended his research not only to a comprehensive
understanding of the temple architecture in Swat, the ~ e s h a w a rplain, and
Jalalabad but also to a chronological perspective of Gandharan sculptures in
his doctoral thesis. The three above-mentioned works have, both in quantity
and quality,greatly exceeded an old, short review on a historical arrangement
of monastic architecture published by the author in Japanese in 1975. This was
revised and enlarged in Kuwayama 1984. pp. 216-220, and was recently
included with some modifications in Kuwayama 2002, pp. 1-11, published in
commemoration of his retirement from Kyoto University.
Gandharan Buddhists placed great importance on the theme of self-sacrifice.
The Bodhisattva can accomplish his ultimate ascetic practices by sacrificing, or
injuring, even killing himself for saving the lives of others. It is unlikely that
such brutal stories were derived from the ethos of mainland India.
Piggott 1943. pp. 1-10.
Refer, for example, to any of the radical articles by Schopen, such as Schopen
1997. pp. 86-98.
' Beal 1884. pp. 60-61. Xuanzang refers to a large stupa to the north of Kabul,
which lacked the relics even at the time of its completion: when the builder of
the stupa obtained the relics, thestone anda was opened spontaneously and he
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safely deposited the relics inside it. The story suggests that the relicscould
placed inside even after completing a stupa. Archaeol~gicall~,
however,
cannot be such an anda as is contiguously constructed with heavy stonts,hal
could still be reopened after the completion of a stupa.
Kuwayama 2007. pp. 201-231.
cunningham 1875. pp. 76-79, pl. XXII.
Mizuno 1968. pl. 26.
Marshall 1951, p. 361, pl. 95b.; schopen 1997, pp. 165-203.
Cf. Note 4.
Errington 1999/2000p. 194f. Cf. also Kuwayama 2007, pp. 225-226.
Kuwayama 1997, pp. 119-171.
Kuwayama 1979, pp. 23-34.
The image was supposed to be settled against the wall and worshippedonlgat
the front, as only one side of the Stone material was carved, with thebackride
left untouched.
Wheeler 1951, p. 347, fn. 6. See also Wweler 1949, pp. 4-19, and Wheeler19ri
A recent essay on the specific architectural elements discussed in connet~all
with the Roman East is also very enlightening (Faccenna 2005, pp. 81-102).
Hackin 1954, figs. 274-321.
Jenner 1981. p. 267.
Taddei 2003. pp. 520.531-532.
Faccenna 1964, pl. IX.: id. 1980-1981, pls. 69-71a. 74a, pp. 226-227.
Kuwayama 1997. pp. 58-61.
Errington 2002. pp. 101-120.

Claudine Bautze-Picron

he Image of the Buddha
Sikyamuni, the "wise among the Sakyas", has been represented as the
human being who he was (cat. no. 131). Most visible features, extraordi,,aryas they might appear, can indeed be traced to the real world. For instance, the prominent bun of hair worn above the head is the way saddhus,those wise men oflndia, still wear their hair; the elongatedear lobes
can result from the Buddha having worn heavy ear ornaments when he
was still living as a prince at the court of his father (fig. 4); the tuft of hair
between the eyebrows may be related to the Indian tradition of showing
one's own sectarian affiliation through a specific motif painted on the
central part of the forehead, etc. The webbed hand can be understood as
an initial precaution of the artist. well aware of the Frailty of his work in
that particular detail (fig. 2).
However,what characterises this representation is that it was thought
of as the image of an extraordinary being. and as such, it was intellectually conceived as completely rephrasing the male human body. So.
from within the real historical body, taking full possession of it, a second
"ideal" body emerged, which would show 32 or even 80 features or
laksana listed in texts. when reading such lists, however, we will instantly
realise that these laksana have been devised at a level which is, at times,
far away From the material reality. As a result, some have never found
their way into the field of material visual representation but partake in
the creation of a fantastic body loaded with interpretation and symbolism, which sustains, on an unseen level, the artistic representation of
Sikyamuni having become a Buddha. For instance, when we consider the
bun ofhair, we also and mainly, if not only, look at it the way it has been
expressed in literary sources, i.e. no matted hair above the head is actually mentioned and the hair rather covers a cranial protuberance, named
usnisa, which was, as such, never depicted. Or the tuft of hair between the
eyebrows, which becomes the nodal place from where rays of light can
emerge and penetrate the innermost depths of the universe, reflecting a
, the emission of
major element of the cosmic nature of the ~ u d d h a i.e.
light,symbolisedthrough the nimbus around the head or the halo around
the body.
Moreover, through some of its aspects, this ideal body echoes different
systems of Indian religious or philosophical thought. The usnisa, for instance, might refer to the crown of the head through which the soul
leaves the body and reaches higher levels of existence when practicillg
Yogic meditation. From the very moment when it appeared, around our

era and most probably at Mathura (cat. no. 130), the body of the Buddha
was thus the object of many speculations which have reflected on its
artistic image. This resulted in making the Buddha's body a metamorphosed body. Although the image always remains the same, the concept
of the Buddha evolved in the course of time and not all of these images
necessarily depict the historical character, nor are they of a narrative nature. Images which belong to the late period, from the third to the fifth
century, can, for instance, illustrate the Buddha at spiritual levels which
are not discernible to our senses (cat. nos. 203 and 204).

The monk
Dressed as a monk, the image of the Buddha differs. nonetheless, from the
representations of his followers (fig. 1 and cat. no. 165). The head of a
monk is shaven as a rule, and this is indicated by the flat surface only separated From the forehead by an incised line (Further depictions of monks
can be found in cat. nos. 45,114,141,178, and 260). Moreover, other features such as the elongated ear lobes or the webbed hands are also not
part of a monk's iconography. Similarly, no nimbus is carved behind their
heads.
The Buddha wears a very specific set of three pieces of cloth (PPli
ticivara. Sanskrit tricivara) still worn by monks today: a waistcloth (PPIi
antaravasaka) falls down to the ankles and is similar to the lungi worn by
men in South Asia. The upper part of the body is covered by a garment
called uttarisanga (Pdi/Sanskrit). which hangs down the back and covers
either both shoulders or only the left one. thus leaving the right arm Free.
The third robe is the sanghiti, which is similarly draped around the body:
it covers the back and is thrown over the left shoulder, but leaves the
right shoulder bare or covers it before being thrown back over the left
shoulder. The sanghiti thus hides the undergarment and the long skirt
which is visible at ankle level (cat. nos. 131. 133). This heavy dress forms
a series of lhick folds indicated through parallel and concentric lines
carved in alto-relievo.
Whereas monks are requested to keep their right shoulder bdre when
meeting a superior, or to have both shoulders covered when entering a
town or a village, the way of wearing the upper garment and the sanghzti.
i.e. covering the right shoulder or leaving it bare, is closely related to the

Fig 1

S ~ l t ~ nBuddha
g
flanked by monks,deta~lofcatno 219

attitude of the Buddha and the position of his hands. Thus, when he
displays the gestures of protection or of teaching, the right shoulder is
usually bare (cat. nos. 130,135,136)and when he sits and meditates, both
shoulders are covered (cat. nos. 134, 175, 176, 177). Although one can
speculate and consider that when meditating, the Buddha withdraws
within himself, i.e. that the cloak would then have the Function of protecting and even hiding him from the outer world in fully covering the
body, it is also evident that artistic mles must have prevailed at a certain
level. This is particularly exemplified in a depiction of the Buddhas of the
past with Maitreya: all are standing and displaying the same protective
gesture, but the right shoulder is alternatively bare or covered (cat. no.
188).

The postures and the gestures
Following Buddhist literature, four postures, i.e. lying, sitting,standingor
walking, are ascribed to the Buddha, which can be related to specific
moments of his life; for instance, the lying position is reserved forthew
presentation of his final departure, where he was lying on his right side,
with the head towards the North and looking towards the West (cat.no.
178). He is sitting cross-legged with the foot of the left leg over the thigh
of the right and the foot of the right leg over the thigh of the left,displa~ing this "lotus position" (padmisana) when meditating and being confronted with Mira at the eve of his cnligh~enment(cat. no. 162),orwhen
he teaches the Dharma (cal. no. 166). He is s~andingwhen comingdowll

kom the Heaven of the 33 Gods after having taught the Buddhist Law to
his motherand the gods, and a number of further biographical scenes depict him walking (cat. no. 169).
Not images of the Buddha, however, can be identified as representations ofdefinite biographical scenes. On the contrary, a large number of
images, in particular those sculptures in the round where he is shown
or sitting, often on his own (cat. nos. 131,1351,or works in altorelievowherehe is surrounded by devotees, be they monks, lay people, or
gods,or by Bodhisattvas listening to his sermons (cat. nos. 203,204),offer
abstract and iconic version of the Buddha. Such images do not
necessarilydepict the historical Sakyamuni but illustrate his more subtle
qualjkiesand features that remain invisible to the human eye.

~ , ~ . 2 The Buddha's teach~nggesture(dharmacakrapravartanamudra);detail of cat. no. 135

m

The vocabulary of gestures, which is still a fundamental part of the
theatrical tradition in South Asia, is a Fundamental part of the Buddha's
iconography. The gestures presented by one or both hands bear names
which explain their meaning.The Buddha exerts his endless generosity in
offering his compassion and love to the devotee, a moral attitude which
is expressed through the right hand put downwards, the palm directed
towards the devotees; this is the "gesture of giving" or varadamudri. Or
he presents himself as the protector who chases away any fear, in which
case the right hand is held at shoulder level, with the palm facing outwards - this is the "gesture of the absence of fear" or abhayamudri (cat.
nos. 167. 169. 173). Those gestures can also be displayed by the Buddha
t
in the standing posiwhen he is sitting (cat. nos. 130. 164). ~ u whereas

are Fully covered and the legs and feet are usually Fully hidden by thegalb
of the monk; some images of the meditating Buddha even show hi,,, with
the hands hidden by the heavy dress (cat. nos. 134, 183). AS a contrastto
this, there is a series of depictions of the Buddha teaching where theright
shoulder is bare and the feet are displayed (cat. nos. 135,136,203,204),
Rules are thus introduced which combine specific gestures of the
hands with particular positions of the body and a special way ofweanng
the cloak. This iconographic vocabulary, which is introduced in the region of Gandhara in the first centuries, was taken over by all schools
Buddhism, and even if subtle modifications or local adaptations can be
found, the basic forms are preserved through the centuries and through.
out all Asian countries.

The image

The Buddha meditating under a tree is worshipped by Brahmd, Indra, and
Fig.3
others, Butkara. Swat, 2"d century. greenish schist. 32.5 x 31 x 65 cm: Central Museum.
Lahore, inv. no. G-86 (old 1634).

tion, the left hand always holds the edge of the dress, it can alternatively
be shown lying above the legs and with the palm facing upwards when
the Buddha is depicted as sitting.
Two major mudris involving both hands are exclusively depicted
when the Buddha is shown sitting. The first represents the Buddha as a
teacher. Whereas he slightly flexes the right hand towards himself in
front of the chest, the thumb of the left hand, also slightly closed, joins
the index finger and seems to enter into the lower part of the right hand
(cat. nos. 135. 136, 203, 204). This very particular gesture is shown when
he teaches his moral precepts and thus is "turning the wheel of the law"
(dharmacakrapravartanamudri, fig. 2). The Buddha can also be depicted
deeply absorbed in his meditation (dhyina; cat. nos. 134,190) with supine
hands, the right hand lying above the left, thus illustrating the dhyHnamudri.
A third gesture is displayed when the Buddha defeats the armies of
MHra and calls upon the earth goddess by touching the earth with the
right hand (bhiimispariamudri) whereas the left one holds the edge of
the cloak or is supine (cat. no. 162). One also notices that when showing
the gestures of meditating or touching the earth, the Buddha's shoulders

Although a definite chronology of Buddha images is still missing, it ispos.
sible to follow the broad lines of their evolution. A first group ofimages
centred on the Swat valley betrays extremely close similarities to imager
of the Buddha at Mathura which date from the first century c.~,,
examples of those were even discovered in the region: the Buddha sitsin
padmisana, the legs hidden by the waist-cloth (cat. no. 183); the upper
garment is folded around the left shoulder and falls low on the chest,
practically leaving it bare. Thick folds are indicated through lines thatare
incised or in slight relief. The broad bun with the tufts of hair well sepa.
rated from each other is tied by a ribbon that is visible (cat. no. 48). The
Buddha has a moustache, and his eyes are wide open and bulging. B U ~
while the Mathura Buddha sits with the right hand raised at shoulder
height (cat. no. 1301, this Buddha presents the gesture of meditationwith
the right hand lying above the left one (fig. 3); only very rarely does he
keep the raised hand observed at Mathura, which will lead the way to the
gesture of protection. Other similarities shared with the Mathura image
are the presence of the two standing attendants venerating the Buddha
and of the foliage of the pipal tree (Ficus religiosa) above the Buddha,who
hides the trunk of this tree under which he has achieved enlightenment.
The following step of the evolution is also noticed in the Swat valley,
when the sanghiti completely covers the chest. the arms, the feet and
eventually even the hands of the Buddha. Symmetric and concentric
thick folds then cover the arms and the chest. Such an image presents the
Buddha who is seated on a stool atop the second century C.E. "~anishka"
casket from Shah-ji-ki Dheri, near Peshawar (cf. p. 190), who shows the
abhayamudri while holding the edge of the dress in the left hand,and~j
still flanked by thegods attending him, thus forming the triad whichoriginated from Mathura. Coins minted during ~anishka'sreign likewisecontain an image of the standing Buddha on the reverse, showing the same
gesture and dressed with a heavy cloak.
The image which emerges in the course of the second century C.Ebecomes the most typical and "classical" Gandharan representational
the Buddha (cat. no. 131). Largely ~ e n e t r a t e dby influential st!'Iistlc
trends originating in the West, which merge into a genuine south Asia"
conception of the Buddha, it is crucial in defining the development

Buddha

In the Far East. The heavy folded cloak hldes the body, the

forming large concentric curves centred on the r ~ g h shoulder.
t
~h~

face Is elongated or shows heaviness In Its lower part; the chin can be
mlnent;the corners ofthe thln mouth are sl~ghtlysunken, the moushas disappeared (fig. 4). The eyes become narrower below a heavy
lid and In contrary to the early phase, where the Buddha was lookl,gstralght In front of hlmself, his gaze 1s now dlrected downwards -rhe
her Is all drawn back- and upwards. formlng the top-knot supposedly
hldlngthe usnisa. Various manners of r e p r e s e n t ~ nthe
~ h a ~ can
r be seen
~h~tuftsshow undulations starting backwards from the l ~ n of
e the scalp
,,left and r~ghtfrom a central line dlvidlng h ~ hairstyle
s
Into h o symmetrical parts; these undulations can become very short and lead the way
to snall-shellcurls which cover the scalp and the top-knot, slmllar to the
llalrstyleseen at ~ a t h u r aand elsewhere In South Asla from the fourth
century onwards
just llke the r~ghtshoulder had remained bare In the early phase, ~tbecomes v~s~ble
agaln In images of a later penod, perhaps the fourth to fifth
century, ~n ~magesshowing the Buddha teach~ngLo Bodh~sattvas(cat
nos 203,2041, who are dlgerentlated by d~fferentha~rstyles.gestures, and
pos~tlonsof the body, thus leading the way to the clear dlstlnctlon between all of them that IS observed In South Asla from the fifth century onwards
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Martina Stoye

he ~ i f of
e the ~ u d d h ain Gandharan Art

Gandharan art is characterised by a wealth of narrative images and
reliefs. Countless episodes in small- to middle-format reliefs that have
come unto us in thousands of examples depict the life of Sik~amuni,the
Buddha of our era, on Earth, ranging from cradle to grave.' Besides the
fact that in Gandhara we have, for the first time, an anthropomorphic
image of the Buddha in the centre of those hagiographic narratives in
reliefs, there are also other important aspects we have to take into
account. The chronological arrangement of the scenes in horizontal
friezes, as well as the comprehensiveness of the biography of the Buddha
which, for the first time ever, also contained scenes from his childhood
and adolescence, and the large number of episodes in general that have
been transferred into images2, as well as the type of representation concerning composition. iconography, and style, were [?] something completely new in the Indian Buddhist tradition of art. Another novelty was
the thematic shift away from the so-called prenatal or pre-birth tales
@taka) towards the last earthly life of the Sikyamuni, which was no
longer exhibited at the periphery of the sanctuary, at the fence or the
portals, but was now presented on the body of the stupa. Nevertheless. we
do not find a sanctuary that would contain all of the possible scenes of the
Buddha's life at a single stupa. For the respective monument. a selection
had to be chosen from the rich inventory of image types that would emphasise particular aspects of the life of the Buddha (cf. cat. no. 121). Only
rarely, at the large, monumental stupas, do we find elaborate narratives
of the Buddha's life. Most biographical friezes in the North-Western region rather decorate smaller votive stupas that did not mark the centre
of a cult location, but were grouped around the main monument at a Buddhist site and would dictate, most of all due to their small sizes, a selection of life scenes.
Multi-part narrative reliefs ofthe lifeof the Buddha are predominantly
found in the lower third of such votive stupas (fig. I), around the cubeshaped base zone or the drum-shaped bottom of the hemispherical top
part. The narrative frieze then winds itself like a pictorial belt around the
monument (cat. no. 121; details of the scenes in Stoye, pp. 193-195. figs.
1-8). The slight curvature of many relief slabs betrays their original placement in such a narrative "belt". The single episodes of such an encircling
frieze were set apart with pseudo-architectural elements, engaged
columns, pilasters, or frames filled with figures, all of the same height as
the episode images (cat. nos. 152,179).'

The chronological horizontal arrangement turned into somethinglike
a trademark of narrative Gandharan art in South-Asian art." AS the pi.
laster elements to divide the scenes follow traditional Western orders(il,
the design oftheir profiles, bases and capitals), this arrangement waslong
thought of as solely relying on Western sources? Today, though, ,Ve
assume that this arrangement (pilaster-scene-pilaster) might use
Western elements, but that the combination of miniature architectural
elements as scene dividers between reliefs which were inter-related in
contents only was specifically developed in the Gandharan region in this
particular manner and shape.b
The narrative images are not read in the order that we might beused
to, rrom left to right, but they rather have to be read from rinht to left,
~ h u s worshippers
,
could follow the life of the Buddha in the clockwise
ritual circumambulation bradalqina) that was common in the south
Asian area (fig. 2), and as they were reading the reliefs they were able to
perceive the path to salvation that the founder of their religion had
walked, starting with the first decision in a life long ago to choose tl~e
path to Enlightenment as a Buddha (cat. no. 1451, via the actual Awakening itself (cat. no. 162), up to his final entering of nirvana (cat. no 178)
and the posthumous division of his relics among his worshippers tomark
the foundation of the cult, which then ensured the continuation of his
teachings on Earth after the death of the redeemer.
Some stupas were adorned with a false gable (ncisikd) that projected
from the upper area of the body of the stupa, which also could contain
scenes of the life of the Buddha (fig. I).' Here, the images were arranged
vertically and only depicted certain important events of the Buddha's I11e
on Earth (cat. nos. 144, 156, 158, and 166). Further at the top, the cube
shaped harmika blocks, which supported the shaft of the crowning honour umbrellas, might also be decorated on their four faces, showingnarrative images (fig. 4 and cat. no. 119). Due to only four faces to be decorated, only the most central events in the life of the Buddha were included here in different combinations (his birth, the Great ~eparture~the
Enlightenment, the petition for the first sermon, the first sermon,andhlr
death).
At a few places, narrative friezes have also been found on the visible
faces of steps, such as the stair risers, that lead up to the sanctuary. lnthii
less central position, we do not find scenes from the Sakyamuni's life,but
rather from pre-birth tales (fig. 3 and cat. no. 144).~
These friezesdollot

narrative technique of dividing the story into different panels but
rather develop the narrative in a continuing relief strip that is only sug.
eStively subdivided by using scenic elements. In comparison to the reg
liefs depicting the ~uddha'slife, these exhibit their own genre-typical
form.
A typical andh ha ran life cycle of the Buddha starts with the depiction
oftheDipamkara-]dtaka,a pre-birth tale that is central to Car~dharanart in
pa,.ticular(cat. no. 145). Subsequently, we are often presented with scenes
fro,,, the Buddha's childhood and adolescence, starting with the miraculous conceptionand birth, moving on to school lessons and the participation in competitions. and ending with the Buddha's wedding ceremony,
~h~ Great Departure into homelessness marks the beginning of the
,,lvific
,", ....- history of the search for truth, culminating in achievinR
~~li~htenment.
After this. scenes from sermons and miracles mark the life
,f the Buddha as an enlightened mendicant monk. The life cycle typically
endswith images of the death of the Buddha, the cremation of his body,
the distribution of the relics and the worship of the stupas erected over
therelics. (Details about the different scenes can be found on pp. 193ff.).
In p e r a l , the visual narrative in Gandharan art was executed with
rather restricted means, i.e. the narrative technique was abbreviated and
oftenformulaic, usingonly a few figures, mostly just one image plane, and
minimal scenic elements. The Buddha himself is usually the focus of the
image, and the actions of the few figures arranged around him are aimed
at him. His depiction is always that of a person imbued with a dignified
solemnity,highlighted by a restricted range of movement and interaction
with the surrounding figure^.^ The Buddha was preferably shown in two
different poses in these images: in frontal view, he is usually depicted in
meditative posture, sitting cross-legged; he rather seems to communicate
with the observer of the image than with the figures surrounding him in
the composition, as his gaze is directed outwards. When shown in slight
contrapposto or when walking, usually in three-quarter-view and in the
direction in which the relief was supposed to be read, he interacts very
subtly with the other figures in the image. Most of the time, his gestures
do not transcend the range known from Buddha statuary. Even for the
depiction of the Buddha on his death bed, the visual formula of a horizontally lying statue is being used.
The devote exaltation of the Buddha in art beyond showing his
extraordinary body marks is also achieved by other devices. Often, the
Buddha is marked by his special size, and deities shown in reverential
worshipping poses (afijali-rnudrd) regularly accompany him. One pair of
gods that often appear In t h ~ sconnection are the anctent lnd~angods
lndra (with turban or m ~ t r a )and BrahmZ ( w ~ t hthe ascettc's knot) Furthemore, we often find genles hoverlng above the maln protagonists of
a scene, throwing flowers from out of the heavenly spheres, or worshtpping the Buddha
In Gandharan art, the Buddha is, from the point on when he embarks
on the Great Departure, accompanted by a devoted companion: Vajrapanl
(cat no 461, a male figure carrylng a thunderbolt He rarely appears In
blographlcal I~terature,but is omnipresent In Gandharan rel~efsand
In decidedly d~fferentguises, such as a curly-haired adolescent
or a herculean figure Apparently, there was a dellberate concept
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Vot~vestupawrthrcenesfrorntheBuddhas lhfe on the base Gandhae~sch~st.

185c*'nd1an

behlnd h ~ closeness
s
to the Buddha as well as to his shape changes. Unfortunately, research has not yet come up with a sattsfying explanahonof
this concept.
interactton between the dtfferent figures in an Image 1s always r e
g
exhlblt far
duced to a few distinctive f ~ r m u l a e . '~~u r r o u n d ~ nfigures

Fig 2
R~tualc~rcumarnbulat~on
of a stupa by monks (on the left) and laymen
(to the r~ght).Swat.sch~st,
15 x 19 3 r 5 cm.The Br~t~sh
Museum,London,Inv no
OA 1902 10 229

more activity and movement than the Buddha himself." Background
scenery in narrative Gandharan reliefs was only hinted at by a few select,
cipher-like single elements such as showing a city by depicting its gates,
or a grove by adding a tree top, if at all.
Apparently. Gandharan artists built on the textual tradition known in
their times and their immediate environment in the conception of the
scenes illustrating their religious stories. Legends about the life of the
Buddha have been transmitted in a range of ancient Buddhist scriptures
until today, e.g. in the Indian idioms Plli and Sanskrit, and in Chinese and

Fig 4

Tibetan translations of lndian texts. Fragments of a life narrative, for the
most part belonging to pre-Christian times, already existed in the
Buddhist canon. At the beginning of the Common Era, far more cornprehensive, independent depictions of the Buddha's life, enriched with
even more details. were created - in prose as well as in verse. Here, especially the Mahivastu, the Buddhacarita, and the Lalitavistora have to be
mentioned.
Many of the details of the visual vita of the Buddha in Gandhara rather
seem to also appear in the independent literary biographies in the

Rel~effrom a step of a staircase, showlng three scenes from the V~shvantara-Jataka,
Jamalgarh~,s c h 165
~ x 68 x 5 1 cm.The Br~t~sh
Museum. London.lnv naOA 1880 48

The birth o l D~onysosfrom the thigh of Zeus: Neo-Attic relief from the vicinity of the Porta Portese. Rome. Hadrian~c,marble. 219 cm r 71 cm;Vatican Museums, Museo Plo
pig 5
Clementino,Sala delle Muse 493. Rome. inv. no. 328

common Era." but nevertheless, we cannot pinpoint a single one of these
texts as the basis for the Gandharan image cycles. There are even some
scenes that probably owe their existence to special apocryphal local
traditions.some of the pre-birth tales and single episodes of the Buddha's
life even seem to have beeen composed initially for places in Gandhara to
establish locations for pilgrimages in that particular area." There are
several theories to explain the numerous deviations of the images From
the preserved textual tradition. The hitherto established o ~ i n i o nin the
research of the history of art is that the images - if they deviate - either
follow texts that have been lost or that belong to an oral tradition that
was probably not fixed and only of local importance." More current
theories instead stress that text and image do indeed use different narrative structures, so that the deviations could, at least partially, be ascribed
to the internal laws of the respective media.15
It is also beyond doubt that the Mediterranean Classical tradition of
art, with its rich inventory of motifs, left a decisively lasting and complex
impression on the specific North-Western lndian type of visual narrative.
Here, imported motifs were notjust copied, but were carefully adapted to
the new lndian context. The depiction of the Buddha's birth from the
flank of his mother MByH might serve as an example here: The visual
nucleus of the Gandharan version of the birth of the Buddha (fig. 4) is
probably based on Neo-~tticdepictions of the birth of Dionysos from the
thigh of Zeus (fig. 5). The relationship between those two versions of the
birth of a divine child becomes clear in the figure of the birth attendant
who comes hurrying bent over, with outstretched arms, carrying a cloth
over his hands, and who is greeted by the child that has just emerged
from the body of his mother. ~ u the
t lndian version of the depiction of

the birth shows striking differences that had become necessary due to the
adaption of the fixed Western visual formula to the Indian-Buddhist
narrative tradition: The sitting Zeus, bearer of the child Dionysos, was
replaced with the standing MiyS, mother of the Buddha, in the figure
type of the lndian kilabhafijiki (a beautiful woman touching a tree, and
bearer of good fortunes): the birth attendant that comes running
(Hermes, the divine messenger. in the birth scene of Dionysos) was clad
in garments and jewellery of the lndian God-King Indra, and the infant
who, just like the child Dionysos, was born in an exceptional act. was
provided with the birth marks of a Buddha.I6
In Gandharan art, we find a large number of comparable adaptations
of Western iconographic codes.
Some of the Gandharan iconographies were once created and then
reproduced again and again in almost unmodified copies.17 For other
episodes. though, we have evidence of several rather different iconographic formulas that competed with each other on the same level (cat.
nos. 175, 176). Here, apparently. different possible forms of expression
were tried
Some selected narrative sequences have also achieved a strong iconisation in the course of time (cat. nos. 177, 279; p. 25)'9. i.e. the central figure of the Buddha has been enlarged and the narrative accessories have
been drastically reduced instead. The resulting image is an icon. i.e. an
image to worship that only peripherically refers to the underlying
narrative. Its aim was probably rather the evocation of theophany with
the highlighting of specific aspects than the actual narration of a legend.
~ h u s we
, have some Gandharan pictorial steles that cannot clearly be
associated with the depiction of an actual miracle and that might rather

be the attempt of the artist to show more general iconic visions of the
Buddha that, in a way, transcend single events (cat. no. nos. 204.279).
In art history, those innovations that the narrative Gandharan reliefs
introduced were, in all their diversity, still relevant for later periods and
other areas of art. Many newly composed images from Gandhara influenced later Buddhist traditions in art. Reverberations of those Gandharan narrative reliefs can be found in images of contemporary as well
as later centres of ~ u d d h i s tart (Mathuri, Sirnith. Bih?ir.and Bengal)
until Indian late mediaeval times, and, even reaching beyond India's
borders, in Central Asian Buddhist art, South-East Asia up t o Malaysia,
and even China.

Notes

'

'

For a comprehensive collection of scenes of the life of the Buddha, cf. Kurita
2003. Luczanits 2007 states that single life cycles that include the image of a
preaching Maitreya could also be a depiction of the life of the future Buddha
Maitreya.
Following Lamotte 1988. p. 665, the 34 episodes known as images from the
older Indo-Buddhist tradition are contrasted with c. loo Gandharan iconographies.
On the narrative reliefs attached to Gandharan stupas cf. zwalf 1996, Vol. I ,
p. 51-53.
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On the decorative arches cf. Zwalf 1966, Vol. I, p. 55f.: Dehejia 1997,p,191,
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Dehejia 1997, p. 197f.
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life of the Buddha. see also Dehejia 1997, p. 55ff.
'1 Today, we know of this particular Gandharan tradition from late classical
Chinese pilgrims' tales. On the classification of the jitaka narrativeraSbelonging to the religious topography of Gandhara cf, Dehejia 1997, pp,
201.
l 4 Cf. Filigenzi 2003, p. 358.
'I Cf. Santoro 1999/2000, p. 62.66; Stoye 2004.
l6 Stoye 2008.
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The birth images, e.g.. show only slight deviations (cat. no. 46).
'"Strong
variations can be observed, e.g.. in the episode of the d o u ~ i n ~ o f ~ \ , ~
fire temple of the ~ruvilva-KiSyapas.Cf. Kurita 2003. p. 300ff.
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Front and back of the so.called Kan~shkaRel~quary
Shah-11-ktDhen, 3" quarter of the 2""entury C E ,copper,0 12 7 cm, h l 8 c m
Bnt~shMuseum,OA 1880-270 longmml In the Peshawar Museum1
Kharosthi tnscrlplton
kan~
14) gkasa v~haremahasenas* samgharaks~tasaag~iala-navakarm~ana
(31 deyadharrne ( sarvasatvanahltasuhanha
121 kan~skapurenagare ayam gandharamde rhal~(mahara)~asa
bhavatu I )
(11 acaryana sarvastlvatlna prat~grahe
"In the clty of Kanl~kapurathlsperfume box 1s the gtft o f the architects of the F~reHall, (I e ) of Mahasena and Samgharaks~ta,In the monastery founded by the great klng Kantrka
May ~tserve the welfareand happiness of all be~ngs
For the acceptance of the teachers d the Sarvastlvada School "
Ed.'Konow 1929,pp. 135-137;Fussman 1987;Mukherjee 1964.1989, Sadakata 1998:Falk 2002
Harry Falk
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Buddhist ~eliquariesfrom Gandhara

~~~l~ Buddhists considered the Buddha's holy
relics as the presence of Buddha himself, a concept that ultimately led to the construction and
cultoftheBuddhist stupa. There are several types
ofrelics in the Buddhist tradition, but those conhining the bodily remains of the Buddha S?ikya,"uni are the holiest. According to tradition, a
stupa was also constructed over the pot with
which the relics had been distributed. Later on.
shpas were also built over the relics of the distinpished followers of Buddha, as well as at places
which were of religious significance.
Caskets containing the relics are commonly
$aced in the central axis of the stupa inside a relic
chamber, which occurs a1 different heights within
the stupa. Such a chamber can be square or rectangular, and is commonly constructed of stone
slabs. The casket was placed in this chamber
either before or during the construction of the
stupa, sometimes even after its erection. There
aresome examples in Gandhara where a stupa did
not contain any relics, and in some cases relics are
also placed outside the stupa itself, e.g. in Butkara
I, where relic deposits were found in two of the
columns surrounding the main stupa, and at
Taxila in chapels next to the Dharmarijika stupa.
Gandharan reliquaries can be of a variety of
materials, such as stone, metal, and occasionally
terracotta and stucco, and in a considerable number of different shapes, which may be categorised
into several groups. Most noteworthy among
them is the miniature stupa shape, which ultimately represents the architecture of a Candharan-style stupa (cat. nos. 117, 190). Such a casket consists of three parts: a base, the dome and
the pinnacle (the harmiko, with the umbrellas on a
Post,~@!i;fig. I ) . Generally. the relic is placed inside the base of this miniature structure. The best
example for a reliquary in stucco, bejewelled with
Precious stones, is stupa shaped and displayed at
the~axilaMuseum.

Globular reliquaries, consisting of a body and a
lid with a knob, are very common. They are generally bigger in size and can be plain (fig. 2) or
decorated with geometrical and floral designs
(cat. no. 44). Small spherical stone reliquaries best
demonstrate the skill of the Gandharan artisans
(cat. no. 126).
Cylindrical caskets of varying sizes are common in Swat and Taxila (cat. no. 124), and are also
represented in reliefs (cf. Bautze-Picron. p. 167.
fig. 3) as well as carried in the hands of figures
(cat. nos. 123. 186). This shape most likely represented the best-known symbol for a reliquary
among Gandharan sculptors and the contemplators of their art. The lids of such caskets are regularly decorated with lotus petals, while geometrical patterns are depicted on its main body. Robert
Brown considered both these shapes, the globular
and the cylindrical, as borrowed from cosmetic
boxes such as those discovered in the royal tombs
in Afghanistan.
Indeed, the golden relic caskets from Bimaran
(cf. Bautze-Picron. p. 166. fig 2) and the copper
casket from Shah-ji-ki Dheri attributed to Kanishka, are cosmetic boxes in their own right.
These two reliquaries are of great art-historical
interest, since many scholars consider them
crucial for establishing a chronology of Gandharan art.
Larger reliquaries of precious metals are unusual and were deposited within stone containers.
Sometimes. several reliquaries of different sizes
were placed within each other, the smallest one
containing the relic and often made of precious
material such as gold, bronze or crystal (fig. 3; see
also cat. no. 44 displayed with the casket's contents).
The relic itself remains a controversial issue
with Gandharan reliquaries. The caskets in fact
mainly contain pearls, gems. beads of semiprecious stones, gold leaf, coins and other pre-

cious objects, such as the crystal lion from the
Taxila Museum (cat. no. 127). and only occasionally fragments of bones. Most puzzling are the
coins, which in many cases helped scholars to determine an approximate date and period of a
structure and occasionally a piece of art. However,
coins in Gandharan reliquaries often raise more
questions than answers, since the coins deposited
belong to different rulers, often with a wide

The three partsof a min~aturestupareliquary;
see cat. no. 122

Fig. 1

tioned above, which became a relic in its own
right.
A number of donated reliquaries are inscribed
in Kharosthiscript; they generally relate the relics
to the Buddha Jikyamuni. Inscribed reliquaries
are particularly interesting, especially if they
low us to deduce the date of the relk casket and
explain the circumstances of the relic deposit
(cf. cat. nos. 44.122).
The Chinese Pilgrim Xuanzang (7Ih Century
c.E.)witnessed the original body relicsofthe~~d.
dha in Gandhara, which is evidence that the on.
ginal relics were not only buried inside stupasin
this area, but also worshipped openly as also
demonstrated in Gandharan reliefs (8autze.
picron, p. 167, fig. 3, detail of cat. no. 131).
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Interior gold casket. Dharmarajika complex.
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chronological gap between them. In some cases,
coins may even contradict the inscriptions on the
casket, e.g. when a casket inscription indicates a
date of the 1'' century C.E.and the deposited coins
inside the casket are of the late Kushan period. We
may thus assume that the bodily relics of the Bud-

dha or monk were eventually replaced during
subsequent redeposits and precious items were
then added. The original casket was probably
reused because of its sacredness deriving from its
function as a vessel for the original relic, as the
urn used for dividing the original relics rnen-
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The ~ i f Cycle
e
of the Buddha

A Gandharan life cycle of the Buddha' usually be-

with the depiction of the Dipanlkara-+taka
(cat,no.145, right-handscene; cf. Luczanits, p. 177.
fig, 7), According to this re-birth narrative, the
nrehistoric Buddha Dipamkara once prophesied
r.the Brahman sumedha, who was worshipping
him,that he. sumedha, would be reincarnated as
Buddha jikyamuni (the 'historical' Buddha). In
the relief, sumedha can be seen thrice: in the foreground. he has thrown himself on the ground before ~ i ~ a m k a and
r a spreads his hair on the floor
like a 'red carpet' as a sign of his enthusiastic devotion. In the background, he can be seen standing and casting lotus flowers that he had bought
before from a woman in front of a gate (on the
left-hand side in the image) at the worshipped
one. The following miracle is only alluded to: The
lotus flowers are hovering around the head of the
Buddha - a sign that the prophecy will come true.
The subsequent reliefs resume the narrative
aeons later by moving on to the life of Siddhirtha
Gautama, the Buddha of our era.
The middle scene in cat. no. 145 as well as cat.
no. 146 and fin. 1. let us witness the miracle of his
conception. We can see queen M2yi reclining on
her bed at night, in a closely p a r d e d chamber of
the palace, while the future Buddha, coming from
the Tusita Heaven in the shape of a haloed elephant, enters her right flank. Diviners interpret
thisasan omen announcing the imminent birth of
an extremely important person (fig. 2). Ten
months later, the Bodhisattva (the future Buddha)
emerges from exact the same place of her body.
head erect and carrying special marks on his body
(fig. 3; cat. nos. 147, 148). This birth, celebrated
with heavenly music, takes place in a grove. In the
moment ofgiving birth, Mjyi is depicted as i d n b hflfi~ika, an auspicious tree nymph, gracefully
standing under a tree and grasping its branches.
Gods hurry towards her and welcome the baby.
Then they bathe the child, who can,

after his birth, already stand on his own (cat. no.
149). The little Bodhisattva walks seven paces and
announces his future importance in a lion's voice.
In a triumphal procession, mother and child are

accompanied back to their residence. Kapilavastu
[cat. no. 150: figs. 4 and 5). At the palace, diviners
who had come hurrying recognise the special
bodily marks on the neonate and foresee his im-

Fig. 1

Mayas dream. or the conception,detailof cat, no. 121

Fig,>

The interpretation of the dream,detail of cat.no. 121
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Fig 3

F I 4~

,

The Bodh~sanva'sbirth.deta11of cat. no. 121

Detallol the procession from the place of b~rthback to Kapllavastu(nder and carnage),detall of cat no
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no. 155). Three excursions to a pleasure garden,
though, bring the young prince into contact
the suffering threatening life (illness, age, and
death), as he, by chance, encounters a sick man,a
frail old man, and a funeral procession.Theyoung
man, who, until then, had only been used togood
fortune, became deeply depressed. Worldly excitements no longer manage to captivate the
young man (cat. no. 157). A fourth excursion takes
him to meet a mendicant monk. This man exudes
a carefree equanimity and seems to have made
peace with the vagaries of life. Siddhirtha now
decides to follow this man's example and forgo
worldly pleasures to live lonely in the forest and
seek deeper understanding. One night, he secretly
leaves the harem (cat. no. 156) and takes flight on
his horse Kanthaka, accompanied by his faithful
servant Chandaka, leaving the palace behind
(cat. nos. 157. 158). Helpful genies support the
horse's hooves and thus let him escape withouta
sound. Further gods accompany them and assist
the abscondence. The City Goddess of Kapilavaslu,
wearing a turreted crown and leaning on a halfcolumn, watches the escape contemplatively.(See
the
.. .divider between the scenes in cat. no. 157:cat.
no. 158, bottom left). In the wilderness, Pddhartha changes his princely garments into those
of a hunter (cat. no. 159), takes off his jewellev
and turban, and hands these to Chandaka. From
this point on, in the art of Gandhara, the 00.
dhisattva is always represented with the ust~b,a
cranial protuberance, one of the bodily marks thal
signiFy his special nature. Servant and horse return to the palace, where the others are appalled
at the Prince's flight (cat. no. 160). For several
years, the Bodhisattva seeks training with dl&rent Brahman wise men. He leads a strictlyascetic
life (cf p. leg), but this leads to noth~ng.Thus,he
ends h ~ exercises
s
In self-rnort~f~catlon
and starts
-

Flg 5
Deta~lottheprocesr~onfrom
the place of blrth back to Kapllavastu [elephant w ~ t hhowdah and lion team).de.
tall of cat no 121
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eating again,which results in five of his companions leaving him in disappointment. Now, the Bodhisama decides to try the way of meditation
without
cross-legged he sits down
under a fig tree and practices contemplation (cat.
no, 161)."owever, before he can finally achieve
peace of mind, MHra, ~ o r dof the sensual world.
harrieshi,,, in wild attacks with his demon hordes
(cat, no. 162, 163). The contemplating one counwith unshakeable equanimity, thus defeating MHra. Through meditation, he finally
achieves"Great ~nlightenment"(bodhi),and from
this point on, he is known as the Buddha (the
Awakened~ne).
her his Enlightenment, the four
keepers of the world honour him by presenting
hi,,, with four rice bowls that miraculously merge
intoonein the hands of the Buddha. (cat. no. 164).
without any intention of spreading his wisdom, the ~uddhaat first wants to stay in his state
ofenlightenment.But the Gods ask him to teach
his knowledge to others, for the sake of all living
beings (cat. no. 165). At the deer park of SarnPth,
near Benares, the Buddha delivers his first sermon: hestarts setting in motion the Wheel of Doctrine, as Buddhists call it. Those five companions
who had turnedaway from him before become his
first monks. Figure 9 (uppermost scene, and cat.
no. 166.bottom panel) a tree. one hand held in the
gesture of averting fear (abhaya). In front of his
throne, we can see the wheel (dharmacakra) as a
symbol for his doctrine. Among those listening to
thesermon are five men already shown as monks,
signified by their tonsure and robes, even though
their ordination, strictly speaking, had only taken
placeafter this sermon (cf. Bautze-Picron, p. l68f.,
figs. 4 and 5).
From now on, the Buddha travels around as a
wandering preacher for many years. Countless
conversions follow, often caused by his sermons,
but also caused by the performance of miracles by
the Buddha: Several times. flames burst forth
from the torso of the Buddha while he is floating
in the air, and water pours forth from his abdomen. (cat. no. 167);in order to tame a serpent in
a temple of the Uruvilva-KPiyapas, the Buddha
exudes such a blinding burst of light that his hosts
assume a fire had broken out that they try to
douse. (cat. nos. 170,171).
Not only people (fig. 9,middle panels), but also
wild animals (cat. nos. 168. 169). Rak~asa.Yaksa,
and N%a- i.e. demons, nature spirits, and serpent
creatures(cat. nos. 172, in serpent shape, and 173
and 174 in human shape with serpent cowl) - are
'Ounted
among the worshippers and followers of
the Buddhathat were won over or tamed by him.

t,,

Fig 6

The wlse man Aslra Interprets the Bodh~sama'smarks,deta~l
of cat no

Fig. 7

Riding to school on a ramdetail of cat.no. 121

Ftg. 8

Wrestling scene. detail of car. no. 121
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poison of spoilt food during his travels. underthe
open sky, resting between two trees, he speaks his
last words to his monks and then enters ,,irvana
(fig. 9, bottom panel, and cat. no. 178). actor.
dance with his instructions. his cremated remains
were to be treated as those belonging to, ruler
the world: They were to be interred in a stupa,a
hemispherically shaped memorial mound, and
the monument was to be decorated with urnbrel.
las, flags, garlands, and other offerings showing
veneration.
The local population assembles and laments.A
dispute igniting between the different neighbour.
ing realms concerning the remains of the teachLr
who was venerated everywhere is finally put to
rest peacefully: The ashes are divided into eight
parts (cat. no. 179) and are given to the rnostim.
portant sovereigns. Stupas are being erected and
venerated. The cult of Buddhism is established.
Scenes showing the veneration of stupas, which
are often shown as the closing element of this
cycle in Gandharan art, signify the continuity o[
the Buddha's teachings even after the passingo(
the redeemer.

Note

'

General remarks about the life of the ~uddha:
Klimkeit 1990, p. 49ff.; Lamotte 2000, p. 3311.;
Klimkeit 2000, p. 215ff.; Thomas 1949; Wald.
schmidt 1982; with special emphasis on Can.
dharan art: lngholt 1957, note 7ff: Kur~ta2W3,
p. I .
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Bonom part 01 a ped~mentfrleze w~thlour scenes [fromtop to bottom):The gods ask the Buddha to teach
Fig 9
Takhti(fragment),the first sermon,renounclng the world by Nanda,the rockon the way to Kus~na~ara.'pannrrvdna,from
Bahi, excavated In 1912, grey slate. 57 x 44.5 x 8 cm; Peshawar Mureurn Inv. no PM-2822 (old:1844;T.B.0566

For all his life, the Buddha cultivated mediation. The image of the master meditating in a
,
cave, being visited by the God ~ n d r aaccompanied
by a harpist, who want to worship him and receive religious teachings. is famous (cat. nos. 175.

176, 177). The peace the meditating Buddha emanates reaches out - as shown by the animals resting - to captivate all living creatures populating
the surrounding hill.
At the age of 80, the Buddha succumbs to the

Anna Filigenzi

sculptures from Swat
~l~~ selection of sculptures from Swat well illustratessome of the most interesting features of
this regional school, the only one in Gandhara
firmly anchored in an archaeological context.
~~~tof them belong to the so-called "drawing
syle",the earliest among the three types ("drawing","naturalisticv,and "stereometric"; see Filip z i , this volume) first identified in the artistic
productionof~utkaraI - the major centre - based
on the stratigraphic sequence of the site and Furthrrdetailed by comparison with other sites such
as ~aiduSharif I and Panr I (Faccenna 2007).
Broad, flat volumes, drapes and hair rendered
in thick parallel grooves, penetrating expressiveness of faces, enlightened by vivid eyes with iris
and pupil incised, and a taste for spatial arrangements dominated by a sophisticated geometry:
theseare the highlights of the "drawing" style, in a
richnessof nuances that can be attributed not only
to different hands but also to different phases. In
particular, the phase of the Great Stupa 3 (GSt. 3) at
Butkara I, dated to the time of Azes 11 or immediately after (c. 20 C.E.) and the frieze of the Main
Stupa ofSaidu Sharif I (dated to the second quarter
of the 1" century C.E.; Faccenna 2001) represent
the opposite points - but not necessarily the beginningand the end - of the same artistic season.
Fotmal elegance, concise synthesis of human
emotions and transcendent values, and the use of
spaceasasort of psychological diagram mark relief
B 2472 (cat. no. 182; Faccenna 2001, pls. cLII-CLIII)
depicting the Great Renunciation. The women of
thegyneceurn form a closed circle - a symbolic evocation of the endless circle of samscira - dramatically marked by the horizontal line of the nuptial
bed from which Siddhartha arises, already projected towards the exterior. The unconscious prisoner of the world she rules, Yagodharl sleeps at
thecentre ofthis circle, while the groom Chandaka.
in his three-quarter position at the extreme left of
ittis llkea hinge between withln and without.

The female figure in lndian dress (cat. no. 43;
Faccenna 2006). a front-view statue. was probably
part of the decoration of the Great vih2ra - a
grandiose monument of the GSt. 3 phase - to
which other extraordinary sculptures have been
attributed (Faccenna 1985. 2006). Proportions, elegance of compositional structure, wealth and accuracy of iconographic details (ornaments, face
marks), the masterly touch of expressiveness created by the slightly turned, inclined head with
eyes looking upwards, the faint smile - all these
combine vivid and abstract traits with true originality (fig. 1). Simple donor or benevolent yak2
The question remains unsolved, as for the other
female figure B 194 (cat. no. 180; again a frontview statue; Faccenna 1964. pls. CDXLVIICDXLVllla), sharing the same artistic language
with B 6000, despite extrinsic differences - such as
a more elaborate hair-dress - that, in turn, call for
close comparison with the female figure emerging
from the foliate elements of the GandharanCorinthian capital (cat. no. 186;Faccenna 1964. pl.
DLVII; ibid. 2001, pl. 100b). Although widely attested in the Western world, figured capitals are
originally re-interpreted in Gandhara. Apart from
figures of donors, as in the case of cat. no. 186,
more elaborate subjects find their place in this architectural typology, as, for instance, the quadriga
motif, as in cat. no. 187. explicitly modelled after a
well-known type of solar symbolism, here reinforced by the presence ofwinged rampant lions at
the sides.
On account of their particular shape, reliefs in
form of "false" architectures (doors and plane
representations of a vertical section of a vihrira, or
false niches) were certainly intended as focal
points in the decorative programme of the monuments. ~t is thus into the very heart of the religious sphere that they sometimes bring the intrusion of gestures and moods belonging to the
rituals of the world. Couples caught in

moments of domestic intimacy (men assisting the
toilet of their women, as in cat. no. 181; Faccenna
1962,pl. CLVI). or scenes of music and dance (Faccenna 2001. pl. 8%; fig. 2) are not unusual presences in this class of objects. The figures are represented on the threshold of Indian doors, not
statically framed by them but always with a slight
projection that suggests the ongoing moments of
life - something that enhances the illusory perspective of these false architectures. The visual
impact was sometimes amplified to a large degree
by striking proportions, as in the case of false
niches on such a large scale that they were composed of assembled pieces. An example of this typology is represented by cat. no. 217, a projecting
arch segment finely decorated on the frame with
a row of alternating vine and ivy leaves and on the
intrados with a figured square portraying the bust

Fig. 1
Cat.no.43;
graphic representation, detail (drawing
by F. Martore

Fig.2
Relief with a scene of music and dance from Butkara I IB 5937) Swat; Museo
Nazionale d'Arte Orientale Rome

of a worshipper. Although the main fields of false
niches are usually occupied by scenes with religious contents. lay people - women and men of
different classes, ethnic origins, and social roles take ample place in such elements, the great number and variety of which offer us one of the richest portrait galleries of Gandharan society.
Cat. no. 185, the Phrygian dancer (Goldman
1978, fig. 51, belongs to a series of isolated figured
panels (Faccenna 1962, pls. CLXXXIII-CLXXXVI.
CLXXXVIIC-CXCVI),stylistically close to the frieze
of the Main Stupa ofSaidu Sharif I (Faccenna 2001,

Fig. 3

Fragment of a figured panel w ~ t hlute player from Butkara 1 lB5639).Swal

pp. 136-37). We can imagine them originally assembled in an interrupted frieze of exceptional
beauty and powerful concept, probably inspired
by ceremonies of consecration or the cult of monuments. Performances of music and dance, which
were out of bounds for the monks, were entrusted
on such occasions to lay people (Bareau 1962.
pp. 246, 250-251; Lo Muzio 1995. p. 251). The presence of different ethnic representatives, such as
dancers, musicians and donors in varied attire
(fig. 3), might allude to the universal participation
in the ceremony, although other possible mea-

nings cannot be excluded, as, for instance,the traditional specialisation of certain ethnic groups in
artistic performances (Goldman 1978, p. 202 esp.).
Relief cat. no. 183, depicting the Entreab to
Preach, follows a compositional scheme that we
find reproduced almost exactly in other speci.
mens. Apart from the exquisite play of abstrad
lines, what makes this relief particularly interesting to us is Lhe fact that it shows the intactfea.
tures of the early image of the ~uddhaelaborated
in Swat, strongly characterised by tall us?iro,
moustache, and wide-open eyes. To which extent

this early production of Swat was influential is
proved by its far echo in Xinjiang (Filigenzi 2006;
fig. 4). The presence of the Buddha image (in cat.
no. 184) in the exhibition allows for a synoptic
comparison with the later "stereometric" style.
characterised by broad, heavy volumes, simplified
drapes, and manneristic treatment of the hair.
Brackets and false brackets, very often of the
figured type, constitute a precious art-historical
repository, on account of the great variety of
typologies and themes. The two specimens displayed in the exhibition (cat. nos. 224. 225) come
from Chatpat, in Dir, the region lying to the west
ofswat,where excavation and exploration undertaken by the Department of Archaeology, University of Peshawar, brought to light ample ev~dence

of an artistic province closely connected to Swat.
The two figured brackets belong to a series from
the same site. with a variegated repertoire of anima1 and human figures (cat. no. 226) that, despite
the stumpy volumes. show a sensitive rendering
of movements and expressiveness. Here we have a
musician with shoulder barrel drum (cat. no. 224)
and a warrior of the Indo-Greek type, with trellis
coat and rectangular flaps worn over a paridhdna,
turban worn sideways, and a spear with a leafshaped head.The presence ofthe nimbus suggests
a possible identification as Skanda, the young
warrior-god, once again calling our attention to
the universal - and still partly indecipherable participation to the world of the Buddha.
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Cat. No. 114
Worshipping of a stupa surroun-

ded by four columns with lions
Butkara 111, Swat, zndcentury
Greenish schist, 25.5 x 33 x 5 cm
Peshawar University Museum
Inv. No. BK 111-1982-1-183(BK-Ill 4; UAM 4)

Cat. No. 115
Scene with a kneeling man in
front of an enthroned ruler
Chargrate, Dlr, znd-Ydcentury
Green~shgreysch~st,1 4 x 30 x 5 5 crn
Peshawar Unlvers~tyMuseum
Inv. NO. CGP-1961-1-66 (CGP 1)

Cat. No. 116

Votive stupa between two
worshippers, the right one being
a ruler
cllarg Pate. DII ,Zn1-3"' century
Greenishgrey schist. 15 x 18 x 5 cn1
Peshawar Unlvers~tyMnscum
Inv No CGP-1901-1-67 (CGP 2)

Cat. No. 117

Miniature stupa with four Buddha
niches and standards with eagles
llqstbly from the Swat Valley(Formerly~~i
~ollectton,Peshawar), 4"' century
I3ronse. 38.8 x 24.4 cm
Natronal Museum of Pahstan, Karachi
Inv NO NM 495

c

Provenance unknown, 2"-4"'century
Grey schlst. 14.5 x 52 x 50.5 Cm
Central Museum, m ah ore
Inv No G 215 [old 7081

!l3

'i

~ ~ ~ block
~ i with
k Hfour scenes
from the ~uddha'slife, formerly
on the dome of a votive stupa
a, ~ i ~oft hthe Buddha

b, Departure from the palace
(. wonhipping the Buddha
d. worshipping the three gems
~utkaraI. z " century
~
GreenishSchist, 14.5 X 30 X 29 c m
Swat Museum, Saidu Sharif
In!,. No. CHIT-560

Cat. No. 120

Stupa dome of a votive stupa with
lotus petal decoration
Mirnogram,eastern outer wall of the court, Swat,
2d-4t11 century

Schbt, h. 16 sm
Swat Museum, Saidu Sharif
Inv. No. NC-224(AMS 399)

Cat. No. 121
Stupa drum with encircling frieze
of the Buddha's life showing birth
and adolescence
Excavat~onat Chatpat. Dir, 2"-3'"entury
~ i g hgrey
t
schist, 0 39.5, h. 7.5 cm
Dir Museum, Chakdara
Inv. No. CH11-764

Cat. NO. 122
Reliquary in the shape of a
in three parts

miniature stupa

~uladhar,Charsadda, according to the inscription
c. 118 C.E.

Dark grey schist, polished. h. 19 cm
~harosthiinscription
On the e d ~ einside: sabatsa 1-1-1-100-1-1-1 (303)
.
.
bora-rorarnire tule vi stopapema cayema naphagahe
iaiara vara!iasi-sarthabaho sagharamu pratisthaveti
Inside on base: (I) avojaurami (.) madapidu puya
rarvabudhano puyae sawa (2) pracebudhano puyae
nwarahotaga puya
Outside: putradarasa puyae mitra~iadisalohidana
puya rnaharayasa gramasvamisa avakhazadnsa puyae
hhavaco

Translation:
"In the year 303. we. Hara and Toramira, in equal
shares have a hall with nine cells (navagarbha)
built (and a Stipa) piled up. Saiara, a merchant
from Varanasi, installs a monastery for the order
(in addition) in Avaiapura.
In honour of mother and father, in honour of all
Buddhas, in honour ofall Pratyekabuddhas, in ho"orof all Arhats, in honour of children and wife.
in honour of friends, relatives and consanguineous persons, in honour of the Mahirija
(and) the village-chief born (in the line) of a
Prince, (and?) of the Ksatrapa."
Harry Falk
Ed.: Majumdar 1937/38, pp. 8-10; Konow 1940,
PP305-310; Konow, 1948; Salomon 1997
Peshawar Museum
Inv. NO.PM-3218

Cat. No. 123
Benefactor with cylindrical
reliquary in his left hand
Panr, Stupa F3. Swat, 2"d century
Greyishyellow schist, 66 x 25.5 x 10cm
Swat Museum, Saidu Sharif
Inv. No. P 630

!'

,

,
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Cat. No. 124
Reliquary in the shape of a
high-cy~ndricalcontainer with
incised decoration
Sirkap, Block K (palace), base of a stupa, Taxila,
2"* century
Grey schist, 0 8.5 cm, h. 10 crn
Taxiia Museum
Inv.No. 8586 (Sk.124-1479)

Cat. No. 126

Cat. No. 127

Reliquary in the shape of a sphere
decorated with flowers

Lion from a reliquary

Sirkap, surface find. Taxila, 2""-3'" century
Grey schist, 0 5 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 51 Sk./30-558

Stupa N7, Dharmarsjiki Stupa complex. ~ a x i l a .
1"-znd century
Crystal, 3.5 x 2 x 5 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. Dh.1950

Cat. No. 129
~ e a of
d a Buddha with traces of
gilding
Shahbazgarhi. 3'd century
Grey schist, partly gilded, w. 21.5 cm, d. 11 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-807

Cat. No. 128
Reliquary in the shape of a crossshaped miniature building
Sheikhan Dheri, znJ-3'* century
Dark grey schist. 8.5 x 13.3 x 13.3 cm
Peshawar University Museum
Inv. No. SHK-1963-1-11

Cat. No. 130

Sitting Buddha from Mathura
Mathura region, zndcentury
Reddish sandstone, h. 54 cm
Brihmi inscription
grahavasu-grahasammasyah dana pslakiye
vihlcre. [a]cariyana parigrahce. sawasatvina hitasukha[y](e)
Translation:
Donation of Grahavasu (and) Grahairsma in the
monastery of Pilaki; into the acceptance of the
teachers, for the happiness and welfare of (all) beings.
~alk
Ed.: Thomsen 1982
Linden-Museurn, Staatliches Museum fiir
Volkerkunde. Stuttgart
Inv. No. SA 35714 L

Cat. No. 131
~ u d d h with
a veneration of a reliquary on the pedestal
Provenance unknown; ~ " 4 3 "century
Dark grey schist, 140 x 48 x 19 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G381 [old: 7401

Cat. No. 132
Standing Buddha, his right
arm held in the folds of the
monk's robe
Possibly From Shah-ji-ki Dheri, znd-3* century
Darkgrey schist, 59 x 18.5 x 11cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-138[old: 5271

Cat. No. 133

Walking Buddha with begging

bowl
Takht-1-Bahl(1906 07 excdvat~on),~ " ~ 3 ~ ~ c e f l t u q
Grey rchirt, I08 x 49 x 25 cm
Pelhawar Museum
Inv No.PM-3144 [old 11631

Cat. No. 134

Cat. No, 135

Meditating Buddha in a niche

Teaching Buddha enthroned,
with a worshipping Bodhisattva in
dharmacakra-mudr2

Provenance unknown, 411'-5'hcentury
Stucco with traces of paint. 95.4 x 73 x 10 crn
Peshawar. Department of Archaeology and
Museums (DAOM)
lnv. No. SRO-I335

Provenance unknown. 4"'-5"' century
Schtst w ~ t hbrown pat~na.91 x 56 5 x 23 cm
Central Museum, I ahore
Inv. NO. G-148 (old 29)

Cat. No. 136
Teaching Buddha on a lotus flower
with petals turned downwards
Hadda, Afghanistan, 3rd-4'hcentury
Stucco. 94 x 50 x 13.5 cm
National Museum, Kabul
Inv. No. 043.111 (old: 268 or KM 63.3.423)

Cat. No. 137
Monumental Buddha head
Main stupa. Jaulian. Taxila. 4th-5Lh
century
Stucco, 51 x 40 x 44 cm
Taxila Museum
lnv. No. 2706 (old:Jn./l6-57)

Cat. No. 138

Cat. No. 139

Cat. No. 140

Head of a Buddha with playfully
carved curls

Footprint of the Buddha with
symbols of good luck

Worshipping of the enthroned
turban of Siddhartha

Provenance unknown, 3rd-4111
century
Light grey schist, 14.5 x 8.5 x 7.5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
lnv. No. G-173 [old: 3291

Sikri, ~ " ~ century
- 3 ~ ~
Grey schist, 94 x 50 x 4.5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
lnv. No. G-124

Provenance unknown (formerly Gu~des'Mess,
Mardan), 2"d-3rdcentury
Grey schlst, 38 x 35 X 6 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2846 [old. 20641

Cat. No. 141
Worshipping of a column with the
symbol of the three gems
Buddha, his Leachings, and the monks'
congregation
Butkara 111. Swat. zndcentury
Greenish grey schist, 15.5 x 18 x 5 cm
Peshawar University Museum
Inv. NO. BK 111-1982-1-177 (BK 111 25; UAM 25)

Cat. No. 142

Cat. No. 143

Ornamental pinnacle consisting
of three wheels on a symbol of
good luck and a moon sickle

Worshipping of a stupa protected
by serpents

Provenance unknown, 2""-3"' century
Bronze, 15 x 5.5 x 1 crn
Tax~laMuseum
lnv. No. Tx-1003

sheikhan Dheri. Peshawar, ~ " " 3 century
~
Grey schist. 30 x 29 x 4 cm
Peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-2840 [old: 2031

Cat. No. 144

Cat. No. 145

Previous birth of the ~ u d d h aas
the merchant's son ~aitrakanyaka

Frieze of a votive stupa with
the Dipamkara Jitaka, the
dream of Maya, and a part of
the dream interpretation

Provenance unknown, ~ " " 3 ' ~century
Grey schist, 15 x 40 x 5 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2714 [old: M 131

provenance unknown, ~ " ~ - century
3'~
Schist, 17.5 x 51 x 7 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-12 [old: 18731

Cat. NO. 146

The dream of Maya in Kapilavastu
Sikri, 2"-3d century
~ ~ ggrey
h t schist, 19.5 x 26 x 5.5 cm
central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. 6-13 [old: 23351

Cat. No. 147

Birth o f the Buddha in Lumbini
Sahri Bahlol (1906-10 excavation). 2""-Yd century
Schist, 30 x 40 x B cm
Peshawar Museum
'nv. No. PM-2725 [old: 1271

Cat. No. 148
Fragment of the birth of
the Buddha
Takht-1-Bah1,3rd-4L''
century
Stucco, 13 x 19 x 9 crn
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-3394 [old: 12421

Cat. No. 149

he newly born ~iddhirtha's
first bath
Provenance unknown, jrdcentury
Grey schist, 11 x 18.5 x 3.5 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2733

Cat. No. 150
'

Coming home to Kapilavastu
Marjanai. Swat. ~ " ~ century
- 3 ~
Greenish light grey schist, 19 x 30 x 5 cm
Peshawar University Museum
Inv. No. MJN-1983-1-86 (MJN 37; UAM 225)

Cat. No. 151
Interpretation of the body
marks ofsiddhirtha by the wise
man Asita
Naogram, 2"d-3riicentury
Light grey schist, 22.5 x 34 x 5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. NO. G-32 [old: 1011

Cat. No. 152
Riding to school on a ram
Marjanai. Swat. 2"'-3" century
Light grey schist, 17 x 26.5 x 4.5 cm
Peshawar University Museum
Inv. No. MJN-1983-1-87 (MJN13; UAM 201)

Cat. No. 153
Frieze of a votive stupa with
three competition scenes in the
lower register
~ a m a l g a r h l3"
, century
~ c h ~ s24t ,x 53 x 6 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No PM-2741 [old 19061

Cat.

NO. 155

wedding of Siddhartha and
~aiodhara
sahri-Bahlol(1909-10 excavation), 3'"entury
Grey schist, 14 x 20 x 4.5 c m
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2748

Cat. No. 154
Conversation at the harem
with music and dance
Provenance unknown, 1''-2"" century
Greenish schist, 30.5 x 26.5 x 5.5 cm
Islamabad Museum

Cat. No. 156
siddhartha before his Departure
from the palace
Jarnrud, Peshawar. 2""Yd century
Grey Schist, 62 x 52 x 7 cm
National Museum of Pakistan, Karachi
Inv. No. N.M. 507

Cat. No. 157
Siddhartha meditates at the
harem, and Departure from the
palace
provenance unknown, ~ " " 3 ' ~century
Grey schist, 22 x 68 x 6 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2754 [old: 4571

Cat. No. 158
Decorative pediment with
frontallyshown Departure from
the palace
Provenance unknown, 3rd-4'h century
Light grey schist. 72 x 4 1 x 8 c m
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. 6-56 [old: C-20/1238]

Cat. No. 159
Saying farewell to the horse
Kanthaka
sikri, 31d century
Light grey schist, 16 x 29 x 4.5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. NU.G-1032 [old: 23401

Cat. No. 160
Return of horse and groom
~ a n l h a k aand Chandaka
Saldu Shar~fI, ~ " ~ - 3century
'~
Green~shgrey schat. 33 x 55 x 6 cm
swat Museum, Sa~duSharif
lnv. No. S 361

Cat. No. 161
~ i d d h i r t h areceives grass
and prepares his place under
the Bodhi tree
~akht-i-Bah~
(1912 excavatlon). 2nd-3'dcentury
Grey schist, 19 x 54.5 X 10 cm
peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2763

Cat. NO. 162

The

attack of MZra

Sahri 8ah101(1906-~7
excavation), ~ " ~ - entury
3'~
cm
Grey schist. 26 X 39 x
perhawar Museum
in", NO.pM-2767 [Old: 1281

Cat. No. 164
Cat. No. 163
Mara's demonic host

The four keepers of the world
offer the Buddha begging bowls

I'rovenance unknown, 9 - 4 ' " century
Grey schist. 58 x 29.5 x 7.5 cm
Central Museum. Lahore
Inv. No 6-70 [old: 5381

Provenance unknown. 3'" century
Dark grey schist. 23 x 27 x 6.5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-38 [old: 10641

Cat. No. 165
The pensive Buddha is requested
to teach the dharma
Butkara I, Swat, 2"%entury
Grey schist, 17 x 31 x 4 cm
Swat Museum. Saidu Sharif
Inv. No. 7206

Cat. No. 166
Part of a decorative pediment with
the first sermon
Above: a kneeling man worships the Buddha,
Above: worshipping the begging bowl
I'rovendnce unknown. 3"' century
I.ighL grey s c h ~ s63
~ .x 67 x 11 cm
Ccntral Museum. Lahore
Inv. No. G-89 [old: 5341

Cat. No. 167

The miracle of fire and water at
Sr3vasti
pmvenance unknown,3" century
Grey schist, 14 x 44 x 9 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. NO. Gr. n (V 8)

Cat. No. 168
The offering of honey by
the monkey and the dead
woman nursing
Chatpat (1964 excavation). Dir, 2nd-3* century
Grey schist, 14 x 41 x 10 cm
Dir Museum, Chakdara
Inv. No. CHPT-651

Cat. No. 169
Taming the elephant and
offering dust
Chatpaf (1964 excavat~on).Dr. 3'd century
Grey schist, 15.7 x 38.5 x 5 cm

Dlr Museum, Chakdara
Inv. No. CHFT-725

Cat. No. 170

The Buddha at the Fire ~ e m p l e
of the Kaiyapa brothers
Sikr~,~ " " - 3century
~ ~
Light grey schist, 14 x 32.5 x 6 cm
Central Museum. Lahore
Inv. No. G-105 [old: 23051

Cat. No. 171
The Kgiyapa brothers try t o douse
the Fire ~ e m p l e
provenance unknown, Yd century
~rey~sh
brown schlst, 29 x 41 x 7.7 cm
central Museum, Lahore,
Inv No. 6-104 [old: 4641

Cat. No. 172

Taming the black serpent at
Rijagrha
Ranigat, jrd
century
Grey schist. 32 x 50.5 x 8 cm
Central Museum. Lahore
Inv. No. G-99 (old: GR-1362)

Cat. No. 173

I

he ~ u d d h aconverts the serpent
king Apalda
Dharmar$~kaStupa complex, Taxlla. zndcentury
Grey schist, 39 x 49 x 7 crn
Taxlla Museum
Inv. No. C.4.ID.46

Cat. No. 174
Top of a decorative pediment with
the conversion of ~pal5la
~ b o v e worsh~pp~ng
:
of a Ma~treya
Above worshipplngof a ~ u d d h a
provenance unknown, 2""-3" century
Grcy sch~st,63 x 59 x 5 cm
['cshawar Museum
Inv No I'M 3139

Cat. NO. 175

Cat. No. 176

The harpist Paficasikha and
Indra visit the Buddha meditating
in a cave

BrahrnZ and lndra visit the
Buddha meditating in a cave

Provenance unknown. 3'* century

Grey schist. 53.8 x 22 x 8.9 cm

Grey sch~st,19 x 15 5 x 3 cm

Central Museum, Lahore
Inv No GR-386 (old. 1401)

Giri. Tax~la.zndcentury
Taxila Museum
lnv. No. 535-GR27-109

Cat. No. 177

lndraiailaguha stele with
Kharosthi inscription
Marnane Dheri, Charsadda (bought on June 26,
1928), dated by the inscription to 216 or 316
Grey schist. 76 x 75 x 12 crn

Kharosthi inscription:
sam 20 20 20 20 4 4 1 margaiirasa masi dl 1 iie
ksunamrni niryaide ime deyadharma dharmapiduno arogadaksinae
upajayasa
.priena
. samanena
.
...
budhapriasapuyae sarnanuyayana arogadaksinae.
Translation:
"In the year 89, in the month of MHrgaiiras, on

d(ay) 1. '11 ~ h dale.
~ s this religious gift was handed
over by the iramana Dharmapriya, for the health
of his father, in honour of his teacher Buddhapriya, for the health of his fellow disciples."
Harry Falk
Ed.: Konow 1929,pp. 171-172,Nr. 88.1933/34
Peshawar Museum, lnv. No. PM-2805 [old: 1944,511

Cat. NO. 178

The great nirvana of the Buddha
provenance unknown (formerly a t the Guides'
3'~
Mess. ~ a r d a n )~. " ~ - century
Grey schist, 26 x 33 x 7 c m
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2826 [old: 20841

Cat. No. 179

The distribution of the
Buddha's relics
Provenance unknown, 2""-3"' century
Grey schist. 15 x 24 x 4 cm
Perhawar Museum
'nv. No. PM-2831 [old: 19731

Cat.

No, 180

Bust

of a richly adorned woman

Butkara 1 (CMX(4) between St 4 and 51,
m~ddleof the I*' centuty
Greemsh grey schist, 295 x 20 x9 cm
Swat Museum, ~ a l d usharif
Inv. No. I3 194

Cat. No. 181

Lovers' couple in front of
richly decorated portal
Butkara I (CMY (4) near NE comer 0
141,Swat,zd halfd the l* century
Greys~53~34~7un

swat Museum,Saidu Sharif
hV.NO.B 283

Cat. No. 182
Departure from the harem
Butkara I (CNP/4), near N of St. 991,Swat,
2" quarter of the 1" century C.E.
Grey schist. 43 x 47.5 w 6.5 c m
Swat Museum. Saidu Sharif
lnv. No. B 2472

Cat. No, 183

Cat. No. 184

Worshipping of the ~ u d d h aby
Brahmi and Indra

standing Buddha with flat hair
knot (usnQa)

Pam (Ptov F 3). Swat. 2"11 half of the 1'' century
Greeh~shS C ~ I S ~20.5
.
x 22 5 x 4.5 cm
Swat Museum. Sa~duS h m f

N~mogrdm,swat. lrd
century
Light grey schist, 68 x 32 x 7 5 cm
swat Museum, Saidu Sharif
Inv. No. NG-398 (AM5 lnv. No. V 726)

lllv

NO.P 788

Cat. NO. 186
Figural capital with female
reliquary bearer
~utkaraI, Swat. 1"-znd century
Grey schist. 38 x 52.5 X 32 Cm
Swat Museum. Saidu Sharif
Inv. NO. B 7354

Cat. No. 187

Figural capital with charioteer in
frontal view
Butkara 1, Swat. 1"-2"* century
Grey schist, 1.8 x 25 x 16 c m
Swat Museum, Saidu Sharif
lnv. NO. CHPT-561 [B I]

Juhyung Rhi

Changing ~uddhism
In the first few centuries of the Common Era, when the creation of visual
monuments and images in Gandharan Buddhist monasteries was at its
height, Indian Buddhism saw a dynamic new phase unfolding. Diverse
Buddhist schools that had emerged prior to this period were more systematically institutionalised and promoted their influence in various regional bases. Each school refined its canonical literature, and some
prominent ones actively produced sophisticated philosophical expositions. Simultaneously, a new movement was conspicuously on the rise.
The Buddhists who identified themselves as Mahgyina (the Great Vehi-

Fig. 1
The meditating Buddha with Brahma and Indra. Swat,c. 100 C.E.,green schist.
40 x 39 cm;Museum fijr Asiatische Kunst. Berlin. Staatliche Museen zu Berlin.Preuflischer
Kulturbesiu, inv. no. 1 5970

cle) vigorously created a number of scriptures that proclaimed new ideals
and elucidated new ideas. HOWnew they were or how their adherentsre.
lated to the existing establishment - commonly but mistakenly equated
with the depreciatory appellation Nnayina (the Lesser Vehicle) -.has
been debated in recent research. In any case, an enormous corpus of
Mahayana literature translated from lndic languages into Chinese in this
period eloquently testifies to their vital presence in contemporaneous1,
dian Buddhism.
Gandhara - more precisely. Greater Gandhara - was an active parto[
this new development. Epigraphical evidence indicates that several
schools - such as the sarvastivada, the Kiiyapiya, and the Dharmaguptaka - were prominently established in the region. However,circumstantial evidence also suggests, in various ways, that the region was oneofthe
strongholds of the early ~ a h i y i n i s t sin the subcontinent.' These com.
~ l e xtrends would have experienced considerable changes in the course
of time as well. Diverse visual images of Gandhara are products of these
multifarious facets of changing Buddhism in the region. They are all the
more valuable as documents of Gandharan Buddhism, for what we know
about it from literary sources is fairly limited.
Gandharan art with Buddhist themes had modest beginnings. Imager
datable to its earliest phase (the first century C.E.) often exhibit a simple
format with a Buddha seated or standing, flanked by Brahmi and Indra.
which can be seen in a relief from the Swat valley (fig. I ) and, slightly
later, a famous reliquary from Bimaran in the Jalalabad valley (cf. Bautze.
Picron, p. 166, fig. 2).' These scenes are often identified as the Entreaty to
Preach (cf. cat. no. 165) and the Descent from the Trayastrimia Heaven
(cat. no. 45) from the life ofthe Buddha,' who is none other than thehis.
torical Buddha S i k ~ a m u n ias
; it is, they do not necessarily reflect an innovative spirit in contemporaneous Buddhism.
By the first century of the Kanishka era (c. the second century~.~.),the
creation of independent statues was established, and from this time on,
numerous Buddha images were created. The majority of them see111 to
have been Sakyamuni, but they must also have included ~uddhasof the
past. A number of representations of the seven ~ u d d h a sthat comprise
hkyamuni and his six predecessors in the past are extant (cat. no. 18~),
and one of them, Kiiyapa Buddha, immediately receding S~kyamuni~i~
known from epigraphical evidence as well.'The set of the Seven Buddhas
is an old tradition developed prior to the emergence of ~ a h a y l n aandvi,

,.,.

lor BuddhasexcIus~velymentioned In Mahiyina scriptures lt 1s one of
Ihepromlnent
features In MahWina thought that through rigorous practlce, virtually anyone can attaln Buddhahood and establ~sha Buddhaliel,j~ h , ,the
~ ,concomitant presence of Innumerable Buddha\ In various
Buddhafieldswas acknowledged, whereas In the pre-Mahiyina or non~ ~ h l y i trad~t~on
na
In general, only Buddhas who appear In a linear ternporal sequence were admitted In early Mahiyina scrlptures, some ~~d
dhas suchas ~ksobhyaand AmltHbha were h~ghl~ghted
as the objects of
de,,otlon, and the latter Stood Out more prominently for eventually
galnlng
enormous popular~tyIn later East AsIan Buddh~sm.~
Despite enthuslastlcant~c~patlon
of the presence of such Buddhas, e s p e c ~ a lamong
l~
those who are famlllar with the East Asian trad~t~on.
no dependable evldence1s available A Buddha
was reported as carrylng an lnscrlptlon
that specifies the Buddha and one of the attendant Bodh~sattvasas
~ ~ l t l b and
h a ~valoklteivara,the sole instance of t h ~ land7;
s
but a more
recent,rev~sed
readlngrejects the presence of such words In the Inscrlptlon ~conographyhas been of no help In t h ~ regard
s
because Gandharan
~uddhastook essentially ldentlcal forms executed In llm~tedtypes that
were clearly not deslgned for the dlfferent~at~on
of varlous Buddhas
lconograph~cal
d~stlnct~on
of Buddhas was ev~dentlynot a serlous concern In Gandharan art, and most of the Gandharan Buddhas were probably none other than Sikyamunl.'
an the Blmaran reliquary, we find two pairs of Buddha triads separated by two standlng figures In identical shape. Both standing figures
have long halr flowlng down from a large ch~gnonand fold thelr hands
(fig 2) They have been ~dent~fied
as the Bodh~sattvaMaltreya or a
generlc Bodhlsattva, meanlng a Mahiyina practltloner The Bodh~sattva~sorlglnallyan appellat~onfor the Buddha In the pre-enl~ghtens
In prevlous Ilves, and the "Bodment stage, lncludlng h ~ lncarnatlons
h~sattvaMa~treya"prlmar~ly reflects t h ~ susage The word was also
adopted by Mahiyin~stsfor deslgnatlng an Ideal hgure to be emulated In
tlle pract~celeadlng to Buddhahood, and Bodh~sattvaswho reached ~ t s
hlghest stage (ekajat~pratrbaddha)were venerated as the embodiment of
Mahiyina Ideals or the de~fiedobjects of devot~on.The figure on the BImaran rel~quaryless l~kelyrepresents a generlc Mahiyina Bodhisattva.
but more probably Sikyamun~or Ma~treyaIn the Bodh~sattvastage. This
type was employed later In a large statue format as In a large head In the
Peshawar Museum attr~butableto the early decades of the Kan~shkaera
(cat no. 196).12 But ~ t specimens
s
exlst only In small numbers. and the
typebecame almost obsolete in the later phase
The chlgnon type we havelust seen was poss~blyreplaced by I ~ vanS
ant where a ch~gnon1s decorated w ~ t helaborately bejewelled chalns. This
decorated ch~gnontype 1s lnvar~ably- when ~ t relevant
s
parts are prer In the left hand
served - associated w ~ t ha water vase, whlch 1s e ~ t h eheld
(fig 3: cat. no 191) or carved on the ~ e d e s t a (cat
l
no. 194). It sometimes
aP~earsalongwlththe seven Buddhas ofthe past (cat no. 188)~
and In this
Instance, 111s clearly meant as the ~ o d h ~ s a t t vMaltreya,
a
afuture Buddha
thatwlll succeed the seven predecessors Perhaps yet another var~antof

Fig 2

Bodh~sattvaElmaran Rel~quary.1"-2"Qentury C € .
cm,BrltlrhMuseum,London,OA 19002 9 ,

gold lnla~dwlth garnets.

the slmple chlgnon type 1s the one w ~ t hh ~ hs a ~ rtied In a topknot that
forms double rlnglets on top, whlch IS also ~nvariablyrelated to a water
vase (fig 4) Apparently, ~twas another form of Maltreya, as ~tappears as
part of the serles of the seven Buddhas and Ma~treya.These two types.
created In large numbers for an extended per~od,form by far the great
mqor~tyof Bodhlsattva Images created In Gandhara. s~gn~Fylng
t h e ~ slnr
gular importance In Gandharan Buddh~sm.Whether they were monopol~sedby Ma~treya~s
not entlrely Free From questlonmg, because there has
been a suggest~onthat they were adopted for the Bodh~sattvaSikyamun~
as well, on rare occasions rn the Buddha's l~fescenes." In any case,
Maltreya or Sikyamunl 1s not spec~ficall~
pertinent to the Mahiyinacontext, although this does not rule out the poss~bllitythat they were
Mah2yanlst ded~cat~ons
l4
The Bodhlsattva Sikyamunl - In most Instances Pnnce S~ddhirtha,not
s
llves - mole frequently took the form of wearlng a
one from h ~ prevlous
turban A seated image m the Peshawar Museum (cf. p. 25) 1s carved wlth
a plowlng scene on ~ tpedestal,
s
whlch obv~ouslys~gn~fies
the plowlng festlval when Prince S~ddharthawas absorbed In hls hrst m e d ~ t a t ~ ounder
n
a Jambu tree. A slmllar turbaned figure also appears w ~ t ha plowing scene
In narrative representatlons of the Flrst Med~tat~on.
Based on thls. Bodh~sattvaImages of t h ~ seated
s
type, turbaned and In the medltahon pose.
are commonly ~dentlfiedas S~ddhirthaT h ~ stconograph~cconvention
seems to have been observed in another contemporaneous centre of Buddhlst art in Mathura as well. although ~t 1s not clear whlch s ~ d etook the

initiative.15 Its equivalent in the Standing format is found in turbanedimages that place the left hand on the waist (cat. no. 197). Figures in an iden.
tical form are found in narrative depictions of the Marriage (cat, no,
or the Resolution for the Great Departure (cat. no. 1571,which enabledthe
identification of such images as ~iddhgrthaagain, in his princely attire,
The number of extant images of these seated and standing types for Siddhsrtha is considerably smaller than those of the Maitre~atypes,andthis
indicates their limited presence at Gandharan monasteries.
There is another turbaned type in the standing pose, which holdsa
wreath in the left hand (fig. 5). It is seen in a relief panel in theTaxilaMu.
scum along with the ringlet Maitreya type and the turbaned Siddhirtha
type (cat. no. 197). Since it appears in juxtaposition with the other hvo
Bodhisattva types, each in a pair with a Buddha, it is contextually
that the wreath bearer here signifies a Bodhisattva other than it^^^^
or ~ i d d h ~ r t hWho,
a . then, is this third Bodhisaba? Although it is noten.
tirely out of the question to consider that this figure, together with its
paired Buddha, represents one of the well-known Buddhas from the past
(such as D i p a ~ k a r aor ~Biyapa)in the pre-Buddhahood stage, this suppo.
sition seems hardly realistic because such Bodhisattvas were almost
never represented in visual form and never received a treatment any.
where as to be
in larger statues. A candidate should betterbe
sougilt
- in the ~ a h Z y L n acontext. where numerous Bodhisattvas were
mentioned and several of them became prominent cult objects. Thus,a
number of scholars have identified the wreath-bearing type as Aval.
okiteivara, unquestionably the most popular Bodhisattva in the entire
MahHyHna
sphere,
as the saviour of sentient beings from diverse sufler.
.
.
ings, who could have been worshiped in Gandhara as well. The meaning
of the wreath for Avalokiteivara is somewhat puzzling, but this could
have been a rule established for a reasons unknown to us, as we havetlle
same problem with the water vase in the Maitreya types.
The wreath rarely appears with seated Bodhisattva images wearinga
turban; instead, the majority of such images hold a lotus (fig. 6). The lotus
is a common symbol for Avalokiteivara in early Chinese Buddhist ad,
which was under strong influence from Gandhara, and in later Indian
Buddhist art from the Gupta period onward. On these grounds, this lotorbearing type is also identified as Avalokiteivara, a seated equivalent for
the standing wreath-bearer.lh The discrepancy between the standingand
seated types raises a question as to whether the two indeed signified the
same deity or separate ones. In any case, it seems clear enough that
haran Buddhism saw. among its cult objects, a third or fourthBodhisaWa
other than Maitreya and Siddhirtha, which was most likely one worshipped exclusively in the MahLyana context and thus must have been
dedicated by MahZyinists.

Monumental Bodhvsattva Maltreya w ~ t hwater vase,Takht I ~ahl,2'3'~[~~
Flg 3
tury C E,dark grey xh~st,200 x 82 x 34 crn,Central Museum.Lahore.~nvno G 380'''~
1.0aha11 289)

r
~ 1 9 4 Headofthe Bodhlsattva Ma~rreyaw ~ t hdouble h a ~ knot

$195

Bodhtsatwa wtrh turban and wreath. Sahrl-Bahlol, 3'"4'"eetuury

C E . dark

grey1thlst.127 x 4 6 x 195 cm. Peshawar Museum. Inv no 2890

A lotus is often held by Bodhisamas seated on a stool with a foot restingon the opposite leg (fig. 6); but in some examples it is a book, not a lotus (fig. 7). This image may be identifiable as Mafijujri, one of the most
highlighted and revered Bodhisattvas in early Mahiyina scriptures as the
embodiment of wisdom, whose images in later visual traditions usually
bore a scripture as its distinctive iconographic attribute." This tradition
of MaSuSri as a scripture bearer seems old enough to be associated with
Gandhara, but we only have a very limited number of examples on a
relatively small scale.
Images identifiable as Avalokiteivara or Mafijuiri are a small minority
amongcandharanBodhisattvas. None of them is datable to the period of
the most refined craftsmanship in Gandharan art, which may roughly
correspond to the early decades or the first century of the ~ a n i s h k aera;
most came from a phase beyond this period. It seems that in the late
phase of Gandharan art, demand for such Bodhisattva images as votive
offeringssignificantly rose.
Bodhisatbas appear in triad form as attendants to a Buddha seated on
alotus with the preaching gesture (cat. no. 203). These triads were sometimes considered - especially by some Japanese scholars anxious to seek
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Bodh~rattvaAvalok!tesvara

w ~ t ha

lotus llower

~n hts

left hand. Matsuoka

Museum

the ultimate ancestry of their Pure Land Buddhist visual tradition in
Gandharan art - to be prototypes for Amitibha Buddha triads that
flourished in East Asia from the seventh century on. Although some typological association may be acknowledged between them. Gandharan
triads could not have been what we usually know as Amitibha triads.
which comprise Amitibha and the Bodhisattvas Avalokitivara and
Mahistbmapripta. One of the attendant Bodhisattvas in Gandharan
triads is invariably Maitreya, not MahisthimaprBta, while the other is of

the Avalokitefvara or the Slddhirtha type. On some triads,
S?ikyamuni Buddha's life are carved on the base (cat. no, 203), and thlr
clearly Indicates the central Buddha is Sikyamuni. Buddhasin the ma,ority of these triads were most likely kikyamunl. But considering theessen.
tial indistinguishability of Buddhas in Gandhara, they could havebeen
used for different kinds of Buddha as well.The lncluslon of~valokiteSvara
in some trtads suggests that many of them were dedications
Mahiyin~sts(fig. 9)''
7
A large lotus seat for the Buddha in Gandharan trlads (cf. RJ,~, p, 258,
fig.6). a quite distinctwe feature rarely seen In other thematic groups IS
somet~mescited as evldence for its connect~onto Amltibhavspure
~ukhivati,whose elaborate scriptural descr~pt~ons
characterlstlcallyre.
count magmficent lotus ponds. However, no early scriptures of the
Sukhivati cult aclually speak of a lotus as a seat of AmltHbha W, find
more interesting and probably more relevant references to a lobs seat In
several Mahiyina scr~pturessuch as the Surnahdar~kcipanp~~~ha,
the
rnalodattcipanprcchd,and the Bhadrakolp~kastitra,which recommenda ~,,d
dha figure on a lotus as the most desirable offerings of M a h ~ y ~ n l r ~ s ~ ~
These scr~pturesare datable as early as the third century C.E,approxl.
mately the period that coincides with the popular product~ono f ~ ~ ~ d h ~ .
ran tr~ads,and the close relationship between textual accounts andvlsual
Images can easlly be inferred. It IS further notable that numerousslmllar
mads (comprks~nga ~ u d d h on
a a lotus and Ma~treyaand Avalokfieivara)
were carved In Buddhist caves in western Deccan durlng the late fifthand
s ~ x t hcenturies (fig. a), which I believe reflects the same trend and, pornbly, Influence from Gandhara.
The Buddha seated on a lotus w ~ t hthe same preach~nggesture was
also presented In larger complex steles: In a greatly expanded trlad(~h1,
p. 254, fig. 1) or In the centre of the mult~tudeof d~vlnebelngs or~cd.
hlsatlvas. A monumental stele from ~ohammed-Nar~
in the Lahore Museum is a renowned example of the latter group (cat. no. 204).Thesesteles were ident~fiedlong ago by Alfred Foucher as representat~onofthe
~uddha'sGreat Miracle at SrZvasti. However, In recent years, they are
considered more likely to be depictions OF Am~tibha'sSukhivati or
Sikyamunl Buddha's great assembly lav~shlydescribed In d~verse
MahPyina scriptures. Although the preclse def~nitlonof the scenes tsst~ll
problemat~c(cf. Rhi, pp. 254ff.). these complex steles show a number of
features that can be best expla~ned~nthe spvit of Mahiygna.
Few trlads date as early as the first century of the Kanlshka era,and
most complex steles are datable equally late These two types of car'f~llgs
are thematically and functionally q u ~ t ed~fferentfrom ordinal^ reliefs
that represented the ~uddha'slrfe scenes and decorated diverse parts'Ji
stupas. Although we do not know exactly how they Were lnstalledm
monasteries, tr~adsand complex steles were presumably placed lnslde
the niches of multiple Image chapels or against walls of varlousarclllttctural structures. ~t IS apparent that they were popularvotlvededlcatlons
In the late phase of Gandharan art along with ~ n d e p e n d e n t s t a t u e s v ~ ~ l ~ ~
became lncreas~nglydegenerated In quality (fig. 9), and MahiyinIrti
seem to have been deeply ~nvolvedIn t h ~ new
s development.
In the evolution of Gandharan arl, we w~tnessthat t h e t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
that arc equatable wlth man~festedMahayHna deltles or themeswere

these monasteries as some of the strongholds of bfah5yWstain the r e
gion. However, epigraphic evidence suggests that the monastery at
Takht-i-Bahi and some monasteries at Sahri-Bahol were possibly affiliated with Ksyapiyas, one of the traditional schools. In this situation of
conflicting evidence, the best explanation seems that the majority of
Mahiyinists in Gandhara at this stage of development resided within
monasteriesthat still belonged to the mainstream establishment without
separating themselvesinto an independent i n s t i t ~ t i o nThis
. ~ is probably
why the Chinese pilgrim, Faxian, who arrived in Gandhara around 400,
declared that most Buddhists in the region practiced kiinayba, which he
mistakenly and indis&~nately equated with traditional schools of the
mainstream establishment." Another Chinese pilgrim, Xuanzang, who
reached the Northwest some two hundred years later, was able to identify a number of monasteries now declared as MahSyZna both in G a d hara and Udcjiywa (Swat).* By this period, however, the majority of Biddhist monasteries in the region were destroyed, while Hindu practices
were thriving. The pseudo-classical tradition of Buddhist art, which once
greatly dominated this region, was almost obsolete with only its distant
vestige remaining in much diverted form, and Buddhism saw amfher
new great movement on the rise, esoteric scriptures and practices.
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Bodhtsattva Manjuirl(V with a book In h ~ r~ght
r
hand.Musee Gu~mer.Pdrlr

Fig. 8

conspicuously on the rise in its late phase, beginning in the second centuryof the Kanishka era. This leads us to presume the sizable presence of
Mahiyanists in Gandharan Buddhism in this period. It is hard to tell using
scant evidence outside visual materials only whether they had already
existed as a dominant force largely pursuing practices of the mainstream
establishment but starting new ones from this time on; or whether they
were formed as separate social groups more recently and thus vigorously
initiated new practices. In any case, it is intriguing that various visual
remainsassociable with MahSyinists originated mostly in a limited number of monastic sites: Takht-i-Bahi, Sahri-Bahlol (some ten mounds) and
Mohammed-~ariin the northern part of the Peshawar valley, and
Lori~an-Tangai
in the passage way to the Swat. This tempt us to consider

Buddha Tr~adsIn cave 2. Aurangabad

~ksobhyay"ha have been ldentlfied recently among the hnds from Ba,aur
See ~ t r a u c h2007.
' Brough 1982; Fussman 1999. PP. 543-47. An lnscr~bedImage
~ m l t l b h aIS known from Mathura as well. Thlseplgraphic evidence dated
the 28th year of the Kan~shkaera ind~catesthe presence of some formofthe
AmltPbha cult in lndlan Buddhism during the Kushan period,
nature as well a s k s ramifications for the early Mahiyina has beendebated
Sharma 1979. pp. 25-26; Sharma 1985. p p 214-215; Schopen 1907; Fullla
2000. pp. 275-86.
* Schopen and Salomon 2002.
9 For a more deta~led
d ~ s c u s s ~ osee
n . Rhl 2003. pp. 161-64.
10 For the other figure. see Zwalf 1996, vol. 2, flg. 659.
11 For t h e ldent~ficat~on
as Ma~treya.see Crlbb 1985. pp 82-83; for the
ficatlon as a generic ~ a h i y l n Bodh~sattva.
a
Huntington 1985, p. 114
I' Also see Rh12007.
~ o b o1991; for a d~sagreementt o thls, see Luczanlts 2005
l 4 The p o s s ~ b ~ l ~that
t y Ma~treya images In Gandhara were Imbued wit,,
MahHyPn~stIdeas 1s suggested in the essay on Maltreya by Luczan~ts th,
current catalogue. Dlverse types of Bodhlsattva Images from Gandharaand
their lmpllcatlons for Mahiyina are d~scussedIn Rhl 2006; cf. MI^^^^ 1492,
Mlyajl2005, pp. 55-59.
Sharma 1995, fig. 70.
16 Against this common SuppOSltlOn, Gregory Schopen 2000, pp. 79-98 argue
that the lotus bearer represents a wealthy donor or patron of a monastery
work based o n a lecture del~veredIn Japan has not been published
~ n g l ~ yet
sh
l 7 ~ h 2007,
l
p. 168; cf. Quaglrotti 1990.
18 For the t r ~ a d ssee
, Mlyajl 1992 and Rhi 2007. PP 165-69.
Iq Rh12003, pp 166-171
Rh12003. pp. 179-185.
Legge 1886. p. 32.
='Beal 1884, vol. 1, pp 112, 113, 120.
J J

''

Buddha Tr~adw~thMattreya and Avalok~tervara.Sahrl-Bahlol, 5'"-6"' century
Fig 9
C E . grey rch~st.72 x 44 x 1 7 cm, Peshawar Museum.mv no PM-3145

''

Notes

'

'
'

'

Lamotte 1954, pp. 389-396; Strauch 2007.
As regards the dating of the Bimaran reliquary, see ~ r i b b1985 and Carter
1995. Although Joe Cribb more recently seems to have revised its date to
around ~ u v i s h k a ' sreign, I find it more plausible that it belongs t o t h e pre~ a n i s h k aperiod.
Carter 1995. pp. 88-89.
Konow 1929. no. XXXVI-9,10.
Coomaraswamy (1956). pls. XXII,XXIII;Marshall (l940), vol. 2, pls. 39,46,55.
Although any recensions of the Sukhivativyiiha have not been discovered
among the extant GindhPri manuscripts, fragments of a manuscript of the
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christiatl Luczanits

The ~odhisattvaand the Future Buddha Maitreya

In the Buddhist pantheon, the Bodhisattva Maitreya occupies a unique
position,AS the future Buddha in our world, he had already achieved a
importance in the older Buddhist schools and thus with the adherentsof the'vehicle of Hearers' (Srivakayana) - a term that is preferred to
the more common, rather condescending term HTnayina (Lower Vehicle).He finally gains even more prominence with the development of the
'Great~ehicle'(~ahayina)
and its emphasis on the path of a Bodhisattva
and the ~odhisattvaideal. Even though the individual stages are not
easily separated from each other, we can follow the development of the
understanding of the Future Buddha Maitreya in Gandharan art. The
Gandharanarea was also trend-setting in the development of those ideas
that would later lead to the 'Great vehicle'.
When observing the distribution of depictions of Maitreya in the
south-Asian region, it becomes apparent that the first images of Maitreya
appeared at almost the same time as the first depictions of the Buddha.
During the time of the Kushan kings and in their dominion. Maitreya is
not only depicted frequently, but also appears in special iconographic
fonns. It is also noteworthy that Maitreya was not exceptionally venerated during later times in the Gandharan region, nor could he ever
achieve a similar status in any other area in South Asia. Instead, independent cults of Maitreya were founded during and after the late Kushan
era in Central Asia and China, which can be traced back to this Bodhisattva's special Function during the reign of the Kushans.
Even though these facts are well known and the role of Maitreya in
Gandharan art is often stressed - where lnchang Kim's' book devoted to
Maitreya has to be mentioned as the most recent important publication
on the topic -, the development of the image of Maitreya in ~ a n d h a r has
a
only been summarised yet and has not been elaborated on in a detailed
fashion.~hisis, of course, also due to the ~roblematicstate of source material of the Gandharan finds; many objects are unique, their provenance
isoften dubious or even unknown, and the reconstruction of the context
oftheir finding is only possible in rare cases and consists of painstakingly
"orking with details. Despite this, the change of the image of Maitreya in
Gandharan art can be explained in its basic stages within the history of
the development towards Mahiyina Buddhism.
The fact that Buddha ~ i k ~ a r n u nwould,
i
one day, be succeeded by
another Buddha in our world is a logical conclusion of the tradition of
ilnmediate and further predecessors of j ~ k ~ a r n u nasi , has been postu-

lated in the earliest Buddhist schools. Despite that, the concept ofa future
Buddha seems to have been asserted at a rather late stage. While the gates
(toranal of the largest stupa at Sanchi, today usually dated to the first century B.C.E., only refer to the group of the seven past Buddhas, founding
inscriptions from the Apraca dynasty venerate "all Buddhas of past and
future times" together with Pratyeka Buddhas and Arhats.' Even though
this specification is a rarity in later inscriptions, it would still be possible
to define the inscription of the nun UttarH, dated to the second quarter of
the first century C.E.,as a turning point from a Buddhism centred on the
past towards one concentrated on the future.' The identification of the
Future Buddha with the name of Maitreya might indeed have been cornplete at that time.
Maitreya is mentioned by name in several texts of the Buddhist canon'
and the prophecy (vydkara!la) of the future Buddha appears in many texts
in all schools of Buddhism in basically the same form. The Cakkavattisihanadasuttanta, a canonical literary text in PiIi, describes the world in
which Maitreya (Metteyya in PHIi) attains Buddhahood in a future age. According to this, in the wondrous age of Maitreya, humans live to the age
of 80,000 years and King Sankha (Pili Sankha) rules the city of Ketumati
as a "Ruler of the World (cokravartin).
In the Mahdvastu, the ordination of a future Buddha as a successor
(yuvarcija abhisiticitavyo) is one of the five important duties of a Buddha
@aticabuddhakaryini). "For he, when I have passed away, will become a Buddha
in the world. As I'm now, so thk Bodhisatha Ajita, will become Buddha in the
w~rld."~
According to this, Ajita (Undefeated) is a name of the future Buddha Maitreya in one of his previous lives. Indeed, mentions of the Bodhisattva Ajita are generally interpreted as referring to Maitreya.
Depictions of the Bodhisattva Maitreya are definitely attested during
the rule of Kanishka and prove the special role of Maitreya in the Kushan
Empire. The Maitreya coins of Kanishka I are especially revealing here. as
they identiFy MPtrago Boudo in name as well (cat. no. 100). Even though
Maitreya is named as Buddha here. his early iconography refers to his status as a Bodhisattva: Instead of a monk's robe. he is wearing the garments
and jewellery of a Bodhisattva (cat. no. 191). The lock of hair between his
brows (irma), the palm of the right hand stretched out into the direction
of the observer - a greeting gesture known as the "gesture of fearless- and the halo around the head refer to an elite staness" (abhaya~r~udri)
tus. The hair that is loosely tied into a knot, the Brahman sacred thread

~yajfio~avita)~,
and the flask in his left hand signify his future reincarnation as a Brahman? The point is that Buddhas are born in turns into
one
ofthe two higher castes, and as S~kyamunicame from a family belonging
to the warrior caste (fqatriya). Maitreya will come from a ~
~
~
family. The famous statue of a standing Maitreya of Ahicchatra,cornins
from an art school of ~ a t h u r H testifies
,
to these early iconographicfea.
tures, as Maitreya is mentioned by name in the inscription?
~t the time of Kanishka 1, i.e. during the second quarter of the 2ndcen.
tuly, the veneration of Maitreya has already reached certain popularity
at least in elite circles, and, as coins prove, was also popular with the
ruling family.
Besides the aforementioned standard features, a number
other
characteristics point towards an identfication as Maitre~a(fig, 1): ~h~
hair ofthe knot is often shaped in a double bow (cf. o hi, p. 245, fie, .. ..a large, pear-shaped jewel adorns it.9 A moon sickle as hair adomment
points to a depiction of Maitreya (fig. 2).1° As an alternative to thenb
hayamudrd, the right hand of Maitreya can also be held aloft with the
palm facing inwards to his shoulder, marking a gesture of reverence (cf,
Maitreya in cat. no. 203)." As none of these features is used exclusivelvfor
Maitreya, a positive identification of him in Gandharan art is only posri.
ble if several of the aforementioned characteristics are present.
Depictions of Maitreya together with the seven Buddhas of the past
(cat. no. 188) can already be seen as a further development, as they are
based on a clear understanding of the concept of the Bodhisathathat
cannot yet be assumed for the time of Kanishka 1.'' Stylistically,noneof
the known depictions belong to the earliest Gandharan art either. This
series points to the repeated emergence of the ~uddhistdoctrine and its
continuity and localises the worshipper between the last Buddhaand the
~ u d d h aof a faraway future. It also confirms the already defined icono.
graphic features of Maitreya.
Reliefs from the Musee Guimet (fig. 3) and the Cleveland Museum ol
Art show a Bodhisattva with the iconography of Maitreya in scenesofthe
Buddha's life, where the relevant scene chronologically needs to Colloiv
the birth and thus cannot depict the Bodhisattva in the heavensofTusita.
Another relief from the Taxila Museum illustrates a similar scene with the
pariniwdna (cat. no. 192). Kim already stated that this could be a depiction
of the future life of Maitreya," an interpretation that I will try to provein
a detailed study." These depictions as such can thus be seen as a logical
consequence of the conception of the seven Buddhas ofthe past, who,following the Mahdpadanasutta, all experience the same main events in their
lives.15Just like the series of the seven ~ u d d h a with
s
Maitreya, theapparently rare depiction of Maitreya's life itself ~ o i n t to
s his reincarnationin
the far future in the paradisiacal city of Ketumati.
Often, Maitreya is also shown in the company of a larger Buddha,
where he adorns the ~edesta1.l~he basis for these depictions is possibly
the wish to be reincarnated together with Maitreya when heattains~ud-

-

-

Bodhisartva Maitreya. Mohra Moradu. Taxila, l ~ g h grey
l
schist. 101.5 40
Fag. 1
19 cm;Taxila Museum, inv. no.444.MM.15-121

h

,

dhahood,
Even today, worshippers of the TheravPda school. a school of
the jravakayina, pray for their reincarnation with Maitreya to then
a,hieve liberation from the cycle of rein~arnation.'~
This earliest form of
thecult ofMaitreya, then, is shared by all schools of Buddhism. T ~ U Swe
as,,me [hat the cult of Maitreya is based on the yearning for a posimay
livegoal, set in the Future, even if this goal is yet far away.
In the Ajitdatrukauk,~avinodan~~tra18.
an early MahZyana text that
,,,translated at the end of the second century from Lokaksema into Chi,,,,, the future era of Maitreya is presented as fact. The text tells the tale
o f a ~~dhisatlva
who, under the guidance of Maitreya, attains a state in
,vh;chhe is able to guide others to spiritual maturity as welI.l9 ~ hhe ~ ~ ,
a belief in the paradisiacal world of Ketumati with an under.
s,andingof the ~odhisatbareferring to the Mahjy2na.
~(t"ally,the idea of Maitrep developed in a parallel fashion to the
~~dhisattva
ideal characteristic for the Mahiyina. This is especially
manifest
in asecond cult from the Kushan era devoted to Maitreya, i.e. his
current presence in Tusita heaven. Already in the earliest Mahiyjna
texts, such as the "Perfection of Wisdom in 8,000 Verses" ( ~ ~ l ~ c h ~ .
rik@r~rici@ramitri),
four types of Bodhisatha are discernible, where the
~ i ~ . 2 Head of a
highest are only one reincarnation away from attaining Buddhahood
Maitrep with moon sickle;
detail of cat. no. 198
(eknjitiprotibaddh~)?oEven if this is not expressly stated, such a rjo.
dhisattva is already waiting in the Tusita for his last reincarnation, a concept that was apparently soon transferred to Maitreya.
Theadvantages of this new constellation are, as Rosenfield has already
apparent: "~aitreya,as icikyamunij designated successor, reThe imminent presence of ~ a i t r e ~then,
a , is also realised in numerous
~~"inedan
ident$able divine force, active or immanent in the oflairs of men, relegends, e.g. the legend of the creation of the colossal depiction of
$,dingintheproximate realm ofthe Turshita paradise, satisfjing the popular need
Maitreya in Darel, a valley to the north of the lndus river in today's
fhntrhriollrceo[the ~ h a r m abe more than a vanished mortal whose memory
Pakistan. According to the Chinese pilgrim Faxian, who visited today's
each day receded deeper into irretrievable past."21
Pakistan and India around 40OZ2,this wooden sculpture was shaped in the
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Relieldeplcting the birth and conversation at the court; southern Swat Valley. 3'd century,grey schist, 58.5 x 22 x 9.1 crn;Musk Guirnet, Paris, inv. no. MG 26360

Maitreya sifting cross-legged. showing the gesture of veneration. 3'd-4'" tenFig.4
rury, top part of the stele from p.46.fig.2;Government Museum and Art Gallery, Chandigarh, inv, no. 572

image of the Bodhisattva in the Tusita heavens.z3This 30 feet high sculpture was probably gilded, sitting in mediation pose and featuring the
iconography of the early Maitreya images. It can then be assumed that
the earliest depictions of Maitreya in the Tusita heaven are not different
from any others. Thus, the first emergence of Maitreya's presence in the
Tusita cannot exactly be pinpointed. Sources hint at the cult of Maitreya
in theTusita already being developed in the second half of the 3'* century.
As Ketumatiis also "paradisiacal", depictions of the Tusita heaven cannot

Pedestal showing a teaching Maitreya. Shotorak (no. 163); Musee Guirnet.
Fig.5
Paris, inv no. MG 18962

be identified by the presence of paradisiacal elements such as balconies
alone.
In late Gandharan art, we also find depictions of Maitreya with icono.
.graphic features that point to the heavens of Tusita, especiallythe sitting
pose with legs crossed at the ankles. This pose, possibly taken over
on1
depictions of rulers, also becomes a feature of Maitreya in Central Asia
and china. sometimes. this sitting pose is combined with the gestureor
reverence (fig. 4). This sitting pose is then used for other ~ o d h i ~ ~ ~
paradise steles as well (cat. no. 204).
The earliest preserved text that names Maitreya as teaching in the
heavens of Tusita only exists in a ~ h i n e s eversion (T 452):' This texta,so
connects the prophecy of Maitreya with his current stay in the ~
~
~
i
~
The ~odhisattvateaching in heaven presumes a rather sophisti'at,d
form of the Mah5yina, as only fully developed Bodhisatbas were able to
teach Buddhism (dharma) like a Buddha. As a proof for the appearanceof
teaching Bodhisattvas, the aforementioned text emerges too late,as also
those legends about 'worthy Ones' (arhat) visiting Maitre~ain the
heavens ofTusita to clarify doctrinal questions already assumea teachillg
Maitreya. ~ c o n o ~ r a ~ h i c a lthe
l y , teaching Maitreya, both hands held aloft
in the gesture of teaching (dharmacakramudri), is also shown with legs
crossed at the ankles (fig. 51, but he might also appear in meditationm.
ture (cat. no. 194). The latter depiction from Shahri-Bahlol is definitely
identified as Maitreya by the flask on the pedestal. This iconographic
representation, obviously, is not restricted to Maitreya, especially on
paradise steles.
The aforementioned Maitreya of Dare1 is supposed to have paved the
way for Buddhism in Central and East Asla, where this Bodhlsattva war
especially venerated. At c. 370, e.g., the monk Daoan (312-385) assembled
his students to attain reincarnation with Maitreya in the Tusita heaven
t~gether.'~Maitreya's reincarnation in the Tusita might be a more imme.
diate p a l than that in faraway Ketumati, but to finally awaken and be
freed from the cycle of reincarnation, the latter is also indispensablefor
those living in the Tusita.
Even though this kind of worshipping Maitreya was probably also
practiced at Gandhara, it most certainly never reached a similar level of
importance. On the contrary, already in the later Triads (cat. no. 203)and
on the complex Paradise Stelae (cat. no. 204), Maitreya is only one of
several equally important Bodhisattvas. In classical ~ahPyPnaBuddhism,
Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara, who was first shown in Gandhara holdinga
wreath, not only takes over the role of Maitreya as the most important
Bodhisattva, but also adopts his iconographic features, especially the
flask. We do not find any evidence that the cult of Maitreya has played
any significant role in South Asia after the time of the Kushans.
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Complex Steles:
,
or Theophany?
Great ~ i r a c l eparadise,
Most specialists in Gandharan art would agree that the most intriguing
thematic group in the entire Gandharan relief carvings is the complex
steles featuring a preaching Buddha seated on a lotus in an elaborate architectural setting or amid a multitude of figures (cat. no. 204; fig. 1).
Dozens of examples are extant in complete form or fragments (as well as
an increasing number of fakes) in various collections. The most prominent of them is undoubtedly a stele from Mohammed-Nari at the Lahore
Museum (cat. no. 204). The impressive size, a little over one meter high.
and the sophisticated design with many interesting details set this stele
apart from ordinary narrative reliefs or smaller triads.
The centre of the Mohammed-Nari stele is occupied by a Buddha in a
preaching gesture seated on a gigantic lotus protruding from the water
(fig. 6) and surrounded by a number of figures in diverse poses. The scene
was identified by Alfred Foucher long ago as the depiction of the Great
Miracle from the Buddha's life.' In this legendary incident, the Buddha is
i counter the chalsaid to have performed several miracles at ~ r a v a s t to
lenge ofheretics, and the most prominent of those miracles is the multiplication of himself. The theme enjoyed considerable popularity in India
proper from the Gupta period onward, being firmly established as one of
the eight great incidents in the Buddha's life (fig. 2).2 Foucher regarded
the stele as the portrayal of the multiplication miracle and found its
source in such textual accounts as the one told in the D~yivadcina:
Two nciga kings, Nanda and Upananda, created a lotus flower, which
had a thousand petals and a stem made of jewels and which was all in
golden colour and as big as a chariot wheel. The blessed one sat crosslegged on the lotus pedestal with his body upright and made contemplation facing the front. Then, another lotus was created above the [first] lotus. There was also seated [an image OF]a blessed one [bhagavat] with his
legs crossed. The same happened at the front, at the back, and on the
sides. Thus [a multitude of images ofJ blessed Buddhas were created so
that they reached the Akanista heaven.. .'

Fig 1
Stele with Buddha Tr~ad,from Sahri Bahlol, mound
schist. 115.5 x 71 x 14 cm;Peshawar Mureurn.nv.no.PM-2771

D. 4"'-5'h

century, grey

Buddhaon the lotus in the Mohammed-Nari stele may seem to fit
But many other details are not properly explained
such
textsources of the Great Miracle: For example, the Buddha is not
by any
,ullounde,jby a multitude of his doubles on lotuses - as in Gupta-period
steles from sarnath more securely identifiable as the Great Miracle - but
by fiyres that appear to be Bodhisattvas or celestial beings. what might
beequated
with the multiplication miracle is placed oddly in each upper
corner Ofthestele - a meditating Buddha with smaller Buddhas emanatinghomeachside (fig. 3). Furthermore, there are no figures identifiable
asl,ereticsd i k e in the Sarnath s t e k of the Great Miracle. When examined in comparison with various textual accounts of the legend available
tous, it seems hardly likely that this stele o r similar scenes on other cornstelesrepresent the Great M i r a ~ l e . ~
out ofscepticismabout Foucher's identification of the stele, a number
ofalternativeshave been proposed concerning its identity from an early
periodin andh ha ran art s~holarship.~
Probably the most notable of them
has been that it represents Amitibha Buddha's paradise. Sukhivati.
Around the time of the rise of the early Mahiyina. a group of its
elltspromotedthe cult of Amitibha, who supposedly attained enlightenment many eons ago and established a Buddha-field called Sukhivati
(land of Bliss), and developed an ardent desire to be reborn in the ~ ~ d dha-field permanently liberated from the shackles of transmigration. The
~orthwestof the Indian subcontinent was commonly suspected of being
the place of origin of this cult, and the Mohammed-Nari stele was seen as
eloquently epitomising it.
Aremarkable resemblance has been pointed out between the stele and
representat~onsof Sukhivati in East Asia, dated at least a few centur~es
later, such as those in the Dunhuang murals.' A good parallel is a Tangdynasty mural In Dunhuang Cave 332, where Amitibha holding hands in
a preaching gesture is seated on a lotus in the middle of a pond surrounded by a number of bodhisathas also seated on lotuses (fig. 4). Despiteminor differences as in the preaching gesture, which is closer to that
oflndia proper that became consistently used from the fourth century
on, alfinities are conspicuous enough to suppose a typological tie between the two. The composition of the Dunhuang mural may have indeed
Fig 2
The M~racleof Sravast~.Sarnsth,Cuptaera, late 5'Qentury. lndran Museum,
been derived from the Gandharan prototype. However, there is a critical
Calcutta
question as to whether its original significance was transferred as well.
Attempts have also been made in seeking a connection between the
steleand the textual description of Sukhivati, noting such passages as in
the Larger Sukhdvatiyu'ha, one of the major scriptures of the Amitibha
cult:
Amitibha remains in Sukhivati, and even now continues to teach the
habited by flocks of varied sweet-voiced birds miraculously created by
dhama in that field. He is surrounded and honoured by innumerable
the Tathiigata [Amitibha] . . . . The Buddha-field is carpeted in every dibodhisathas and by an endless retinue of disciples, and presides over a
rection with lotus flowers, made of the seven precious substances?
Buddha-fieldadornedwith the most perfect qualities. His light is immeasLike the account of the Great Miracle cited above from the Divyciurable, SO that it is not easy to grasp either its limits or its full measurevaddna, this account may seem, at first glance, to match the Mohammedment.. . .His pure light spreads widely, bringing pleasure to the body and
Nari stele. But the references to light emanating from the Buddha. the
elation to the mind . . . . The blessed Amitibha's world system, called
preaching Buddha and his assembly, and abundant lotus flowers decoraSukhivati,is prosperous, rich, peaceful, bountiful, lovely, and teeming
ting the Buddha-field are elements commonly found in Buddhist textual
~ithgodsand humans.. . . Sukhivatiexudes diverse fragrant scents; it is
traditions outside that of the Amitibha cult and thus too generic to enrichin various flowers and fruits, and adorned with jewel trees, and insure any illustrations of them to be specifically recognisable as Sukhi-

Fig.3

The meditating Buddha emanates further Buddhas, detail or the Mohammed-Nart Stele.cat. no. 204

vatL9 In light of this, a notable attempt has been made in seeking a specific tie between the textual account and the image.1° Of several details in
the stele noted in this proposal, two are worth a special note.
First, in the second row of the upper right corner, we find an interesting scene in which a Buddha apparently communicating with a
figure crouching to his left and pointing, with his raised right hand, to the
opposite side (fig. 5). Interestingly enough, similar small scenes are also
present in several other complex steles (Bautze, p. 46, fig. 2). It has been
suggested that the small scene in the Mohammed-Nari stele can be read
as Sikyamuni displaying the magnificent vision of Sukhlvati to one of his
disciples, Ananda, as recounted in the Larger Sukhdvativyirha." The Buddha is seated on a rocky terrain where two beasts are visible in the caverns below, and the scene obviously seems of a different order from the
rest of the overall image, where most other figures are seated or standing
on lotuses. This makes it plausible to interpret it as the Buddha directing

a worshipper to the vision of the central Buddha and his surroundings.
possibly a Buddha-field. However, we cannot easily determine who is
directed to the vision and whose Buddha-field is supposedly represented.
It may well be read as Sikyamuni directing Ananda or another disciple,
Siriputra, to the vision of the Buddha-field of Aksobhya, another Buddha
prominent in the early Mahlyina for his Buddha-field Abhirati in the
east - as stated in the Prajriapciramitci-sirtra or the Ak~obhyayiho."This
does not mean that the Mohammed-Nari stele is a depiction ofAbhirat1,
not Sukhivati, but we simply have to point O U L that the scene inquestion
could be deciphered in a variety of other ways. It is equally possibleto
read it as one of the past Buddhas giving a previous incarnationof%'a.
muni a prediction (vycikarana) that he would become a ~uddha:or we
could view it as a kind of entreaty to preach, by which the Buddha is
activated as a great teacher in a magnificent form residing in his Buddha.
field.

Secondly,
to each side of the lotus seat of the central Buddha, a man
are visible, standing on lotuses (fig. 6). They look like lay
ledistinctfrom other figures in the stele, but a lotus seat was seldom
P
PinGandharan
art for figures other than Buddhas or bodhisahas. On
this basis, it has been suggested that the two figures are identifiable as
thorereborn in ~ukh~vati."
They are indeed different from all the other
fipres because they do not have a halo; they also do not look like the ordmalylai~.
Are they, then. those who have gained rebirth in Sukhivati
stated in the Larger Sukhdvativycha? However, the presence of a
lvoman here obviously collides with the norm in the Sukhivati tradition
that there is no woman in the Buddha-field.'9Ithough diverse extant recensions of the Larger sukhhvahyliha considerably vary in details, all of
[hem are consistent in this respect.
Despitethese shortcomings, the Sukhavati theory for the Mohammed~ ~ ~ has
i ~attracted
t ~ l ea large following. A number of other scholars have
attempted to support it by applying accounts from the Smaller
jukllfivativyliha or the earliest extant recension of the Larger sukhdl,o,iyjhain Chinese translations. but none seems to have been successful
enoughto resolve lingering questions.15This can be seen best in the fact
thateachscholar connects various motifs in the stele to the text in a differentway.although they resorted to the same text as a source.
and a

Besides Sukh~vati,a variety of interpretations have been put fornard.
noting its association to the early Mahsyina. It was sometimes characterised cautiously as "the scene of the Buddha preaching that presupposes the development of Mahiyinic ideas in its background."" Or it was
referred to as "a Buddhist theophany" and "the symbol of the immanence
and power of the Buddhist pantheon." which shows affinities with the
accounts from such Mahiyina scriptures as the samdhinimocana-slitra.
the Saddhamapundarika-su~ra,and the Mahdprajridpdran~itopadeia."Although none are conclusive, each of these seems to point out rightly, in
its own way, the spirit that prominently permeates the Mohammed-Nari
stele. Iconography is a game of probability unless one has definitive proof,
which is extremely hard to secure in most cases. The identification of the
Mohammed-Nari stele with Sukhivati does not seem any more plausible
in light of the present evidence than these alternatives.
Perhaps we may never be able to find a single textual source for the
Mohammed-Nari stele without the assistance of explicit literary or epigraphical evidence. A source may have been a text that is hardly read in
present Buddhist scholarship or one permanently lost. Or there may
never have been, from the outset, a single textual source for the image.
The more carefully and extensively we read Mahayina scriptures, the
more we find what may be possibly - but perhaps not actually - associa-

Fig.4
Amitabha and 50 Bodhisamasin Sukhavati.cave 332. Dunhuang.China
dynasty,7Ihcentury;aher Zhongguo shiku Dunhuang Mogaoku

Fig 5
The Buddha reveals the Buddha field, deta~lof the Mohammed-NarlI Stele,
cat no 204

Fig 6

The lotus flankedby a couple on lotus flov+ers,detallof the Mohammed N a r ~Stele cat no 204

ble with the ~ohammed-Naristele. It is no exaggeration that the entire
MahByBna scriptures are full of such accounts.
In this regard, we might take note of the following passage from the
chapter "The Emerging of the Tathlgata" (Tathdgatabhritatathdta?) of the
Avo&-sii~a:
When the world is first created, the great water-wheels fill the three
thousand/great thousand words. A great lotus called the "Emerging of
the Tathlgata" appears, adorned with great treasures. It covers the three
thousand/great thousand worlds, illuminating all the lands. At the time,
devas such as the Suddhavasadeva and MaheBvara, seeing the lotus, definitely realise that all the Buddhas will appear in the world like the lotus
blossom. h hen, the wind wheels by various names are activated and
create various realms, heavenly palaces, mountains, seas, treasures, trees,
etc.] . . . Likewise, the Tathlgata-arhat-full Buddha appears in this world
e the great lights by various names and
with all the great roots. [ ~ emits

thus gives predictions (vycikarana) to all the bodhisattvas, who will be
come Buddhas by various names.]lR
This passage is presented here not as a possible textual source for the
Mohammed-~ari stele, but as a reminder that this kind of idea, one
among many, could well have been incorporated into the image. Still il
seems to coincide better with probably the most prominent featurein the
Mohammed-~aristele, the lotus blossoming out of the water. Wealmost
see the vision that the Buddha emerges being seated on the lotus and
activated in the role of preaching, perhaps awakened from a self-contained sarncidhi (concentrated meditation).
Regardless of its textual source, the ~ohammed-Naristele gives a
strong impression that it is related to a sarncidhi experience. whether it
was a visual recreation of the experience or a visual aid to such anexp?
rience is hard to tell - it could have been both. It reminds us strongly ofa
vision that a practitioner may have had in a sarnddhi, while thevisionIn

ihnlm wouldhave been influenced by what helshe had previously read,

Various opinions up to the 1980s are cited in Rhi 1991,pp. 316-23; cf. another useful review on the scholarship on the complex-stele group by Miyaji

nd heard Then it could have been transferred to a visual image by
jeen, a
means Of available visual conventions: the visual image thus created
o,ldhave served as a device that helped other practitioners experience
thegtnidhi.19
question still remains: Who is the central Buddha in the MOham,ned-~ari
stele? It may perhaps have been Amitabha, as many
hope. But could it have been any Buddhas whom a
scholars
practitioner
"isualized in a sumidhi? Here one needs t o recall that Buddha
images in Gandhara were presented in an essentially identical manner,
that is to say, iconographically indistinguishable. If the iconographic distinction did not matter, the individuality of Buddhas may not have
jeiously mattered, either. Returning to t h e SukhHvati theory, if the
Mohammed-Nari
stele is to be thusly identified, we should be able to find
more differentiating features of that Buddha-field; but they do not seem
recognisablein the present form. On the contrary, the gigantic lotus
throne, perhaps the most compelling feature in the stele, is actually not
Inentionidas the seat of Amitibha in any of the two principal texts of the
~ ~ i t a b hcult
a securely attributable t o Indian Buddhism, the Larger
~~khaotiv~liha
or the Smaller S~khcivatiyriha.~~
The Mohammed-~ari
as well as other complex steles, will remain a pivotal but enigmatic
monument in the understanding of the late phase of Gandharan
~uddhism.

2002.

Minamoto 1925: Minamoto 1926.
Modified from the translation of the Sanskrit edition by G6mez 1996, pp.
80-88.

' For another negative assessment of the Sukhivati theory, see Miyaji 2002.
Pp. 13-16.
The most notable of these in this particular approach is an inspiring paper
by Huntington 1980.
" Huntington 1980. pp. 658-59.
" For the reference from the Prajriapiramiti, see Schopen 1987. pp. 130-31.
n. 50;for the one from the A~obhyavytiha,Taishd 313,11:759c.
' I Huntington 1980,p. 660.
l4 Schopen 1987. n. 50.
'I Quagliotti 1996,particularly pp. 284-87; Aramaki 1999; Harrison 2000.
" Takata 1967,p. 263.
" Rosenfield 1967. pp. 236-38. Similar views were expressed by Odani 1967.
p. 96 and Miyaji 2002. pp. 19-20.
I n Taishd 278,9:613b-14a.cf. Taishd 279. 10:262a-c.
In this connection. I noted a passage of the Praryutpannasamddhi.sitra,
which possibly had a bearing on the significance of the Mohammed-Nari
stele; Rhi 2003,pp. 176-77.
The lotus is recounted with prominence in the Guan wuliangshoufojing as a
seat of Amitibha (Taishd 365,12:342c-343a). but the relevance of this sutra,
preserved only in Chinese translations, to the early Mahayana in Gandhara
during the second to fourth centuries C.E. seems dubious.
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Harry Falk

Epigraphic Documents in Gandhara
With the exception of the Ogham script in ~reland,all our European writing systems go back to the ancient Greek alphabet. A11 its derivatives, as
e.g. the characters used for Latin or the Cyrillic alphabet, introduce a
number of formal changes in shape and add some new letters to the inventory, to comply with partucularities of the respective language.
The phoenician alphabet, being the ultimate source of the Greek script.
also had some impact on the East. In Gandhara, we find three direct
descendants with texts written in Aramaic, Hebrew and ancient Greek.
The Bactrian alphabet is a direct offshoot of ancient Greek, and Kharosthi
and Brlhmi are two new developments, using the basic idea underlying
the Phoenician alphabet and introducing major improvements to the
system as such. Only the Akkadian script and possibly the "Unknown
script" are totally unrelated to the Phoenician idea. Despite being genetically related, all scripts in Gandhara are used by separate groups of
people, each with a particular language. mentallity and culture of its own.
They have all contributed to the character of Gandhara as a whole.
The fact that the beginnings of local textual history seem so un-Indian
also has its reasons in the former spokesmen of that local culture, the
Brahmans, not being particularly interested in written texts until around
the early Common Era. They highly favoured the oral transmission of
texts instead.
Prior to the Brahmans, in the last part of the 3rd millennium BC,
present-day Pakistan saw the invention of the script of the Harappa culture, which, however. fell into oblivion around 1900 BC without leaving a
trace in any later local script system. when it was in use, it left evidence
in Bactria and the lndus valley, but - up to now - not in Gandhara proper.
We are likewise missing any sign of the Latin script and language (outside
coinage), even though the Romans had trade relations with Gandhara as
well. In between the missing parts. Harappan and Roman, the multitude
of scripts gives evidence of a fruitful symbiosis of cultures:

1. Akkadian

cuneifor~tt

We have an example of a cuneiform text of the 12th century B.C.E.
from the bazaar of Peshawar that was possibly found in Afghanistan
(Michaud 2000). It is currently the only example of its kind that has been
found.

2. Aramaic

script

From the Sh century B.C.E. on, Gandhara had been a pa* of the
~ c h a e m e n i dkingdom, and thus a place of employment for its
maic scribes. Even though these scribes must have worked in the re.
gion for several centuries, only scarce remains of their work have
come unto us, all of them from the time of Aioka, i.e. the middleofthe3rd
century B.C.E. The texts consist of court decisions on propeq hold.
ings, one of them fixed in text on a limestone block found at Taxila;
two further decrees were found on vertical rock faces situated ill
the h g h m a n Valley to the north of Jalalabad in East Afghanistan (Falk
2006, pp. 247-250). A text from Kandahar can definitely be ascribed to
~ S o k acontaining
,
a shortened version of his edicts in the Indian Mi.
gadhi language written in haphazard fashion with Aramaic phonograms.
An Aramaic translation follows each "transcribed sentence (Falk 2006,
p. 246).

3. Hebrew

Hebrew inscriptions on rock faces, stone slabs, or tools are not very
numerous but do testify to the presence ofJewish merchants in Easten1
Afghanistan (Bruno 1963).

4. Greek

The series of Ancient Near Eastern scripts is superseded or, at least lora
short time, complemented by the Greek script, introduced at c. 320B.C.E.
by Alexander the Great, who managed to advance from Northern to
Southern Afghanistan to the Punjab, founding cities at regular intervals
which would become centres of Hellenistic culture.
From Alexander's times, we do not have any textual evidence, but a
short time afterwards, inscription sources turn up in Northern A(ghanistan, followed by coin inscriptions from the whole Gandharan area
up to Kanishka (cf. ~ r i b b pp.
, 64ff.). Ajoka had his texts at ~andaharellgraved in Greek, in one case even a c c o ~ n ~ a n i ebyd an Aramaic translation
(Falk 2006, p. 243).

Eucratldes
uses ~tfor sllver colns of lower denomlnat~onsand some copper pieces, one slngle copper coin 1s known from hls contemporary
Agathocles,
and from Apollodotus onwards, almost all rulers now use this
foreign scr~pt(cat. no 10).

firihmi(fig.1) was developed by Aioka's scribes based on the Kharosthi
,dGreek (~alk1993, p. 337f.). With some adaptations, it has survived and
provedits value until today in the whole of India. In Gandhara, though, it
was rarely used at all. The issues of Agathocles from A!-Khanoum in
Northern Afghanistan are striking, as he had two Indian deities depicted
on his copper coins, with an engraving of his name in Brihmi. "Indian"
coinage followed, of the same Agathocles and his brother Panthaleon,
who had been ousted by the usurper Eucratides from the North; these
also show a city goddess on the copper coins and the names of the two
kings in Brahmi.
It is probably not a coincidence that at c.180 B.C.E., Agathocles as
well as Eucratides, who later expelled him. used the Kharosthi in Bactria. It was the time of the collapse of the Mauryan Empire, and we can
assume that this caused a wave of refugees moving to the North-West
to which the Bactrian kings reacted by using the scripts of the immigrants.

The Kushan king Kanishka introduced Bactrian on his coinage at the heginningof the zndcentury C.E., a form of Eastern lranic written in Greek
script to which one single sign had been added. This script and language
were used in Gandhara and Bactria until the 71h century.

Under the Kushan ruler vema Takhtu alias Soter megas, at c. 100 C.E., the
10-called"unknownscript" emerged in Bactria as well as in the Kabul and
Peshawar valleys, if only for a short ~ e r i o dof time. ~raphically,it shows
slight similarities with Kharo~thi,but it still appears to be completely independent and its linguistic background is as yet unknown (Fussman

Fig. 1

Brahmi inscription on the pedestal of a Mathura Buddha:detail of cat.no. 130

1974, p. 23), although about ten texts have been found until today. some
of them rather extensive in size.
This overview has shown that the multitude of languages in the region
goes hand in hand with a multitude of scripts being used. Only rarely, linguistic utterances were expressed in a script not expressly created for
that particular language.
Stone slabs or rock faces were used as media for edicts and court rulings as well as for Buddhist memorial verse. Leather as a medium, then,
seems to belong exclusively to the realm of worldly jurisdiction; birch
bark was the native material for any kind of text; palm leaves, imported
from India, first surfaced in the Kushan era and largely replaced birch
bark.
Written sources thus span several centuries. With Greek and the
Kharosthi script, we can see formal changes and additions that might
tempt us to try and date art on the basis of palaeography. In a limited
frame of reference, this is even possible, if pieces are also taken into account that are safely dated as belonging to the respective periods. Unfortunately, though, we have to admit that most of the objects are not even
inscribed and that those which do carry text often do not carry dates. as
if inscribing an object somehow invalidated the unity of a work of art.
Sculptures can be inscribed in two different ways. The most common

Fig 2
no 122

Part of a Kharo$thirnscrlpbon on a stupa-shaped rel~quary,deta~lof cat.

form is an inscription on the upper part of the base under the naked
feet of a Bodhisattva (fig. I; cat. no. 130).The second is to put a text on the
halo behind the head. where, according to current research results, six
base inscriptions stand against four halo inscriptions. Two of the base inscriptions are dated (cat. no. 177), while none of the halo texts are (except
one on a forgery).
The situation looks slightly different taking into account those sculptures that are not considered free standing but are carved as half-reliefs
From relatively flal stone and which often show holes in the back that
were used to attach them to a background using pegs or pins. Here, only
two of the ten inscribed copies known are dated.
Comparing these to the objects from Mathura (fig. 11, where we have
about the same number of copies, we can see a clear tendency not to inscribe them and even then, not to include a date.
The texts themselves follow several standard patterns. The basic
model only states:
"This is a religious offering by Mr/Mrs/Monk N.N."
This basic statement can be combined with several additions:
- It might be preceded by a date that also includes, beyond the year, the
month and the day (e.g. cat. no. 44,177);
- Monk N.N. can identifi himself as cohabitant (sdrdhamvihdrin) of
another monk;
- Mr/Mrs N.N. might state their home town, profession, or the affiliation
with a certain trading organisation (e.g. cat. no. 130);
- a worshipping formula (p~jaye)to honour parents, relatives or a
teacher might be added (e.g. cat. nos. 44.122);
- as an alternative or addition, a formula for wishing recovery (arogadakyitldye)of a relative or fellow monk can follow;
- the emotional background of an offering is called ktt<a/amdla,which
was aimed at the personal welfare of a specific person o r everyone in
order to achieve nirvana (e.g. cat. no. 130).
Contrary to what we have in Mathura, the character of the figure depicted (Buddha. Bodhisattva, Amitlbha, etc.) is almost never stated.
Alternative models are rare. One that is attested twice consists of
nothing else than a list of donor names: "from N.N.l, N.N.2, N.N.3, etc." A
praise poem on the Buddha is attested only once, although he is only
named as rnahdrsi, "Great Seer", here (Fussman 1985).
inscriptions on objects of daily use differ from these sculpture inscriptions. Among these, we can count metal ritual objects such as containers
for incense, censors, presentation bowls, sieves, ewers, and even a chamber door. Large donation bowls are carved from stone, whereas the important water jugs are made of clay. Such donation texts often contain
evidence of the name of the monastery and its affiliation with a specific
school, such as the Sarvlstiviidins. Dharmaguptakas, or Kiiiyapiyas. These
orders render their donations active by their acceptance, parigraha, a
term that is never found on statues in Gandhara. These donations are also
linked to welfare that is transferred to others, most of the time parents,

teachers, or all living creatures; many of these offerings also showthat
people expected the recovery of someone ill close to them.
Besides these tools important for the daily ritual routine, somedonon
or monks inscribe household objects, among these stone oil I
copper ladles, or containers for texts. These objects might also be called
offering", i.e. ddnnmukha.
Very telling about the manners in monasteries are some sporaddirections next to the name of the donor or owner that the
object is "not supposed to be taken away" by anyone.
The most important group of inscriptions can be found on reliquaries
(cat. nos. 44,122 and p. 190) that, filled with parts of the cremated ashes
of the Buddha, were interred in a stupa in a complex ritual. The contain.
ers. which are mostly lathed from stone, are often inscribed on the inside
of the lid, on the bottom of the interior, or on the outside (fig.2), or they
contained a thin sheet of metal made of gold or silver on which the date,
place, donor, their family and those were named that were supposedto
receive the benefit of the offering. These details are often complemented
by core Buddhist texts. e.g. from the Pratilyasamutpdda.The most interest.
ing texts of this kind come from two ruling families, the Apracarajas,who
marked areas that were previously unconverted at the borders to
Afghanistan with stupas for the order (cat. no. 441, and the Odir4as,who
endowed their actual area of rule. the swat Valley, with objects. TherD
building and donation activities had started a short time before thecom.
man Era and were continued during the 1" century C.E.
Besides religious texts. we also find a series of profane inscriptionr,
well donation inscriptions form an important group of these, which, in
the case of deep wells, are always dated. Just as in religious donations,
these inscriptions speak of ddnamukha, of people who were supposed to
be honoured with the donation, and the people whose welfare was to be
ensured by them. The construction of a new water supply was thus a
religious act.
Another very important group are gems from signet rings, as they
already show through their language which groups the upper classes
comprised. Here, we can read names primarily written in Kharosthiw~th
a Sanskrit background, bul also numerous Greek names fixed inGreekor
Kharosthi spelling. From c. the Yd century onwards, we can witnessa
change: The Indian Brlhmi script supersedes all others and the names
become unintelligible, which goes hand in hand with the change from
deities o r mythological figures being depicted to now favouring personal
portraits. Here, we can see the newly emerging groups of population that
are roughly known as "Huns", who immigrated in growing numbers to
Gandhara, where they even took over power in the 6"'century.
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Buddhist Manuscripts from Gandhara
.7he ~ ~ d d h iDead
s t Sea Scrolls Found by Library" made The Times title
pageheadline
on June 26,1996. The British Library had announced earlier
that a collectionof handwritten Buddhist manuscripts from the 1'' to the
2 ~ ~ c.E.
e nhad
b been
~ found which were written in the Kharosthi
,[npt and were composed in tiandhiri, the Middle lndian language of
'andhara. There is probably no title fitting better the expectations followingthis particular discovery.
Those expectations were, first of all, based on the age of the manuscripts and the huge number of Buddhist monuments from Gandhara,
which communicate an impressive image of the period of prosperity of
~uddhistculture in the north-west of the lndian subcontinent. Another
reason, though, was that the momentous discoveries in Chinese
Turkestan(~injiang)at the beginning of the 20th century had brought to
liRhta large number of textual and artistic sources that showed that
'andharan culture had also had a lasting impression outside its core region and was involved crucially in the spread of Buddhism to Central Asia
and China.
Researchers had succeeded in discovering traces of putative Gindhiri
originals in early Chinese translations of Buddhist texts before, but the
number of texts that were composed in Gindheri remained extremely
low.Theonly manuscript of a Buddhist text in tiindhiri, apart from some
fragments. was a Dharmapada bought in 1894 in Khotan.
Was this one single text enough to assume a comprehensive literature?
atexts,
Interestingly enough, not only canonical ~ r i v a k a ~ i n(Hinayina-)
but also early Mahiyina sutras showed definite signs of being translai
In some cases, it even became apparent that
tions o f ~ i n d h i roriginals.
these originals had not been orally transmitted sources but rather texts
written in Kharosthi. Thus it had been apparent even before the monumental discovery of the British Library collection that a relatively large
and varied Buddhist literature composed in Gindhiri must have existed,
and that it, at least partly, had consisted of written texts and contained
the ancient sources of a ~ r i v a k a ~ i ntradition
a
as well as the later
Mahayana sutras. As the earliest Chinese translations came from the 2""
Century and Kharosthi was only used in tiandhara until the 3'* and 4th
centuries C.E., when Gindhiri as a literary language also fell out of use,
tllese possible originals would be counted among the earliest Buddhist
manuscripts at all, far older than most of the documents from Chinese
Turkestan.

It remained a controversial topic, though, which Buddhist school this
textual tradition was to be ascribed to. Already at the second Buddhist
synod, at c. 100 years after the Buddha's death, the Buddhist community
had split over arguments about dogmatic questions. In the following centuries, this tendency continued, so that we have to assume a large number of different Buddhist schools from the early Common Era onwards.
Buddhist tradition counts 18 of such schools, but in reality, there were
probably more than that. Many of those are only known to us by name,
but of some others, extensive literary remains have come unto us either
in an lndian language or in Chinese or Tibetan translations.
The split into different Buddhist schools also led to a split o t literary
traditions. Those schools not only started to compose their own texts but
also began to hand down the material they had taken over in their own
peculiar ways. only orally in the earliest times, but again, starting from
the beginning of the Common Era, increasingly also in written texts. This

Fig. 1

Ink well with handle,frorn Sirkap, block B (sq. 32.61:slratum II).Taxila. 1" cen-

tury C.E., copper.8.5 x 15.5 K 13 cm;Taxila Museurn,inv.no.SW15-864

affected the contents of the respective texts as well as their language and
the arrangement in larger collections, e.g. the pitakas of the Buddhist
canon or the Agamas of the Sfitrapitaka. In those cases where we have extensive literary texts at our disposal it is often possible to determine the
filiation with a certain school by looking at these differences.
For the Dharmapada, John Brough had actually assumed the Dharmaguptakas as originators, a school that is also attested in Gandhara and
the neighbouring areas in inscriptions - but a definite proof for this assumption is still missing. According to epigraphic research, the S a ~ i s tivadins and Mahisimghikas were also active at Gandhara. Thus, they
could also have been the originators of texts composed in GBndhLri.
Any more definite clarity in this question that was not only important
for the history of Buddhism in general but also for the development of
Mahiyina ~ u d d h i s min particular would then only be achieved with a
fundamentally enlarged textual basis.
Only with this background, the euphoria of the Times can be understood in its entirety. Of course it is too early to cast a final judgement as
to whether these high expectations arejustified. By far not all texts of the
British Library collection have been deciphered and understood yet. Furthermore, this collection has not remained the only discovery of manuscripts written in Kharosthi. Until recently. ever-new discoveries have
turned up, most of them coming into circulation via international art
dealers. Due to this, their provenance is largely unknown or at least
doubtful.
In detail, the following collections or individual manuscripts have been
added: the Senior Collection with 24 manuscript scrolls, the Bamiyan
Fragments, the University of Washington Scroll, and the Library of Congress Scroll. All these manuscripts are being researched by the Early Buddhist Manuscripts Project of the University of Washington, Seattle
(www.ebmp.org).
Since October 2005 also scholars from the Freie Universitat Berlin have
been working on a project on Buddhist literature in GandhirT; it is dedicated to two further, newly discovered manuscript collections: the Bajaur
Collection, containing about 18, in parts very extensive, texts from the
border region between Dir and Bajaur in North-West Pakistan (cf.
www.h-berlin.de/bajaur-collection).and a smaller collection, as yet unnamed, consisting of five manuscripts whose provenance is unknown
(fig. 2).
Apart From the Bamiyan fragments, all manuscripts in Kharosthi were
written on birch bark, the preferred writing material of North-West India.
Concerning their contents, the collections show considerable differences and thus, for the first time ever, cast a comprehensive light on
the literary basis of Gandharan Buddhism, which had hitherto been
known to us mostly from its artistic remains. Thus, the British Library
Collection might seem a relatively heterogeneous collection concerning
its contents, but the majority of the texts belong to the scholastic Abhidharma literature and related commentary literature. Besides this, some
canonical Sutra texts of a Srivakayina school and some partly autochthonous AvadHna texts as well as popular Buddhist texts in verse, e.g.
fragments of another Dharmapada, are part of this collection. It is especially noteworthy that the manuscripts of the British Library Collection

were, at the time of their first documentation in Peshawar, foundinaceramic pot that could definitely be assigned to the school of the Dharmaguptakas due to an inscription. There might be "0 definite textual
evidence for this afTiIiation,but currently nothing seems to contradictthe
assumption that this school was indeed responsible for the
of
this text corpus.
c he Senior collection, then, is of a completely different character, is
a self- contained collection written by a single scribe, and only contains
Sriivakayina sutras From different Agamas. On the basis of preliminary
research of parallel texts, the affiliation with the DharmaguptakaSmight
not be proved, but nevertheless seems most probable.
he third large collection, although in a much more fragmentarystate,
is part of a very extensive compilation of manuscripts in Brihmiand
~ h a r o s t hwhich
i
was probably found in 1996 in one of the Bamiyancave,
and is kept today in private collections in Norway (Schoyen Collection)
and Japan. The numerous fragments in Kharosthi are largely destroyed
and only in rare cases allow a safe identification or even reconstructionof
a text. A fragment of the Bhadrakalpika sutra, which was later counted
among the Mahayina sutras, here, is of special importance. Thus, these
fragments are the first definite proof that Mahiyina sutras belonged to
the inventory of ~ i n d h i rliterature.
i
According to the results ofradiocar.
ban dating, this fragment, though, rather belongs to the late periodof
Gindhiri literature, i.e. to the Yd century. when Sanskrit had alreadybe.
gun to replace Gandhirias the language of the local Buddhist tradition.
The two new collections. in their heterogeneous contents, rather show
similarities with the British Library collection.Just like this coIlection,the
Bajaur collection and the as yet unnamed one feature material fromsev.
era1 scribes of the 1" and zndcentury C.E. Both collections contain texts
whose contents matches the material already known to us: the Bajaur
collection, then, contains, besides a sutra from the Madhyamigama ola
5rivakayina school, numerous short scholastic texts and commentaries.
The as-yet-unnamed collection contains - similar to the British Library
Collection - parts of Buddhist verse collections such as the Dharmapada
or a parallel text to the Pili Suttanipita, but also some Avadanas.
Apart from that, we also find some texts that were hitherto unknown
in Gindhiri literature. Thus, with parts of two Pritimoksa sutras, the Ba.
jaur Collection not only contains the oldest manuscripts of a Vinaya text
ever found, but also includes the first complete version of an Arapacana
alphabet in Gindhiri in the form of a verse text.
The two collections are also of utmost importance due to the
Mahiyina texts they contain. The text of the unnamed collection corresponds to the first and the fifth chapter of the ~stasihasrikiPrijAipiramitH sutra, one of the earliest Mahiyina sutras, for whose
Chinese translation a Gindhirioriginal has long been assumed.
The Bajaur Collection contains a relatively extensive, hitherto on.
known, Mahiyana sutra which, in large parts, corresponds to the~k~ob.
hyavycha and thus represents another tradition of the early Mahiyina
literature.
The fact that both texts were found in collections that also contained
canonical ~ r i v a k a ~ i i nmaterial
a
clearly shows that the originators ofthe
early Mahiyina are not to be found outside established monasteriesbut

closely connected with the so-called mainstream Buddhism
in intellectualas well as institutional relationship. Currently, the Dharmaguptakasseem the most promising candidates as carriers of this mainBuddhism A final appraisal will only be given, though, when the
nlajority of the texts has been analysed comprehensively. We have evidencepointing to the fact that in those early times that our manuscripts
,,,erewritten, the boundaries between the different school traditionl
,,restill in flux and that even within a single school, different threads 01
trallSmis~ion
can Occur.
~e~earch
into these manuscripts will take years, if not decades. ~ u itt
has alreadybecome clear that it will then put our knowledge about ~ ~
Ahism in Gandhara and its role in the spread and transformation of this
religionin the first centuries C.E. on a qualitatively completely new basir
due to the grounding in Contemporary texts. It remains to be seen if this
,,ill be able to achieve the same for Gandharan art.
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Part of a reconstructed b~rchbark manuscript (Daksinavibhangasutra of the
Madh~amlgama),fragment 1 of the Bajaur Collection, birch bark,^. 17.5 x 30 cm (overall lenlth c. 70.5 cm)
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Christian Luczanits

~ u l t i p l e~ u d d h a s

[ven though Buddha Sikyamunr IS a historical
person, he was not seen as the only Buddha during the time of Gandharan art. Indeed. Sakyamunl
has been and still IS only especially relevant because he facilitated Buddhism in our era and In
our world. Eras and worlds, then, are the most Important criterla to distinguish the different Buddhas.
The achrevements of the Buddha JPkyamuni
were probably, right from the onset, not seen as
completely unlque but were compared to those of
his predecessors. Thus, the stupa of Buddha
Kanakamunl is mentioned rn two Aioka inscriptlons', and an early list tells us of three predecessors In the same era, 1.e. Krakucchanda, Kanakamuni, and KPiyapa.' The group of the seven Buddhas, I e. Bkyamunl and SIX of hrs predecessors.
lncludlng the aforementioned, then not only appears In the canon~calliterature of the Theraviida
School, the Pall Conon', but also in the art of
Bharhut (cf. Luczanits, p. 74, flg.4) and Sanchi
(cf. Luczanits, p. 75, fig. 5). In Gandhara, thisgroup
was usually depicted w ~ t hthe future Buddha
Maitreya (cat. no. 188).
An even more remote predecessor is the
Buddha Dipamkara, who heads a list of 25 past
Buddhas4,and who is exactly that Buddha In front
of whom SHkyamunl first vowed to become a
Buddha himself ((cf. Luczanlts, p. 77, hg. 7). In
Gandhara, extensive deprctions of the Buddha's
lifeoften start wrth the oath before Dipamkara (cf.
cat. no. 145). The MahBvastu: a text that 1s largely
contemporary wrth Gandharan art, connects the

Fig 1
A row of Buddhas In pav~l~ons,
arch~tectural
element,grey rch~st,55 x 14 5 x 7 cm, Central Museum.
Lahore

Buddhas vra oaths and prophecies ~ h r o ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~
and continues the series into the futurebymakl,,g
the prophesying of a future Buddha one of a
Buddha's obl~gations.~
A series of 1,ooo ~ ~ , j d h ~ ~
chronologically projected rnto the futureprovldes
the baas for the Bhadrakalpikasirtra, a text at.
tributed to MahPyiina Buddhism. Contemporary
~ u d d h a are
s assumed to exist at the same time In
different worlds, the so-called Buddha fields (bun
dhaksetra). The Buddhas Amitabha (Endless Light)
and ~ksobhya(Steadfast) are Buddhas whose
fields or heavens were already known during
Gandharan times. Even though it IS nlgh lrnpos
able to ldentrfy these Buddhas in Gandharan art,
as distinct iconographic characterist~cswereonly
developed later (cat. no. 291), complex stelessuch
as the stele from oh am mad Nar~(cat, no. 204)
depict such ~ u d d h afields or vlslon
thereof (cf. Rhl, pp. 254ff.f.).
The group of the Bud
dhas of the Ten Dlrectlons (the four polnts orthe
compass, the Intermediate po~nts,andzenlthand
nadir) 1s also based on a spatial concept, and the
depiction of the Buddha from Kakrakkat no 283)
also relies on such an idea With this, the nuddha
IS spat~allyomnipresent. Those rows of rtandlng
and sitting Buddhas that we often find in Gandha
ran art in arch~tecturaldecorahon (fig I , cat no
189) can then be Interpreted not only asa chrono
logical sequence, but also In spatlal relat~onto
each other.
It IS easy to understand that such a develop
d
ment must go hand in hand with a de~ficat~on
the Buddha The first indication of th~scan be
seen In the earllest Buddhist art in the shape
miracles, but also In names such as "Bud
dharaksita" (protected by the ~uddha),which can
be found among the donor inscriptions at SancIll
In the iniracle of SrPvasti,serpents preparea lotus
throne for the Buddha, and he multiplleshls~d~
in dlfrerent shapes (cf. R ~ p.I ,255. fig z).~he~ud
dha thus turns Into a supernatural being thatcan

le himself(cat. no. 122). Bodhisattvas. and
zrnana
othergods,~he
life of the Buddha on Earth is then
amanifestation
of himself only for the sake of humanity, without leaving behind his permanent
Buddhahood,He becomes a cosmic being (cf.
Luctanits,
p 77, fig. 8). which can also be expressed his size (cf. Luczanits, p. 318, fig. 1).
ultimate form of the Buddha, which cannot be ,gasped in its true nature, is called his
oharmabody (dhan)~aki~o)
in the system used by
Mah~yina
Buddhism? The Buddha emanates
worldlyguises such as that of the Buddha bakyaaltering his absolute form. his
i,
,,,,lnerable and short-lived form is compared to
illusion and is called "illusion body" (nir,,,"&ayo). in such a shape, the Buddha appears
beforethose of lesser talent that are a t least lucky
enough to be born again at a time contemporanewith one of the worldly emanations of the
~uddha.Between those two forms, a third shape
exists, which is based on the image of pleasure
(mmbhogokiya) and which has most fittingly been
translated into English as "Body of Rapture".B~his
manifestation is only perceivable to a select group
ofadvanced beings such as the Bodhisattvas. in it,
the Buddha presents itself in heavens, paradises,
and other heavenly spheres (cat. no. 204), among
these themandalas of esoteric Buddhism. Fig. 1 on
p. 127 illustrates that Bodhisattvas of the highest

,,,

rank are also assigned similar characteristics as a
Buddha. Only with esoteric Buddhism, concepts
assigning Buddhas. Bodhisattvas, and other
deities to families and their functional relationships with each other are introduced, as they are
expressed in the group of the five transcendental
Buddhas (cat. no. 291).
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NigHli Sigar inscription in the 1 4 ' ~year of his
reign: Hultzsch 1925. pp. 164-65; Deeg 2003;
Norman 2006. p. 158; and Lumbini in the 2oth
year of his reign: Hultzsch 1925, pp. 164-65; Falk
1998; Deeg 2003; Tsukamoto 2005; Norman 2006.
pp. 157-58.
Cf. the table in Nattier 1991. p. 20.
Pili ~ahipaddnasutta(MASu) in the Diyhnnikiya
(text no. 14): Rhys Davids and Carpenter 1903.
pp. 1-54; Rhys Davids and Rhys Davids 1910,
pp. 4-41; Walshe 1996. pp. 199-221; or Sanskrit
Mahdvaddnasitra: Waldschmidt 1953; Fukita
2003, and some Chinese translations: Nattier
1991, p. 19, note 17.
Buddhavnmso: Jayawickrama 1995; Horner 1975;
Niddnokatha: Fausbell 1877, pp. 1-94; ~ayawickrama 1990; Rhys Davids 1998.
Senart 1882; Jones 1949; LeumannIShiraishi
1957: the section on the career of a Bodhisattva

'

and the ten stages; and LeumannJShiraishi
1962, who continue the translation of the ten
stages. Analyses: Windisch 1909; LeumannJ Shiraishi 1957. Oldenberg 1967, Rahula 1978.
Jones 1949-56. Vol. XVI, p. 42-43; Senart 18.3297. p. 51. 5-6.
In the original conception, this "body" might
have been seen as consisting of several dharmo.
Here, dharma means the basic elements of the
world as well as the teachings and characteristics of a Buddha (Harrison 1992).
The usual translation is "Body of Enjoyment".
but in my opinion, this is semantically too narrow, even though it is closest to the literal
meaning.
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Martina Stoye

Ganymede and ~ a r u d a
Besides Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, several subor.
dinate deities and sundry mythical creatureshave
always populated the imagination of
Buddhism.' Garuda, the mythical eagle, shownin
objects cat. no. 209 and cat. no. 210,also belongsto
the latter.
According to ancient lndian idea%G a r u h a n
exceptionally strong, powerful, and bold bird of
mythical origin who takes shape of an eagle. Legends say that he is of gigantic size and his body ra.
diates a sun-like splendour. With his huge wings,
he can hide parts of the firmament and sweep
away mountain tops. He can fly faster than the
winds, and boldly uses his powers in battlesofcosmic dimensions. According to epic tales, in the
conflicts between devas (gods) and asoras
(demons) he won back the amea (imrnortalitypotion) for the gods that the Niga hadstolen.Generally, the Garuda's irreconcilable enmity towards
. ~ sources and im.
the serpents is l e g e n d a ~Text
ages show us that the antagonism between mythical bird and snake creatures envisioned in
mythological narratives was an often-used topes
and a relevant metaphor in ancient India.' The
struggle of Garuda with the snake creatures,
turned into a popular motif in images at around
the beginning of the Common Era!
In Ruddhist art, depictions of Garuda can b~
found as early as the 2nd century ~.C.~.'Theearlg
lndian manner of depiction was still variable.@
Only with the emergence of Gandharan art
proper, a very specific convention of depiction
was established, which merged lndian and Western traditions into a fixed formula7:
In Gandharan art. Garuda always appean ass
bird of prey sitting erect in a majestic fashion,

The Rape of Ganyrnede,late Etruscan bronze'
Brit~shMuseum. London, Inv. no.AN384715
Fig. 1

in heraldic frontal view, with wings outYen
Ilretched
and head turned to the side or also in
hontal view, jewelled human ears and a turban
anthropomorphisehis otherwise animal-like
head, The anthropomorphic features accentuate
hirnamre,going
beyond that of mere animal, and
,eMllev and turban signib his regal/royal rank.
beak, Garuda always grasps the
In his
IIec~ofaserpent's
body growing out of the shoulders of a beautiful woman squirming in Front of
avian breast: She is a NPgini, a female
his
representativeof the serpent creatures living in
with ~aruda,and she is being abducted by
g,, in this moment (cat. no. 209).
fiis simple,basic configuration is sometimes
expanded
with several figures flanking the Nigini:
we findadditional female figures collapsed on the
ground,and/or male figures that attack the
with weapons, apparently trying to come
to the aid of the Nigini. The centre of the image,
though,always remains with the Garuda-Nigini
goup (cat. no. 210).
While the narrative motif depicted in these
birdof prey scenes (the mythical bird Garuda carries away the serpent genie) is undoubtedly Indian and can be found in the Mahdbhdrata and in
Buddhist narrative literature, the pictorial representation of the Gandharan Garuda-Nigini group,
in its composition, definitely goes back to a Westem image type from Classical Mediterranean art:
Itrelies heavily on Greek-Roman depictions of the
rape of Ganymede by the eagle of ~ e u (fig.
s 1).8 TO
adapt this to the Buddhist context, the various el-

ements of the model underwent strong lndian adjustments.
A glass decorated with an image of the Rape of
Europe and the Rape of Ganymede from the treasure of Begram, Afghanistan. (cf. Srinivasan, p.
120. fig. 4)' vividly proves that western motives
relevant for the Garuda-Niginigroup had entered
the region on imported wares.
In the turban decoration of the Bodhisattva
head cat. no. 208. we And Further Western motifs
accompanying the centaurs next to Garuda.
The complex multi-figure version cat. no. 210
lets us assume that the lndian sculptors actually
knew different Western models of the same image
(e.g, those comparable to [w]).
Why exactly the Garuda-NHgini group was
often depicted in the turban rosettes of 00dhisattvas, though, has not yet been explained
con~incingly.'~
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~ w a l f1996, p. 43f.
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vol. I. p. 755 andJayawardhana 1961.
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Raven 1994, p. 49f.. cf. also note 10.
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an early, quasi-iconographic passage in the
Harivamh, cf. Joshi 1973, esp. p. 2391.
' On the depiction of Gamdas in early Buddhist
art, cf. note 3 , p. 24 n. 2. 39; 143f.; Zin 2003.
pp. 131f., 134ff.; esp. in AjantP: cf. Schlingloff
1993. Zin 2000 [2001].
Cf. note 3. p. 149.
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1997, p. 102.109f.. 120;on the Rape ofGanymede
in Classical Mediterranean art cf. Sichtermann
1988, notes 170-256, and commentary.
Cf.. e.g.. Azarpay 1997, p. 109, note 23. and
p. 111. fig. 17; Menninger 1996.
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Cat. No. 188
pedestal with Maitreya and six of
the previous Buddhas

.

Hoti Mardan. 2"*-Yd century
Grey schist. 36 x 52 x 8 cm
~ h a r o s t h inscription:
i
2: ///satvasa sarvabudhapuyasa pratidmn ,,,nk
j
rnahatvasa arogada
1: danamukho
bani
rans slat ion:
"<Depiction> of the (Bodhi)sattva, departed for
the veneration of all the Buddhas, havingasrumed
a pleasant body, the elated being - a religious dB
nation for the favour of health." Harry Falk
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-3091 [old: 21081
~

Cat. No. 189

Cat. No. 190

Row of standing ~ u d d h a s

Meditating ~ u d d h aemanating
,
further Buddhas

Provenance unknown, J'~-4"' century
Grey schlst. 49 x 54 x 6 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No G-1285 (old: GR-21; 2068)

Takht-l-Bah~(1912 excavat~on),3'd-4'11 century
Grey schlst. 30 x 29 x 8 cm
Peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-2786 [old: 18591

cat, NO. 191

MaitreJfa sitting On a lion throne
*,k,

2.h-3rd cerituy

Ilght gtey rchist,70.5 X 44 X 1 4 5 cm
Museum, Lahore
,nv. N, G-154[old: 5691

Cat. No. 192
The Buddha's nirvana and the
Bodhisattva Maitreya
Taxila, 3d-4'11 century
Light grey schist, 22 x 72.3 x 7 cm
Taxila Museum (Wah Collection)
Inv. No. W.T.G.6

Cat. No. 193
Standing Bodhisattva Maitreya
with hair tied in a double bow
Sahri Bahlol, mound C (1912 excavation),
3rd-4'h century
Dark grey schist, 153 x 52 x 21 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2897 [old: 18661

Cat. No. 194
Teaching Maitreya with flask on
the plinth
Sahri Bahlol(1909-10 excavation). dLhcentury
Grey schist. 110 x 67 x 15 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. NO. PM-3000 [old: 14351

Cat. No. 195

Cat. No. 196

Bodhisattva with long curly hair

Head of a Bodhisattva with long
curly hair

Sahri Bahlol (from the Gred S ~ u p d ) ,
]"halfofthe2"~'century C.I
Darkgrey schist, 46 x 17.5 x 8 c r n
Central Museum. Lahore
Inv.No. G-135 [old: 1351

Sahr~Bahlol. Mound C (1911-12). ~"%enturyC.E.
Dark grey sch~st,47 x 36 x 38 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2860[old: S.B.c.1912; 18791

Cat. No. 197
Three types of Bodhisattvas
between Buddhas
Provenance unknown, 3rdcentury
Grey schist. 29.5 x 97 x 7 cm
Taxila Museum (Nowshera Collection)
Inv. No. W.T.G.3

Cat. No. 198

Cat. No. 199

Standing Bodhisattva Maitreya
with crescent moon in his hair

Teaching Bodhisattva

Provenance unknown, 3rd-4'11century
Grey schist. 100 x 38.5 x 14 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-131 [old: 92 o r 991

Sahri Bahlol(l911-12 excavation), 4'11 century
Grey schist, 76 x 52 x 18.5 crn
Peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-3074

Cat. No. 200
Standing Bodhisattva holding
a garland, with a Buddha in his
headdress
Sahri [%ahlo1(D35, 1912 excavation).
411'-5'1'century
Grey schist, 107 x 45 x 18.5 cm
I'eshawar Museum
Inv. No. I'M-3038 (old: 1867)

Cat. No. 203
Cat. No. 201

Bust of a pensive Bodhisattva
under a tree top
Sanghao,dLhcentury
Grey sch~st,30 x 24 x 10.5 crn
Central Museum, Lahore
lnv.No. G-143 [old: 969, 17071

Cat. No. 202

Two-storeyed temple with pair
of Erotes on a column
Zar Dheri. 2"" century
Greenish schist, 93 x 2 3 x 9 cm
Peshawar,Department of Arch,~eology.lnd
Museums (DAOM)
Inv. No. 5-78

Teaching Buddha between two
Bodhisattvas
Sahr~Bahlol(1906-07 excavat~on).
1" half of the dth century
Grey sch~st,57 x 49 x 11 crn
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2770 [old: 1581

Cat. NO. 204

virion ofa ~uddha'sparadise
hlohammed
Nari. 41h century
Light grey schist. 119 X 97 X 28 Cm
@"tralMuseuln. Lahore
I n v , ~ o . ~ -[old:
1 5 51135; 1-2551

Cat. No. 206
SO-calledvihzra, decorated
with nasika gable
and garlands [fragment]
Provenance unknown, dth century
Grey sch~st,29 x 27.5 x 4.5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv No. G-121 (old. 380)

Cat. No. 205

Stupa crowning a complex stele
~ahkt-i3ahi(1912 excavation), 4th century
~reyschist, 21 x 17 x 6 cm
peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-2836

Cat. No. 207
Balcony frieze with Bodhisattva
in the centre
Provenance unknown, jrd-41h century
Grey schist. 11x 61 x 14 cm
peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-3100 (old: 1654)

Cat. No. 210
Garuda and Naginis (The Lord of
the Air fights with the serpents)
Provenance unknown. 3rd-4'hcentury
Grey schist. 18.5 x 15 x 6 crn
Peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-3019 [old: 4971

Cat. NO.209

Turban rosette showing the
abduction of a serpent by the
lord of the air
Sangliao, ~ " ~ -century
3'~
L~ghtgrey schist. 0 11 cm, d. 4 cm
Central Museum. Lahore
Inv. No. [old: 10451

Citles

hi-

and Monast~i

Michael Jansen

Town and Monastery

"If there are still so many unsolved problems in the study of Gandhira art,
this probably is due to the absence of any careful analysis of its various
Taddei 1970, p. 94
cultural components."

Towns
The first great urban culture in the lndian subcontinent emerged at
c. 2,500 B.C.E. in the larger lndus Valley. With more than 1,500 settlements known to us today, it was the largest of the early urban cultures of
mankind. Mohenjo-Daro in today's Pakistani province of Sindh was
probably the capital of this early civilisation. The population o l this metropolis was an estimated 100,000inhabitants.
Even though the lndus Civilisation had developed a script, this cannot
be used as a historical source: It has not yet been deciphered. After the fall
of the lndus Civilisation in the first half of the 2"* millennium B.C.E., the
cause of which is as yet unknown, the lndian subcontinent experienced a
second period of urban growth and development in the second half of the
la millennium B.C.E., which was introduced by immigrants of the large
migration period at the time. This is mostly known to us through literary
evidence, e.g. in the Vedas. Archaeologically, the bearers of this civilisation (who only developed a script at a later time), the Vedic Aryans, have
not yet been identified. We can assume, though, that the civilisation of
the "painted grey ware" can be assigned to the Vedic Aryans.
The second period of urbanisation was not continued in the geographical region of the lndus Valley following the lndus Civilisation, but
developed, probably due to climatic reasons, in the glacial valley of the
Ganges River. Further to the east.
While for the rndus Civilisation, we have at our disposal a large and
rich corpus of archaeological evidence with hundreds of settlements but
with scant textual sources that remain inaccessible to us. the urbanisation of the Ganges Valley presents the opposite picture. Here, we are supplied with rich sources of information through texts, e.g. by the Vedas,
but also through the great epics, the Mahdbhcirata and the Rdmiyana, on a
civilisation that is archaeologically only insufficiently attested. In the
Mahdbhdrata. e.g., the fight between the enemy cousins of the Kaurava
and the Pindava and the dominance over the western lands between the
rivers Ganges and Yanluna is described. The Kaurava reigned in Hastina-

pura (c. 90 km to the north of today's Delhi), and the pendava in
draprastha on the Yamuna (near today's Delhi). In the battle describedin
the Mahdbhdrato, the PHndava were victorious. Later, one of the pindava
kings founded Kausambi near today's Allahabad. From the
dition on the life of the Buddha, we also know of several city names (es.
pecially from the litaka tales). But only through the excavations since
Marshall, some of the early towns and cities have been recorded archaeo.
logically. Among these are VaiiHli, Patna (Palibothra), Rajgir, Ahicchatra,
but also cities in the Gandharan area like Penkelaotis (Charsadda),pus.
kalivati, ~arashawada,and the settlements in the famous Taxila Valley,
Further textual sources on urban development can be found in Indian
literature in the later Mdnasdra (Acharya 19341, a collection of early archi.
tectural tracts. The Arthairistra, a treatise on statecraft attributed to a certain Kautilya ("Falsehood") whose final edition is dated to the 3"centuly
C.E., is also of special importance (Trautmann 19711.' From Greek sources,
the reports of Megasthenes and Arrian (McCrindle 1877) from the court
of the Mauryas are quite significant. Megasthenes, emissary of Seleucus
Nikator at c. 300 B.C.E. to the court of Chandragupta Maurya, describes
Pitaliputra as the largest city of the contemporary world.
Later texts by Chinese Buddhist pilgrims from the 41h to the 71h centuries C.E. enlarge the description towards the lndian cities. These
sources were those used by Alexander Cunningham in 1871for his Ancient
Geography ofIndia, after they had first been translated into English (cf. Beal
1884). With assigning literary sources to the actual geographical environment, the foundation for settlement research was laid which wassoonen.
larged by an archaeological component and is still valid today.
Laping shows, in his essay on "Aspects of the city in the ancient lndian
treatise on statecraft by Kautilya" ("Aspekte der Stadt im altindischen Sraarslehrbuch des Kautilya".l982) how the terminology of cities had developed
into a multitude of variations by the 3'%entury C.E. h he usual terms for
'town' in Ancient lndian are: pura, nagara, pattana, karvvata, dhaka, pfllli,
putabhedana, sthaniya, and nigarna." aping 1982, p. 2) In the following,he
arrives at eleven terms for towns ranging from durga, fortress, UP to rajadhina, the residence of kings.=
AS early depictions on the gates (torana) of the Great StuPaatSanchi
(Luczanits, pp. 72. 75. figs. 1 and 51, Central India, show, the towns leatured multi-storeyed houses with front gardens and significant ameni.
ties.

textual'tra-

The towns and cities were politically organised in small and mediumblics (Mukerji1969) and kingdoms. Cities such as Ahicchatra as
Ihrapital Of~orthern
panchala, KauGmbi, the capital of the Vatsa counKujinagara,
and many others are examples of the second urbanisa19'.
lion the lndian subcontinent. With this process, the "painted grey
,rare.'ofthe
1st millennium B.C.E., and later the "northern black polished
,,,are" are being linked. The early cities in the Ganges Valley featured
ionlfied wallditches or moats.
unfortunately,
only few of these cities have been researched archaeo-

illed rePu

logically
of them, the famous Maurya capital of Pataliputra, where
,he~reek~ e ~ a s t h e n stayed,
es
were already excavated at the beginning
ofrhe2~th
century, still under John Marshall (waddell 1903).
~ ~ ~ ~ s t hdescribed
e n e s the outer shape of Pitaliputra as a paralleloplniwitha length of c. 14 km. His description is as follows: "where the
Gaaes~ivermeets
another stream lies Palibothra, a city with a length of
60iladiaandawidth of 15 stadia. It has the shape of a parallelogram and
l,Iurroundedby a wooden fortification, intersected by embrasures to
laech arrows from. It has a moat for defence and to collect the city's
,qarte water." ( ~ c ~ r i n d1972,
l e p. 66). Furthermore, he reports that the
moat
. . had a width of 200 m and the fortification had 570 towers and
blgates (McCrindle 1972. p. 68). According to the measurements, the city
,,,auld have had a circumference of c. 34 km and would have covered an
areaof26squarekm, dimensions that, for those times, might stretch the
limitsofourimagination, but as Schlingloff has proved with a simple calmiation, ~egasthenes'descriptions could very well be accurate. He diided the length of the enclosure wall by the number of towers and gates
andarrived at a middle interval of 53.22 m. In the treatise on statecraft,
an Idealdistance between towers in a fortification is given as 54 m, which
night have almost been reached in the fortification at Pataliputra. ACcording to Schlingloff (1969. p. 103). who refers to Megasthenes, Pitaliputra would have had three times the size of ~lexandriaand double the
iizeoflrnperial Rome within the Aurelian city walls and would thus have
been the world's largest city. Two other famous travellers, Faxian
(c. 4M) C.E.) and Xuanzang (c. 635 c.E.), both Buddhist prilgrims from
China, visited Pataliputra during their travels through India. After their
de~riptionsof locations. L. A. Waddell (1903) was able to find ancient
Pitaliputra near Patna and partially excavated it. Indeed. Waddell found
remains of a palisade fortification c. 5.40 m below the excavation surface.
Heassumed that the palisades were part of the outer fortification. Further wooden structures found deep in the ground either point at pile
foundations (Waddell 1903, p. 41) or were foundation stabilisations to
protect against the nearby river. Some wooden sewers show that the city
had a high standard of hygiene. Further excavations by D. B. Spooner
(1912-13)andlater by 8. p. Sinha and L. A. Narain (1970) did not yield any
Ilewresultsreferring to the actual urban design.
Wedo not know much about the cities founded by ~ l e x a n d e rin this
'%ion. According to Dar' (2004, p. 23) Alexander founded ~lexandria
Buce~halia
and Alexandria Nikaia (Strabo, xV.1.29) on the river Hydaspes
Jhelum), Alexandria on the upper Akesines (today's he nab).
(Arrian:~llabasis
~.29.3),
Alexandria at the confl~~ence
of the five tributaries ofthe lower lndus River at the Panjnad, Rhambakia, or ~lexandria

Makarene near Makran (Arrian: Anabmis, vI. 29,5 and VI. 23.3). None of
these cities has yet been identified.

Cities of the Gandharan Civilisation
The urban development of the Gandharan civilisation not only features a
history spanning several centuries in the Ganges Valley, but also a settlement history of c. 200 years of the Achaemenid Empire. As a third area of
influence, the Hellenistic tradition of urban architecture was added, on
the one hand via the remains of the Alexandrian city foundations, but on
the other hand also through the continued urban tradition of Bactria.
Thus, Gandhara was also a "melting pot" of different cultural influences
regarding the building of cities.
The Chinese monk Faxian provides us with a comprehensive description ofthe Swat Valley region (UddiyinaJUdyina) at the beginning of the
5thcentury C.E. (Deeg 2005, p. ilaf., 520):"when one crosses the river, one
reaches the kingdom of Wuchang ( ~ d ~ i n aThis
) . country ~ u c h a n gis already in Northern India. All [people there] speak Central Indian languages. Central India is also called T h e ~ i d d l eEmpire' (Zhongguo).
Clothing, food, and drink of the lay people are identical to those of this
'Middle Empire'. The ~uddhistdharma is very widespread [there]. Places
where monks stay are called sarighdrcima. All in all, there are five hundred
sarighdramm,which all belong to the Hinayina". Faxian and his companions stayed in this country during the rainy season; then they travelled on
to Suheduo (Swat): "In this kingdom, the teachings of the Buddha also
prosper. Long ago ~ a k r athe
, lord of the gods. tested the Bodhisattva by
changing into a falcon [that hunted] a pigeon, and [the Bodhisathra] cut a
piece from his flesh to exchange [it] for the pigeon. The Buddha travelled
[there] with his students after attaining Enlightenment and said [to
them]: 'This is the place where I once cut off [my] flesh. [to] barter it for a
pigeon'. Thus the inhabitants of this country gained the knowledge about
this and erected a stupa at this place. which was decorated with gold and
silver.
To the east and downward (to the south), they arrived, after five days.
at the Empire of Gandhdvati [Gandhara] (liantuowei). There, the son of
Emperor Ajoka Dharmavardhanaruled. As the Buddha [still] was a Bodhisathra, he hadgiven his eyes for [another] man in this country. There
was also erected a great stupa decorated with gold and silver [...I From
there, they travelled to the east for seven days. h here] was a country
called Zhuchashiluo (TaksaSila), which means "cutting off the head" in
Chinese. when the Buddha was a Bodhisattva, he had given his head for
[another] man here (Deeg 2005, p. 521) [...I They travelled eastwards for
two days and reached the place where [the ~odhisattva]had given his
body to a hungry tigress [to feed on]. At these two places, there were also
erected large stupas: both [are] decorated with numerous precious
items."
while the cities of Gandhara are primarily known to us through the
above-mentioned literature, the cities in the Taxila Valley are the only
ones that have been archaeologically researched to a larger extent. These
excavations were mostly carried out in the early 201hcentury under John

Marshall, who was the DWm-General of the British-Indian Antiquities

Bhir Mound

Seryjce at the time.

The first city faudation might be dated to the Achaemenid period,
from the C century B.C.E. to c. 327 BLE, although the urban architecturd structures do not show much of the quality of ~chaemenidcities.
Later depictions of single caiumns with capitals are surely of Persian origin, and they also appear in the Mauryan period (cf.Irwin 1980).
In the Tax& Valley (Marshall 1960, fig. fi), the first city foundation
war the Bhlr Mound (fig 1). with four settlement strata from the 6* to the
P centuries. The secnd wchaeologically verifiable foundation wm
SiFkap (fig. 21, founded by the Bactrian Greeks at the beginning of the znd
mtury and subsequently inhabited by the Scythians and Parthims. The
third, Srswkh, was then founded in the zndcentury C.E. by the Kushans.
Ofcome, the older cities were inhabited for some time parallel to the

nwfo-m.

Under~ohnMarshall, who madeTaxdahis summer residence,a large area
of the oldest city, Bhir Mound (Marshall 1960,p. 47), whose origlnal name
is not known, was excavated (fig. 1;Marshall 1960. pl. 1, 15).The excavation site shows an irregular city layout, cut in half In roughly northsoutherlydirectionby a c. 6 m wide road. Other smaller streets and alleys
show a building development mostly belonging to the second settlement
stratum and consisting of smaU housing un~ts(stratum 11, jrdc. 0.CE)
Marshall was able to identify four settlement strata:
Stratum I
Zd c. B.C.E. and later
Stratum I1
3d c. B.C.E. (Mauryan period), 1.2-1.8 m
Stratum In 4fi c. B.C.E. (era of ~lexander'sconquest),2.7-3.0 m
Stratum N 6fi-5fi~.B.C.E., 4.2-4.8 m
At the time, the technique of proper stratigraphicexcavation was not

It was only introduced in India in 1944 by Mortimer wheeler,
~olvn.
thparchaeologicaldata is only usable within certain limits.
The walls belonging to the different phases were built from rubble of
ilkrent
qualities,laid with clay mortar. Those belonging to the second
hajedisplayed
the best quality. During all phases, the walls of the houses
with clay plaster mixed with straw, which was often covered ,&, white plaster slurry. Lime mortar and plasters only appeared
he sactrian creeks.
Thehousesfeatured an average footprint ofc. 35 square rn. Refuse pits
,Ilsidethe houses were used to dispose of waste, including water for domestic use. public water supply was by surface transport of water from a
,,,by stream. compared to the relative luxury of water supply in the IndUj~ivi[isation,
this first urban settlement displays a low quality of urban
,nfrastructure.
~ ~ ~found
~ han~ extraordinary
l l
hoard in stratum Ill, dated to c.
]wB,C,E, In a clayjug, he found, besides Greek coins, a siglos From the Per,,,,Empire, 33 embossed karshapanm of the oblong type, 79 of the round
t)p,and I051 later embossed silver coins from other places, possibly

During the end of the znd century B.C.E.. the Bactrian Greeks moved the
[~gfromBhir Mound to Sirkap (fig. 2; Marshall 1960, p. 60, pl. 15).
Thecity planners, and Sirkap was a completely new foundation, were
rzarching for favourable terrain at the farthest western reaches of a
lnountain ridge (Hathial), bordered by Tamra to the west and Gau Nala to
thenorth and east, where they would erect the new city. The ground plan
oithe residential city, based on Hippodamian models, featured a regular
grid. In the south-western part of the city, the acropolis was erected. The
cig\ualls,c.5.4 km long, had a thickness of 4.5 to 6 m. While it ran irregularly in thewestern part, it was straight on the other sides. It was laid with
rubbleand clay mortar. The city walls were probably interrupted by four
gates, which led to the main thoroughfares.
The excavations ~ i e l d e dseven settlement strata covering c. four cenhnes.
I
Late Parthian
2
Saka (earthquake c. 30 B.c.E.), overbuild by the Parthians
3
Saka
4
Saka
5
Bactrian (c. 190-90 B.c.E.)
6
Early Bactrian
7
Pre-Bactrian
Marshall provides a vivid description of the Saka-Parthian city: "The
hmeisabout 40 C.E., when Apollonius of Tyana, according to the report
olPhilostratos, was to have visited the city, when the Parthian Gondopllaresreigned here. After the earthquake (30 B.c.E.), the city was rebuilt.
of the houses are plastered and painted white or partly in yellow,
'Iue, red, and green. Along the main street, shops have been erected.
Theyare small, one-storeyed buildings OII high bases, with open plat-

forms facing the road [...] Here and there between the shops, we can see
sacred temples and shrines overlooking the main street [.. I Then, a few
block, further down, we can see an impressive temple of the Buddhists,
the largest of its kind in Taxila. Opposite this temple, there is another
stupa [...I Their elegant cupolas provide a pleasant contrast to the flat
roofs ofthe houses oft he he royal palace is only 500 m kom the northern
gate [...I It is like a glorified private residence, featuring the same ground
plan, but on a larger scale [...I" (Marshall 1960, p. 65-66)

The Apsidal Temple in Block LI
The temple to the east of the main street opens towards the west and is
oriented east-westerly (fig. 3). It is standing on a base, inside a wide court
bordered by walls and can be dated LO the Saka-Parthian period. Through
the western entrance lies a hall in whose apsidal end once stood a stupa
that could be circumambulated!
Numerous stucco heads found at the site which could be dated provide
a valuable background For stylistic comparisons.
With the Kushan conquest, the era of the city of Sirkap came to an end
and the city of Sirsukh in the northern plain was erected as a new foundation. The abandonment of Sirkap happened under the reign of Vima
Kad~hises,whose coins were found in large numbers at Sirkap.

Sirsukh
The new city of Sirsukh (Marshall 1960, p. 91) was surrounded by a city
wall in rectangular shape, measuring c. 1,400 m in north-southerly and
c. 1.000 m in east-westerly direction. The more than five metres thick wall
featured semicircular bastions in intervals of c. ao m, whereas those of the
predecessors were rectangular. Embrasures allowed the defence of the
city with bows and arrows. Unfortunately, Marshall was not able to conduct further excavations inside the city, as the archaeological structures
were too deep in the ground. Thus, we only have monastic complexes
dating from the time until the 6thcentury that can be taken into account
as archaeological remains.
The Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang visited Taxila in c. 632 C.E. and described it as follows:
"The kingdom of Ta-ch'a-shi-lo is about 2000 li in circuit, and the
capital is about 10 li in circuit. The royal family being extinct, the nobles
contend for power by force.The land is renowned for its fertility, and produces rich harvests. It is very full of streams and fountains. Flowers and
fruits are abundant. The climate is agreeably temperate. The people are
lively and courageous, and they honour the three gems. Although there
are many sanghrircimas, they have become ruinous and deserted, and
there are very few priests." (Beal 1884, p. 136f.) The description already
reflects the atmosphere of decline of the Buddhist tradition.
Concerning the early settlement structures of the Mauryan and postMauryan periods until the Kushan period, we have to take note of important settlements placed along the large east-western traffic route where

lar (egg-shaped) (earthen) mound (ando),which was penetrated vertically
by a wooden post (sta~nblra;cf. Irwin 1980)in the centre,on which, outside
the u d a , where arranged umbrellas.
After the Buddha's death, his remains where buried in cight stupas
erected at Rijagrha. Kapllavastu, vaiijlli. Allakappa. Rimagrjma.
Vethadipa,
has, allegedly,
Pivi,
been
andfound.
Kuiinagari, and the one at ~aiiilT(Sinha/Roy1969)

Taxila is also located. Purusapura (today's I'eshawar) as well as Puskalavati(today's Charsadda) were both located in the inundation valley of the
Kabul River and thus near the traffic route leading over the Khyber I'ass
vla Hadda, Begram to Kabul. The road leading northwards over today's
Malakal~dI'ass followed the Swat K~verover several passes to Bactria. Unfortunately, we do not yet have any archaeological information on these
cltles and settlements.
rhe lcdrce evidence that wc do havc, though, shows that Buddhism
dcvcloped from the c~tics,even In its mon;lstlc form. At the time of the
Gdndh'lran c ~ v ~ l i s a t ~the
o n .rcg~onfeatured a fully-developed settlement
~nli-actructurcthat was adapted and further developed as a network by
the d~fferentI-ulingttructurel, based on 11s traffic routes. If we follow thc
~ l r c d d ykl~own\~ttleltientpdllcrns of the nionatlerie\ up to the 6'" cenILII-y.
their IOCJ~IOIIS
apart from the sanctual-ic, ins~dccltles seem to
-

-

~ d cities.
c
~n the suburbs and in remote I ~ O U I I ~
havc been largely o ~ ~ t s the
talnous areas, especially those of the northcrn Swat Valley, where the)
l
have sometimes remained undetcctcd u n t ~ today.

Mor~usterrc~s
urld Stupus'
Larly architcct~~ral
Ibrlnh ,]part lrorn the ,~rchacolog~cally
researched
rcmams of the early cities of thc second h ~ l fof the I" n~~llenn~unl
are
allnos1 unknown to 11s.In o r n c C ~ I V C ' Scar14
,
forms of '11-chitecturecar\'ed
in stone havc been preserved. Arnotlg tllejc . I I - ~~ r c h i t c c t ~ ~forms
r a l frolll
the I"' century H.C.I. I I I thc I ~ ~ I ~ . I ~ - (I CIVC
( I ~ ,~ I II I the
~ sudalna Ca\e
located 111 the II~r,lb,l~Mou~lt,r~nh
I I I I \ I I I , ,I ~
~n dhewn mto the grallltt.
by ~ ~ c c t l cofs thc ~ , i \ l k . l \ec-l. 1 ~ ~ ~ - t,~rcli~tectural
l~cr
depictlolls habe

been found on the gates of the st up,^ complex ,it Sanch~(Lucranits, p. 72.
lig. I),

The spread of nuddhlsm went hand 111h'lnd w ~ t hthe development of
ltiarch~tecture,wh~chmostly concentrated during the beg~nning,while
Ill? Buddha was still ~ l i v con
, thnsc ,lhodcs used by the monks to stay at
during thc ralny scason. I h c i~c l l n hc round in the literature for, e.g..
R~ldgrIla,~rivasti( J ~ ~ , I \ J , I IV,~l<>li
~ , I ) , (Mango Grove) ,tnd the Deer ['ark at
Relldres.In these g ~ r d e r ~h \o, u ~ h,~nci
, rncct~ngh,llls. the usually wanderIll.?lnorlks rested during the 1-,11nysc.,lson, whcr~most paths were impassable.
From those rcst~ngpl,~rc\I,~tcrL i ~ \ c l o p c mon,~stcr~es
d
with permastrong walls, bcl1111dL , I I I ~ I I [ I I C I T ~ , , I I ~ 140i1ld
S
f ~ n dpl-otect~onand
quietude. An Impor-t,l~ltp,~r-t t h I~I I O I I J \ I C I . Y W'IS the stupa, sculpture
ratllcrthan arch~tcctur-c,C L ~ I I \ I , I I I ~ ! : (11 ,I I I I , I ~ ~ I \ ~ir~~~cccssible
C.
semicil-cullfllt

The actual stupa cult developed, according to reports, only during the
,
he had seven of the eight stupas opened and distriperiod of ~ i o k aafter
buted the relics in his empire. Every city received J relic, over which then
a large stupa was erected. Since then, the stupd as symbol of Buddhism
developed and by the beginning of the Common Era, it was an element for
worshipping in every monastery. r o erect a stupa, regardless of size, was
and still is a sign ofreligious merit. Until today, stupas belong to the forms
venerated in Buddhism. As H. G. rranr was able to show in 1978, the
pagoda and the temple tower also developed out of the rather sculptural
form of the stupa, although the former can be counted as architecture, as
d u architecthey feature accessible interior rooms. The later ~ ~ n temple
ture also der~vedfrom this development.
For the reconstruction of the architecture of the Gandharan civilisation, and here especially that of the sacred bu~ldings,our primary sources
are only the results of archaeological excavations, although many architectural details are also reproduced In sculpture.
The Gandharan monasteries, in the]]-architecture, mirror the hierarchies of the orders and the religious traditions and rituals. Similar to later
Chr~stianmonasteries, they are usually divided Into sacred and profane
areas, while there also exist mixed types. The main objects of worshipping were the stupas, which were attached to the living quarters and ecos
nomic areas of the monks. The maw stupa, often surrounded by ~ t own
courts featuring niches, was erected in the centre, with numerous small
votive stupas around it. The ritual was executed w ~ t ha clockwise circumambulation (prcldakynaputha). In later times on an elevated c~rcumambulat~onpath that lead around a drum, decorated with figural depictioris
from the life of the Buddha. typical of the Gandharan c~vilisation(cf.
Stoye, pp. 184ff.).The circ~~mambulation
path was furnished with a fence
(vedikii) and gates (torar~u)towards the four cardinal directions. On the
drum, a massive spherical shape (clndu or gurblln) was fitted. The hemispherical shape was penetrated by a wooden post (stan~blra,yivti) which
is interpreted as an ' a x ~ slnund~'and on which several honour umbrellas
the heavenly spheres. he
on a hnnrlikd depict the cllilttra (pl. ch~~ttmvuli),
pinnacle was formed by a gem or d vase (kulo51.Irwin 1980).
The stupa had several functions: r e l i q u a ~shrine, memorial, votive offering, symbolic representation of the dharma, the spread of the Buddhist
teachings. he stupa was 'llso ,I mlrror of the embodiment of the law ~ n d
thus the actual representation of the Buddha's rlature, which I S ilnmortdl
us it never exists in a propel-ly tangible form and transcends all ideas of
existence and non-existence.
The declsive innovat~onfrom the early Indian stupa forms to those of
the ~ ~ ~ l d h ac~vilisation
ran
is the elev'ltion o t t h e L ~ t ~ond CIc square
~
b.lse .IS
well ;IS the introduction of t,lrnbo~~r,
which elevated the I I I I ~ even
~I
till-ther (~,lrshnll1960, p. 99). While the ~harm,~r,iiik,T
Stupa in T'lr~la(fig.4)

thoroughly researched for the Gandharan civ~l~sation.According to
Behrendt, t h ~ perlod
s
is not represented by special masonry in architecs
though, this time span IS defined by cross-shaped
ture. In h ~ opinion,
newly erected stupas as In, e.g., Shah-JI-k~Dheri and Sahrt Bahlol G.
During this penod, politically also dominated by the Hephthalltes, the
monumental Buddhas In the Bamiyan valley in today's Afghanistan were
created. h this case, the discussion remalns open to what degree the Hephthalites were opposed to Buddh~sm.
It defin~telyis not only commendable, but also necessary to develop a
new chronology for the Gandharan clvilisationsuch as Behrendt has tried
to do. Then again, we also need to understand that the facts we have at
our dtsposal are currently not satisfactory enough for a differentiated
new chronology. Here, only Further stratigraphic excavations supported
by natural scient~ficmethods w~llbe able to help. Dating on account of
stylistic features a not yet possible for the Gandharan civilisation, and
dating based on colnage is usually dissatisfactory due to the insufficient
strat~gtaph~c
documentation.

The Buddhist Monastery

l ~ 4g

Sequence of the different wall types after Marshall.Tax~laMuseum

The tlme of prosper~ty for monaster~es, the enlargement of the
Dharamrij~ka'and the Butkara I complexes. the additlon of stupas,
shrines, and monastic com~lexes;both complexes are centres of regional
and Buddhist expansion.
Phase 111:c early century C.E. to late 5'" century C.E.
A t ~ m eof great wealth: the buildlngs of phases I, I!, and 11 are bang
enlarged,large Buddha Icons In shrines are created. In techmcal terms.
Behrendt also uses the semi-ashlar masonry for dating in architecture
(Behrendt1004, p. 8) "Without doubt, the change toan iconlc represenlatl@nof Images 1s a reflex of changing ~deologles.~ uast the chronoloa of
fi~uraldepict~ons
IS not easily achievable, architecture remainsadefining
element In gatherq ( c h r ~ n o l o ~ ~ c~nformatron
al)
about sacred and profanePra~hes.
Thus ~t remains the base of chronologically ascertaining
changing religious practices (Behrendt 2004, p. 9)
PhaselV: c. 51hcentury C E to c. 8"' century C.E.
Thlspenod,inwhlch ~uddhismIn the pesh~warand Swat valleys was
"

Even most recent attempts at chronological dating (Behrendt 2004) of
monastic installations relating to their temporal and spatial distribution
not only ~nthe reglon but alsojust for lnd~vidualmonastic complexesst~ll
remain largely speculative.
The monastery (vihdra) was usually rectangular and surrounded by
high walls. It developed much later than the stupa and seems to originate
~nthe canon~calform of the North-Westem ~ndiantradrtlon of Gandhara
s
spread
from the beginning of the Common Era, from where t h ~ tradition
over the fnd~ansubcontinent. It usually consisted of the living and sleeping quarters of the monks (bhrksu).a refectory (uposthdna-idla'), a kitchen
area (aggi-%Id), an open pillared pavilion (mandapa), a cloister or gallery
for the monks to exercise meditation or physual tratnlng (carikramdnuidki), a bathroom with hot water (Innthighara), a tailor's chamber
(kathina-iilii),a tollet chamber, a fountain house (udapina-idli). a pantry
(kosfhaka),and a room for medical supplies (kapplya-kuh).The archaeolog~ c aresults
l
clearly show that thesecould, In practice, consrst of many single buildlngs inside the monastery. The living and sleeping quarters of
were usually two-storeyed and
the monks in later monastic ~nstallat~ons
featured several courtyards.
While the early monaster~esof the Ind~ansubcontinent were rather
exposed and open to the public, the monasteries belonging to the Gandharan c~v~l~sation
used strong walls for protect~on( ~ e r ~ u s s o1910.
n
p. 2ll).Forreasons of control, the entrance was often laid out with abent
axis, as e.g. at Takht-i-Bahi,or featured a narrow passage such as at Ramgat. The sacred area was often entered through a forecourt decorated
with many Figures from the pantheon as well as w ~ t hvotive stupas. Later
on, these often exceeded the capac~tyof such courts. The sacred area usually consisted of a round or square court surrounded by cells or niches to
accommodate more sculptures. In its centre was a platform for the stupa

proper, which could be accessed via flights of steps. The round stupa base
at Jamalgarhi had a diameter of c. 6.6 m, decorated with sitting Buddhas,
and the square base at Takht-i-Bahi measured 4.5 x 4.5 m, decorated with
two rows of pilasters. Connected to the sacred area was the samghririma.
the living quarters of the monks. In Takht-i-Bahi, a square court (15 x 15
m) follows to the west, surrounded by high walls and with just one entrance way. Foucher (1918)identified this room with the "Service Hall"
(upasthina-iili),often mentioned in Buddhist literature, where the mem-

bers of the order (bhiku) met in nights of the full or new moon to read
their rules and where they gathered for festivals.
According to their geographical location, monastic complexes of the
Gandharan civilisation can be divided into those built near towns, those
in rural valleys, and those in mountain areas. unfortunately, we still do
not have a satisfying account of the chronological and regional development of the monasteries, and accordingly, an exact dating of the individual installations, which were mostly excavated during theearly20th
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The Dharmarajib Stupa complex
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centuy, does not exist. An archaeological reassessment with today's
modern methods is thus long overdue. his also applies to socio-economic research, which could provide more insight into regional hierarchies,monasticeconomy,as well as the relationshipof the monasteries to
the governmentalstructures.
According to the formal-traditional interpretation, stupas with a
mund base are seenas the oldest, such as, e.g., the stupas of ~harmar5jikS
rnTaxila (fig. 5) and Butkara I in the Swat Valley near today's Mazar-iS h d , although the earliest stupas were not necessarily connected to
monasteries.
Dhmarajikii Stupa in a subsidiary valley at Taxila (~ak$aiilS)is
one ofthe very early round stupas similar to that at anc chi. The massive
40is still 15 m high today and has a base diameter of 50 m (fig.5;
Panorama, p. 56f.). he circumambulation path (pradak$napathal was
constructedat ground level (fig. 6). Here we can see three later additions:
hiis original form, it featured a circular plan with a cylindrical base.
bterl the development tendencies from Ajanta and Ceylon seem to have
beencontinuedhere: the placing of the soda on top of a base as well as the
vertical
continuation of the superstructures.

Without the ability to take other scientific research into account for
comparison, it still seems evident that the huge monastic complex of
Takht-i-Bahi must have been of regional importance (figs.7 and 8). C m ing from the plain to the west, the stupa
t -oda
have been visible from far away, even though the monastery proper was
hidden behind it. In the alluvial valley area, irrigation agriculhw was
probably already in use (Glauche 1995).
The monastery at Shahji-ki Dheri near Peshawar is counted among the
earliest complexes and is also known from textual tradition. Here, we
have the descriptionof the Chinese monk Song Yun datingfrom the year
520 C.E. ~ccordingto him, the stupa featured a five-stepped base, 45 m
high, followed by a supershucture with 13 steps made in cawed wood,
measuring 121 m,and on top of that, an iron co~umnwith 13 d d e d c o p
per umbrellas (26m high), resulting in an overall height of 192 m The
base measured 86 x 86 m. In the reliquary chamber, the famous Kanishka
reliquary was found (today kept in Mandalay. Burma (My-))).
"Within the pagoda there is contained every sort of ~uddhistutensil;
here are gold andjewelled (vessek) of a thousand forms add vast varieQ,
to name which even would be no easy task. At sunrise the gilded discs of

om the monasteryofTakht-i-Bahito the Peshawar Basin

Fig.8

Monastery court inTakhi-i-Bahi

vane are lit up with dazzling glory. whilst t h e gentle breeze of marcauses the
bells (that a r e suspended from the r o o 0 to tin.
fling
,uitha pleasing sound. Of all t h e pagodas of the western world, this
onpisbyfar the first (in size a n d importance)." ( ~ e a 1884
l
ZOO^], p. cv)
Today,t h e c a d h a r a n civilisation features three monuments in the list
,,World Heritage Sites of t h e UNESCO. Among these a r e t h e monastic
omplex o f ~ a k h t - i - ~ a hTaxila,
i,
and, since 2003,t h e Buddhas of Bamiyan,
Thereare plans by the UNESCO a n d the Pakistani government to inGandharan civilisation in the World Heritage Sites programme
clude
a,a,erial
A similar programme by t h e UNESCO is already in
mgress for the Silk Route, which had, since the time of the Gandharan
P
"vilisation,connected t h e contemporary capital of China, Changan (towith the Mediterranean. It was also via t h e Silk b u t e that
days
Buddhismhad finally started its triumphal course t o South-East Asia.
~hus,~ a n d h a r ahad remained a n important cradle of civilisation,
wheremajor processes in the development of architecture and Indian a r t
had taken place that influenced especially t h e civilisations in South-East
hria,thus reaching far beyond the borders of t h e Indian subcontinent,

Notes
Later legends turn the historically not attested Kautilya into a minister of
the Maurya king Chandragupta (3'* century B.C.E.). The text might contain
oldermaterial,but the mentioning o f ~ h i n e s silk
e (the name ChinaICina has
only been known from 221 B.C.E.. silk trade with this country was definitely
not known then) and especially of the country Nepal, which is otherwise
only known from a Gupta inscription of the late dth century C.E.. are just a
fewofthe examples that stand against an earlier dating.
The differentiation between those terms as compared, e.g.. to the German
term "Stadt", is extraordinary. A similar detailed differentiation can also be
found in Latin, where the different legal entities received separate designations as well.

'

'

Cf. also Dar 1982, p. 5.
Similarities to the cave in the Barabar Mountains also exist; it has been
dated to the 3rdcentury 8.C.E.Here, we probably find the original form of
the circumambulation temple (chaitya hall), which was later also used in
Hinduism.
~ a r s h a l l1960, pp. 968. The most current and extensive work on the topic
of architecture is Behrendt 2004.
The term "dome" is actually not quite correct here, as has been exemplified
by the arguments stated.
A critical differentiation was done by Behrendt 2004. p. 5. note 7.
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Luca Maria Olivieri

he Swat Case study: Barikot and Its Environs
In the valleys south of Barikot (Bir-kot-ghwandai, hereafter abbreviated
t o BKG),Ile the beginnlngsof the study of the ancient history and archaeology of Swat (Tucci 1958; cf. Ol~vieri2006). Many surveys were carrled
out there during the 1950s and 1960s; however, excavations at the BKG
site only began In 1977 and are still In progress (Ollvierl 2003). The s ~ t e .
which shows a wide time-span In its occupat~onsequence (from the znd
mlllennlum B.C.E. to theldth century C.E.), is characterised by a small
plain dominated by a crescent-shaped hill overlook~ngthe Swat river
(fig. 1).

he most relevant occupation phases are connected to the establish.
ment of a fortified clty (during the Indo-Greek period at the end ofthe2 " ~
Century B.c.E.) and its evolution through the dth/51hCentury C.E.([f cal.
Iler~,p. 62, fig. 5). he surrounding territory, or ~ t ager
s (about 200
kilometers), was consequently chosen as the first step of the Archaeolog.
~ c a Map
l
of the Swat Valley (AMSV Project); ~thas focused malnly on the
three left-hand tributary valleys of the Swat rlver In the terntoryImmed~atelyto the south of the built-up area of BKG, i.e., from the east,
Karakar, Najrgram, and ~ a n d a k(fig. 2; cf. Olivler~et al. 2006).

Distribution of Monastic Comlexes in the Gandhoran Era

Fig 1
ground

The Barikot counfrys~deas seen from Kanderai 1, the Barikot h ~ lIn
l the back.

The analysis of the distribution of the identified monastic foundations,
which number more than 120, all belonging to the "golden age" of ~ ~ d .
dhism in Swat (1" century B.c.E.-~'~
century C.E.; fig. 31, suggests that the
majority of them are situated inside the area of confluence of the three
valleys, and are located either halfway up or on hilltops in dominant po.
sitions. Further analysis and comparison of the excavated foundations
suggest that some sites were built up from the 1" century B.C.E.
(i.e. Tokar-dara I), but the majority belong to the znd-3'* century C.E.
(cf. Olivieri eta]. 2006).
The monastic network is dominated by two sites: the site or site clurter of Kanderai 1, in Karakar (which is probably the largest monastic complex of the entire Swat; fig. 4), and BKG. The latter represents [he second
pole oFa "strategy" of visual dominance of the territory by the Buddhist
monastic foundations. From the top of the BKG hill, we can look down
onto the entire Middle Swat valley as far as Mount llam (the Aornosmentioned by Alexander's historians), and we can take in all of Karakal. and
Kandak.
In the Karakar valley, the other sites are spread throughout thevalley
as far up as the pass of the same name, essentially following the important ancient communications route. This would seem to prove that the
monastic settlements as well must have had some connection with the
transit route, owing to the great fortune and long life of the ~K~sitefronl
the Bronze Age to the Islamic period. In rare cases on hillsides or hilltops.
as at Gumbat (fig. 5) and Kanjar-kote ( ~ a n d a k )the
, settlements overlapped protohistoric graveyard areas, as seen in other areas of ~wat.I~'

.lAitionthereare lesser sites located in more remote areas, albeit not far
<

*"I.-

bll,
the largest centres.

The tllreevalleysthus display an intensive multiradial settlement y.
in !general, has no equal in Swat, except in the Manglawar
plw
area. In the latter. a radial-type settlement model was connd
,m~ctedwhich radiated from the centre, represented by the Butkara 1
ri,P,,o\vards
the inner valleys and the sacred peak of ~ o u nIlam.
t
In generalthe restof the Swat Buddhist foundations followed the course of the
,,,,;nriver,especially its left bank, while the acquisition of the tributary
,,,"...
to be of secondary itnportance.
,,alleyr
Apparently,
the number of Buddhist foundations overwhelmed the
(2\vCiVil settlements in the study area, which were represented by only
,breeor four small rural compounds. According to the data available, the
building
of the BKG territory in historical times seems to have
bpn
linked principally to the activities of the monastic
"... a ,
,,,tres, Our research demonstrates that sacred areas, monasteries and
rural settlements must have formed part of a polygonal model of
tontrol and management of the territory, the centre of which was BKG.

qrinlture,Water Management,and Land Use
1hvetakeintoconsideration the relationships between the built-up space
and the farmland space of BKG (outside Gandhara, cf. e.g. Prabha Ray
?~~,sllaw
ZOOS),
craft activities were well developed in the city. as was
mter-regional trade (Taddei 2004). However, a large proportion of the
BKGeconomy was based on agriculture. This is demonstrated by the finds
made in the city, consisting of. among other things, small and large stone
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The three main valleys south of Barikot

artefacts used to grind cereals, metal tools used in agriculture, as well as
large jars found in s i t u in storerooms.
The arable land around BKG amounts to approximately 500 hectares. If
the contribution made by agriculture to the area's economy was essential,
it is also clear why the Buddhist centres and sacred areas tended to develop beyond the boundaries of the fertile land. The monastic complexes
and sacred areas lay on the hillsides and the higher areas, above the limit
of the alluvial fans and of the arable silt and clay terraces, and corresponded to rock or conglomerate outcrops of no agricultural interest. In
view of this, we might wonder whether any definite relationship existed
between the early spread of Buddhism and the demand for farm goods,
through the possibility of reconverting the best land to farming rather
than to continue to use it to no avail for the traditional burial areas. Perhaps the Buddhist rituals which, by reappropriating the land, concentrated the communal funerary worship in the symbol of the stipa (pars
pro toto). had also managed to satisfy a compelling economic need (cf.
Olivieri et al. 2006).
Control and management of the water supplies and irrigation must
have been essential as well.
According to the naga Apalda legend, a period of disorder in management was placated by the Buddha himself, who acknowledged the nago's
right to perform periodic flooding (Tucci 1958, n. 18).
The Buddhist communities maintained the order given by the Buddha,
in order to protect the agricultural potential of the valley. They were certainly responsible for the creation of a hydraulic panorama of unprecedented complexity. The numerous masonry wells still visible on the plain
or the hillsides, such as the tanks for collecting spring water, are lined
with the same technique of high-quality masonry used for the religious

Fig.3

Distribution map of Buddhist settlements in the Barikot area

were equipped with huge building works to dam, convey, collect anddistribute water from streams. This infrastructure may have been usedb
0th
to control flooding and torrential rainfall episodes as well as for the accumulation of water energy. The more remote sacred areas (includingbluk-dara and ~bbasaheb-china1-2;fig. 6) are located near important
springs or mountain lake basins, and in any case near large waterre.
serves.

I
Fig.4

The ruins of the monastic settlement of Kanderai 1

complexes (the most monumental example was found in Buner, at the
site of Sunigram; Stein 1899: pl. V).
The monasteries' interest in water supplies in the countryside was not
limited to digging and maintaining wells, cisterns and springs. Several
important complexes, such as Tokar-dara 1, Najigrarn, and Tok-dara,

Fig.5

The Buddhist sacred bu~ld~ng
of Gumbat

Evidence ofDernilitmisation
The phase in which Buddhism flourished in and around BKG is easy to
identify in the stratigraphy of the built-up area of BKG. It corresponbt,
periods VI-VIII of trench BKG 415 (Middle-Late Kushan phases; see M ~ ~ owa all and Callieri 20041, i. e. to the "detuilitarisation" phase ofthe lndo.
Greek and Saka-Parthian fortified city (Olivieri 19961, which had now
become an integral part, together with the whole of Swat, of the "mefropolitan territories" of the Kushan Empire (the so-called pax kusanica;see
Tucci 1977).
The recovery of remnants of "scale armour" at BKG belongingto these

Fig.6

The sacred area and monasteryof Abbasaheb-china

10 be In contradlctlon with the archaeolog~calstructural
pndSe *hrh, ln trench BKG 4-5. shows the abandonment of the fobc,ldenc ,
from per~odV onward (see Ollvlerl 2007). Apart from a small
hdho
nt ofstatlstl~311y
"relevant data referring to the lntra moenla Indo~mou
b,eek phasecontext, the maJorltY of the finds were not assoc~atedwith
The locat~onsof the flndlngs seemed to be random and never
arapo
e,qdently cOnnected to a speclflcall~mllltary area. Actually, the main
,o,centratlon
of the finds centred around the period V I dwelling cornrleXnorth
of a st$@-court, and a nelghborlng per~odVll so-called 'palacev
I.
area (units A-B,fig 7) ~ e r l o dVI 1s particularly lmportant In understanhngtheendof BKG as a mllltary outpost. as durlng t h ~ sper~od,the two
,,,,drainage channels of the city wall were filled, and subst~tutedwith
,,,,,drainage system, which crossed the razed surface of the wall Itself
,,,.,~,d~nt
,,,>.
- that the wall had already been part~allyrazed when the new
baldagesystem was set up. Just to the north of the southern stretch of
tj,,defenslvewall, a ship@-courtwas establ~shed.whrch projected above
t~erulnsof
the c~tywall, now turned Into a mere element of substruct~on
,,&In the Inner clty area (cf Calllerl, p. 63, fig. 8) Separated from the
*lp-c~urtby an elongated open courtyard, a large complex of rooms
HaserectedIn the northern sector. which drsplays paved courts, p~llared
rwms,androofed spaces, at t ~ m e Interconnected
s
through the use of corndorsand fl~ghtsof steps The discovery of the surt of "scale armour"
[alne fromone of the rooms In this complex (BKG 504 [534]) From room
BKG 504, ~twas poss~bleto descend a fl~ghtof steps to a pillared, paved
room BKG 512, wh~chwas located at a lower level. Thls room had been
pwvtdedwrtha small rectangular masonry tank, bes~dewhlch two small,
except~onalGandharan steles were discovered stdl In sltu (BKG1635 =
catno 254,andBKG 1649) One wonders IF,as at Shah-I-khan Dher~(house
D,Allchln 1970). thrs part of the bulldrng was meant to serve as a sort of
wunderkamrner, or "collectron room" of a nobleman's house, to host or
preserve Important objects, most notably amongst them the lnslgna mlhtana(rn reference to the lmported artrfacts from BKG, see Taddel 2004)

,

When analysing all the data at our disposal, the Swat scenario in the
la4& centuries C.E. appears clear. The abandonment of the Indo-i reek
andSaka-parthianmilitarybuildings in Swat during the ~ u s h a nera (BKG.
Udegrarn "Castle", and Barama 1; about the latter, cf. Faccenna 1964-65)
indubitably fits with the absence of any evident military organisation.
In these periods, political control and religious patronage had likely
been taken over by less-important Kushan-born aristocrats, who, at
Gma, wore their traditional "scale armour," probably inherited from
their~aka-parthianforerunners. They lived in large mansions and acted
as Protectors of the monastic complexes of the territory, possibly also

Fig. 7

The palace building area of Barikot

ma~nta~nlng
small groups of m ~ l ~ t a rescorts
y
The total assemblage of
findings from the Kushan era whlch have been uncovered at BKG and the
general bulld~ngtypolog~essuggest a clvll and commerc~alsettlement developed around some palace-llke manstons BKG appears to have been a
market settlement lrnked to the establ~shmentof many powerful monastic complexes In ~ t ager
s (corresponding to the three valleys of Karakar,
Najlgram, and Kandak), to thew agricultural land, to thelr management of
s
road network
waters, and to t h e ~ rcommerc~alcontrol of ~ t Important
(the role of the Buddhlst foundat~onsIn the management of the BKG terrltory corresponds perfectly wlth the more recent h~storlograph~c
data.
e.g In Schopen 2006 and Fussman 1994).
The economy of the Buddh~stfoundat~onsdoubtlessly favoured, and
even condlt~oned,the growth. development and decadence of BKG. What
IS certa~n
1s that the decadence of BKG and of the monastenes proceeded
h followed theabandonment of the
at thesame rateand together w ~ t that,
land, and the covenng of the wells and of the hydraul~cworks. In t~me.
the monast~ccommunltres may have lost control over the mountarn pastures, forests and tracks. In favour of sernl-nomad~cpeoples (as marked
by dozens of rock-art documents, ollvler~et al. 2006). thereby b r ~ n g ~ n g
about a rad~caltransformat~onof the economy of the valleys
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Anna Filigenzi

~ u d d h i sArt
t In Its Social Context

Given the paucity of primary historical sources, which applies not only to
the regions
- and period where Gandharan art flourished but to ancient India in general, we can hardly overestimate the importance of territorial
archaeological research providing the scientific community with an accurate record of cultural sequences and a network of cross data including
not only religious, but also civil settlements and other places of whatsoever nature where human communities used to give expression to or celebrate important moments in their social life. Such is the case of Swat,
which has. over the last fifty years, been the subject of careful investigation by the Italian Archaeological Mission of the lslAO (formerly IsMEO;
see Olivieri 2006; fig. 1) and by other teams ofthe Department of Archaeology of Pakistan and the University of Peshawar.
Here the history of Buddhism can be observed within a diachronic and
safely delimited context. Not a single site, or a single kind of site. but data
of diverse nature coming from the whole of the territory afford deeper insight into the "Gandharan" phenomenon, from its gestation up to the late
developments, in terms of both artistic language and social relevance.
In the domain ofspecific Buddhist settlements, the richest archaeological sequence - further confirmed by comparison with other sites which
belong to the same environment, such as Saidu Sharif and Panr I -comes
from Butkara I, the most ancient, prominent, and long-lasting site so far
excavated in the region (fig. 2; cf. Faccenna 1981, 1995, 2001, 2007; Faccenna. Khan and Nadiem 1993; Faccenna, Callieri and Filigenzi 2003). The
Great Stupa of Butkara I belongs to those most revered Dhonnarqikas
whose proliferation, directly or indirectly. was an emanation of the active
propaganda of Buddhism promoted by Aioka. Apart from personal motivations. Aioka probably found the most suitable ground for his idea of
empire in Buddhism. The Mauryan kingdom was the historical outcome
of a structural change that from then on and for several centuries would
shift the keys of economic and social life to trade and related activities
and entities. Roads, towns, infrastructures, monetary economy, and rural
centres attending to urban demand together with emerging social classes
and functions represented a challenge to the religious sphere which the
traditional system based on the Vedic precepts was hardly equipped to
respond to. The rise of Buddhism - and other "heterodox" systems - is
closely connected to the need for a more flexible religious model that
could accord with the social and economic changes produced by incipient
urbanism (cf. Thapar 2000: 856 ff. esp.).

The alliance between Buddhism and phenomena substantially
to
the exclusiveness of the traditional "Vedic" world, revolving aroundvil.
]age economy, clan relationships, strict ritualism implying sacerdotal
power and territoriality, survived and even increased after the fall ofthe
Mauryas and the alternation, in the northern part of the s ~ b c o n t i ~ ~ ~ t , ~ f
a long series of foreign dynasties. The inclusiveness of Buddhism tookon
increasingly cosmopolitan traits that opened the way for it to spread far
k o m its Indian birthplace and gave it a prominent role as interlocutor in
the process of integration - often more formal rather than substantial of cultural, political and ethnic diversities.
In the case of Gandharan art, this process is particularly explicit, since
it is reinforced by the combination with a local culture that, given itsge.
ographical position, is naturally exposed to encounters and contaminations. What is more, Gandhara represents the easternmost extension of
what we are accustomed to calling the "Hellenised Orient", a somewhat
ambiguous definition that, although accounting for a manifest and widespread uniformity of formal languages, under the Western denominator
risks flattening out complex phenomena of intercultural exchanger
prompted but not exclusively determined by the ephemeral Macedonia11
conquest. The richness, variety, shades, stages and processes of selection
and adaptation are still a matter of investigation that involves not only a
formal repertory but also the social meaning of these models.
The impact of Hellenism can be measured in Swat through stratigraphic sequences, particularly at Butkara I, where, in the znd century
B.C.E. (phase of the Great Stupa 2), significant innovations start to leave
their mark on the architectural layout and decoration (cf. Callieri, pp.
58ff.). Nonetheless, the exordium of a "Gandharan art" proper, around
the very beginning of the first century C.E. (phase of the Great Stupa 31, is
marked strongly here by distinct regional features and a stylisticcharacterisation far more lndic than Hellenistic. The sculptures that have, 011
the grounds of archaeological indications, been assigned by Domenico
Faccenna to the earliest group ("drawing" style; eg. cat. nos. 180-183)rep
resent an unmistakable blend of Swat and Gangetic India, but the tribute
paid to what was evidently the source of the inspiration flow seems to
have rapidly vanished. Shortly after, within the second quarter ofthe 1"
century C.E., the frieze of the Main Stupa of Saidu Sharif I (~accenna2001)
- the only one safely dated on archaeological grounds - alreadyshowsa
departure from the wide and flat volumes of the beginning in favourofa
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more prosaic horizon of secular dally life, finds significant colnc~dence
with the data offered by Butkara I: From its beginnings durlng the IndoGreek period, the assimilation ofHellen~sticelements Increased cons~derably in the Saka-Parth~anperlod, politically represented In these northern regions by local cl~entes- the klngs of Odi and Apraca - of the rul~ng
dynasty. T h ~ means
s
that Hellen~smwas no longer a mere fore~gnimport
but an "Inner" element that had, by now, permeated the taste and modes
of expressions of a considerable part of soc~ety,or at least that wealthy
urban part of soc~etythat was served by a local production of luxury objects. Those were the same affluent classes, one could say, whlch represented the soc~albass of Buddhlsm and ~ t artistic
s
patrimony. The common formal aspects we find in their mater~alculture and religious expresslons evidently grew out of the same standards of educat~onwhich seem
to have encouraged and poss~blyeven required cognit~onof codes shared
In a vast portlon of the AsIan continent.
Stlll, one wonders who the components of these soc~alclasses were.
and again, cross-comparison and interpretahon of ~conography,sites.
and terrltory may help to answer t h ~ quest~on.
s
We do not know how much influence religious literature exerted on
the secular world, but there can be no doubt about the real influence of
vlsual communicabon. This is the very medium through which the lay
and religous spheres came into close contact, expressing erga ornners
teachings, needs, vows, rewards, and, for the sake of commun~cation.always sharlnga common codified language. In the spec~ficcaseofGandharan art, the presence of lay devotees amounts to an amazing catalogue of
ethno-cultural varieties: Ind~an,Greek. Central Asian, and "Kushan" people are allrepresentedas donors or actors In particular functions of r~tual
~mportance,the s~gn~ficance
of which we have yet to understand fully,
scenes, scenes of mus~cand dance, or ceremon~al
such as the "D~onys~ac"
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more pronounced naturalism, which has, however, yet to become the
predominant feature. The way figures, space, and movements are conceived and related to events and moods still bears the mark of a splendid
localism that is about to be overwhelmed by the season of Gandharan Hellenism (fig.3). The second stylistic group ("naturalistic" style) at Butkara
shows the completion of the process of Hellenisation, as is also to be observed in all the other sites of the same region (Faccenna. Callieri and Filigenzi 2003: 287 ff.; Faccenna 2007; fig. 4).
The chronological (and cultural) reference points obtained with exca"ations of Buddhist settlements find further confirmation when compared with the telling evidence of the large civil settlement of Bir-kotgllwandai (the ancient Bazira of the classical sources), which certainly
played a pivotal role in the economic and social life of a notable part of
tlleancient Uddiyina (cf. Callieri, pp. saff, and Olivieri, pp. 294ff.I. Here
the mark of a "Hellenisation" affecting not only monumental works of
"'which are not in themselves a totally reliable indicator, but also the

The Buddh~stsacred area of Butkara I (Swat1

offerings (?I to enthroned personages, generally performed by set characters. And again, among the donors, we find those "on the wayu,oneofthe
most touching and meaningful depictions of the devotee, which seem to
have found particular favour in the early production of swat ( T ~
1990;Brancaccio 2006).Individuals portrayed in Indian, Western,central
Asian, and Kushan dress, lay people, monks and wandering asceticsare
represented at the entrance of a door of Indian type -probably evocative
of arrival in the Buddha's domain - often in the very act of crossingthe
threshold (cat. nos. 221, 222). Various examples come from ~
~,, t
Marjanai, and Shnaisha, passing down to us the living image o f a varie.
gated human community that physically embodies the universal message
of Buddhism. In no other context so much as the early stage ofGandha.
ran art in Swat does the mutual support closely connecting Ouddhism
with its devotees appear so evident: nobody is out of place in the worldof
the Buddha, nor is Buddhism out of place in any part of the world whatsoever. Ethnical, cultural and social differences become irrelevant once
one has crossed the threshold and entered not only the physical spaceof
the cult place but also, and even more, a mental condition prompted bya
deliberate choice of appurtenance. The different doors - of lndian and
Western type - depicted on the first quadrangular storey of the Double.
Headed ~ a g l eStupa at Sirkap (Taxila) convey the same meaning from a
reverse perspective, evocative of the different starting points of the path
that leads to the Buddha's world.
The ethnic and social inclusiveness of Buddhism was a topical theme
in Gandhara and particularly in Swat, a region where roads and people
from India, Central Asia and Iran converged,
- and where involvement In
A fragment of a reliefdepicting the Gift of the Elephant;from the frieze of the
Fig.)
Main Stupa of Saidu Shar~fI (Swat Museum. Saidu Sharif)

Flg.4

A fragment of a relief depicting a scene from the Contest cycle;from Butkara
I,"natural~sticstyle"

300

international
trade must have played a prominent role in the
As ASoka had already understood, Buddhism was able to represent an important factor of social balance with its capacity to absorb and accommodate new forces that, although vital for an enlarged economic system,
would have conflicted with the social and religious models of the traditional lndian world. The physiognomy of Buddhist society is further evidenced by the chronological and spatial distribution of religious settle.
ments. In Swat, the first significant increase in wealth and thequantity of
Buddhist foundations occurred during the Saka-Parthian period, undera
patronage that was concerned and powerful enough to invest considerable resources in what would in time - and specifically during theKushan
period - actually become a form of territorial and cultural colonisation.
The concentration along communication routes and evidence of a more
than occasional connection with the management of hydraulic systems
(cf. Olivieri, pp. 294ff.), essential to the agricultural exploitation of the
land, are eloquent of the perfect integration of the monastic settlements
in the economic system of the region, still raised for its prosperity by the
Chinese pilgrim Songyun, who passed by there around 520.
The impressive mark Buddhism left on the territory of swat is tellillg
evidence of its cultural dominion, but recent research carried out by the
Italian Archaeological Mission reveals that at some distance from tile
large urban centres and the constellation of villages and religious settle.
ments around them, a different society lived with other economic mod.
els and beliefs, showing little or no integration with this well-organised
and cosmopolitan world. Mountain people, ~ r o b a b l living
~ , basic all^ On

~

~

k

~
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Rock sanctuary and refuge

transhumant Ilvestock, now appear on the scene, after the long obllv~on
they had been relegated by the far more v ~ s ~ bculture
le
of the
)alleys The lmpresslve catalogue of rock art (palnt~ngs,petroglyphs,
shelters,fig. 5) so far brought to l ~ g hand
t recorded belongs to a perslstIng tradrt~onwhlch evolved from pre-h~stor~c
to late h~storictlmes, and.
through unconscious Ilnks, st111survlves to the present day (Oliv~enet al.
2006) Is th~s,then, the local rel~g~ous
substratum that, as Gluseppe Tucc~
(1977: p. 68-69) postulated, would find a channel w ~ t h i nVajrayana Buddh~sm?Furtherresearch will hopefullv
answer thls question.
.
For the time being, this silent presence further
by contrast,
wlthltslsolatlon and totally different traits, the urban model with which
Buddhism was associated. It is hardly- surpr~sine.
. - that the revival of orthoBrahmanism In
and a campaign of anti-Buddhlst propaganda
amVedalongw ~ t ha new pol~t~cal
and economlc trend inauguratedby the
Gvpta emperors. whose power depended mainly on a network of alleglances based on l a n d o w n e n h ~ ~D~fferent
.
hlstor~calevents had similar
to which

<

highlights

consequences In the North-West C r ~ s ~Ins the network of lnternatlonal
trade routes dlsmpted the balance between Buddh~smand~ tsoc~al
s
bass:
the season of cosmopol~t~sm
was over, and Buddh~smwould flour~sh
anew, but In d~fferentcontexts and for d~fferentreasons.
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A New Discovery in the ~ a x i l valley:
a

Archaeological Excavations at the
Buddhist Monastery of h in an ~ a l~i h e r i
The Taxila Valley occupies the land situated between the two main rivers
of Pakistan, lndus and Jhelum, known as Sind Sagar Doaab. The valley derives its name from the historic city of Taksaiila. The present spelling
Taxila is the abbreviated form used by Greeks and Romans and is commonly adopted by European writers.l The Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang connected the nameTaksaiila with theTathagata (a title of the Buddha) "This
is the spot where Tathagata formerly dwelt when he was practising the
discipline of a Bodhisattva; he was then the king of a great country and
was called Chen-ta-lo-po-la-po (Chandraprabha); he cut off his head.
earnestly seeking the acquirement of bodhi."'
Al-Beruni is the only scholar who gives the Persian equivalent of
Taksaiila as Mar-i-Kala3.

Historical Context
The favourable geographical and climatic conditions of the ancient
Taxila had attracted mankind since pre-historic times. The earliest
known settlement of the Taxila Valley is Sarai Khola, which yielded a cultural sequence from late Neolithic to the Iron Age! Another important
settlement site, Hathial, lying hardly half a kilometre east of the Taxila
Museum, revealed two occupational levels5, from the Kot Dijian Culture
(3000-2800 B.C.E.)6contemporary to Sarai Khola-l to the Gandt~araGrave
Culture cemeteries recorded at Zarif Koruna in the NWFP. Hathial is the
only settlement site belonging to the Gandhara Grave Culture (1000 B.c.E.)
in the whole Gandharan region.' It was perhaps at Hathial that the Aryans
recited the earliest hymns of the Rgveda between 1200 to. 1000 B.C.E.
The Early Historic period of the Taxila Valley begins with the conquest
of Lhe region by the Achaemenids of Persia. The area was annexed to the
Persian Empire during the reign of Cyrus the Great (r. 558-528 B.c.E.).~
The Behistun inscription of King Darius l(521 to 486 B.C.E.) mentions the
people of Gandhara among the subjects and soldiers of the Great King.
The region remained under the Persian Empire until the conquests of
Alexander the Great in 327-326 B.C.E.' In 305 B.C.E.. Chandragupta Maurya conquered the region of Taxila and his grandson Aioka may have converted the people of Taxila to Buddhism.

Following ASoka in 232 B.C.. the Mauryan Empire declined rapidly
Gandhara was invaded repeatedly from the West. From the early 2nd ten.
tury B.C.E., Bactrian Greeks had ruled over GandharaIo until they hl] ,ic.
tim to the Indo-Scythians in 90 B.C.E. They ruled Gandhara until 19 c.~,,
when it was conquered by the Parthians and subsequently came under
the rule of the Kushans, also known as the Yuezhi, ultimately deriving
from western China, possibly the region of Gansu." The most powerhi
king of the Kushana dynasty was Kanishka I, who made Purusapura, the
modern Peshawar, his winter capital and Kapisa in Afghanistan his summer capital. Kanishka is said to have been converted to Buddhism and
turned into such a great patron of the faith that he was called the second
Ajoka. In the Yd century of the Common Era. Gandhara reverted to Persia under Sasanian rule,'' but was again re-conquered by the Kidara
Kushans in the 4Ih century C.E. The death blow to its prosperity was dealt
by the so-called White Huns", who swept through the country in c.
460 c.E. and apparently destroyed Buddhist shrines, as also witnessed by
the recently excavated Buddhist monastery at Jinan Wali Dheri.

Archaeological Excavations
The archaeological site locally known as Jinan Wali Dheri ('the mound of
evil sprits') is situated about 10 km to the north-east of the Taxila Mu.
seum (35"46'56It N and 72"52'09" E), at an altitude of 524 m. It is 2.5 k m to
the north-west of the Jullian Village on the left bank of the river Hero.
near the village of Bhera, in the district of Haripur (fig. 1). The site is approachable by a metalled road from Jullian, which itself is on the road
leading from Taxila to Khanpur. A cart track runs along the western side
of the site, which is presently used by the owners of the stone crushing
machines installed in the dry bed of the river Hero, the main river ofthe
valley, which emerges from the Murree Hills. Its water was a vital source
for the valley's agriculture, but the construction of a dam near Khanpul.
leaves it dry throughout the year except in the rainy season.
The site is located in lush green and fertile lands, which are the cornmon property of the village Bhera, and covers an area of 1.4 acres. of
roughly rectangular shape, it measures 100 m east to west and 75 m north

to southwith a maximum height of 5.0 m above the surrounding fields.
of plain red ware were scattered on the surface of the mound
and in the surrounding fields, which indicate that the original size of the
was much larger as compared to its present area. Due to contiin the surrounding area, the edges of the mound have
ken levelled slowly and gradually and became part of the cultivated

fields
The site remained subject to the illegal excavation by treasure hunters
for, long time. ~ h e s e
diggers made tunnels all around the stupa wall in
of sculptures. In order to protect and preserve this important site
holn further destruction, the Department of Archaeology outlined an excavationprogramme in 2002. Excavations carried out in January 2003
yieldedstr~~t~ral
remains of a ruined stupa and a monastery, both
deredand damaged by the illegal diggers.

shucmres
The structural remains of the Site consist of an imposing main stupa,
votive stupas,an enclosure around the stupa coui-t provided with chapels
olvaried sizes for images and a monastery o r samgharcirna comprising
seventeen cells and two gateways (fig.2).
The main stupa has been constructed in large diaper masonry of lime
stone and Kanjur stone (fig. 3), the latter employed only in mouldings and
pilasters.The stupa base is rectangular in plan, measuring 11.08 x 10 m,
with an elongated projection towards the east for a staircase to approach
the upper circumambulation path (pradaksinapatha). The preserved
height of the base of the stupa is only 1.80 m. The stupa has a low vertical
plinth of 14 cm, and a convex moulding runs all around it between two
narrow cavettos. Above the moulding, a row of Corinthian pilasters have
beenconstructed at regular intervals of 40 cm. The base ofthe pilasters is
24 crn long and 8 cm high and has the same pattern of mouldings as the
plinth of the stupa. The shah is 14 cm wide at the bottom, tapering to
11.5 crnjust below the capital. The pilasters were originally covered with
stucco plaster, traces of which are still visible (fig. 4). Each pilaster carries
the symbol, whose meaning and purpose are still unknown. The capitals
are adorned with elaborately carved acanthus leaves. The space between
the pilasters was once decorated with stucco sculptures, which have been
destroyed due to passage of time and human vandalism, but their scant
remains are still visible (fig. 5). Above the architraves, a cornice with a
projection of 12 cm runs around the stupa. The lower portion of the cornice is decorated with three raised strips which feature traces of red
painting on fine and smooth stucco plaster. Above these strips, the cornice has a serrated decoration with a width of 7 cm per element and a
space of 5.5 cm between each denti]. Above this cornice are the remains
of second terrace with an 80 cm wide circumambulation path, made of
KanJur stone and covered with lime plaster mixed with small river ~ e b bles.
During the present excavation, two small votive stupas. one on the

"*hem and the other on the southern sides of main stupa stairways.
wereexposed.~heupper portions of the stupas are completely destroyed

Fig. 1
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Map of the archaeological sites in the Taxila valley; Jinan Wali Dher~In the

Fig. 2

The main stupa as seen from the East

by unauthorised diggers. The southern stupa is square in plan, measuring
3.48 x 3.48 m, while the stupa on the northern side is almost square with
a minor difference in dimensions measuring 3.04 x 2.97 m. The preserved
height of those stupas is only 50 cm above the paved floor of the stupa
court.
TO the east of the main stupa area, and higher than it, is the spacious
monastery solidly built in semi-ashlar and diaper masonry (fig. 6). The

Fig.4
Plan of
the stupa of Jinan

Wali Dheri

Murab
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Corlnthtan p~iasterat the baseofthe rnaln rtupa

burldrng IS square in plan and externally measures 32.5 x 32.5 m (fig. 7).
The walls of the monastery stand ko a he~ghtof between 3 and 3.5 m and
have a thickness varytng from 1.5 m to 1 m. The walls are constructed
with lime stone blocks and mud mortar and are except~onallymasswe.
Some of its stone blocks measure as much as 50 cm to 1 m. Occasionally,
traces of lime and mud plaster were exposed on the interior walls, especially In the area of the main entrance that opens towards the west and
leads to the stupa court.
The floor of the monastery is 5 m below the sdrface of the mound. A
well-preserved water tank lrned wtth large burnt bricks measurrng 40 x
23 x 8 ern has been exposed In the middle of the monastery. The masonry
of rhe monastery shows a close resemblance to that of the Kunala stupa
and monastery."

During the scientific excavations, a falr quantity of minor antlquihes,
such as coins of the Kushan dynasty. a silver coin of the Sasanid Klng
Shahpur, bangles, beads, earthenware storage jars, bowls, small pots,
metal objects as well assomestucco heads of the Buddha were recovered.
The most remarkable cGscovery from the site are the fragments of mural
paintings on the walls of the corridor of the monastery whlch leads to the
main stupa. he paintings fell off when the sanctuary was destroyed.
During the excavation, a large number of Fragments was found lyingon
the floor of the corridor. Most of the paintings have been defaced due to
heavy fire and weathering, but luchly, a few fragments of paintings were
recovered in much better condition.
One such mural fragment of 40.5 x21.8~111shows the Buddha teaching,
displaying the dharmacakrarnudM gesture (fig. 8). While othemise fairly
clear, the fragment, which has broken tnto five pieces, preserves only a
part of the head. The way the dharmacakmmudrci is shown indicates that
the paintings are of a late period style.
Another fragment of 33.4 x 53 cm shows a ~odhisattvaw~thtwo
secondary figures (fig. 9).The Bodhrsattva, who probably was in the tentre of thecompos~tion,is now on rhe extreme right of the fragment, on[~
h ~ bare
s right shoulder and head mtact, He wears an ear end ant and a
necklace OF round beads, both in white colour. The skin-colouredbody 1%
delicately shaded and the lips. nose, eyelids and eyebrows are h~ghlfghted
In white. The poorly preserved two figures to his right side are facingtowards the Bodh~sattva.
A s~milarlyexecuted Erne shadrng is visible on another k a ~ e n t
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Fragment of a stucco Buddha at the stupa base

(fig. lo), whlch preserves the lower part ofthe face and neck of another
~~dh~sattva,
now shown frontally. A larger mural section of 20.5 x 53 cm
shows the torso to the left of a halo of a much larger Image (fig. 11).The
s
outllne may represent a
darker background of the torso wlth ~ t wavy
cloud. The murals are all made in a slmilar bas~ctechnique: To obtain a
smooth surface for the paintings, a thick plaster of mud mixed w ~ t hstraw
was appl~edto the uneven surface of the dlaper masonry wall, averaging
a th~cknessof 2.2 cm. Then, a ground of a 4 mm thick layer of fine stucco
plaster was applied. For the background. a light brown ochre was often
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Plan of the monastery of Jlnan Wali Dher~

The monk's court of Jlnan Wall Dher!.as seen from the South-East

used and the contours are outllned in dark sepla colour, There is extensive shadlng In d~fferenttones of red, while whlte was used for hlghIlghting, ornaments and the face of the Buddha. The m~neralsfor the
colours black, white and yellow can be found In the Khan Munt hills,
which are only 25 km to the west of Ta~ila!~whlle the blue colour was
probably obtained from lapis-lazul~.

Conclusion

The monastery and stupa of Jlnan Wall Dheri can be ass~gnedto the
znd-5"' centuries C.E. Murals were only found In the maln entrance area
of the monastery-and apart from Butkara I, noother Gandharan Buddhist
sanctuary has so far yielded wall palntlngs.The paintings oFButkara 1 are
considerably older and created in a different technique.LCThese murals

Stein recovered murals at the dado of the ruined Buddhist shrine during
his explorations in 1906 and 1908. He expressed the opinion that this art
was introduced from Gandhara during the 3rd-4t" centuries c.E:~
The relative scarcity of Buddhist murals in the sanctuaries ofGandhara
is probably due to the donation of sculptures being easier than employ.
ing an artist for painting a mural. Thus, while the sculptural art under
Hellenistic influence developed rapidly and sculptors used all types
available materials such as stone, stucco, terra-cotta and metal, the art of
large-scale painting was only popular during the short period before the
Sasanian invasions in the 3rd century C.E. Afterwards, Buddhism declined
and shifted to secluded areas such as Patvano Gatai?' where they developed rock shelter paintings with the same technique and style as em.
played in the paintings of Jinan Wali Dheri. The most striking charac.
teristics of the Jinan Wali Dheri paintings are their sylistic diversib and
the numerous design features of the images.

Notes

'
'
'

In the Besnagar inscription of the Greek ambassador Heliodorus it is
"Takkhasila". On the name and its variant spellings and interpretation
cf. Dani 1986, p. 1 and Marshall 1951, vol. 1, p. 729.
Beal 1969, vol. 1, p. 138.
Sachau 1887, vol. 1, p. 302. The designation in its corrupt form still survives
in the name of the southern hills of Margalla.
Halim 1972. pp. 1-112.
Khan 1983, pp.35-44.

Fig.8
Fragment wlth a
teaching Buddha, 40 5 x 21.8 cm.

Fig.9
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were painted on stucco plaster, while in Jinan Wali Dheri, a fine stucco
coat is applied on mud plaster. Furthermore, the Butkara I murals are
rather simple drawings in red colour, but both sites evidence comparable
necklaces of white-coloured beads. Wall paintings ofthe later Kushan era
are more frequent in the Buddhist sanctuaries of Afghanistan, such as
Bamiyan. Kakrak, Dilbitjan-qazan, Foladi, and Hadda." The technique
employed in these paintings is similar to that at Jinan Wali Dheri.l0 The
most vivid similarity of technique and colours can be found, however, in
the paintings recovered from the walls of the monastery of Kharwar in
This site, which belongs to the
the province of Loger, in Afghani~tan.'~
6'"-8"' century C.E., featured whole walls covered with paintings.
The facts detailed above indicate that Buddhist paintings emerged and
developed in the Gandharan region, as witnessed by Butkara 1 and Jinan
Wali Dheri, but only attained larger popularity outside Gandhara, further
to the north and north-west. The spread of Gandharan painting is also
attested in Central Asia and China at such sites as Miran, where Sir Aurel

Bodhisattva,part of a fragment measuring 33.4 w 53 cm; no. 314-JWDl04-E-

,

shards of typical Kot Dljlan Pottery were recovered from only one
but the period was n o t attested In t h e subsequent excavations m

1988-91
,GandharaGrave culture" is a term used by Prof. Dani for cemetery sites recovered In the NWFP belonging to c. 1000 B.C.E. Only graves with skeletons
and funeraryofferings such as pottery a n d small artefacts were recovered,
but no $ett[ements t e of this culture has so for been discovered except at
Hathlal.~hu~
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s called t h e only Site settlement of the Gandhara
culture.
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Fig. 10 Fragment wlth the lower part of the face and neck of a Bodhisanva. 12.5 x
9.5 cm,no. 316-JWD104-E-10-6

Torso to the leh of a halo of a larger standing figure. 20.5 K 53 cm, no. 317Fig. l l
JWD104-E-106)
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The archaeological site of Zar Dheri is located in a
village called Tambah, on the Karakoram Highway
c. 20 km to the north of Mansehra in the district
Hazara, in Pakistan's North-West. It can be
reached via a subsidiary road from Shinkiari, on
the left bank of the Siran, a tributary of the Indus
river (fig. I). In the 1920s. Zar Dheri was roughly
documented by Hargreaves, working for the Archaeological Survey of India.' but more thorough
excavations did not take place. Mansehra has become famous due to the inscriptions of the Mauryan king Ajoka. Hazara is separated from the
centre of Gandhara by the lndus river and is situated about 150 km to the north of the ancient Buddhist installations of Taxila, and thus at the edge
of the Candharan cultural area.
In 1994, the organised research work of Zar
Dheri by the Tokyo National Museum and the Department of Archaeology. Pakistan started. From
1995 on. the excavations lasted for five years.2
This essay will present a survey of the most important remains of the site and the stone reliefs
that were found there.

The Excavation Site
The village of Tambah, where the excavation site
of Zar Dheri is located, lies in the northern part of
an elongated basin that stretches from Mansehra
towards the north and is surrounded by mountains. The site itself is situated at a hill slope
gently rising towards the south-west, where a
large platform with a sanctuary was erected. The
whole area is roughly rectangular and measures
c. 80 m in east-westerly and c. 120 m in northsoutherly direction (fig. 2). The stupa court lies to
the south, whereas the monastic complex is situated in the northern part. In the middle of the
southern face of the platform, a large set of stairs
leads to the entrance of the temple area.

The Stupa Court

In the centre of the almost square stupa court
stands the main stupa (fig. 3). Its base is square
and features a staircase at each of its 25.4 m long
sides, resulting in a cross-shaped ground plan. On
top of the c. 7 m high base stands the stupa drum
with a diameter of 19.4 m. The upper part of the
stupa has not been preserved. The monument was
erected in diaper masonry with granite and schist.
and porous limestone, locally called kanjur, was
also used in its construction. The surface was originally covered with plaster, which has mostly
fallen off. To the sides of the base and drum, fragments of Corinthian pilasters have been preserved. To the west of the main stupa, remains of
two buildings were found, whose function could
not be determined due to the scarce remains.
The cross-shaped floor plan of the stupa as well
as the layout of the adjacent monastic complex remind us of Bhamala site to the north of Taxila.
Further investigations in the stupa court have not
uncovered any small stupas besides the large
main stupa.

The Monastic Complex
The monastic complex is located to the north of
the stupa court and is connected to it by a
case. To the east of this area measuring 52 m in
north-southerly and 85 m in east-westerly direction. The area of monks' cells with a c. sox 50
square are located in the eastern side of this corn.
plex. Its centre was slightly lower, creating an Inner courtyard of c. 29 x 29m. In the south-eastem
corner of this courtyard, a square washing area
was placed, measuring 4.5 x 4.5 m. Twelve or
13 monks' cells measuring 3 x 3 m each were
arranged around the courtyard along each side,
with their entrances facing inwards. Between the
lower courtyard and the cells. corridor existed.~t
the entrance of one of the cells, fittings have been
discovered, which point to wooden doors that
must have existed there. The masonty shows the
same construction as in the main stupa.
At the northern side of the inner courtyard,
four more cells oriented in east-western direction
are located, of roughly the same size as the other
cells. They do not belong to the monastery court
proper and are rob ably additions of a later pe.
riod or older than surrounding cells.

Zar Dheri in relation to the most
Fig. 1
important other archaeological sites in Gandhara; line draw~ngby theTokyo National
Museum Mission
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oftheStone Sculptures in Cell FZ
than 130sculptures and schist archi-

were discovered in one of the
Ibhraiin northernside
(Cell F2). along with bricks,
and other finds (fig. 4). The sculp-

had been deposited in three places in the
in the south-eastern corner, as well as

:long the "rth and west walls. The large objects

leaningon the walls, and the smaller ones
on the floor. In detail, these are decorated
mhitecturalelements of varying sizes. such as
leliefr with depictions of Buddhas. Bodhisathras.
ald,vorshippers,
pilasters, architraves with floral

ornaments.These were found lying on the floor of
the cell, which leads us to the conclusion that they
were deposited there when the monastery was
still in use or shortly before it was abandoned.
At the Dharmar2jikH complex and in Kalawan,
both places at Taxila, sculptures were also found
in cells. Especially with building L at Dharmarajikl, we have to assume that some of the
sculptures donated were deposited in this chamber for storage purposes.] Gregory Schopen explains that this function within the monks' quarters was assigned to the "perfumed Chamber''
(gandhokuti). which is described in the Mirlmrvirstivcida Vinaya.'

' ~ 2 Pian of the archaeolologlcal site of Zar Dheri, plan by the Tokyo Natlofial
Mu*um Mlsrlon

A Typology ofthe Fink

For the objects found in this hoard by the Tokyo
National Museum Mission, the following types
can be assigned (fig. 5):
1 Large-scale relief sculptures
arranged in an arch-shape
1 set (3 parts)
2 Worshippers
4 pieces
3 Bodhisattvas and worshippers 4 pieces
4 Curved niches with Buddha
images
10 pieces
5 Square panels (standing Buddha triads,
sitting Buddhas, worshippers) 13 pieces
6 Buddha torsos
7 pieces

Fig.3

The cross-shaped stupa of Zar Dhen

~,g.4

The stone reWanU archltecturd parts hoard In cell F2 ifiZar Dherc

7 Franied figural reliefs
8 Ornamental pilasters
9 Bracket arms
10 Architectural components

4 pieces
25 pieces
13 pieces
21 pieces

The Legend of tho Buddha's Descent Jrom the
Trayawrin~saHeaven
Group 1 (cat. no. 215) probably was originally a
large-format arch-shaped relief consisting of five
pieces, of which only three were found in cell F2.
The overall height of the three central elements
adds up to 181 cm; if we add the missing pieces.
the overall width would have been c. 194 cm. We
can roughly divide the arch-shaped relief into two
areas, separated by a lotus garland:

The outer area is covered by a lotus arabesque
in the upper section of the arch, and the outer
edge shows. from the top, a god scattering flowers, a Bodhisattva with a lotus flower, and a female warrior lyavana) (fig. 7). Between those
figures and the garland, six panels divided by
Corinthian columns have been arranged, in each
of which two monks or members of the royal
family are depicted. All figures are turned towards
the centre in a worshipping stance.
The inner area is covered with overlapping
rows of figures. To the left (fig.6), we find a meditating figure at the top. followed by a row of
kneeling worshippers looking like Brahmans with
haloes, and four noble-looking figures, one of
which is shown kneeling, whereas the others are
sitting on cane chairs. The rightmost figure of

those three turns his head outwards and holds his
left hand to the ear in a listening gesture, In the
level below, two serpent deities (nciga) and hyo
worshippers are standing. The ndga turned towards the centre is wearing a turban and is
ding on a coiled snake whose five heads rear up
behind him. His companion has only a
head and is shown carrying an umbrella, ~
~
the seven jewels of a ruler of the world
(cakravartin) are discemable: to the right, the
wheel and elephant above one another, and to the
left the horse, the jewel, the queen, the minister,
and the general are featured.The ruler is standing
below these on a four-in-hand chariot under an
umbrella in frontal view. His right hand raised in
a greeting gesture, he is accompanied by charioteers, one of whom is swinging a fly whisk. TO the
right of these, two worshippers are looking to.
wards the centre.
On the right-hand section, another meditating
monk is shown at the top (fig. 7). Below, we have
four rows of three worshippers each, where in the
bottom two rows only the upper bodies are depicted. On the second level from the top, the two
figures are wearing serpent headgear. As before,
three figures are depicted below on a four-inhand in frontal view.
he central part of the arch unfortunately has
not been found. The iconographic arrangement of
the relief arch reminds us, though, of depictions
of the legend of the Buddha's descent from the
Trayastrimsa Heaven, and especially the examples at the Victoria and ~ l b e r tMuseum', from
Loriyan Tangai, and from the Indian Museum in
calcutta6 show numerous similarities with this
arch.7~ h u we
s can deduct that the depiction from
Zar Dheri must have shown the same legend!

he Reconstruction ofthe Object Groups
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Typology afthe objects found in the s~ulprurehwrd

5 (luadntlwlw Reliefs
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On the objects of the above-mentioned types 5,6,
8. and 9 (fig. 5). one or two symbols in the
Kharosthi script are engraved in the lower parts
of the front or on the back. As Richard Salomon
has explained, the Kharosthisigns often foundon
Gandharan sculptures served to arrange the objects? Here, then, types 5 and 8 and type 6 and 9,
respectively, belong togetherlo and were probably
arranged in the order of the alphabet. On the basis of this data, a reconstruction of the object
groups was attempted, whose results can be seen
in figs. 9 and 10. According to this reconstruction,
a large part of the objects can be assigned to three
groups.

l
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As shown in fig. 8, type 4 can be attached to type 1
like a canopy (cat. no. 215). Types 5 and 8 are connected to the architectural elements of type 10.
Apart from that, types 2. 3, 4. and 7 form a complete set.
The reconstruction of this group results from
the fact that the lotus garland and the six panels
arranged vertically, divided by Corinthian columns, with two worshippers each in the middle
of fig. 7 formally relate to type 7 (S98 and Slosh
whereas thedepiction ofthe pairs in the panels of
type 7 shows more val-iation. Worshippers, dan-

Rfght-handsideof the tald arch

cers and musicians, carousals, and couples enjoying other amusements are shown here, oriented towards the middle, or to the lotus garland, as
in the main arch (S102).
Unfortunately, the arch could rlot be reassembled on the basis of the existing pieces with the reconstructed lower part. But as decorative pediments such as this were common in Gandhara, we
can assume that these objects once belonged to a
complete set and formed, as shown in fig. 9, a
decorative pediment. Here, we also have to assume that the image panels divided by Corinthian
columns in this set originally formed a straight
line. Thus it would be possible that the 46 pieces

with the descent from the Trayastrimsa Heaven
and the worshippers once belonged to a set that
today is missing a large number of parts. The reconstructed decorative pediment measured over
4 metres and was c. 3.2 metres wide.

Group B
The parts of group B form an element that is similar to the lower, wider part of a decorative pediment and that is arranged like the bottom part of
group A (fig. 10). At the lower bottom, we find a
section consisting of 11 parts from object groups 5

Fig. 10 Reconstruction of group 0 with inscription in Kharo5thi;by,he
Tokyo National Museum Mission

F1g.9
Reconstruction of the
decoratwe pedlments from Object
group A, wlth
Inscnptlons In
Kharorfhi,by the
lokyo Nat~onal
Museum Mlss~on

and 8. but the second band, which would have
been located beneath, showing square image panels with arches separated by Persepolitan engaged
columns, is missing. The overall width of the reconstructed element, measuring about 3 m, Fully
matches that of group A.
In the middle area, between the Bodhisattvas
Avalokitelvara and Maitreya, identifiable by the
turban and hair knot, not the Buddha is depicted,
but a vihara on top of a Corinthian capital (cat. no.
202). The two-storeyed building, on whose roof
long-tailed birds are sitting, has a balustrade under the roof. Below. two Erotes holding each other
by the shoulders are standing in four panels each,
separated by Corinthian columns. The building is
standing on top of a Corinthian capital, below
which the upper bodies of male figures can be
seen. Similar figures have been excavated at
Sirkap in Taxila." The two Bodhisattvas at the
sides probably do not relate to this middle part
but are rather oriented towards the depiction on
the arch element missing from our pediment.
Below the Corinthian capital, four small holes

Fig 1 1
Reconstruction of group C wlth inscription In Kharo5th1,by ,he
Tokyo Natlonal Museum Mlss~on

can be found, traces of earlier repairs of which the
largest part has fallen offagain. Maybe there were
architectural elements below the capital similar
to the spiral-shaped semi-beams of Taxila, as well
as a rectangular pedestal below. In any case, the
bottom part is extremely short compared to the
size of the capital itself. Another example similar
to this, where also only the capital can be seen.
has been found attached to a stupa in chamber
FlZ in Kalawan in Taxila."
The left wing of this reconstruction (5126) is
completed vertically by piece number 5117. The
two outer relief panels (5126 and 576) can furthermore be distinguished by their border motifs and
the style of sculpting, so we can assume that the
left part originally did not belong to this pediment.

Group C
Based on the reconstructions of ~ a k a Odani,
o
who
examined the excavation site of Ranigat, we have

worked out the original arrangement of the object
types 6 and 9 from Zar Dheri, which can be seen in
fig. 11.''
Furthermore, among the stone sculptures excavated in FZ are also examples that could not be
assigned to any of these three groups.

Dating the Sculptures
The stone sculptures can be divided into several
stylisticgroups on the basis of the relativeproportions of head and body in depictions of people,
and the depth of the relief in general. The pieces
sculpted in extremely raised relief are generally
well proportioned, whereas the more shallow
reliefs appear slightly squat.
If we compare these objects with examples
from the vicinity, we find numerous similarsculptures at Swat or Taxila." The similarities to objects from Butkara I at Swat, in style as well as in
the material used, a green type of schist stonetare
especially striking. For the Butkara sculptures,

Wmenico Faccenna has worked out a rough stylIstical and chronological sequence.'' Faccenna
dlddes the sculptures into three groups. The
ISO objects from group 1 were created between
theendoftheI" century B.C.E. and the beginning
oftheI Y century C.E. and exhibit similarities to
objects from the Zar Dheri excavations. In
l&ila, to the south of Zar Dheri, we find similar
in the DharmarijikH complex which
belong to the early phase of this excavation
site.lb
on the basis of the vague chronology of Gandllaransculpture, dating the Zar Dheri sculptures
easy, but a comparison with similar examin the vicinity shows that stylistically, they
be assigned a rather early era of Gandharan
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~I~eOiginal
Use of the Decorative Pediments
A,, important hint in solving the question in
whichbuilding the more than 4 m high monu-

Inentaldecorative pediments have originally been
usedis the type of decorative pediment employed
in the stone stupa of Loriyan Tangai (Indian MUreurncalcutta;cf. Kuwayama, p. 174,fig. 4), which
is seen as the model example of a Gandharan
stupa. Whether the main stupa at Zar Dheri featured such decorative pediments and whether
these were only attached to the front or to all four
jides, is hard to determine using the archaeological remains, as the condition of the stupa was
too bad, and we cannot rule out that the pediments might have belonged to another building.
Ifwecompare the Zar Dheri stupa with others.
~tdoes not reach the height of those from Shah-jikiDheri in Peshawar, or the DharmarZjikH stupa at
Taxila, but it is definitely possible that the main
stupaat Zar Dheri, which still belongs to the category of large stupas, was decoraled with these
pdiments. Should this have been the case, we
have to assume that there was a relation between
the creation of the sculptures and the time the
stupa was erected.

The Depiction ofa Carousal Scene
In the exhibition, the depiction ofa carousal scene
(cat. no. 38), a motif very popular in Gandharan
art, is shown alongside the other object groups.
The wide-format relief depicts, From left to right,
a woman reminding us of Aphrodite, holding a
child and leaning on a short column; a man holding an arrow or a rod; a woman with a bow; a
woman with a cup; a man pouring wine From a
skin; a man wearing a crown and a long garment;
and a group of men engaging in a wrestling match
(missing the top part). On the back, two symbols
are engraved in the Kharosthiscript, which can be
read as " I va".
Among the excavated objects from Zar Dheri.
we have some examples showing erotic scenes or
carousals, but such a festival scene with several
people is only known From this object. We are
missing parts on both sides, so that we can assume
that this scene originally was even larger. The
holes at top and bottom show that more parts
were probably attached there. The relief possibly
belonged to the above-mentioned groups A or B.

Conclusion
This article presented an overview of the excavation site of Zar Dheri and the stone sculptures
found in monks' cell F2. After the exhibition The
A r t of ~andhara,Pakistan in Japan in 2002,excavation finds will now be presented to the public for
a second time. For the first time, the large pediment arch with the depiction of the Buddha's descent from the Trayastrimsa Heaven will be presented here, an image featuring iconographic
characteristics hitherto unknown in Gandharan
art, which will supply future research with important material. Since the beginning of research in
Gandhara, more than 100 years have passed, but
as these finds have shown, there are still many
ambiguities concerning this civilization. It is to be
hoped that the exhibition of the zar Dheri finds
will serve to further research on Gandhara in the
future.
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A.S.I.A.R. 1922-1923,pp. 96-97.

Funded by the Japanese Ministry of Culture and
executed under the guidance of Nishioka Yasuhiro (deputy director-general of the ~ a t i o n a l
Museum Tokyo at the time). This article is part
of the presentation of the research results.
Marshall 1951,vol. I,p. 251.
Schopen 1997.chapter XII.
Inv. no. I. p. 11-1947: Ackermann 1975. Fig.
LVI-llb.
Inv. no. 5105. A23293; Foucher 1905,vol. 1, fig.
265.

Here, I would like to thank Monika Zin for her
numerous suggestions about the iconographic
interpretation as well as for reference material.
Koizumi 2005.
" Salomon 1990.pp. 255-273.Salomon was also of
great help in deciphering the written material
from the examples from Zar Dheri, and in classifying them.
l o Otani 1996.
" Marshall 1951,vol. 3, fig. 213.
l 2 Marshall 1951,vol. 3,fig. 73 and 79.
" The pieces left empty in the image have not
been found. The highlighted pieces are provisionally inserted - this is not their original position, and they do not contain inscriptions in
Kharosthi.
The squat depiction of the figures can also be
seen, e.g.. in a standing Bodhisattva from Panr
in the region of Swat (Swat Museum; inv. no. P630), and a standing Bodhisattva from Dharmarijiki in Taxila, which lets us conclude that
this style was rather common.
" Faccenna 1974,vol. 1.
I b Marshall 1951,vol. 2, fig. 710.

Christian Luczanits

Art and ~rchitecture

Many of the works of art exhibited were originally
part of an architectural context, and many forms
can only be understood on the basis of their original manner of use. This IS most apparent in the
earliest figural elements, the garland holders (cat.
no. 47). In the earliest round stupas. they protruded from the bottom part of the dome in order
to hold garlands (fig. I). Other larger and smaller
consoles such as cat. nos. 123,223-226 might have
been used in a similar manner, while the large
asymmetrical consoles cat. nos. 227 and 228 were

Fig. 1

probably attached to a building with a rectangular
ground plan.
[n general, most decorative elements can be
connected to the stupa and its sphere of influence.
Corinthian and pseudo-corinthian pilasters have
been connected with the stupa in Gandhara
rather early1 and structure its podium and the
cylindrical part. The square podium, which appears systematically from the 1st century C.E. on,
is structured in a similar manner (cf., e.g..
Kuwayama, p. 176, fig. 5). During the same period,

The stupa at Chatpat,Swat (today destroyed),withgarland holders

narrative scenes appear for the first time directly
on the body of the stupa by decorating the
framed by the pilasters with reliefs; in
these are almost exc~usivelydevoted to the life of
the B ~ d d h aThis
. ~ life cycle as part of the decors.
tion programme of a stupa is described in hvo
other articles (Stoye. pp. 184ff. and 193ff.).
With the structuring of the building itself,
nices were introduced as a decorative element,
Decorative strips of diverse shapes are om.
nipresent, ranging from laurel garlands in taut
shape (cat. nos. 145. 165, 179)' and garlands carried by Erotes (cat. nos. 72. 73. 174). as well as
other decorative elements of Western origin, to
numerous railing motifs (cat. nos. 145, 176,
261-264), whose origins probably lie in the importance of the railing as perimeter of sacred sites.
Besides these, we also find specifically Buddhist
motifs, such as the vines with leaves belonging to
the tree under which the Buddha awakened (cat.
nos. 153, 240), or garlands with lotus flowers (cat.
no. 238). The decorative relief from Swat with
flowers in a grid pattern and a kissingscene, then,
is rather extraordinary (fig. 2).
Those reliefs that are not curvilinear, such as
cat. nos. 36 and 39 (both devoted to Dionysian topics) were probably stair risers of staircases whose
triangular side risers were decorated with numerous different mythical creatures (cat. nos. 24,
235-237). While Dionysian themes contrasted the
worldly outside with the sacred inside, showing
that the entrance to the stupa leaves behind the
worldly influence (cf. Rosen-Stone, pp. 8Off.) - the
kissing scene in fig. 2 is possibly to be interpreted
in this way as well -, the mythical creatures ad.
vancing towards the stupa on the side stair risers
demonstrate that the stupa is sacred to all living
beings. The latter continue a standard theme in
early Buddhist art, where these mythical creatures were ritually circunlambulating the stupa
because they decorated the outside of the railing.'

F~~ 7
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The pre-birth narratives (jiitaka) of the Buddha
were also found on stair risers (cat. no. 1 4 4 , thus
forming the prologue to the Buddha's biography
found on the stupa itself.' An exception, here, is
the depiction of the oath before the Buddha Dipamkara, which is an integral part of the Buddha
biography itself (cf. cat. no. 145).
he decorated parts of large stupas were
rather large in themselves and in the absence of
large-format reliefs, we have to assume that the
decoration of such a monumental stupa was restricted to the decorative false gable. The research
results gained from the sensational find of Zar
Dheri (cf. Koizumi. pp. 308ff.) emphasise that elements with image frames stacked vertically, without exhibiting any kind of chronological order,
such as cat. nos. 218 and 219. most possibly were
parts of monumental decorative false gables. The
one-sided Gandharan-Corinthian capitals from
the bhore Museum (cat. nos. 229. 230) and from
Butkara I (cat. nos. 186. 187) were probably also
parts of the structuring of a facade by using opulently designed pilasters, but the latter might also
have been used as decoration of such columns
that were erected around the main stupa.
Pilasters did not necessarily have to belong to
the stupa itself but might also have been part of
another type of sacred building found at Gandhara - the sanctuary. This has to be understood as
a two-storeyed building with a more or less
Square ground plan and a tapered dome-shaped
roofon top of the upper storey and a circumferential roof projection shaped In a quarter circle, for
the lower storey. as depicted in cat. no. 214 and

as preserved at Gumbat (Olivieri, p. 296. fig. 5). In
the special language relating to Gandharan art.
such buildings are called vihiira - a term that is
usually reserved for a monks' living quarter. Contrary to the stupa, these sanctuaries can be entered and were used for stupas containing especially important relics, for reliquaries themselves.
and for other forms of relics such as the begging
bowl of the Buddha that was presented for worshipping. However. we cannot rule out that works
of art that were deemed worshippable were
stored here and even ritually worshipped. such as
the giant footsteps of the Buddha (catno. 139). or
sculptures." The sanctuary of the Kiiyapa brothers can also appear in this shape (cat. no. 171).
This type of building is ofspecial importance in
Gandhara and was reproduced in art in a multitude of examples. The roofs depicted in cat. nos.
202 and 206 are based on this type, just as the
pavilions with Bodhisatbas in cat. no. 203 and
Rhi, p. 254 fig. 1. in the upper comers. respectively. Even more important, though, is that the
shape of a decorative false gable of a stupa corresponds to a section cut through such a building
(cf. Kuwayama p. 174, fig. 4). Cat. no. 158, then.
shows such a complete decorative false gable,
while cat. nos. 166. 174 and the arch from Zar
Dheri (cat. no. 215) correspond to its pinnacle (cf.
Koizumi p. 312. fig. 9). False gables of this typical
Gandharan type were then also used for the sanctuary itself, on the side of the entrance (cat. no.
214 still shows the shape of the so-called caitya
arch as it was used in early Indian art; cat. no. 206
has a tiny decorative false gable on the upper

roof) as well as on the other sides, as seen in the
amazing fragment of a reliquary (cat. no. 128; fig.
3) and the pavilion depicted in cat. no. 204. The
stucco alcove with a meditating Buddha. cat. no.
134, is a late variation of this form of false gable, as
can be seen from the misunderstood lower parts.
Alcoves of this type were also donated on their
own (cat. no. 211). were seen as sanctuaries in
themselves (fig. 4). and could be portable, as can

Two scenes from the life of the Buddha; his
Fig.3
first bath (bottom)and the interpretation of the child's
special body marks by Asita; detail of the cross-shaped
reliquary fragment cat. n a 128

1.11
The Buddha i, meditating in the sanctuary of the Kdiyapa brothers, base of a standing Buddha.Takhti-Bahi;
Fig.4
grey schist.26 x 31 x 10 cm; Peshawar Museum, inv. no.PM 2794
---

Fig. 5
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Pod~umwith three types of gates. Sirkap,Stupa lF.Taxila.2nd half of the Istcentury C.E

be deduced from deplctlons In some narratjve re.
liefs.
The merging of \ndian. Western, and regional
elements can best be seen in the shapes ofgates,
where the famous stupa podium of Sirkap shows
all three types alongside each other (Fig. 5 ) ,the
~ ~
right-hand side, we can see the classical Indian
shape of a free-standing gate (torana), which can
also be seen depicted in cat. no. 213 as the en.
trance to a fortified town (cf. Luczanits, p, 72,
fig. 1). In the middle of fig. 5, we can probably see
the Gandharan type of an entrance to a building,
based on this particular shape of the arch. Itsorig.
inal lndian form can be seen at the entrance to the
Lomas psi cave in the Barabar hills and has often
been reproduced in West Indian caves, defining
the facade of the so-called caitya caves (cf,
Kuwayama, p. 171, fig. 1). Cat. no. 181 reproduces
the developed Gandharan form which contains a
new Western element. in the hanging bunches of
grapes. The Greek type of gate with a pediment,as
shown on the Sirkap podium on the left-hand side
(fig 51, does not play an Important role In Gandhara
A s~mpl~fied
form of the Gandharan arch 1s re.
peated on h e z e cat. no. 221 between columns
with a bell-shaped upper part and a pot base. rot
base and bell-Shape under the capital, both Indian
elements, can also be found on the so-called
Persepolitan columns, which are characterisedby
capitals which show water buffaloes lying back to
back. Cat. no. 233 largely corresponds to the
columns on cat. no. 221 (save for the buffalo capitall and shows the typical Gandharan type. Cat.
no. 234, on the other hand, is extremely Indianised, not only through theyabi, but also by emphasising floral elements on most parts of the column.
Far more common are columns, pillars, and pilasters with pseudo-Corinthian capitals, especially
because they turned into a standard element of
stupa architecture and were also repeatedly used
to divide scenes. The corner pillars cat. nos. 231
and 232 were probably part of a haniki block (cf.
cat. no. 119). Cat. no. 222 combines the archshape
with Corinthian pilasters. he birds on the roofs
are a paradisiacal motif, which can be found on
the Sirkap gates (fig. 5) as well as on cat. nos. 158
and 202. Besides the arched alcoves, we also cornmonly find trapezoid alcoves, especially in late
Gandharan art (cat. no. 146. Luczanits, p. 319, fig.
2), which can also be decorated with birds (Luczanits, p. 251, fig. 3). These are also the main types
of ceilinns
- and balconies, which are to be connected with royal and divine life (cat. nos. 156-2071.

Architedureis only shown in rare cases in
Gandllaran art, and even then, mostly in a

ahematitform Cat. no. 213. then. is rather extraordinary,
as it connects a fortified installation
,,qrhafree.standinggate
of the Indian type. A city
bleianbe found again and again in narrative de(tat. nos. 144, 145, 160, 169), but often, it
Isonly a simple door frame- only the gate for the
&piction of the return of the horse groom Chandaka (cat.no. 212) is shown in more detail. The
i,h,ul,ere the relics of the Buddha were divided is
depictedin an extremely schematic way as well
(tat.no. 179).
Althoughnot an architectural depiction in the
!~ctestsense,the image of a palace in cat. no. 156
ijinteresting,asin it, the theme of arches is con,ded with Persepolitan columns and a (Roman)
tofferedceiling. Figural coffers can also be found
onthecanopyof the Zar Dheri arch (cat. no. 215)
and in~utkaraI (cat. no. 217). The architecture of
1lleDepamre relief, though, still has to be understood in the sense of fantastical architecture. despite this particular beautiful detail, i.e. the kind

of architecture characterising a Buddha field
(Luczanits, p. 21, fig. 4: Rhi. p. 254, fig.1). Besides
the building elements, where again the Gandharan sanctuary is being depicted, and the pavilions
in shapes that have been mentioned already, the
prominence of lion consoles is especially striking
in these types of architecture.

Notes

'

In Butkara 1, they can be found first during the
second period, i.e. c. 100 B.C.E. (Faccenna 2007).
The chronological assignation follows the results from Butkara I, and evidence of an early
narrative cycle on the structure of a stupa was
found at Saidu Sharif (cf. Faccenna 2007). With
the discovery of the stupa of Kanganhalli, it has
also become clear that this was not limited to
Gandhara but has also been attested in the Indian subcontinent. However, in Kanganhalli, jitaka were depicted on the stupa as well.
Stoye 2007.

'

This can be seen especially in the as yet unpubl~shedfind of Kanganhalli, whose railing possibly dates to the first century C.E. The orientation of the mythical creatures also shows that
the railing of the temple at Bodhgaya has been
reconstructed with the faces reversed.
Here. fig. 62 in Behrendt 2004 is especially
telling, as it shows several stair risers above
each other in decreasing width, just like they
were probably arranged at Jamal Garhi.
" Behrendt 2006 and Behrendt 2004 stress the
meaning of the reliquary buildings in the early
Buddhism of Gandhara, but his simplified periodisation of the usage of this type of building is
hard to follow. we cannot prove that these
buildings were only used for relics in the classical sense of the word. It is furthermore interesting that we can assume a similar function for
some rooms in the West Indian caves of the vihira type, especially for the Bhaja cave with the
famous reliefs, which also features alcoves
hewn into the walls.

Christian Luczanits

Stucco and clay

Clay, sun drled as well as fired, has always been a
h~ghlyfavoured artlstlc med~umIn South Asla, especlally for popular cults as represented here by
the early terracotta objects from Bhtr Mound tn
Taxlla - a pa~rofyaksa(cat no. 251) wlth a mould
(cat no 252), and a pot-bellled, pointy-eared
crouching yaksa (cat. no 250).' Clay and plaster
were ln~tlallynot used In the decoratton of bu~ldIngs '
By the beg~nntngof the Common Era, plaster

had become known In Gandhara through Imported plaster casts of Late Hellentstlc and Roman
metal works and was recognlsed as a medtum for
objects of a hlgh artlstlc value (cat. nos 17-19) '
Different types of stucco, wlth or wlthout clay
core4,then becamean essential matertal for Gandharan art, for large-format sculptures (Ftg. 1; cat.
no. 137)as well as for small-scale decoratwe Items
Here. the matertal was used In tntertors and
n~chesas well as tn architectural decoratton, most

promtnently at the base of stupas ( ~ t g2. cat no
134). Stucco IS espectally su~tedfor expressive
sculptures, as testtfied by the satyr head (cat no
68) and the head of a sufferer (cat no 24i), both
are dertved from Western models The matellal
also Imbues smaller sculptures such as the female
worshtpper wlth flowers (cat no 249), and the
rare narrattve reliefs llke the beaut~hldeplctlon
of the Buddha's birth (cat no 148)wtth a hlgh de
gree of grace

Foot of a morlumenFig I
tal Buddha sculpture InI front
of a near I~fe-sued
s~ttli
'9
Buddha, Dharmara~lka'stupa
complex (NlBJ.Tax~la.
4!1'L5'1'

We assume that stucco was occasionally used
even at the beginning of the Gandharan era; the
satyr head (cat. no. 68) from Sirkap, ~ a x i l acan
, be
ascribed to the early period of prosperity of GandIharan a t 5 The most important site for Gandharan stucco sculpture, then, is Hadda, near Jalalabad in Afghanistan, where some niches were excavated that even exhibit extremely Westernised
decoration (Fig. 3). In the exhibition, Hadda is represented by the archaising Buddha head (cat. no.
242) and a magnificent teaching Buddha (cat. no.
136), both from the Kabul M ~ s e u mTowards
.~
the
end of Gandharan art proper, during the 41h and
5Ih centuries, works in stucco as sculpture or architectural decoration are far more numerous
than stone sculpture or even replaces it entirely.
The shapes become increasingly simpler and,
from time to time, more detailed and stereotypical (Fig. 2). The exceptionally beautiful life-sized
heads from Taxila, a male head from the Dharmarijika complex (cat. no. 246). and a female head
from~iri(cat. no. ~ 4 5 ) can
, ~ also be ascribed to the
later phase of production.
In contrast to stone sculptures, a comparatively large number of stucco sculptures still
shows traces or even larger areas of their original
Painting. The decoration of the female head from
the Lahore Museum. though, was applied accord-

Fig. 3 Vajrapani
accompanying the
Buddha. Hadda

Head of a Buddha ftom flkhnur, 6th c, teenI5 x 17 Em, Centrd Museum, Lahore,inv.no.

hg.5 Head ola female figureifom bhri Bahlol,p)(cavared In 1912, 7"+iCh c , terrawwa, 14.5 x fa * 51 cm,
W~hawarMus~uril,
PM-335Q

ing to the original in modern times (cat. no. 243).
Thus, this head manages to convey the original,
bright colour scheme better than anything else.
while other objects such as the fragmentary head
from Taxila (cat. no. 244) and the arched niche
with a meditating Buddha (cat. no. 134) only show
faint traces of the original colours.
With the end of Gandharan art, stucco was
more and more replaced by clay, but the percentage of terracotta production here is disputed since
K.M. Varma has pointed out that clay figurines
might have accidentally been turned into terracotta by firing? This applies to the heads of
Akhnur (Fig. 4) and Ushkur? ascribed to the sth
century, as well as to the head of a demon- or sentry figure from Shah-ji-ki Dheri (cat. no. 247),
which shows similar proportions, and the slightly
younger head from Sahri Bahlol (Fig. 5). Especially
the latter shows uneven colouring in the clay.
which might point to it having been fired accidentally. (Fig. 6).
The sites of Tepe Sardar and Fondukistan (cat.
no. 282) then attest to a new flourishing of unfired clay sculpture in Afghanistan, which perpetuates the legacy of Gandharan art in a new mate-

rial.I0 On the basis of Indian texts and finds from
all regions of Central Asia, we can even assume
that large-format clay sculptures were created in
the whole of South- and Central Asia at that
timell. Their high quality and excellent techniques lived on in the Himalayas for several centuries.I2

hg 4
tzrtra, 25

G41B

Fig 6

'

'
Notes

lo

I'
I

'
'

On the use of clay figurines in prehistoric and
historical times. cf. Varma 1983. Poster 1986.
and Bautze 1995. On these particular terracotta
sculptures, cf. the excavation report Marshall
1951: 11, pp. 459-50.
The earliest clay sculptures in the North-West
of the lndian subcontinent were probably created by Greek artists in Nisa, in today's Turkmenistan. They are ascribed to the first half of
the 2"* C.B.C.C. (Bollati 2005).
Cf. Menninger 1996.
The different techniques in use at Gandhara
have been researched in detail by Zernaryalal
Tarzi (Tarzi 1986).

''

Back vlew of the head I" fig 5

Cf. Marshall 1951, pp. 513-518.
Barthoux 1930; Barthoux 1933.
Marshall 1951.
Varma 1987; despite the Gupta era being known
for the production of excellent terracotta sculp.
tures and reliefs: cf. Williams 1983 or Dawson
2007. On the Buddhist site of Devnimori. cf.
Metha and Chowdhary 1966.
Verardi 1983; Alam 1988; Mani 2005.
Cf. Taddei 1999.
Varma 1970.
Slusser 2001; Luczanits 2004.
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Cat. No. 211
Female benefactor holding a
miniature shrine
SahGi eahlol, 3rd4th century
~t,563%43~236m

pe~kwar~ u e u m
k40,PM-&64{pH: lt5$373
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The return of the Buddha's horse
and groom
K;u?fhakaand Chandaka
Provenance unknown, ~ ~ century
3
tight grey schist, 37x 29 x 85 ern
Central Museum,Lahore
Inv. No. G-62 [old: 1161

~

Cat. No. 213
A person exits through the
gate of a fortified city, displaying
a greeting gesture
Peshawar Valley, znd-31d century
Grey schist. 17.5 x 17 x 4.5 cm
Central Museum. Lahore
lnv. No. GR. 394 [old: 10731

Cat. No. 214
Two-storeyed sanctuary
Gumbatana, Swat, zndCentury
Grey schlst, 30 x 26.5 x 5 5 cm
Swat Museum, S a ~ d uSharif
Inv. No. GT-50

Cat. No. 215
Central part of the decorative
pediment arch from Zar Dheri
with the Descent from the Heaven
of the 33 Gods
Zar Dheri, 1" half of the zndcentury
Schist, total height 181 cm
Peshawar, Department of Archaeology and
Museums (DAOM)
Inv.No.S97,S102andS111

Cat. No. 216
Side part o f the
decorative
pediment arch
from Zar Dheri
with ~ u d d h a s
in coffer panels
Zar Dheri. 1" halfofthe
2"" century
s c h ~ s t57
, x 34 x 5.8 cm
I'eshawar, Department of
~rchacologyand
Museums
Inv. No. S 24

Cat. No. 217

Cat. No. 218

Male bust in coffer panel

Stele with scenes from the
Buddha's life

Leafdecorat~onat the edges
Butkara 1, 1"-2"%entury
Green~shsch~st,32 5 x 24 5 x 7 cm
Swat Museum. Sa~duS h d r ~ f
Inv. NO B 7908

Karamar 1. 2"'-3d century
Grey schist, 84.5 x 38.5 x 7.5 cm
Central Museum. Lahore
lnv. No. G-5 [old: 3091

Cat. No. 219
Stele with scenes from the
Buddha's life and panels with
pairs of Erotes
Mohdrnmed Nan. 3d century
Llght grey schist, 118 x 33 x 8.5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-109 [old: 11391

Cat. No. 220

~ u m b b e l with
l
group of wrestlers
['rovenance unknown, 1''-3'* century
Grey schist, 25.5 x 38.5 x 7 cm
Peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-2738 (old: 0860)

Cat. No. 221

Ascetics in front of richly
decorated portals
Butkara 111. znd century
Grey schist, 23 x 50 x 5 cm
Peshawar University Museum
Inv.No. BK 111 1982-1-190(BK 111 144)

Cat. No. 222
Buddha and worshippers under
ambulatory arches
Kalawan (H6).laxil'~.~".'-3"'century
Grey schist, 22 x 56 x 8 cm
Taxila Museum
lnv. No. Kn.132- 149

Cat. No. 224

Cat. No. 225

Figural console with drummer

Figural console with sentry figure

Chatpat (1964 excavation), Dir, 2"%entury
Grey schist. 19 x 8.5 x 15.8 cm
Dir Museum. Chakdara. Inv. No. CHPT-547

Chatpat (1964 excavation). Dir. 2"' century
Dark grey schist, 18 x 7.8 x 15 cm
Dir Museum, Chakdara
Inv. No. CHPT-546

Cat. No. 226
Figural console with elephant
Chatpat (1964 excavation), Dlr, zndcentury
Grey schlst, 12 5 x 5.5 x 21 c m
Dlr Museum. Chakdara
Inv No CHPT-548 (Chatpat i10.631)

Cat. No. 227
Elephant with mahout and
lotus in his trunk
Sahri Bahlol(1909-10 excavation).
~"~-4
century
~"
Grey schist. 45 x 13 x 36 c m
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No, I'M-2898 [old: 16 L]

Cat. No. 229
~ i ~ u rcapital
al
with sitting Buddha
Provenance unknown, 2nd-3rdcentury
Grey schot,11x 62 x 21 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-216[old: 1561

Cat. No. 228
Architectural projection with lions
Sanghao, znd-4lhcentury
Grey sch~st,55.5 x 23 x 9.5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-216 [old: 11261

Cat. NO. 230

figural capital with standing
euddha
provenance unknown, znd-3'* century
~ r e schist,
y
15 x 65 x 24 cm

central Museum. Lahore
Inu. No. G-212 [old: 5681

Cat. No. 231
Corner pilaster with monk
and person offering flowers
Provenance unknown (wali of Swat),
znd-3'* century
Grey schist, 4 4 x 13 x 13 cni
Swat Museum. S ~ I ~ shal~f
LI
Inv. No. ws 2 2 4

Cat. No. 232
Corner pilaster with naked Erotes in
back view

,

8

Provenance
unknown (Wall of
Swat),
2"d-3rd century
Grey sch~st.
38 x 14 x 13.4 crn
Swat Museum,
Sa~duSharif
Inv. No. WS 170

1

1
II

9- .

Cat. No. 234
Scene divider
with woman
in front of Indianised Persepolitan pilaster

Cat. No. 233
scene divider
with Persepolitan pilaster
Provenance unknown (bought In
Khazana Dheri.
charsadda).
2""4"' century
Grey schlst.

Provenance
unknown,
3"'-4'" century
Grey schlst,
56 x 15 5 x 6.5 cm
Central Museum.
Lahore
Inv. No G-238A

Peshawar Museum
;;;,;;5;y-2952

Cat. No. 236
Side stair riser with makaraheaded sea creature
Sikri, ~""3~%entury
Light grey schist, 18.5 x 26 x 4.5 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. G-218 [old: 40, 13611

Cat. No. 235
Side stair riser with chimera
Andan Dher~(1966 excavat~on),Dlr.
1"-2"~ century
L~ghtgrey schlst, 18 5 x 25.5 x 4.5 cm
Dlr Museum, Chakdara
Inv No ADN 143

Cat. No. 237

Pair of side stair risers with
cow-headed sea creatures
Provenance unknown, ~ ' " - 3century
~~
L~ghtgrey schist, 21 x 28 x 4 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
lnv. No. G-221 [old: ~ 3 ]

Cat. No. 238
Decorative frieze with lotus vine
Provenance unknown. 2""-4'" century
Grey schist, 12.5 x 34.5 x 4.7 cm
Central Museum, Lahore
Inv. No. GR-I I83 (old: 1177)

Cat. No. 239
Lotus rosette
Kalawan (D5). 1"- 3'* century
Copper sheet metal (supported by plaster),
0 30 cm, d. 2.5 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 3494 Kn.132-136

Cat. No. 240
plinth with bodhi leaf
decoration and a lady leaning on
an altar at the side
Provenance unknown (present by the Church
Mission Society. 27/1/1914), 2"" century
Grey schist, 22 x 50 x 9.5 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-2967 [old: 1 5 ~ 1

Cat. No. 241

Head of a suffering man
Dharmerajtka'Stupa, northern side IPB),Taxlla,
~ " ~century
- 3 ~
A~UCCO,I2 x 10 x 10.3 cm
Taxtla Museum
Inv. Mo. 1724 Dh./15-1141

Cat. No. 246

Cat. No. 244

Head of a man

Fragment of a painted face
Jaulian, Taxila, 3rdcentury
Stucco. 10 x 5.5 x 6 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 896 Jn.116-149b

Cat. No. 245
Head of a woman
G ~ r (main
i
stupa. panel 5), Taxila, 4111-5'11
century
Stucco, 23 x 14.5 x 15.5 cm
Taxila Museum, Inv. No. 1453 Gr.127-321

Dhannarijika Stupa complex (chapel B12), Taxila,
41h-5'1'century
Stucco. 23.2 x 16.8 x 16.8 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 1831 Dh.112-812

Cat.

No, 247

Head of a demon or sentry figure
Shah-ji-ki Dhen (1908-09excavat~on),6"'century
Terra cotta. 13 x 10 x 10 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-7327

:-! ,

Cat. No. 248
Donor with tonsure and flower
offering
5ahr1Bahlol, mound C, Yd century
Grey schlst, 65.5 x 33 x 15 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. PM-3035 [old: 17701

Cat. No. 249
Female donor with flower
offering in both hands
Provenance unknown. 3'd century
stucco, 29 x 12 x 7 cm
Central Museum. Lahore

Cat. No. 251
Pair of popularly venerated
nature genies (yaksa)
Bhir Mound (stratum 11). Taxila.
Pd-1" century B.C.E.
Terra cotta, 12.5 x 7 x 3 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. G-471. Bm./21-1551

-

Cat" No. 250

pot-bellied, pointy-eared,
crauching nature genie (yaksa)
Rhfr Mound (stratum II), Taxrla,
Terratotta, l l x 9 S x 4 crn
Taxda Mufrtium
Inor. No. 5101, ~m.ja-1540

zndcentury B,G.E.

Cat. No. 252
~ o u l for
d the mass production of
a pair o f y a k ~ a
Bhir Mound ($tratum 11).

Tax~la,

~ ~ ~centuty
- 1 ' B.C.E.
~

Terra colla. 15 x 10 x 3.5 cm
Taxila Museum
mv.No. 5112. Bm./2l-1551(11-9" 65.)

Cat. N o . 253

C a t . N o . 254

Sitting

Buddha from the
Mathura School

Bust of a t e a c h i n g B o d h i s a t t v a

Found in 1945 in Bhari Dheri, Taxila, zndcentury
Speckled red sandstone, 19 x 16 x 6 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 9080, Bdi.-39/1

Found near the stupa court of Bar~kot(Blr-kotGhwanda~;BKG 4-5, per~odVI), strat~graph~cally
ass~gnedto the 3rdcentury
L~ghtgrey schlst. 11.5 x 8.5 x 4 crn
Swat Museum, S a ~ d uSharif
Inv. No. BKG 1635

Cat.

NO,256

Skanda with spear and cock

Cat. No. 255
Goddess with animalheaded object in her
left hand, sitting on a
lion throne
Jandlal, Tax~la,1''-3'" century
Grey sch~st.12 x l o x 3 s Lm
Tax~laMuseum

Fr~venatIce
unknowr, grid-4"' century
Grey schist, 13.5 ~5 xZ.9ern
Central Museum, tahere
lnv. Nwv182l [eld:w-i3J

Cat. No. 257

Incense burner with simple handle

Cat. No. 258

S~rkap,block C' (sq. 47-48.95'. stratum v), Taxlla,
2"'-lsl century B.C.E.
Copper. 3.5 x 27 x 10.5 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 5k./30-216/3

Incense burner with leogryph
handle
Sirkap, block 8' (sq. 38,88', stratum II), Taxila,
1" century B.C.E.
Copper, 8 x 23 x 10 cm
National Museum of Pakistan, Karachi
lnv. No. Sk./20-439 [old: 24651

Cat. No. 259
Incense holder with feet in
the shape of birds
Sirkap. block C'. (sq. 47-48.95'. stratum V). Taxila,
znd-1" century B.C.E.
Copper, 14.5 x 10 x 10 c m
Taxila Museum
Inv. NO. 2453, Sk.130-21612

Cat. No. 260
Plinth with female worshipper
and
-monk using incense
Provenance unknown. 2""-3'" century
Grey sch~st.15 5 x 4 2 x 8 cm
Central Museuln. Lahot e
Inv. NO. G-254 [old 4 I 1 / ~ 2 9 ]

/

Cat. No. 261
Ornamental band with Indian
fence motif
Ivory or bone, 6.4 x 14.8 cm

Begram, Afghanistan, ~ " ~ century
- 4 ~ ~
~ u sGuirnet,
t
Paris
Inv. No. MA 277

Cat. No. 262
ornamental band with fence
motif and griffins
Begram, Afghanistan, ~ " ~ - 4century
'~
Ivory or bone, 7.2 x 17.5 cm
Musee Guimet, Paris
Inv. No. MA 309

Ornamental band with triton

and griffins
Begram, Afghanstan, 2nd-4thcentury
Ivory or bone, 5.5 x 16.5 cm
Musk Gu~met,Pans
Inv. No. MA 261

Cat. No. 266

Cat. No. 265
One of four gold leaf pieces
with swastika motif
Sirkap, block D' (sq. 62.113', stratum Ill), Tax~la,
1" century
Gold. 5.5 x 5.2 x 0.6 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. Sk.129-124116

Hair pin with crescent moon and Indian symbol of good
luck
Sirkap, block D
(sq. 58.47'. stratum 111).
Tax~la.
1'' century
Gold, 5 x 3 cm
Nat~onalMuseum of
Pak~stan.Karach~
Inv No. 50 84, Sk.126-4081/1

Cat. No. 268
Earring with bell-shaped pendant
Sirkap. Taxila. block D' (sq. 62.113'. stratum Ill),
1" century
Gold. 7.5 x 3.2 x 3.2 c m
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 8875. Sk./29-1241/3

Cat. No. 267
A pair of earrings with granules

on pendants
S~rkap,block D',(sq. 62.113'. stratum Ill). Taxila,
1" century
Gold, 12 x 6.5 x 1.2 cm
Taxila Museum
lnv. No. 8872 und 8874, sk./29-1241/2

Cat. No. 269
Necklace with ribbed beads
Bhir Mound (sq. 32.26'. stratum Ill). Taxila.
3d-2nd century B.C.E.
Gold. 0 11.5 cm (beads 0 0.7 cm)
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 8669, Bm./24-556 (hoard)

Cat. No. 270
Torque with ends in the shape
of lion's heads
Bhir Mound. (sq. 41.138', stratum I). Taxila.
1" century B.C.E.
Gold. 0 12 cm
Taxila Museum
lnv. No. 8672. Bm.121-856

Cat. No. 271
Double bracelet or anklet
S~rkap.block D (sq 58.47'. stratum Ill), Tarr~la.
beg~nningof the Common Era
Sliver, 0 15 cm. h. 9 cm
Taxila Museum
Inv. No. 8933; SK ,26-4081/27

Cat. NO. 277

Three hair or garment pins
Copper, ~ i d d l e 10.5
:
x 3 x 0.2 cm;
11.5 x 1.7 x 0.4 cm; 10.7 x 1.7 x 0.2 cm
Bhil. Mound (stratum 11). Sirkap (stratum II),
$1" century B.C.E. and 1" century C.E.,
respectively
laxila Museum
Inv. No Middle 6990, Bm.120-176; 6995.
sk./z8-2408 and 6992. Sk./18-4500

Cat. NO.278

and-held mirror
Sirkap. block H (sq. 125.68'; stratum 11). Taxila,
1" century
Copper with bone handle. 25.5 x 16 x 2 cm
~axilaMuseum
Inv. No. 466, Sk./10-1863
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Harald Hauptmann

Rock Art in the Upper ~ n d u sRegion

The majestic peaks of the Himdayas with their I4 eight-thousanders
towering above the scenery, separate the Tibetan Plateau and the South
Asian subcontinent on a length of 2,500 km. They do not. though. form an
impassable barrier to man, as evident from its western part comprising
the Hindu Kush, the Western Himalayas. and the Karakoram in the north
of Pakistan. From the Tarim Basin, several paths lead over passes more
than 4,000 metres high over the glaciers of the mountain chains of the
Karakoram down to the deeply cut canyons of the lndus river and its tributaries. This network of routes that connects the northern steppe regions
with Kashmir and the Indo-Pakistani lowlands has been frequented by
hunters and nomads since the end of the Ice Age as well as during historical times by merchants with their caravans, by Buddhist pilgrims, Chinese emissaries. and foreign conquerors.
The high mountain range that today encompasses the Northern Areas
of Pakistan formed, on the one hand, the shortest connection to the tra-

Fig 1

Kino Kor Das.Mythical creatures in the Achaemenid.PersianStyle

ding posts in the Tarim Basin for Indian caravans, but on the other hand,
it was also, in the opposite direction, at least temporarely the gate to India for Sogdian merchants from samarkand. A southern section of the
legendary Silk Route led through the lndus Valley. It consisted of a network of trading routes that started in the ancient Chinese imperial c i b of
Changan and led to the Mediterranean Sea via the oasis cities in therarim
Basin, such as Khotan, Yarkand and Kashgar as well as Turfan and Kucha.
The first description ofthe passages leading from theTarim Basin via the
Hindu Kush and Karakoram to the kingdoms ofJibin (Chi-pin) and Nandou - kingdoms that are located in the regions around Kapisa-Peshawar
and Gilgit - is provided by the chronicle Han Shu (25-221 B.c.E.) from the
time of the Han dynasty. The difficult route continues until it reaches the
"Hanging Passages", spanning deep chasms, which are described as lifethreatening challenges for man and beast. This toponym might either refer to the paths running in vertiginous heights along the scarps above the
Hunza and the lndus rivers or, more probable, to the shaky rope bridges
stretching over mountain torrents. The adventurous itineraries of Chinese pilgrims vividly narrate the arduous journeys across the snowcovered peaks of the "Onion Mountains" down to the lndus Valley. The
earliest among these pilgrims, according to the tradition, was the monk
Faxian (317-~zo),who started his 15-years-long pilgrimage in the imperial city of Changan. After having scaled the Karakoram Faxian reached
the kingdom Jiecha (Kie-cha), probably modern Baltistan, and the small
kingdom of To-lieh o r ~ u o l iin the year 400. This place was of supraregional religious importance, as its sanctuary was most prominent for a
gilded wooden statue of Maitreya, the future Buddha, which was over
20 metres high. Only afterwards, Faxian crossed the "Route of the Hanging Passages", i.e. the rndus river, to arrive at his destination, the kingdom of UddiyHna, in Swat. In thc report of the most famous pilgrim,
Xuanzang (629-645), a Chinese Marco Polo, who had also chosen the
southern route over the "Onion Mountains" to Gandhara. the miraculuos
Maitreya statue and an adjunct monastry is described again at a place that
he calls Ta-li-lo. This location is probably to be identified with a religious
centre such as the one in the Chilas Basin.
Apart from these reports and some later chronicles, there exist no
other historical sources on this region. Yet, there is another group of
monuments giving deeper insight into the history of this high mountain
region: A collection of rock art images ~ ~ n i in
q ~their
~ e diversily and ex-

Fig.2

Hodur-West. Stupa-Buddha group

traordinary in their quantity. Carved into the rock faces and boulders of
the lndus gorge, reaching from Indus-Kohistan to Baltistan, and, even
beyond, to Ladakh and Tibet, expands one of the worldwide largest and
most impressive rock art provinces. These monuments can also be found
on the important pass routes and subsidiary valleys of the lndus river be
it along the Gilgit, at Yasin, in Hunza up to the Kilik pass. along the Shigar
or the Shyok in Baltistan. They concentrate along the Fully developed
routes to both sides of the lndus river. having their richest clusters within
a stretch of more than 100 kilometres between Shatial in Indus-Kohistan
and the bridge of Raikot. In these rock art galleries, which are centred
around Chilas and Thalpan in the district of Diamer at the foot of the
8,125 meter high Nanga Parbat, over 50,000 rock drawings and more than
5,000 inscriptions represent a time span lasting from the late Stone Age to
the Islamisation of the mountain region that took place in the l b t h century. The remakable diversity of these engravings, also known as the
"guest book of the Silk Route", mirrors the history, the cultural and social
traditions and the religious ideas of local as well as immigrated peoples.
The existence of this rock art as well as that of the two monumental
Buddha reliefs of Kargah near Gilgit (fig. 7) and Manthal near Skardu in
Baltistan (fig. 8) has already been known since the 19'~'century. But only
after the completion of the 751 km long Karakorarn Highway - the direct
connection between China and Pakistan - Karl Jettmar. Heidelberg, and
Ahmad Hasan Dani, Islamabad, could commence systematic research of
the rock art province. The work started as a joint German-Pakistani project in 1980 and in 1984 the project was taken over by the Heidelberg
Academy of the Sciences and has continued with the approval of the Pakistani Department of Archaeology and Museums in Islamabad to date.*
With the onset of the ~ o l o c e n e(9,500-6,200 B.C.E.),the milder climate
in this region went along with heavier precipitation that also favoured a
lush vegetation in the valleys and thus, permitted the expension of a diverse fauna. Tllese propitious environmental conditions. starting with

the melting of the large glac~ers,attracted groups of hunters who created
the earliest rock images ofwild animals: depictions of ibex, markhor, and
bharal (~imalayanblue sheep), but also hunting scenes that occasionally
even feature depictions of humans (line drawings 1.1-2). The artist's
symbolic presence seems to be expressed by representations of hand and
foot prints. The pictures of animals. usually engraved in silhouettes and
showing a subnaturalistic style, find their counterparts in the rock art
provinces of Western Asia and Siberia, ranging from the late Stone Age to
Neolithic times.
Impressive images of large, naked figures of men can be ascribed to the
Bronze Age, the late 3d millennium B.C.E. Depicted in frontal view, with
arms outstretched (line drawing 1,3), these "giants", found as single
figures or in pairs, are attested in more than 60 examples from prominent
places in the lndus Valley to Ladakh and might represent images of
ghosts, demons, or local deities. Alternatively they might just depict
shamans. In isolated cases the faceless giants are connected with images
of masks (line drawing 1,4), that, if compared with the Siberian Okunev
culture, could be explained as relating to shamanistic actions. We can
only assign some rare rock art examples of wild animals or hunting
scenes, and some depictions of chariots, to the 2"hillennium B.C.E. The
earliest megalithic round tombs in lshkoman and Yasin can be ascribed to
this era as well.
With the beginning of the first millennium B.C.E.. a new population
appears in the Upper lndus region, which can be traced back to invasions
of Scytho-Sakian tribes. These steppe nomads that entered from Central
Asia and are known as Saka from the inscriptions of the Persian Great
King Darius 1 (522-485 B.c.E.) contr~butenumerous pictures of ibexes.
deer, and predators featuring the Eurasian animal style (line drawings
15-7). They correspond to animal bronzes discovered in ~ c y t h i mkurgans from Kazakhstan and Siberia. With the eastern expansion of the
~chaernenid-Persiankingdom in the 61hcentury B.C.E. and the establish-

L ~ n eDrawrng 1 1 Dadam Das, 2 Barlo Das, 3 Thor.4 Z~yarat,5 Kalat Doduk,Bo
6Turr1l Nala. 7 Dong Nala

Llne Drawlng 2

1-3 Thalpan.4-5 Chllas 11.6 Barlo Das, 7Thalpan.B Shat~al

ment of the Indian provinces of Gandhara and Hindu5 (Sind), also Iranian
influence reaches the Upper lndus Valley. This is reflected in perfectly
rendered images of stylized horses, mythical creatures in the characteristic bent-arm, bent-leg posture that indicates flying, and particularly, in
warrior figures dressed in Western Iranian costumes (line drawings 2,l-3,
fig. 1).
Under the reign of the Kushan dynasty (1" century C.E.). Buddhism
started to spread as a new belief system in the Upper lndus region. With
the beginning of the earlier Buddhist era, lasting from the 1'' to the 3rd
century, the region enters the stage of history, as engravings of stupas
worshipped by pilgrims (line drawings 2,4-5), scenes abundant with
figures and enthroned rulers (line drawing 2.6),and in particular, the first
inscriptions in Kharosthi show.
In the area concerned, the Buddhism reached its peak between the 51h
and 8'l' centuries. Small principalities were founded in the high mountain
areas, such as the powerful Great Palur of the Palola %hi dynasty in the
east (called Bolor in Tibetan sources), with its centre in Baltistan as well
as Little Palur (Tibetan Bruia) on the high plateau ofGilgit with Yasin that
borders in the west. Starting from the 7'l' century, those principalities fell
under the alternating rule of twogreat powers: the Chinese rang dynasty
and the Tibetan kingdom. The third political power were the Daradas or
Dards living in the southern part of the Upper lndus Valley. The king-

domfscentre was located in the Nilum-Kishaganga area and from its outpost chilas, situated at one of the main crossings of the lndus (possibly
the seat of a regional ruler), it controlled the route across the Babusar
passleading to Kashmir and Taxila, an old centre of the Gandharan kingdom, The imagery is dominated by numerous remarkable depictions of
,t,pas and images of the Buddha (fig. 4) that were engraved on both sides
of the lndus river along the developed traffic routes secured by sentry
posts and fortresses, at places of smaller sanctuaries, at river crossings.
and at central locations such as Shatial. Thor, Hodur and Chilas-~hal~an,
and Shing Nala. From the numerous religious buildings, particularly the
~tupas,only one monument has been preserved in an aln~ostcomplete
state, the "Minar of the Taj Moghal" ofJutial above Gilgit. Very sporadi- ,ruins of these monuments can be observed in the Gilgit valley, in
Baltistan in the Buddhist hill settlement of Shigar, or at Surmo in the
shyok valley.
Due to their high artistic quality and vibrancy, several scenic depic-

Fig 3

Shatlal $~biJatako,Stupas and lnscrlprtons in Kharosthi,Brahm~.andSogd~an

tions, showing Jritaka scenes, that is episodes narrating previous existences of the Buddha, are outstanding among the rock art. Three of them.
the Vyiighri or Tiger Jdtaka (line drawing 3.1), the &ipaticaka litaka or
Jitaka of the Greatest Evils (line drawing 3. 2), and the Sibi jdtoko (line
drawing 3,3), which adorn rocks at Chilas and Thalpan, were apparently
created by one and the same artist and can be dated to the 6Ihcentury. An
older depiction of the SibiJdtaka in Shatial is comparatively crude and
compared to theJdtakos of Chilas-Thalpan, shows more Gandharan influence. (fig. 3). The magnificent composition consisting of two pagoda-like
stupas hints at the close connections between the Upper lndus region and
the Buddhist world laying beyond the "snowy mountains", namely Kashmir and Gandhara.
The temptation of the Buddha by the beautihl daughters of the demon
king MHra, a popular motif in Gandharan art, is depicted on a rock in Thalpan (line drawing 3.4). With the gesture of touching the earth with his
right hand (bhirnispariarnudri). the earth opens, the earth goddess testi-
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Fig 7
Standlng Buddha In
the Kargah Valley
near Gllg~t
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Chilas III.Late Buddhist stupa worshipping scene and warriors with battleaxes

Chilar X.Post-Buddhist battle are symbols

Fig.8

Buddha rock of Manthal near Skardu In Balt~stan

fies to the ~uddha'svictory over MLra (rndravgaya), and the temptresses
away quickly. He overcame this obstacle, and was subsequently enlighted under the Bodhi tree near Urubilva, where Gautama became the
Buddha in a night of the full moon of the year 528 B.C.E. The first sermon
he gave as the Buddha in the Deer Park of Sarnath near varanasi
(Benares) is one of the most important events of the Buddha legend. ~t is
at Thalpan in an impressive engraving (line drawing 3,5).This
scene, very popular in Buddhist art, shows the Buddha in the company of
his first five disciples, who were companions of SiddhHrtha during his
phase of asceticism. The deer park is represented by two gazelles at the
bottom, and the wheel symbolizes the act of teaching. Among the most
beautiful images at Thalpan is the enthroned Buddha with his companion
~odhisattvaVajrapPni portrayed in the background (line drawing 3.6).
Due to its highly artistic execution and its distinctive importance for
Buddhist imagery, an image found in Hodur-West has to be put in line
with the most impressive examples of this art genre represented along
the Upper lndus (fig. 2). It shows two Buddhas both seated on a single
pedestal with a stupa between them. Apparently, this depiction hints at
chapter 11 of the famous Lotos Sitra; one figure represents Sakyamuni,
the historical Buddha, the other Prabhijtaratna, a Buddha of the past. The
motif of the two sitting Buddhas with Prabhijtaratna's "Stupaof the seven
precious materials" is very popular in the Buddhist art of Central Asia and
China, as its numerous examples in paintings in the cave temples of
Dunhuang, Lung Men, and Yungang as well as on relief steles show.
The historical background of the Buddhist era in this region is particularly apparent in inscriptions. In the earlier phase, they are written in
Kharosthi, whereas in the later phase of the 3rdto athcentury, they use, in
large numbers, the BrPhmTscript (cf. Falk, p. 14). The inscriptions are often added to images and render personal names and consecration formulas. Over 700 Sogdian, but also Bactrian, Parthian, and Middle Persian inscriptions that predominantly concentrate at Shatial, which is now interpreted as a former market place, attest the presence of Parthian and particularly Sogdian merchants from Samarkand. We can trace drawings of
Iranian fire altars (line drawing 2.8), tamgas interpreted as heraldic family signs or emblems of cities such as Samarkand, and even Nestorian
crosses. These images not only mirror the special importance of the Sogdians as merchants on the Silk Route, but also as mediators between the
great religions such as Buddhism. Christianity, Zoroastrianism and
Manichaeism. Among the most beautiful creations are the saddled but
riderless horses, that are, in Central Asian fashion, depicted in the pace
gait (line drawing 2.7). Hephthalithic, i.e. Hunnic, as well as Turkish
names appear in the inscriptions, too. Thirteen Chinese inscriptions,
probably applied by merchants or pilgrims, and even one composed in

Hebrew testify to the ethnic diversity of the region. A Chinese graffito on
the rock formation of Haldeikish in the Hunza valley, through which the
path up to the important pass leading to Kashgar in Xinjiang runs, mentions even an envoy of the dynasty of the "Great Wei". This site represents the most important epigraphic monument so far discovered in the
Karakorum, with 131 inscriptions in Kharosthi, BrLhmi. Sogdian. Chinese,
and Tibetan.
From the sthcentury onwards. anti-Buddhist influences appear on the
scene, which indicate the arrival of foreign horse-riding peoples from the
surrounding high mountain ranges of the lndus Valley. This new ethnic
element is represented by crude depictions of battle axes, round disks
which could be understood as reminiscent of sun symbols, and pictures of
riders and warriors (figs. 5 and 6). Images of attacking war axe people evidently besieging Buddhists practically seem to defend stupas inform
about the political and religious changes taking place in the area. In the
northern regions, for instance Gilgit and Baltistan. Buddhist traditions
seem to have kept flourishing. though. The approximately three metre
high relief of a standing Buddha at Naupur in the Kargah Valley near
Gilgit depicts him with the right arm held aloft in the gesture of fearlessness and indicates growing influence ofTibetan style in the century as
does the relief on a six metre high rock in Manthal near Skardu in
Baltistan (fig. 8). b here, together with 20 smaller Buddhas the meditating
Buddha is seated in a Mandala-shaped assembly. This exceptional composition is flanked by two standing ~odhisattvas;Padmapani with the lotus
to the left, Maitreya to the right. Below, aptimaghaka, the Vase of Plenty.
is depicted (fig. 8). The only large-sized rock painting of ~ h a g h d onear
Skardu. showing a magnificent stupa worshipping scene with the Raja of
Shigar, attests to the final significant period of prosperity of Buddhism
during the l z t h century.
Islamisation started from Kashmir in the l6Ihcentury, and has its most
impressive monuments in the first characteristic mosques with rich wood
carving decoration in Khaplu. Shigar, and Skardu in Baltistan.
*The research results are currently being published in:
Materialien zur Archaologie der Nordgebiete Pakktans, Vol. 1 (1994) - Vol. 9
(2009), and Antiquities of Northern Pakistan. Reports and Studies, Vol. 1
(1989) - VOI.5 (2004).
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Schist. 70 x 36.5 x 30 cm
Nat~onalMuseum. Kabul

Cat. No. 282

Cat. No. 283

Teaching Buddha from
Fondukistan

Eleven meditating Buddhas
surrounding a teaching Buddha

Fondukistan, chapel C. Afghanistan. c. 700
Clay with traces of paint, 65 x 42 cm
National Museum. Kabul
U.
(KM65.9.1)
Inv. No. 05.9.13 / T . s ~ . ~ . F 246.11

Kakrak, Afghanistan. 7Ih-8lhcentury
Mural (pigment on clay), 88.5 x 93 cm
National Museum, Kabul
Inv. No. 05.5k.31 (KM 61.5.1)

Cat. No. 284
Part of a composition with
multiple depictions of the Buddha,
in circles
Kakrak, Afghanistan, 7'h-~''1century
Mural (pigment on clay). 23 x 29 cm
Musee Guimet, Paris
lnv. No. MG 17907

Cat. NO. 285
Fragments of a reliquary with
contents, from the small Bamiyan
~uddha
Bamiyan, storage find from the small Buddha.
recovered on July 20,2006 by Edmund Meld,
~fghanistan,71hcentury
Bronze sheet and manuscript fragments on
bark bast. 0 8 cm
Last location (August 2008) at the governor's
office at Bamiyan

Cat. No. 286
Buddha in red robe
Qizil, near Kucha. 7''' century
Painting on wood. 30.2 x 11.8 cm
Museum fiir Asiatische Kunst. Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin. PreuRischer Kulturbesitz
Inv. NO. MIK 111 7390

Cat. No. 287
Four-armed Visnu with lotus and
personified wheel attribute
Northern I',~kist,ln. 5"'-6"' century
Bronze. 48.5 x 25 x 14 crn
Museum fiir As~.it~sche
Kunst, StC1dtllcheMuseen
zu Bel-l~n.I't.euRisrl~erKulturbcsitz
Inv. No. MIK I 14

Cat.

No. 289

Bodhisattva Maitreya with
stupa in crown
Swat (Wali of Swat collection),7&-gth century
Phyllite, 68.5 x 35 cm
Swat Museum. Saidu sharif
Inv. No. WS

Cat. N o , 288

Buddha displaying the gesture
of giving
Swat, 9 - 8 & century

Phyllite. 65.5 x 37 cm
Swat Mwum. Saidu Sharif
L ~ vNO.
. V-1217

Cat. No. 290
Tall miniature stupa with polygonal base and four columns
Gilgit. 7"'-st'' century
Copper, 36.5 x 11 x 1 1 cm
Peshawar Museum
Inv. No. P ~ - 3 2 2 9
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Cat. No. 291
Miniature stupa with the
Tathagatas in niches
Gorband Valley, Swat, 8'"-9'l' century
Copper, 25.5 x 19 x 19 crn
Peshawar Museum
lnv. No. PM-3226

Cat. No. 292
Bodhisattva Vajrapani
Provenance unknown. Swat region.
9'"-10'~' century
Bronze, 42 x 18 x 4 cm
I'eshawar Museum
Inv. No. I'M-2885
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